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THE C S. JOHNSON COMPANY
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

BATCHERS - BATCHING PLANTS - MATERIAL BINS

FOR

Large Production Jobs Central Mixing Plants

Road Building Truck Mixer Plants

Bridge Work Cement Handling Plants

Culvert Work Special Installations

The C. S. Johnson Company specializes In the design and produclion of equipment for

Batching or Proportioning Materials, also Storage Bins and Plants.

The C. S. Johnson Company manufactures not only a standard line of Weigh Batchers

and Bins but also designs and builds complete plants for all sizes and types of concrete jobs.
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WK I'RKSKNT tlie first number ot

thf fiftieth \()lunie of the Ilh'nois

lechnograph. The golden anni-

\ersary of the magazine has been ap-

propriateh' celebrated by the publishing in

this issue of the first half of the history of

the Technograph. The magazine has

undergone many changes since the first

Technograph appeared in 1S83. Reail and

enjoy this story of the life of your college

magazine.

• The famous Technograph reporter,

Kahn Chu, unfolds an interview' with the

friend of the engineers, Dean Enger, in

which he passes on in his humorous way,

the valuable points that the Dean brought

out during his visit. Read the article and
pick out for yourself the many things that

will lielp you to liave a most successful

vear.

• A story of the growth of oiu" College

is presented in a very interesting manner
in this issue. It contains much material

which we believe camiot be found else-

where in such a convenient form. Al-

though the article has necessitated a great

deal of research on the part of the staft

members, we feel certain that the readers

will appreciate our efforts.

• We are indebted to a great number
of contributors and staff members, without

whose co-operation on this issue would
not liave been possible. We want to espe-

ciallv thank ED HONG, AL LEVY.
lOHX SHERMAN, DAN RAPO-
I'ORT, GORDAN JEPPESEN, and
IIM FITZGERALD for help on the

editorial side, and RE'X NEWCO.\H5,
ILM SKORCZ, WALT REXNER,
and JIM STEIN for help on the busi-

ness matters. We also thank our nian\

contributors who have supplied us with

much information without which we
would ha\e been lost.
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Dean Enger Extends Greetings

Friend of Engineers Offers Advice

INTERVIEW BY MR. CHU

HON. DEAN :VI. L. Enger

was standing by window in

office taking deep breaths out

of electric fan and looking over

campus scene of plain and fancy stu-

dents as Mr. Chu dash in with merry

greetings after happy summer loaf.

"Perfect occasion," say Mr. Chu,

showing best reporter form. "Rejoice

to be back from long summer spell,

get down hard work. Hope you en-

joy trip west, Omaha, Denver, and

etc. Catch big fish and game pre-

serves; al.so sidetrack cares of office."

Dean turn from window, stride to

desk. Chu glad to remark fine ap-

pearance, pleasant color, and five

pound shortage. Dean tear date sheet

from calendar, point to new day,

this a. m.

"Vacation now over," he offer.

"Forget fish and big game, forget

all but hard work."

"You lia\e pleasant word for new-

comer and stranger in midst?" ask

Chu, taking out pencil and slipping

down cuff for notes.

"Please convey to new and old stu-

dents best wishes in adjoining col,"

Dean remark, "also inform that first

task should be join Hospital A.sso-

ciation. This a,ssociation like life in-

surance for pain and ache. Special

bargain rate all semester to member
in Class A-1 rating.

"Fine game," say Chu. "Ever\body win, nobody lose.

Student will be wise join sick list."

"Next thing," say Dean taking oft tie and putting

down near floor to catch breath fresh air, "Student should

seek adviser on faculty side. V^ery important ha\'e good

chat with ad\iser. Suggest any student who can {\\\i\

member faculty to have talk with same.

"Ciood faculty man nowadays hard to," Chu cliant, in

words of old song. "Perhaps \o\i ofter prize to student

which locates adviser ad\ising."

"Equally wise offer prize to student if foimd taking

advice," Dean rebut. "However, adviser system one of

honorable traditions this establ. Hope freshmen make
better start than some members Technograph staff."

HE Colliijr of Enijimirini/

of the Vnii'rrsily of IHinnis

^Lvchonifs the i/real freshman (lass

<// 19S9. To 'you and to the old

stuiirnls yreetm/js and best 'ivishes

for a prosperous and busy year- I

tnisl thai you ivill take an aelive

interest in the work and activities

of the C.olleye and that you luill

find opportunities for tjro'u.'th and
enrichment of your lives in the pro-

f/rafn of the (^olli't/e and of the

I niversily.

— Ill A\ M. I.. En'gkr.

".Appreciate per.sonal attention," say

Chu, taking off coat to make notes

above elbow. "How about budget

for clock hours, same as money?"

"Budget of time .secret of good

order,^' say Dean expanding chest

from joy of fine physical condition.

"Student should budget time, keep

budget, and get good start right now
to make year big success."

"Ben Franklin catch same idea

some time back," Chu remark pleas-

antly. "Franklin nl.so seize fore by

timelock."

"Franklin didn't do so bad," say

Dean. "Glad to see 1935 student

make same run using same signals."

"Program of engineer very full,"

say Chu, changing unpleasant topic

of hard work. "How about chance

to refine cash customer?"

"Refining up to student," say

Dean, "If student want fashionable

topics, fancy appreciations, way is

open. Student may elect first prize

culture courses for free elective. Also

chance is good to read ; no rule to

stop engineer from good reading bud-

get. Student who wants culture pur-

sues same, like child who wants to

go to circus. Glad to recommend
u.se splendid Engineer library. Ever
look in same?"
"Have heard of library," say Chu,

"Glad to know all are welcome to

enjoy culture benefits. Big surprise for .some. Please

give extra word on smokers, college life, activities."

"Smoker e\eiit fine for college," say Dean. "All

students need advantages of get together and .social

mixture. College spirit better with social event for all

student leailers. Learn action lesson, make fine friends.

"(ilad to have these pearls of wisdom," Chu in-

vent, throwing away pencil and coat, hat and add items

conceded to heat. "One last word, perhaps. How
about work on Hon. Technograph?"

"Sometime I wonder," Dean deplo\. Best men us-

uall\' on magazine. Make fine record. Hope you are

the same."

Khan Chu.



Some Facts and Figures On

The College of Engineering Today
Faculty Strength Maintained, Facilities Improved

STl'DKNTS and faculty of the Collose

of Ensineering: today settled down to

the KTlnd of the 1935-36 school year
with the prospect of the largest en-

rollment since the depression began to

take its toll in 1931-32.

Rumors that several distinguished

members of the faculty had l)een at-

tracted by offers from other institu-

tions and leading' etiginei-ring and in-

dustrial concerns were dispelled as the

senior men all returned to their posts.

Professors H. F. Moore. H. M. Wester-
.gaard, and others who had been con-
sidering positions tendered them last

spring have again cast their lot with
Illinois and have declined appointment
elsewhere. Professor Crandall. back
from studies and travels in Europe.
adds an element of strength to the
personnel of the faculty and the im-
pression iirevails that the staff as a
whole is at its best.

New Petroleum Option
A new option in petroleimi engineer-

in.g studies in engineering and geolog.v,

has been established with I'rofessor W.
V. Howard of the Department of

Geology as sponsor. The basic work
of this curriculum is much the same
as that of the curriculum in mechanical
engineering and Professor O. A. Leut-
wiler, head of the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering', is co-operating in

the development of the new program.
Al)out twenty students have under-
taken the work.

Provision tor the mining and metal-
lurgical engineering building annex
was made by the last General Assembly
and the work of construction and re-

arrangement of work is under way.

Mechanical Is Most Popular
Student enrtillment and curricular

preferences are coming in for their

share of attention. Mechanical engi-

neering is still the leader with a Tech-
nograph enrollment forecast of 283, a
gain over the record of last year.

Electrical engineering' and civil engi-
neering are in second and third place
in size of student body, with the pop-
ular program in ceramics a strong
fourth.

The registration in the ceramics cur-
riculum may pass the 150 mark, though
The Technograph estimate places the
figure conservatively at 134. General
engineering and ceramic engineering
complete the roster of the larger cur-
ricula of the college. They will enroll

fifty or more students.

(Klier I>i-parlnients Increase
Growth i.s e.xiiected in the curricula

in mining, railway options, engineering
physics, gas engineering, metallurgy,
agricultural engineering, and in the new
petroleum engineering option.

Excluding the figures for chemical
engineering and architecture, which are
now listed with the totals for other
colleges, the enrollment for the year
will be 1,172, a gain of 26 over last

year. The Technograph estimates.
How the student body has changed

College
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1870 4-6 1 4.7

187] 39—24 1^ 67
1872 32~'^6 4 2 84
1873 24—49 4 2 ^79
I874 22—49 6 3 80
1875 33—33—15 81
1876 22—31—15 68
1877 24—25 -"9 2 60
1878 20—18 7 2 47
1879 28—21 k 6 59
1880 25—24 9 3 61
1881 25—30 6 3 64
1882 41—41—14 3 ^99

1883 39—52—18 3 112
1884 45—51—21 2 119
1885—56—58—16 1 131
1886 53—43—24 3 123
1887 65—45—28 k 142

1889—74I-62—59 6 IZIII11II—IIII"IZIIZ20I

1893—53—75—75 6—58 IIIII—IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII267
1894 48—73—81 2—84—5 293

1896—60—59—69 97—3—17 I-III11111111IIIIIIII II305
1897 55—66—56 86—3—i3- 279
1898 47—70—47 89—2— 14 269
1899 66—74—42 82—6— 15 285
1900 79—99—41 84—5—14 322
1901—405 -120—43 88—5— 12 373
1902—124 -167—40 109—3— 19 2 464
1903-182-197—56 137—8—27 6 613
1904.-219-232—47 172—8—43 3 ^752

I9OS-215-3IO—42 223-10—31 1 855
1906--233-338—73 254-^9—30 3 940
1907—261 -400—77 280 —5—43 -J.1 1077
1908 —256 -397 —82 311 -19 —58 —28 1151
1909 —261 ^19 —90 ^305 -19 —67 —h9 1191
1910—265-421- 97 256-18- 89- 38 1184
1911—271-307-177—19-320-22-106-J.9 21 12 1274
1912—265-305-189—21-301-25 J-ll-J-5 17 9 1258
1913—260-216-203—24-279-24J.29—

5

8 7 1155
1914—276-204-200—42 -253-30-164 _J.2 11 10 1202
1915—271-206-179—39-269-36 J.79-J.5 13 6 1213
1916—249 -193-158 —30-267 -25 J.77 --^7 19 11 69 1216
1917—286-204-149—30-273-28 -162-J.6 14 8 ^43 1213

1918—229-163—72—18-228-11-133—16 14 8 26 918

1919—524-325—75—21-396-11-100 1 13 3—56 6 1537
1920—528-351-120—61-'t55-12 -156—20 10 6 46 3 1768
1921—473-313-121—66-443-13-140—21 ^14—11 42 4 1661
I922-- 431- 355- 120 - 89- 427-10-i3O— 28-— 16 9—?6 5— 44 1740
1923—325-298-110—66-344-15-118—31—19—10—74—10—97 1517
1924--263-256— 94— 55-^74-15-138— -31-— 23 5—88 9—110 1461
I925-- 244- 293- 121— 39- 403- 14- 153— 20—19 9— 90 9—102— 1 1517
1926—233- 292- 150— 38- 471- 15- 172— 21—i7 8—89 6— 105—4 1621
I927-- 232- 320- 182— 21- 456 209— 27—20 9— 58—42— 101—3— 34 1684
1928- - 269- 341- 224-- 15- 426 229— 24 21 5—- 60— 14— 101— 3--- 36 1768
1929—291- 326- 258— 25- 411 219— 18— 17 4— 37— 11— 86 34 1737
I930-- 334- 335- 260— 19- 400 235— 26— 11 4 37—IS— 85 36 1800
1931-- 380-^62- 259— 23- 452 185—i8 10 6—48— 25 98—4— 35 1876
1932—^56 ^48- 246— 18- 379 164— 18— 10 5— 52— -27— 90— 3—- 42 13^5
1933— 294- 277- 240— 18- 329 15 6 3--- 51— 29— 88— ] 69 1120
1934-- 254- 247- 248 - 17- 288 13 —'* 3— 52-— 28—- 89 80—6— 5—- 1086
1935=- 278- 243- 232— 25- 280 9 1 3— 61-— 30— 74 119— 12^_J.O— _ 1146

•1936— 283- 240- 200-- -2&- 270- 9 3 3— 65— 33^— 80 134—J.4__ 12— _ II72

** Estimated totals for year; first semester accounts for SOf^, of these figures.



An Engineer Writes Home About

SIX WEEKS AT CAMP CUSTER
A Happy Combination of Work and Play

DKAK pat:—
Pulled up at ramp Ciislir at alioiit

till o'llork on June 15. Lieutenant Mc-
Doudush and Sarseant Mount were on

hand to greet us anil to see that we
didn't g:et lost. Learned that Captain
Matthews had gone to California and
wouldn't be with us. Lieutenant Bins-
ham, who inspected us la.st year, and
Lieutenant Dau were down from Miehi-

san Collese of Minin.:; and Technolos.v

with about twenty more en.aineers.

There were thirty-five of us from Illi-

nois, and with the Michigan Tech
group, we were known for the next

six weeks as, "Company C. R. O. T. C."

Looked across the street and there be-

held Herb Frank. .\1 Reichman. and
.Johnny .\mmerman, standing with far

away looks on their faces. Yes, it w^as

the cavalry that we were to have in

our front yards. The infantry was
directly behina us.

The army didn't waste much time
in getting' us started. We were inime-
diatel.v jnit through a really thorough
physical exam. By the time the doctors

were throu.gh with vis, it was time to

eat. We lined up at twelve o'clock for

our first taste of army grub. There
we were lined up waiting to get into

the mess hall with Ijcvy, Pachaly. and
Richard.son heading the line. The same
jiositions were carefully guarded by
this trio for the entire camp period.

That meal and most of the meals that
followed were very good. I never could
figure out who ate the heartiest that

day. I'iiipin outsat .Johnson and
Johansrn, but I think that the two big

Swedes put away the most food.

We drew our equipment that after-

noon. It was a pretty ragged looking

bunch in their uniforms for the first

time. Some of the clothes were too

small and some would accommodate two
people the size of the wearer. Sto.vke

and Moore looked very dapper in

their two-toned, summer-formal fa-

tigues. Shepherd had to wear "civies"

because he couldn't begin to get his

breeches on. All that was soon
remedied and the engineers looked like

a real outfit before long. All equip-
ment had been drawn and the camii
was running smoothly before the first

day had gone by.

It was nine o'clock before it began to

get dark. And Just at nine, some one
gave the command, "Lights out!" Of
course j'ou understand that everything
in the army is done by orders, l^ach

night at nine, just as we needed the

lights, we were ordered to turn them
out. A'olle was among the missing
when we finally turned in that ni.ght.

It was discovered the next day, that

he had cracked up a car in Elgin, and
was unable to get to camp on time.

The mosquitos that first night and
most of the nights to follow, were
terrible. We had mosquito bars, but
even the.v didn't seem to stop the man-
eating Michigan terrors. Namensky
claims that he caught two mosquitos
holding the mess of the mosquito bar

apart while a third insect flew in and
did the dirty work. Didn't believe it

at first, but one look at McGow^an's
arm the next morning made me think

that something of that sort had nally

happened to him.
.lu.st as I had .gotten to sleep, some

joker got on the end of a bugle and
started blowing. It was 3:40 a. m. One
of the Michigan Tech boys who had
been designated Charge of Quarters for

that day came into the tent and blew

a whistle. He got a shoe in the face

when he tried to shake Chuck Royer
loose from his cot. Wally Senters

awoke with a sore throat and he was
sent over to the hospital to have it

swabbed out with mercurochrome. That
was the last we heard from him for

over a week. The hospital force had
decided to swab his throat every day
for a while. Take my advise and don't

go near that hospital with anything
less than a broken leg. Once you .get

inside of the hospital tent, nothing less

than a letter from the governor w-ill

get you out, cured or uncured.
It rained steadily for the first week

of camp. When it rained anything
larger than pitchforks and nigger
babie.s. we were allowed to remain in

our tents and pass the time as we saw
tit. Of course a "Bull session" always
rit. It used to fly fast and thick in

tent 9 with Christman, Daniels, Voile,

Heffing'ton, and LaBaw, reinforced liy

.Jordan, Sla.vmaker and Reynolds.
When it rained pitchforks or less, we

were either doing a turn at close-order

drill, erecting barbed wire fences, or

dabbling in chemical warfare. I'll never
for.get the sight of the whole company
of engineers, cryin.g like babies after

(Continued on Page 17)

I'^ngineors blowing down a silo at (amp t ii><lei

wilh T. X. T.

li. <l. I. (. I'.ngineir> lesling the <lterliveneN> ol

Double .Apron IJarlieil wire obstacle
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Fiftieth Anni\ersary Celebration

The TECHNOGRAPH TAKES A BOW
Files Tell Story

THK FIRST Techiiosra)!!! jiivscnti'd

an entirely diffoi-pnt apiieanincc

from the TcchnoKraph of toilay. It

was then an "annual publication" al-

though reports for two years. ISSr, to

1S87. were bounil in the first volume.

This two year volume was the size of

an ordinary text book. The contents

were papers from two to ten pages in

leng-th. and nine papers, totalingr fifty-

four pages were included.

Early volumes of the student pub-

lication were entitled. "Selected Papers
of the Civil Engineer's Club of the

University of Illinois." the name "Tech-
nograph" w-as first used on the 18!»1-

92 collection. The Civil Engineer's Club,

then in existence but a short time, pub-
lished the first "Technograph," settin.g

forth as follows its purpose and the

purpose of the publication, on the fly

leaf of the volume: "The Civil Engi-
neers Club of the T^riiversity of Illinois

is essentially an undergrailuate.s' so-

ciety', mfist of the papers being pre-

pared by students. Not the least im-
portant of the results to tlie members
have been the stimulation of inde-

pendent thought, a development of the

aliility to hunt up one's own informa-
tion, and the cultivation of the power
to express ideas clearly, concisely and
forcibly."

"This publication is made to place in

permanent form some of the papers
read at the meetings, and also to ex-

tend the influence of the society. The
intention is to publish a similar volume
annually. The committee regrets that

the number of illustrations and the

length of many of the papers precludes

their jiublication. and also that the
valuable discussions of the papers have
not been preserved."

The first volume listed all significant

papers pre.sented at the meetings of the
Civil En,gineer's Club from its founding
in ISS.'i to the time of puljlication of

the first volume in 1887. Selections

from those early papers constituted the
hulk of the content. All of them were
by Illinois men. either graduates, under
graduates, or teachers. But of one
hundred and two papers listed, more
than three-ciuarters were by students.

It is interesting- to .see tliat this club

first met on Saturday afternons and.
in later years, on Saturday evenings.
It would be almost impossible to have
club meetings at those hours with
present day campus life.

The titles and authors of the first

nine articles published, which compri.se
the first issue of the "Technograph"
will give an idea of the type of material
used. "Notes on Topographical Survey-
ing." liy C. W. Clark '76. V. S. .\ssistant

Engineer, "Street Pavements" liy L.
r.ush '88, "Details of a City Engineer's
Work" by E. I. Cartine '87. "Break-
waters at Chicago" by S. C. Colton '8.'>.

Engineer on River and Harbor Work.
Chicago. "Hints to Students on the
Education of a Engineer" by I. O.

Baker. Professor of Civil Engineering,
and "Notes on Mountain Railroad Loca-
tion" by Profes.sor A. N. Talbot. As-
sistant Professor of iMathematics and
Engineering, are the articles published

in the first issue.

There were nineteen advertisers in

the first Technograph. Besides the usual

local school supply stores. A. P. Cun-
ningham and D. H. l.loyde. many man-
ufacturers of machinery and books and
instruments advertised. Among them
were Minnie and R. L. Jaques—Book
and Drafting Instruments: John Dixon
Crucible Co.,—Graphite Pencils: Mis-
.souri Valley Bridge and Iron Works,

—

Bridges; George F. Blake Manufactur-
ing Co.—Steam Pumps: and many
others. A particularly interesting ad-

vertisement was one labeled. "The Dean
of Holyoke—Steam Pumps for Every
Purpose." and was a full page adver-

tisement containing a picture of an
old-fashioned .steam engine, by the Dean
Steam Pumii Company of Holyoke.

Mass. .\nother interesting advertise-

ment was b.\' the "I'hampaign County
Gazette" which boasted of being' the

only daily printed in the county.

In the first four volumes there were
no illustrations, except a few graphs.

Nothing- at all of student activities,

interest, or news of the campus, except

the technical papers, as read liy the

students.

Since the first volume of The Tech-
nograph was not published until May
1887. it may seem that the year of the

founding- of the Technograph should be

1887. However, the years given on the

cover of the first volume is 1885-6 and
1886-7. Also, the earliest arficle pub-

lished was dated, "Read, November 29,

1885." As noted before the Civil En-
gineers Club w-as organized in 188:1, but

it was not until 1885 that any attempt
was ever made to preserve the i>apers

read at these meetings. Therefore, the

fall term of 1885 is taken as the begin-

ning of The Technograph. It is prob-

able, although not certain, that the

separate papers were published for

distribution among- the members, and
then the select few were put into per-

manently bound volumes.

The president of the Civil Engineer's

Club in 1887 was P. A. Goodwin '87.

The vice-president was William Barclay
'.87. and the secretary and treasurer, W.
R. Roberts '87. The chairman of the

Committee on Publication, was Prof. A.

N. Talbot, who is now Professor

Emeritus of Civil Engineering-. Pro-
fes-sor Talbot was the author of many
articles in the first few issues, and
with the late Professor I. O. Baker was
the guiding hand of the first years of

The Technograph. Others on the first

publication staff were William Barcla.v

'87, L. Bush '88. and E. I. Cartine '87

1890-91. The 1890-91 issue contained
an article of tw^enty-five pages by I'ro-

fessor A. N. Talbot, on "Railway
Transition Curves." This article was

about the longest published in the

Technograph. .\nother interesting-

article of this time was, "The Schools

of Mechanical and Civil Engineering

in the I'niver.sity of Illinois." by Selim

H. Peabody, L.I..D., then Regent of the

school. In his short article of five

pa.ges, Regent Peabody outlines the

courses in engineering, as taught in

1890.

No one had the title of editor, in that

year, but E. L. Scheidenhelm '92 was
business manager, and W. A. Martin
'92 was assistant business manager.

1891-92. The 1891-1892 Technograph
did not contain the name of an editor

or business manager. Some very fine

pictures of the equipment the cqjlege

possessed even in these early days is

shown on the first few pages of this

volume. The titles of the iiictures are

"Collection of Civil Engineering- Instru-

ments." "View of Corner of Iron-Work-
ing Shops," "Electrical Engineering-
Partial View in Diagrams Room," and
"Senior Architectural Drawing Room."
These were accompanied by explana-

tions of them.
1892-93. The 1892-9.S issue iiublished

a picture of the department heads of

that time. They were W. .J. Baldwin,

of Mining- Engineering, Arthur N. Tal-

bot, of Municipal Engineering- and
Mechanics. S. W. Shattuck. of Mathe-
matics, N. Clifford Ricker, of Architec-

ture, Ira O. Baker, of Civil Engineering.

C. W. Scribner, of Mechanical Engi-
nering, and Daniel W. Shea, of Elec-

trical Engineering- and Physics.

More view-s of the college of the time

were. ".Architectural Wood Shop."

"Part of Electrical Laboratory." "Me-
<'hanical Shop." and "Engineering-

Miiseum" and "Part of .Mining Labora-
tory."

The editor and business manager of

1S92-93 was not published, except that

The Technograph was published by the

Engineering- Societies of the Univer.sity.

1893-94. The 189.S-1894 issue had a
"Board of Publication" composed of

members of the Civil Engineers, the

mechanical and electrical engineers, and
the architects. The business managers
were. J. C. Quade '95, P. Junkerfield

'9.";, and A. W. Bush '94.

The 1893-94 isue was unique in that

it was divided up into three depart-

ments, the Civil, the Mechanical and
Electrical, and the Architects.

1894-95. The 1894-1895 issue was
larger than the usual Technograph. It

was 182 pages, against the usual 100

pages of years before and 146 pages of

1893-94.

There was no editor or business man-
ager in 1894-95. .\n interesting- article

is the description of "The College of

Engineering" by W. R. Morrison '95

and P. .lunkersfeld '95. as the college

was in those days. Floor plans of En-
gineering Hall in 1895 as shown in the

article would never Ije recognized by
the student of today.

(To Be Continued)



• WHO'S WHO IN ILL

• /). K Harris

• J. C. Skorcz

• F. C. Bennett

DAVID K. HARRIS is due for :i very busy year.

It past pertorniaiices are any indication of future achieve-

ment he should have no trouble keeping up his grades.

The M. E.'s have elected Dave to direct the affairs of

both Pi Tau Sigma and the A. S. M. E. in the roll of

president.

Dave missed Phi Eta Sigma by .01 in his freshman

year. E.xcellent grades throughout his sophomore \ear

and a five point in the first semester of his junior year

convinced Tau Heta Pi that Dave possessed the scholastic

prowess that it demands of its members. Ten minutes

with Dave will convince anyone that he has as fine a

character and personality as can be demanded by any

organization. Dave's outward evidence of membershiji

in Triangle fraternity, where he is Vice-President and

pledge master, is being worn by a sweet >oung thing

back home in Rochester, New York.

JAMES C. SKORCZ finds time for his school

work and for extra curricular activities even though he

is working his- way through school. He has ambitions

of becoming a great electrical engineer. He has a great

start as handy man and electrician at the Sigma Delta

Tail house. Ever since his freshman year Jim has been

utilizing his good eye and straight shooting qualities on

some rifle team. He captained the Freshman pistol

team, the Scabbard and Blade riHe team and the in-

dependent rifle team that won first in intramural comiie-

tition. Jim is a member Scabbard and Blade, Vice-

President of Pi Tau Pi Sigma and was the Signal

Corp's Lieutenant Colonel last year. He served on the

committees of the Senior Ball and the Military Ball.

You'll probably see Jim working as Chief Clerk in .il'^

E. H. during registration. As a salesman, he is lui-

excelled.

FOSTER C. BENNETT is one of the few en-

gineers who find time to lay down their slide rules long

enough to earn a letter in a varsity sport. Foss was a

football star at New Trier High School and he went
out foi' football in his freshman year here, but his pro-

ficienc\' in the swimming tank centered his interest on

water polo. Numerals \n his freshman year ^vere fol-

lowed by a letter in his sophomore \ear for performing

the duties of varsit\ goalie. He earned another letter

in the same sport last \ear. A third letter will be his

at the end of this school year in which he will captain the

water polo team. Foss is a Dolphin and a member of

the Tribe of lUini. His scholastic average in Engineer-

ing Physics is about four point. He is president of Sigma

Chi I'rafernity and center on their intramural basketball

team.

('litTiii'd (irahani. M.V.. ';{(> is a liaiis-

fer fniiii Uradlrj Collesie at I'eoria,

liiinois. Due (o liis persistent ctt'orts

last .year ('lilt' l)e<'anie a mumiiIxt nl'

I'i Tau Siyma, linnorary M.K. <iri:ani^a'

(ion. He <'an he fminil an.v nii;lil at

Ihi' /\.T.O. house it he is not over at

(he (lamina Phi hotel whispering sweet
nothings (o his nirl. She has (UH's
pin and is from his home town, (lill

expeets (o attain liii;lier seholas(i<'

honors this next .^ear anil also to

liraneh out into aetivities.

Dale D. Streid is a nu-.haniial en4;i-

neer in the ilass of "M\. Ilv liis own
eH'oi(s lie was (alien into Tau Heta I'i

iliii'in^ the seeonil semester of his

.junior .year. Dale workeil on the Teeli-

no^raph in his Sophoiiiore ,\'ear as
ailveitisiM!; iiianai;er. He is a member

of .\.S..M.I<;. anil when not ent;ai;eil in

seliool work lie is l>us.\* at tlu' Treasurer
anil ('iiiiimiKsar> .jolis at the A.K.I..

fiaternit.v. Dale is also watihinu out

for the more li;;hter side of life as he

is ver.v often seen witli a prominenl
Professor's daiiiihter. .lust another
( lienoa, Illinois Iioa maliin;; ::iiii(l.

W . ((. '\\i:;«inton CK. is one of those

I'liiiineeis who turned |)olitieian. He did

a :;oo(l job of representing us in tlii'

Student Senate last j ear. Aside frimi

his |>oli(ieal aetivities, Wes is a soldier

of note. He elaims membership in

Peishin^ Uifles, Tau Nil Tau anil (he

militar.v honorary Srabbard and Itlade.

His en;:ineei'ini; aetivities are eonlliieil

to beiiii; a iiieiiibiT id' the .A.S.i'.I-;.

\\ hen desirous of food or rest, he drops
in at the (hi Phi house. If .voii ean't

lorate liim at the (hi Phi hoii^e, .miii

\\\\\ linil him at Hanley's with his

"little eooUie." .\s ,iet. no sleuth uas
been able to uneover his plaee of stiid.i.

(hit to show everyone that a ;;ipod

freshman ean't be kept down, .laik

Kobinson, C.K., made a name for him-
self whiih stands alont; with the best.

Hreakiii:^ reeords seemed to be .lack's

pastime when he worked out on the

traek. He uas a first elass hii;li huriller

and i^ave a tine exhiliitioii of fast

movement. Studies did not siilVer from
his wdiU of sliniiin:; hash at Newman
Hall and riinnin:; around the armory
lieeause li'* is a four-point student. .\s

a tinal lioiioi- to him, .laek was eleete I

lo Tomahawk lioiiorar.\ last spring; for

lii^ e\i-elleiit showing during (he ,^'ear.

l..\tiiafi .Moore hails all the way from
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A. E. Bitter •

R. A. Newcoitih. Jr. •

E. A. Post •

EDGAR A. POST might have become a great

physicist some day if he had accepted a physics scholar-

ship from the University of Chicago. Instead he chose

to become one of the outstanding students of the L. E.

Department at the University of Illinois. Ed started

off with a bang and made Phi Eta Sigma in his first

semester. His junior year still found him knocking down
enough excellent grades to become a member of Tau
Beta Pi. The duties of Vice-President of Eta Kappa

Xu and Treasurer of Pi Tau Pi Sigma are Ed's to

carry out this semester. Think of him when you hear or

dance broadcasts over WILL for he is the one who is

responsible for the hook-ups that get the programs to the

WILL tiansmitter. His spare time is spent comparing'

reception with other"hams" over his own radio station.

\V.'^1^\'. which he has had in his room for two years.

REXFORD A. XEWCOMH, Jr., has so many
claims tn prominence in the College of Engineering

that it will only be possible to list a few of them here.

He is President of the Student Branch of the A. C. S.

and a member of the Engineering Council, Arepo,

Caisson Club, Scabbard and Blade, Pierrot, Tomahawk,
the Union Board of Directors, Mu Pi Sigma, and Vice-

President of the Independent Council. Rex served on

committees for the Senior Ball, St. Pats Ball. Mi Hila.

Engineering Open Hou.sc, and Homecoming. He h.is

starred in the casts of Hit the Deck, Ciold in the Hills

and has worked on the production staff of many of the

other campus plays.

His summer was divided between selling advertising

for the Technograph and working in a canning factory.

.A local doctor's daughter is claiming the amourous at-

tentions of Rex and she surely can feel confident that

Rex will some i\:\\ reach the top of the ladder.

ALBERT E. BITTER has gained for himself an

enviable reputation as a scholar and leader since he came
to Illinois a year ago. His first two years of Univer-
sity life were spent at Illinois College in Jacksonville.

I here, he was president of his freshman class, a member
of Phi Alpha, social fraternity, a member the Illinois

College Dramatics Club and the varsity tennis team,

i'. F.. R. A. work in Dean Jordan's office didn't seem
tn cramp his ability to make grades. Al was one of

the few engineers to receive College Honors last year.

Tau Beta Pi and Chi Epsilon were quick to recogni/e

his scholastic ability and they took him into their re-

spective organizations. Al is vice-president of the Tau
Bates. On top of it all, he was elected president of the

A. S. L. E. and now he is busily engaged in getting

that organization off to a good start.

Khixle Ishinil to study ceiamH' eimi-

neerins; al the I niversit.v of Illinois.

He is a iiiemher of tlie Student Hraiich

of the .\nieri<-an ('ei'aiiii<' Soeiet>' and
a niendier of Tau Nil Tau. L.vnian

spent part of the summer at (amp
( uster and the last half at his home
in Khode Nland. Vou can see him al

most anv danee on the campus with
Mar.iorie \ oi^ht. our i;irl leramie en;;i-

neer. He likes to dance and i> reall.\

:;ood at it.

__Tom .Icihaiisen, six foot Ihree me< lian

ieal en;;ineer has made a i;reat name
for himself through his work in the
military depaitment. He was seleeied
as the lie>t .iunior Advanced Course
soldier last .year and as such, received
a sailer from the Women's .Auxilliar.'v

of The .\merican I^eyion on .Military

day. He is vice-president of Tan Nu
Tau, honoiary Kn4;ineer Corps frater-
nity, and a member of I'ershini; Kifles.

During the summer, Tom works as a
life :;uard on the beach at Willmette.

Wilford Hurdick.
( . K. that only ha>
before he ^oes out I

ISosco put in most i

in:; valuable exper
Assistant on the
pavins; ,i<d). Before
was a ( . .^^. T. ( .

son Harricks in SI

-nd Lieutenant in

and a mendier of

home is in Kockfo
spare tiuu' is sitciU

in Champaiun.

ISoseo to >ou, is a
i 'in hours to net in

11 conciuer the Hurld.
if the sununer uain-
ience as Knt;ineers
Sprinutield .\venue
he ^ot that .ioli. he
instructor at -lert'er-

. l.oiiis. Boseo is a
the K. O. T. r.

he A. S. C. K. His
(1 but most of his

with tile ^irl friend

(dill Schneider, a senior in .Mechani-
cal Kiiyineerin^, plans to finish his col-

lege education this ,>ear. (tllie has wo.-U-

ed for the Levitt .Mainifacdiriiis; Coiii-

pan.v of I ibaiia (his summer. He is a
memher of Phi Kappa Si4;ma, .\. S. M.
v.. and was a First laeutenant in the
H. (». T. ( . At the last St. Pafs Hall.

(Ulie was chosen from a uroup of si\

candidates as Saint I'at. He possesses
a keen sense of humor and has ma le

maii.v friends on the campus. \\ hen he
is not burning his study lamp (Mlie

can be found al Kammerer's on Lin-
coln .\venue handlini; the cash register.

Mill! S. Ketchiim left the Keclamation
service and went into the rorlland
CemeiU Associalion in Ihi' slriK-tiiral

division.
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S.P.E.E. Meets at Atlanta,

Georgia
Twvnty-one mrmlicrs of thf CoUese

of KiiKineprins faculty attendod the 4Srfl

Aiimial Meetins' of the Socifty for the

rromotion of Ensineerins- Kducation at

the Ceorsia School of Technology in

Atlanta on June 24-27, 1935.

Several of the Illinois men spoke at

the various technical meetings. The
following- are tho.se who attended:

Prof. H. E. Babbitt, Prof. E. E. Bauer.

Prof. C. H. Casberg, Prof. J. O. Draf-

fln. Dean M. I.. Enjfer, Prof. N. E.

Ensign, Prof. C. W. Ham, Prof. R. P.

Hoelscher, Dean H. H. Jordan, Mr. A.

Jorgansen, Prof. E. E. King', Prof. A. R.

Knight, Mr. W. M. T.ansford, Prof. O.

A. l^eutwiler. Mr. N. M. Newmark, Prof.

F. M. Porter, Prof. F. B. Seely, Prof.

W. H. Severns, Prof. P. W. Stubbs, .Jr.,

Dr. A. N. Talbot, and Mr. F. H. Thomas.

The 4-lth .\nnual Meeting will be held

next .summer at the ITniversity of Wis-

consin in Madison, Wisconsin.

A. B. Wilder and C. R. Fink
to Teach Here

'i'wo new men have aeceipted )i(isi-

tions on the faculty of the College of

Engineering. Mr. (1. R. Fink will be an

instructor in General Engineering Draw-
ing. Mr. Fink graduated from the

University of Illinois in 1932 with a

B.S. degree in .Vrchitectural Engineer-

ing. While he attended .school here he

was active in the affairs of Tau Beta

Pi, Gargoyle, and Sigma Tau. He has

bi'en employed as structural engineer in

the office of Vonnegut, Bohn and Muel-

ler, architects of Indianaiiolis, since

May 1934.

A. B. Wilder starts here as Assistant

Professor of Metallurgical Engineering.

Professor Wilder received his B.S. at

Mount ITnion College in 1925. This was
followed by an M.A. from Ohio State

University in 1928 and a D.S. degrei'

from Harvard in 1933. Professor Wildci'

is a member of Sigma Xi. He was an

instructor at the Ca.se School of Ai)plieil

Science for one year and an a-ssistanl

at Harvard University for two years.

Since 1933 he has worked as researcli

metallurgist at the American Steel and

Wire Company in Clev(>lancl, Ohio.

Large Ceramic Enrollment

The Ceramic Department has been

remodeling some of its laboratories

to enable them to take care of the

large increase in students in the past

few years. Partitions are being torn

out of .some of the adjoining labora-

tories to make one large lab with

locker facilities.

The enrollment in Ceramics and

Ceramic Engineering has been stead-

ily increasing for the last three

years. One Oramic Scholar.ship is

given by each County in Illinois each

year. Prof. C. W. Parmalee, head of

the Ceramics Department, reports

that all of last year's graduates were

promptly placed in the Ceramic in-

dustry. W. W. Coffeen, Business

Mgr. of the Technograph last year

and a graduate in Ceramic Engi-

neering, is doing research work here

this fall for a large enameling con-

cern.

New Bulletins by Experi-

ment Station

The Engineering experiment sta-

tion has just recently issued the

following bulletins.

Bulletin No. 274—"A Supplementary

Study of the Locomotive Front End by

Means of Tests on a Front-End Model,"

bv E. G. Young.
Bulletin No. 275—"Effect of Time

Yield in Concrete upon Deformation

Stresses in a Reinforced Concrete .\reh

Bridge," by W. M. Wilson and R. W.
Kluge.

Bulletin No. 276—"Stress Concentra-

tion at Fillets, Holes, and Keyways as

Found by the Plaster-Model Method,"

by F. B. Seely and T. .T. Dolan.

Bulletin No. 277—"The Strength of

Monolithic Concrete Walls," by F. E.

Uichart and N. M. Newmark.
I'ntil February 1, 193B or until the

supply available for free distribution

is exhausted, copies of these bulletins

may be obtained without charge upon

ai)plication to Engineering Exiieriment

Station, llrbana, Illinois.

Tail Beta Pi Nominates
Faculty Men

Professors, A. C. CalUn, H. H. .lordiin

:niil W. N. Esiiy have been nominated

b.\ the University of Illinois Chapter of

Tau Beta Pi, national honorary schol-

astic fraternity, for positions on the

Tau Beta Pi national executive council.

The three men have actively promoted

the interests of the loc'al Chapter for

the past several years. Slates have

also been submitted by Armour Insti-

tute of Technology, Cniversity of

Kansas, I'niversity of .Maryland, Mich-

igan State College, Michigan Collegi> of

Mining and Technology, Columbia I'ni-

versity, and the ITniversity of Tennes-

see. The election will take place at the

Semi-Centennial Convention to be held

on the Campus of Michigan State Col-

li'ge at I.,ansin.g, Michigan on October

in, 11 and 12. The new Council will

take office a year after election and will

serve for three years.

W. B. McDevitt from .\ssistanl Lab-

oratory Demonstrator to I,aboratory

Demonstrator.
.\. E. Badger from Research ,\ssistant

to Research .\.ssociatc.

Isleclrieal Kngineerins
W. .1. Warri-n from .\ssistant, li

time, to Instructor.

General Kn.uineering Drawing
D. D. Walker from Instructor to

.\ssoeiate.

G. U. Fink. Instructor (new p.isition)

Mechanical Kngineering
.1. .\. Goff from .Associate I^rofessor

lo Professor of Thermodynamics.

D. G. Ryan from ,\ssociate to .\s-

sistant Profes.sor.

iMining and Metallurgical Kngineerin^

.\. B. Wilder, .\ssistant Professor of

.Metallurgical Engineering (mw
Position).

Physics
G. M. .Almy from .\ssociate to As-

sistant Professor.

Theoretical and .\i)plie(l Mechanics
.1. O. Draffin from .\ssociate Profes-

sor to Professor.

University Gets New Water
System

The new one half million gallon

storage tank just south of thi' I'niver-

sity golf links, operating with the two

new wells which ha\'e been recently

drilled at Illinois Field, will provide

the University of Illinois with one of

the most efficient and economical water

systems in the state, according to W.
D. Gerber. engineer of the State Water
Survey.

The tank was built at one of the

highest points on the south farms to

permit shutting off the pumps at night.

The pressure created by the height

of the tank will be sufficient to operate

the water system at night except when
an emergency, such as a fire, neces-

sitates extra pressure. Then the two

pumps will be used.

The two new wells are to be immped
at the rate of 600 gallons per minute,

although tests have shown that they

will )iump 2,500 and 1,000 gallons per

niinuti'. However, according to Mr.

Gerber, continuous jiumping at such

high rates would cause clog.ging of the

water bearing sands and .gravels.

Faculty Changes Announced
'I'lie ('olle:4e of lOngi oeeri ng aiiuounee.'^

(lie tollowing elianL;es in its faeully:

Ceramic Kngineering
W. R. Morgan from .\ssistant, '::

time, to Instructor.

Two New Paving Projects

The- iiaving of Gregory Diive from

the broadwalk, where the <ild black

top ended, to Goodwin Street has been

undertaken by the University of Illi-

nois. The design (or tlie concrete

roadway was made \i\ niembiTs of the

physiial plant. Prof. C. C. Wiley of the

highway department acted in the capac-

ity of adviser. The General Paving

Company of Champaign, headed by

Paul Kent, a graduate in civil engi-

neering of the College of Engineering,

has the contract for the work.

Two other changes in the city's

traffic situation may have been noticeil.

The University has installed traffic

lights on the corner of Wright and

Green and on the corner of Mathews
anil Green. Thi- other change has liec-n

(he paving of Springfield .\ve., from

First to AVright St. When the route

is oiiened, il will carry V. S. 45, IT. S.

15(1 and III li> through Champaign to

Wright St.. cm which they will go to

University and on University thro\igh

Urbana.
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Thats news
to me _

. . . more than a quarter of

a million people work for

the Bell System/'

WE advertise so that you, our neighbors and customers, may better understand

what the Bell System is doing, why we do it, what progress we are making.

We advertise to help you use our services to best advantage. As more peojjle use the

telephone effectively, our service to all is improved.

We advertise to keep you informed of our many different services. By selling more

service, we increase its value to each user.

We vary our message to interest readers of all kinds of publications. During 1935-.36,

special advertising for college and university j»iiblications will take you "back-stage'

in the Bell System, ^e hope you will be interested.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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50 Years
The Illinois Techiiograph

with this issue celebrates its

fiftieth aniii\eisary as the

student magazine of the Col-

lege of Engineering of the

I niversity of Illinois. Its

record is a long and dis-

tinguished one in which it

has observed the st\les and

fashions of the da\ in its

content and manner of piesentation, and in which some

of the most notable students and faculty members ha\ e

been regular contributors and editors.

Not only has it been widely known among the college

folk of the times throughout its existence, it has also

enjoyed a reputation among practicing engineers and

has passed through periods when it was a magazine on

which the profession depeniled to keep in touch with the

best thought and most recent advances in the world of

science and engineering. Long before the high grade

professional magazines of today were developed The
Technograph had its own following out in the business

world. It was quoted by distinguished speakers at con-

ventions, its reports were copied by writers of textbooks

and manuals on engineering, faculty men and engineers

in all parts of the country considered it an honor to be

invited to contribute to its pages.

The development of distinguished journals staffed

by experienced editor-engineers and supported by national

advertisers, societies with large memberships and ind^i-

vidual engineers with highh' specialized interests led to

changes in the policy and fields of usefulness of The
Technograph and it came by easy stages to the exclusive

service of the students and faculty at its own institution.

Foi- a time it sought to make a place for itself on

the campus as a purveyor of technical and educational

matter, but the success with which general engineering

magazines dealt with these materials made the efforts

of The Technograph luisatisfactory. The "high brow"

type of material was definitely abandoned in 1933 and

the present policy inaugurated of presenting a magazine

dedicated to service of the student bod\ in other ways

than as a supplement to class exercises.

But the story of The Technograph cannot he man-

aged in a brief recital. It is a stor\' of fifty \ears of

activity, of fifty editors, fifty managers, fifty faculty

advisers and a host of student contributors. It is the

story of the College itself during the past fifty years.

Get Together

^ ^/A'^WW ffr^\\\^ *^'"' ^'''^''"^ advantage of a

^/A >^ V /''^^bt'
""^ small school is that each stu-

— «// .ii\ ^
i\c\-\x knows every other student

in the college. It may not

seem to be an important ad-

\antage, but if you have ever

attended a small school the

advantage will be ()b\ious to

\(ui. The time llonored saying, "In uruon there is

strength," applies ver\ well in this case. A closeh united

group is able to accomplish many more worthwhile things

and is able to liave much more fun accompll^hi^g them

than is a group of "strangeis.

"

The University of Illinois is b\ no means small. It

wovdd he impossible fiU' each student to know e\ery other

student in the L ni\ersit\. Perhaps even the College of

Hngineering is too large for such a set-up. However an

effort should be made by each student to meet as main
of his fellow engineers as he can.

There are several ways open to the student who
wants to broaden his acquaintanceships. Probably the best

wav is to join a departmental societv such as the A. S.

C. K., A. S. M. E., or the A. I. E. E. In that way
\()u get the double benefit of broader contacts and the

\aluable scientific training afforded by attendance at the

meetings of such a society.

While you are meeting people, don't forget the

facult\. You will undoubtedly find e\en the strictest

professor to be ver\ friendly and \er\ ghul to make your

acquaintance. You will find them \ery human.

Attend all of the social functions of the College of

Engineering and those of your particular department.

They all broaden one's education and help to mold our

College into one large friendh group.

The Honor System

th

The graduating engineer must

have a thorough technical knowl-

edge, an unquestionable character,

and executive ability. Here at

Illinois, we receive a thorough

technical knowledge under the

best of faculties and equipment,

Mul executi\e ability through the many organizations on

campus, but nowhere on the campus is there any

special consideration given to character training. Why
then, don't we make our education as complete as possible

by adopting the Honor System—the best of character

builders. The Honor S>stem teaches the essentials of

good character by encouraging honesty and self-restraint.

Under the present outmoded Proctor System of

giving examinations, the basic assumption is that the

student is untrustwortlu . Is it any wonder, then, that

the students take advantage of this assumption ? Many
skillful ruses are originated by the ingenious students.

L nfortiuiately they work all too often. Examinations

become contests in which the students on one side attempt

to outwit the enemy, the proctor. Shouh! the student's

methods be so crude that he is caught, he has the sym-

pathy of his classmates, for after all aren't they on iiis

side in this game ?

Under the Honor S\stem, an air of confidence pre-

vails throughout the examination room. No longer is

there a game to be plaxed between instructor and student.

The instructor trusts the students. The students trust

each other. If you forget yourself aiul cheat, e\en

though your classmates do not catch \nu at it, \our e\er

present conscience will (uid you out and make you feel

like the chump that you are for taking advantage of the

Honor System. Should you be cavight cheating, instead

of receiving the s\mpath>' of your classmates you recei\e

only their antipiithetic glances which speak \olumes.

One's good name is certainly more precious than an\

thing that can be gained by cheating.

If the Honor System is adopted, the gr.uluates will

carry away with him more than a knowledge of tlu-rmo-

dvnamics, calcidus, and structural stresses. He will ha\c-

a character built up ,in<l strengthened b\ fom- years ot

honor. What nunc could anyone ask of college?

(Faculty! Students! We invite \(iur iipiuinn mi

this important subject.)

14
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Obituary
Till- many friends of Frank Mt-Arthur

Morrow were plunsed into sriet when
they learned that he had Iwen killed

in an automobile accident on July '--

He was enri>ute to work from his home
in (ieneseo when his automobile left

the load on an overhead crossins at

I^ynn Center. It is believed that the

accident was due to a

^tf^^^ faulty steering gear or

^^Hj^B uneciual locking' of the

^^^1 brakes.

(^jl^^w ' Frank made a marv-
^^S elous record in his

^^f~ work here. He was re-

^^^^f^ JB||^ cording secretary of

^^^ V^^^ Tau Beta Pi, President

^^^^IB^I^I of Epsilon,

secretary of Tau Nu
Tau. He was a captain in the R.O.T.C.

Engineering Corps here and later, a

second lieutenant in the 0,R.C. He was
a member of Triangle fraternity and
had just been awarded membership in

Sigma Xi. national scientific fraternity.

llpon receiving a B.S. degree in Civil

Engineering last June, Frank was of-

fered a fellowship at Harvard Univer-
sity. He declined this to take up a

I)ositio7i of construction engineer on a

go\'ernment pi'oject in Keith.'^biu'g.

Robert Schere, who graduated as a
mining engineer from here in litSl,

was killed in air maneuvers of the

regular army on August 21.

New Courses in Petroleum
Production

Two new courses will be offered b.\

the Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering this year to seniors in me-
chanical engineering' and others who
are qualified. They will be listed in

the catalog and time table as M. E.

35, and M. E. 36, both Petroleum
Production Engineering. M. E. 36 is

given in the second semester and is a
continuation of M. E. 35.

These courses are part of a Petroleum
Production Option for mechanical en-

gineers offered with the co-operation

of the Department of Geology and
Geography. The Petroleum Production
Engineering courees appear in the

fourth year and will be offered this

year as technical options for students

interested and prepared to take them.
.\s given this year they will begin
with a brief survey of petroleum
geology as a preparation for the main
content which is engineering. Pri-

marily they will deal with the engi-

neering: problems encountered in the

petroleum and natural gas producing
industry which has been employing
a considerable number of engineer.s, and
will probably need more high grade
engineering talent in the future.

The day of crude and wa.steful pro-

duction methods is rapidly jiassing, the

larger companies having already built

up engineering staffs in their efforts

to produce oil from their properties

in such a way that maximum possible

recovery is obtained in addition to

economy. This is a comparatively new
field for the engineer and one in which
there are many knotty problems yet

unsolved. -A vast industry which man-
ufactures machinery, supplies, and

e(iuipment used in producing oil and
gas has also grown up. There are
numerous jiroblems which may be
solved only by the practical application

of new ideas in the design of equipment
and in production methods.

While the industry owes its initial

growth to the so-called practical man,
it has of late been recruiting' its

technical personnel from the engineer-
ing colleges. It has been the custom
with the larger companies to give their

young' engineers a limited experience
as general "roustabouts" in the field.

The oil producing properties are often
some distance from large towns, and in

sparsely settled sections of the
country; however, the work and en-
vironment should be quite healthful and
body building. Field experience will be
of great value as the young engineer
gains judgment and can take responsi-
bility, and also to the engineer who
later wishes to enter the more technical
divisions or the manufacturing industry.

For a more complete description of

the petroleum producing' industry and
the part played by the petroleum pro-
duction engineer, the student is re-

ferred to an article by Professor \V.

V. Howard in the April 1933 issue of

The Techno.graph. The sophomore or
junior engineering student who is in-

terested should arrange to take Geology
13 and Geolo.gy 2 during' the year.

Seniors who wish to elect Petroleum
Production Engineering- as a technical

option or elective this year, may learn
more about the details of courses M,
E, 35 and 36 by conferring' with Mr.
R. F. Larson, 105 Mechanical Engi-
neering' Laboratory.
The petroleum production curricula

offered at other institutions have been,
in general, very successful and popular
and very little difficulty has been ex-
lierienced in finding positions for the
graduates in the past. It is expected
that a number of engineering' students
at Illinois will avail themselves of these
new courses, to fit them for employ-
ment in this important industry.

Triangle Repeats First Place
Scholarship

Triangle, all engineering social fra-

ternity, Winer of first place .scholastic

ranking for the first semester of 1834-

35, held this rank for the second semes-
ter as well, according to the tabulation
prepared under the supervision of C.

K. Frederick, a.ssistant dean of men.
The AKI.'s with an average of 3. 83411

were in second iilace, .0974 points be-

hind the leads mark of 3.9323. Beta
Theta Pi. consistently in the upper four
places, was in third place with 3.6344.

The all-lTniversity men's average was
3.26(13. the all-fraternity average was
3.1,S46. while the non-fraternity men's
average was 3.3057.

FOR GOOD MEALS
AT

REASONABLE
PRICES

Try

Morris Cafe
•

Beer and Ale

hunches

Fountain Service

•

711 Wright Street

BRESEE BROS
CLEANERS

A ^ AlL phone lL

4
Plant and Office—518 E, Green Street
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Summer Snapshots—
'rniii Srholis had a sri'at sumnuT

working ax a cable spinner on the San
Franeisfo-Oaklanii Bay BridKe. His
transportation to CaUfornia was taken
care of when ho sot a joli driving new
Studebakors out to the Coast. Tom
worked on top of tower No. 3 seeins

tliat each new wire was adjusted

pr'operl.v.

Ita.v Kempf, W9DKF, is an old timer

in amateur radio circles having- some
fine "I)X" contacts to his credit. He
constructed and installed the public

address system in use at Bradley Poly-

technic Institute, his Alma .Mater, even
down to the condenser microphone. He
has intellectual ability coupled with

manual skill and should make a name
for himself during his last year.

Another E.E. transfer is Herb Ms-
Skinner, \V9DPI). Herb has been with

the control station of the third district

of the Illinois Army Amateur Radio
System, and will certainly be inisserl

this fall. He has been a constant .''

point student at Bradley during tin-

past two years and is as fine a fellow

as can be found anywhere.

Unable to find jobs, the Jeppesen
twins, C.E. '36, spent the summer
watching- the completion of the Ruby
Street Bridge in Joliet, engineered by
their father. In his spare time between
tennis matches, N. L,. made plans for

Theta Tau while G. L. spent his time
in straightening- out the Tau Beta Pi
files and contacting speakers for the
A.S.C.E.

R. W. Cline. Harold Bigger, and Herb
Sprengel completed a trio of S.vnton

V)rothers who complained of the heat
at Summer Sihool for eight week.s.

They claim that there was only one
place deader than Prehn's and J. C.'s

and that was Engineering Hall. The
silence was deafening. A general air

of serenity pervaded the entire campu.s,
attributable, no doubt, to the .scarcity

of engineers.

Don Taylor worked for the last half
of his vacation on the bridge .uang of a
railroad in Spring-field. Don had to

loaf until .\ugust 1st, hut they couldn't
llold a good man down all .summer. He
.spent some of his time straightening
out the .H'e<iMiils of 'I'riangle and Tau
iieta i'i.

H. E. Cioeke has been occupied with
various and sundry duties this past
simimer. Most of his time was taken
up working- for a contractor, doing
tiearly every kind of job except that
of boss. .\ sliort canoe trii) just before
the beginning of .scliool heliied to make
the sinnmer more of a vacation.

Slu-rnuin Taylor spi-nt most of the

summer at Phelps. Wisconsin, and asi<le

from repairing tires an<i installing

sinks in the Taylor cottage, was en-
tirely divorced from engineering activ-

ities unless swimming in near-by I.,ong

Lake qualifies hydraulically.

R. C. Purl has been developing his

physique at the e.xpense of the Pullman
Company at the Mechanics Shop in

Chicago. His work was that of repair-

ing- the shafts which are used to trans-
mit power from the car axles to the
air-conditioning equipment of Pullman
cars. Ray .says that the work was ver.s

interesting- as the equipment was still

in the exjierimental stage and presented
man>- tough problems.

Harvey Eraser decided that he liked

army life better than engineering. He
received an appointment to the llnited

States Military .\cademy at West Point
and he has already departed for that
.school. Harvey was active in freshman
track and football last year. He was a
member of Pershing Rifles and was
honored by Phalanx for being the best
infantry freshman. In addition to win-
ning these honors, Harvey found time
to put his grades up to the standard
of Phi Eta Sigma. West Point .gains

and \ve lose.

Don Bassett was fortunate to get a
job of an engineering nature, even
though it was an E.E.'s work and Don
is a C.E. He worked for the university
electricians on all sorts of repair and
maintenance work. Don helped to in-

stall the four new stop and go lights
on the campus.

Wendell Ramsey and Harry Skinner
spent the summer plowing- corn and
making- hay in the vicinity of Aledo.
Even if farm work isn't very profitable,

the rumor is that they worked up lots

of muscle to use on their slide rules
this fall.

Some of the other fellows that were
lucky enough to find summer employ-
ment are T. V. Pope, teaching ,school

in I'rbana, W. V. Bowers, filing blue-

jirints and welding- in the International
Harvester Works in Moline, J. C. Ra-
leigh, lifeguard somewhere, Tom .lohan-
snii. six weeks at Camp Custer and
then lifeguard at Wilmette.

Don Heintzman got some practical

experience in chemistry this summer.
He sold lieer. He says that it is veiy
interesting- to watch the reactions.

We ran across Joe Krcek diving in

the radio stores on South State Street

in I'hicago. We accused him of spend-
ing his pennies on parts for his "Ham"
1 i-aiismittei'. ^\!^TNH, but he assured
us tluit the parts were for the neigh-
bors radios on which he was working.

Weston Hester, the ceramic socialite,

ha.s been developing his phy.sique shift-

ing 300-i>ound ice cakes this summer at

the Peoria Service Ice Company—just

the type of training to get into condi-
tion for the fall dances. According to

Wes, the company intensively trains
its employes on the importance of their

I)roduct. Recently when asked what
hard water ft'as, Wes subconsciously
replied, "Ice."

.\. E. Bitter spent the summer draft-

ing- and designing in a government
office. His week-ends are spent visiting

a brunette in I'rbana. It is this .same
iirunette that worked with Al for Pro-
fessor .Jordan on F.E.R.A. work last

year. We have heard from a reliable

source that all they did towards the
last of the semester was to .sit and
look at each other.

K II /ill's Kiihns

The Style and
Value Leader in

Uni\ersity Men's
Clothing.

JOS. KUHN & CO.
"The Store far Illinois Men"
Downtown, Champai><n
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Six Weeks at Camp Custer
(Continued from Page S)

thoy had emerspd from a two miiuitr

stay in a tear sas cliamher and had
removed tlieir masks. Tile masl<s were
all right, but the gas from their cloth-

ing had drifted up to their eyes after

the masks had been removed, lluncan

and Wilcox .got a real dose a little later

when, as they were listening to a

lecturer explain about the use of tear

gas in stopping strikers, he set off a

tear .gas grenade at their feet.

When Saturday night rolled around.

Company C shifted its battle field lo

the Rendezvous on the shores of

C.oguac T^ke. You could find Black.

Kunzer. Oano. and Smittkamp there on

almost any night of the week. Johnny
Rrinkerhoff used to chauffeur them out

to the Rendezvous and then he would
disappear until it was time to pick up
hi.s tent mates again in the wee hours
of the mornin.g. Never could fl.gure out

wheri> he went. Moore wasn't very far

behind Brinkerhoff's charge. Carry
Pruitt used to make a fortune acting

as the official engrineer's taxicab to and
from Battle Creek with his big Gra-
ham. Fritz Heinig made quite a com-
motion one early morning when he

came home from the Rendezvous ami
found that his dear tent mates. Hyml-
man. Johansen. Johnson, and Wigginton
had laced up the tent flaps so that he

couldn't get in.

By the fourth week. Levy had grown
a luxuriant crop of hair under his nose.

Bob Shepherd had done the same thing,

but after taking a picture of it. he

shaved it off for a date with a major's

dau.ghter. The boys got Jealous of

Levy's beautiful mustache and so they
decided to trim it. Farley held him
while Sam Daniels performed the opera-

tion with a .strai.ght razor. About half

way throu.gh. they .got soft hearted and
let him go. Levy finished the job

himself.

Of course we didn't play all the time.

We would leave the company street

each morning at seven to learn some-
thing new and interesting about the

duties of an engineer soldier. While
we were gone, a major from headquar-
ters would make the rounds of all of

the tents to see what he could find

wrong with them. The engineer tents

were alwajs far above the cavalry and
infantry tents in his reports. We were
.so .good that he had to pick on the

most minute details to find anything
to repoi't. George Standi .got called one
mornin.g for not having the soles of his

shoes shined.

As time went on. we learned to lay

out trenches, and machine .gun pits,

how to stage an attack, build bridges,

use T. N. T.. ride and care for horses,

and last but not least, to shoot rifle

and pistol. Shepherd and Johnson were
so expert in the tirin.g ran.ge that they
went to Camp Perry with the Sixth

Corps Area R. O. T. C. rifle team during
the first part of September. We
finished off our six weeks' work with

an all night hike and an attack on an
imaginary enemy at 4:00 a. m. the

next morning.
\Vi' reall.v hated to see the end of our

camp life draw near. It was an experi-

ence that we will probably never have
a,gain. We learned a world of thin.gs

and at the same time, had one swell

time learning.

—BILL.

The Engineering
Council

The Engineerin.g Council is an or-

ganization composed of the presidents

of the various engineerin.g societies. It

was founded in 1919 throu.gh the efforts

of Dean C. R. Richards.

In the past the Council has been
quite active and was of considerable
value in sponsoring' dances, smokers,
etc. Last year the Council started the

year in tine style by i)romoting a very
successful All-Engineering Smoker.
This get-together had Pres. Willard.
Dean Enger, Prof. Knight, and Capt.
Matthews as speakers.

The Council was responsible for the
much talked about and interesting

"Open House" held on April 13th of

last year, ilany favorable comments
were made in regard to the Council's

control of this activity.

The bi.ggest social event in the En-
.gineering College, the St. Pat's Ball, is

one of the high lights of the year.

Last year's Council is to be congratu-
lated for its united elTorts in bringin.g

the attention of the entire University
to this Engineering affair.

Student Headquarters

ior
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M. T.L.Is Center of Research

An iiiti-rcstins;- report of the current

investigations that arc beins carried out

l)y the CoUcse of Enjiincerin:; Experi-

ment Station, appeared in the June 6,

I !!:(.> issue of the Ensineerins News
Iteiord. The report was written by

Dean M. I.. Enser. Some interesting

laets concernins the Materials Testing

Laboratory were brousht out in the

article. The buildins was built in 1!t2ii

Icj provide facilities for research in

stinctural, hishway. and sanitary en-

Kineerins', fatigue of metals, hydraulics,

metalosraphy, timber, reinforced con-

crete and other buildins' materials.

By far the most spectacular piece of

equipment in the laboratory is the hu.ye.

;i,()()0,non i)0Und testin.s machine that

looms almost fifty feet high in the

large crane bay. This machine, op-

erated hydraulically, and served by an

electric elevator, can accomodate speci-

mens up to thirty-eight feet in length,

in either tension or compression. Two
smaller machines, one of 800,0(l() pounds

capacity, and another of 300,000 pounds

capacity, handle the smaller work. The
large machine was the center of at-

traction at the Engineering- Open

Hou.se last year when several concrete

cylinders, twent>' inches in diameter,

were cruslied.

The ba.sement and first floor of the

west end of the building- houses, one of

the best equipped hydraulic lal>oratories

in the country. The basement con-

tains about 3u0 feet of open hydraulic

channel in which various tests can be

run and from which the water for

hydraulic experiments is drawn. .\ tir,

foot standpipe maintains constant hi-ads

for the work.
Directly above the hydraulic labora-

tory is the Mechanics lab. Here the-

students learn the properties of metals

by observin.g their behavior when sul>-

jected to shears, flexures, or direct

stresses. The well equipped laboratory

occupies the two wings on the west eml

of ehe building-.

t In the third floor, in the west end,

is the fatigue of metals laboratory. The
College of Engineering- has been ac-

tively engaged in the study of the

fatigue of metals under repeated stress,

for the last fifteen years. During- this

time, a half a dozen different types of

nuu-hines have been developed for test-

ing small specimens. .Some of them
have a maximum speed as high as

HO.OOO cycles of stress per minute.

The concrete laboratory in the base-

ment of the east end of the Ijuilding.

EN GIN EERS
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Engineering Superstitions
Influence Exerted T/iroiigh Ages

Mi>l>KHX superstitions irlatcd to

iiiijinooring play an important part
in construction and huildina activity

today. Amons the most widely ob-
servf-ii are the supei'stitio!\s concerning'
Friday—contractors will not beiiin build-

ing operations on that day. railroads

report the least travel on Friday, and
there arc other evidences of an atti-

tude on the subject that engineers must
take into consideration. Thirteen is a
number that is taboo with engineers
due to the attitude of the public hotels

and apartments skip from twelve to

fourteen in numbering floors and .gen-

erally make itoom 1.S a parlor instead
of a guest room. Women are not per-

mitted in tunnels under construction
ami spanning the distance from earth
to air. when the highest point of a
building has been reached superstition
divests that a flagpole be erected at
once. Steps are still constructed in odd
numbers; alters in man.v new churches
permit worshippers to face toward the
East ; work on a bridge job is still con-
sidered by con.struction gangs unsafe
until .someone has been killed.

IiiHuence of .\ncient l>ii,vs

These modern superstitions give us
some sense of the feeling induced by
the .superstitions of more ancient days.
For many people, stories of olden times
embodied matters of the most profound
belief and exerted influences in en.gi-

neering and elsewhere. But to us the
strange traditions and superstitions of

other days and other lands read like

a "believe it or not" column.

Same Old Superstitions
For centuries .superstition decreed

in Ireland that human blood be mixed
with mortar, or human sacrifice of
some sort be made, to insure the per-
manance of the buildings. IJuoting from
I'hamber's .Journal. 18S3, "When Saint
Colomba attempted to build on lona.
the walls by power of some evil spirit

fell down as fast as the.v were erected.
The Saint received supernatural infor-

mation that when a human victim was

buried alive, then only would the walls
stand. The lot fell on Oran, companion
of the Saint. He was buried alive and
after three da.vs Saint Coloml)a went to

uncover Oran. Oran lifted his eyes and
.said. "There is no wonder in death,
and hell is not as reported." The Saint
was so shocked at such impiety that he
ordered the earth thrown in immedi-
ately as he uttered, "Earth, earth, on
the mouth of Oran that he may blab no
more.

'

Ancient Sacrifices

But most victims of sacrifices were
less fortunate than Oran. In Borneo, a
deep hole was dug beneath the site of
the building. The most beautiful maiden
of the village was placed in the hole
while the village witch doctors pro-
ceeded to batter her to a bloody death
with a tree trunk. (Later the Iri-sh

tried to fool the devil and Earth's
spirits and instead of sealing a liv.-

person in their castle walls, walled up
a coffin. The Siamese rather than sac-
rifice one of their most beautiful damsels
seized the first non-resident pedestrian
who happened to pass the completed
building. He was beheaded and while
elaborate rituals were carried on, his
blood was sprayed on the door step
and liuilding front.

Influence of Christianit.v
With the coming of Christianity, hu-

man sacrifice was replaced by animal
sacrifice. The Romans went so far as
to substitute statues and busts for the
men to be sacrificed.

The early architectural conception of
the sky was of a roof supported on
pillars or posts. This governed the
use of pillars in human habitations.
Two pillars were used in recognition

of the two entrances of <ia>'—one in

the Ea.st and one in the West. Four
pillars were used to represent the four
cardinal points. Such importance was
given to the four cardinal points that
the angles of the building were turned
to them as a matter of worship—North
being the most mysterious point. The
north side of cemeteries was reserved
for suicides. In large early churches.
pre-Christian era. the baptismal font
wa,s placed near the north door to pro-
vide a quick exit for the devil and evil

spirits. During the baptismal cere-
monies the north door was left open,
.so that the fiend might depart.

STRAUCH'S
Directory

Pens and Pen Repair
Zipper Note Hooks

Study Lamps and liulhs

Stationery and Supplies
Laundr.v Cases
IjOcUer I.,ocks

Ink — Script— Quink
T.>pe«iiter Papers

.\larm flocks
Drawing Supplies

Piiysics Notes

Kodak Finishing
Watcli and Jewelr.v Repair

Pen Repair
Radio Rental

STRAUCH'S
at Campus — 7(l!l S. Wriglit

WELCOME ILLINI!

T?-y

Pete's Quality Restaurant
EXCELLENT MEALS — REASONABLE PRICES

A ir-conditio tied

CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS

Keep Alert 1
!

INSIST ON PURE MILK
"the most nearly perfect food"

HUDSON-KANE DAIRY
P.ASI'Kl Ul/i:i) n.MRV PRODI (TS

129 N. RA( K Si'. I HB.\N.\, ILL.
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TOM MERLO'S
Kxpert Boot and Shoe Kepairini;

404 East Green Street

\\> l)u>" and sell used hoots

of all kinds.

4

TECKNOKRAKS J

Kappa Delta: "Are you troubled

with improper thoushts?"
D. R. Haake: "Why no. 1 rather

enjoy them."

Two pints nialie one cavort.

Employer; "So you've been to col-

lege, eh?"
A. E. SrhulM-rt: "Voah."
Employer: "How hiKh can you

count?"
A. E. Schubert: "One. two, three,

four. five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,

jack. (|ueen, king."

She was only a fanner's dausl'ter,

lull man how she did shocU the

corn!"

Heinig : ".Xnd there 1 was, my foot

way up on the wall, ami someone told

me to bark."

"(io and never dampen in.v door

LESTHART'
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On the installation shoivn above, the contractor fabricated

by oxy-acetylene euttinii and ueldinii the bends, reducers,

and other specials in his shop and installed them with

tie-in welds on the job. The lines and bends were in-

stalled with a proximity which would have been im-

possible by other methods of joining. The insulation

contractor estimated a 30 per cent savins' on insulation

labor because it was a ivelded installation.

OXWELDED PIPING SYSTEMS

. . . are easier to install

and cheaper to maintain

• Tlie economy of oxy-acetylene welded piping for power or

domestic and industrial heating purposes extends all along the

line. Oxwelded piping systems are cheaper and easier to install,

and, once installed they are leakproof and lasting. There are no

maintenance expenses on a system jjut in by this modern process.

Let Linde Help You

The Linde organization can help you with jour welded piping

projects from the first blue prints to the finish of the actual

installation. Linde customers benefit from the closely coordinated

research, development and field engineering facilities of the Linde

organization. The Linde representative, who assists you as a part

of Linde Process Service, makes the results of this research, de-

velopment and field experience available to your organization.

You can arrange for this cooperation by communicating

with the nearest Linde Sales Ofiice or with 30 East 42nd Street,

New York, N. Y. Address: Tlie Linde Air Products Company,

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.

^vefjminafor (Jxi/-Acetuiene rVe/a/ft^ aHaCutt//.

LINDE OXYGEN • PRESTO LITE ACETYLENE • OXWELO APPARATUS AN D SUPPLIES FROm LIPDE UNION CARBIDE

UmON CAMIDE AND
OMON CODPOIIATIOII
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H(HV students can de\elop their ini-

tiative to find and solve their own

problems is told in the article on

Thesis work appearing in this issue. Read

the coninients by a tew promii;ent faculty

men. It will be well worth vour time.

# Illinois has pioneered in the field of

concrete. Wherever concrete is known or

used, there is known the name of Illinois.

G. L. Jeppesen traces its development

from the experimental stage to the present

highlv scientific concrete.

• The fall activities of departmental and

honorary societies are reported elsevv'here in

this issue. Pledges, actives and first se-

mester officers of the many honoraries are

listed. The mention of the officers of the

departmental societies and a resume of the

society programs should be of interest.

• A new feature, the alumni page,

should attract the attention of many. It

discloses the whereabouts of a great many

of last year's graduates. Space did not

permit the listing of all of the employed

men. All of the ceramists were placed.

• Do you read the editorials? The right

Angle of this issue contains editorials on

thesis work, blanket tax, and slide rule

wizards. Why not voice your opinion on

some appropriate topic? If enough of you

are interested, we will inaugurate a "Voice

of the Student" column.
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Workmen driving a 24-inch pin at the junction of the West Anchor Span

of the longest cantilever bridge in the United States, the east bay crossing

of The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.
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Senior Thesis Work Revived
*'Develope Self-direction, " says Faculty

ARE those students who have shown outstanding in-

terest and ability in their first three years of an

engineering curriculum, getting all that they may
get from their college education? The question is one

that has been given very serious thought during the past

year by several of the members of our faculty.

A student who reaches the senior year has had three

years of intensive training in which he was carefully told

what to do and how to do it. He would probably feel

a little uncertain of himself if some day, in a complicated

problem, he was given only the first instructions. By the

time the senior year rolls around, the student has de-

veloped an attitude of mind in which he accepts without

thinking, everything that is handed out to him by his

instructor. It is true that a certain knowledge of funda-

mentals is very necessary, and can only be gotten by

classwork; but some of it can be displaced by courses

which are designed primarily to develop initiative and

self-direction in the student.

Graduates Feel Need

The need for giving more emphasis to developing an

attacking attitude of mind has been felt by many stu-

dents, especially those who have contacted some of the

recent graduates who have felt the need for it. The
solution to the problem lay in making the student rely

upon his own resourcefulness to a greater extent. It was

with this in mind that the faculty stressed undergraduate

thesis work this year for the first time in many years.

When the University of Illinois was founded in 1867,

and until 1913, each student of an engineering curricu-

lum was required to write a thesis on an approved re-

search before he was permitted to graduate. Some of

the most important of the bulletins of the Engineering

Experiment Station were the result of discoveries due to

undergraduate thesis work. In 1913, due to the rapidly

increasing number of students in the engineering curricu-

lum, it was found necessary to abandon thesis work.

Facilities of the College were not large enough, nor was
the faculty large enough to accommodate the increase.

It was felt better to drop the thesis requirement rather

than have the student work without proper supervision

or encouragement. The Ceramic Department has con-

tinued to require a thesis from seniors since its start

in 1916.

Student Picks Topic

Thesis work is quite different from ordinary class-

work. The student is allowed to pick the subject on

which he wishes to write. He is assigned to some stim-

ulating member of the faculty who acts in the capacity

of advisor rather than instructor. In most cases, the

instructor is as interested in the work being done by the

student as the student is himself. In fact, it is some-

Undergraduate thesis work is limited to only the

outstanding seniors. The term "outstanding" does not

necessarily mean those who have the highest grades.

Often men with average grades make better research

students than their higher standing classmates. A real

interest in the work is a prime requisite. The work
carries through two semesters, having a weight of three

credits each semester. It may be substituted for some
approved technical subject.

De.ax M. L. Enger
Dean of the College of Engineering

"Thesis work provides opportunity for the student to

develop his capacity for self-directed study, to develop

initiative, and to demonstrate originality. The student

himself directs his thesis work and makes his plans in

consulting with the instructor. Thesis work supplements

the other courses in the curriculum in which the relations

of the student to instructor are necessarily different.

Unfortunately, the facilities in staff and in laboratories

do not make it possible to offer theses to all students.

It is necessary to restrict the offering to students of high

standing and then only ^vith the consent of the head of

the department involved."

Deax H. H. Jordax
Assistant Dean of College of Engineering

"The preparation of an undergraduate thesis is a very

desirable piece of work for any student to carry out who
is at all interested in doing something of a scientific

character on his own initiative. Planning the program
of tests or analyses to be made, secm'ing the actual data

and facts to be studied, drawing conclusions from these

data, and, finally, preparing a manuscript that sets forth

these various facts and conclusions in clear and concise

language, is so akin to the actual procedures followed

in the practice of the profession of engineering that the

opportunity of doing thesis work should not be thought-

lessly turned aside by those qualified to do it."

Prof. F. B. Seely
Head of T. and A. AI. Department

"Why thesis work? A student's development or

growth under his own direction and initiative during

the first few years after graduation is of great impor-

tance in determining his future success. The student

who can find his own problems and has developed the

interest and self-direction to attack these problems, will

grow. Such an achievement is much more than acquiring

information. A student can complete the four years of

his course with good grades withoLit having developed

to the point of finding and attacking his own problems.

Thesis work offers opportunities not available in other

courses, to get a start on that self-development which
counts for so much after graduation from college."



linois Men Acti\ e In

Development of Scientific Concrete
Much Progress Made in Past 25 Years

<<TF wp could only recover the lost

A art (jf making- stroiiR- durable con-
crete and mortars tliat would last down
through the ages as the ancient Hu-
mans have done, how wonderful it

would be."

The next time you hear an unin-
formed person express such sentiments,
fix upon him or her, as the case may
be, a glassy stare and reply, "The con-
crete of today is so far superior to

that made by the Egyptians or Romans
that there can he no comparison. The
ancient concrete and mortars owe their
fine state of preservation to the iierfect

climate around the Mediterranean."
The Cleopatra obelisk, now in Central

I'ark, New York, had stood for cen-
turies in Egypt. Not long after it was
removed to the United States it began
to disintegrate. The structure couldn't
stand our severe climate. The person
who desires to compare the modern
concrete with the ancient in such a
derogatory manner probably has in

mind some structure built about 1900
or before when there was little or no
reliable knowledge of concrete design
or proi)ortioning.

Careful Control Kxercised
What, then, has caused this improve-

ment in the last thirty-flve years in

the quality of our concrete? The an-
swer is, the development of a scientific

concrete. There is nothing- hit or mi.ss

about the concrete of today. Careful
watching of the manufacturing- of the
cement, proportioning- the concrete by
the use of well founded and tested
laws, and close inspection of the plac-
ing and mixing of concrete have been
instrumental in producing- the fine con-
crete of today.

Let us look back and see how all

this came about. At the end of the
nineteenth century we find that the
dry mix was in vogue. The too little

water used in the mixing- of the con-
crete caused it be unworkable and
necessitated much tamping and ham-
mering- of forms to .get it into place.

The refusal of the concrete to flow
produced honeycombed structure that
would make even a bee envious.
Because of the poor workability of

the dry concrete, wet mixes came into
use. As is often the case when there
is too little knowledge, people go to
extremes. The result was soup. Even
the rawest sophomore Civil Engrineer
can tell you that adding too much
water is the best known way to pro-
duce a weak concrete.

Reinforced concrete was gaining pop-
ularity at this time. In contrast to

the lack of a theory of proportioning,
there were too many theories con-
cerning the design of reinforced struc-
tures. Most of them were either un-
fountled or impi-a<'ticable.

Talhot Called "Father of Concrete"
So, we see, at the turn of the cen-

tury, the design and proportioning of
concrete was little short of a guess.
The stage was set for some man or
men to develop a practical system of

reinforced concrete and a lo.gical meth-
od of determining mixes. At the Uni-
versity of Illinois at this time there
was a man blessed with a well de-
veloped sen.se of curiosity. He was
Professor Talbot, often called "father
of concrete." So great was his curi-
osity to obtain the results of an ex-
Iieriment that it was not unusual for
him to keep his men workin through-
out the night on data obtained during
the daytime.
This man with the fine sense of cu-

riosity was the pioneer in the field of

reinforced concrete. In 1903 Professor
Talbot issued the first of a famous
series of bulletins in which he ex-
plained a practical, logical method of

designing footings, walls, columns and
slabs. His method was backed up by
laboratory results. These bulletins act-
ed as a shell bursting among ducks.
It cleared the air of the many conflict-

ing- theories of design of that time.
The majorit.v of Professor Talbot's bul-
letins are just as good today as they

Over the HoneyanI on liurrill .Avenue, one of the first reinforced concrete
hridses in llie I nited .State's. Dr. A. N. Talbot is al the extreme left, and (he late
Dean Ketclium is the second from the right.

were when fir.st printed despite th'e

great advance that concrete has made
since that time.

Fuller an<l Thompson
Two years after Talbot's first bulle-

tin, KuUer and Thompson published the
result of their studies on the aggre-
gates used in the making of concrete.
They concluded that to get the best
results the various sizes of sand and
.gravel should be in definite proportions
and that the strength of concrete de-
pended upon the amount of cement
u.sed. As a result of their first con-
clusion, the.v drew up what is now
known as Fuller's ideal curve. They
took what they considered the ideal

a.ggregate, passed it through numerous
sieves ranging in size from 1 Vi inches
in diameter to one-hundred holes per
square inch and plotted the per cent
of material passing each screen as
ordinates and the diameter of the holes
as abscissa. No attempt was made to

determine the all-important question
of what effect the amount of mixing
water had on the strength of concrete.

.4brams Comes to Illinois

.\bout the .same time that Fuller
and Thompson were publishin.g their
results, there came to the ITniversity

of Illinois to study under and with
Professor Talbot a man intensely in-

terested in the advancement of con-
crete. He was Duff A. Abrams, who
was later to gain recognition with the
Portland Cement Association. The As-
sociation was created in 1916. Their
one desire was to obtain information
concerning the effect of the mixin.g

water on concrete strength. In look-

ing for a man to undertake this im-
portant job. it was only natural that
they should chose Abrams because of

his brilliant work under Professor Tal-
bot.

The Portland Cement Association
soon found that their faith in Abrams
was well justified. It was not long
before he issued what is now known
as Abrams' water cement ratio law.

It stated, "With given concrete mate-
rials and conditions of test, the quan-
tity of mixing water determines the
strength of the concrete, .so long as
the mix is of a workable plasticity."

In less technical language, Abrams
found that the less water used, the
stronger the concrete would be pro-
vided the concrete was not so dry
that it became imworkable. Included
in the A.S.M.E. bulletin, was a method
of calculating the amounts of materials
to be used to obtain any given strength
or consistency. This bulletin of Abrams
was the greatest advance made in con-
crete since Talbot's early work.
.\tirams' system of proportioning is

the most widel.v used today.

Talbot and Kichart Issue Bulletin
Following the publishing of Abram's

Inilletin, Professor Talbot and Richart
became interested in the proportioning
of concrete. As a result of their in-

vestigation, they issued a bulletin in

(Continued on Page 2S)



News Unusual in Gav Nineties

Technograph Days of Labored Learning
1890 to 1906 in Life of Magazine

(Editor's Note; T/iis is the si-conJ in

a striis of four artiilis mountin/j tin-

history of the Illinois Tei Imograph.)

THE first four volumes, averaging

about fifty pages each, were devoted
largely to reprints of papers presented

at club meetings. Tn 1890 the first

change of a radical nature .showed it-

self in use of the general title. "The
Technograph." This change was caused
by the Mechanical Engineers' Society

cooperating with the Civil Engineers'

Club, in the publication. That "The
Technograph" is definitely the successor

of the "Selected Papers" is definitely

set forth in the fly-leaf of the 1890-91

Technograph, Volume V. "The Techno-
graph is published jointly by the Civil

Engineers' Club and the Mechanical
Engineers' Society of the University of

Illinois, and is the successor of "Se-
lected Papers" of the Civil Engineers'
Club, of which four annual numbers
have been issued. The business man-
ager who was first to publish the mag-
azine under its present name was E. L.

Scheidenhelm '92 and the assistant bus-
iness manager was W. W. Martin '92.

In the following- year, 1891, the Me-
chanical and Electrical Engineers' So-
ciety was made from the Mechanical
Engineers' Society, and the Architects'

Club was organized. These three clubs

then, cooperated in printing the Tech-
nograph.

1895-96—In the 1895-96 issue, when
John E. Pfeffer '96 was editor and H.
G. Hattes '96 was business manager.
The Technograph very definitely gave
its reason for existence. The note on
the flyleaf was as follows:

Reason for Kxistence Given
"The Technograph is a scientific pub-

lication issued annually by the Associa-
tion of Engineering Societies of the
College of Engineering- of the Univer-
sity of Illinois. It is essentially tecfi-

nical in its scope, and contains articles

of permanent value in the various de-

partments of scientific investigation

carried on at the university or by its

graduates."

The preface referred to the Techno-
graph as, "A medium, so to speatc,

through which the student and the
professor, studying upon some special

line of technical work, can communi-
cate directly with those who are ac-

tively engaged in the engineering pro-
fession, and who are consequently
placed in a position to best utilize the
results of this study."

Law Buildins Was Library
1S96-97—The frontispiece of the 1896-

97 volume was a picture captioned
"Our New Library." The student of

today would recognize the Law Build-
ing of today. An article by James M.
White, professor of Architecture, de-

scribes the building. To quote the
article, "The style of the structure is

Modern Romanesque—a style derived
from that manner of building which
prevailed throughout Western Europe
from the fall of the Roman Empire,

until the rise of the Gothic Styles, and
was directly or indirectly inspired by
Roman examples."

I'nlvei-sity -Advertises

A two-page advertisement of the Uni-
versity itself, contains a list of the 29

professors and instructors of the I'ni-

versity. Among them was Milo S.

Ketchum, B.S., Assistant in Civil En-
.gineering, and slightly above him in

rank was G. A. Goodenough, B.S., in-

structor in mechanical en,gineerin,g'.

Profes.sor Arthur N. Talbot was then
professor of JIunicipal and Sanitary
Engineering.
The 1896-97 issue was under the di-

rection of A. C. Hobart '97, the editor,

and W. W. Sayers '97, business man-
ager.

1897-98—The next issue. 1897-98, was
rich in photographs and illustrations.

There was a picture of some sort every
few pages. The articles were of the
u.sual technical nature, except the list

of all the graduates of the college of

engineering from 1872 to 1897. These
figures stated that in 1872 there were
only two graduates, and in 1897, 40

graduates.
The editor of that issue was S. F.

Forbes '98, and the business manager.
J. H. Young '98.

The University's advertisement in

that issue advertised "fifteen buildings,

214 instructors and 375 courses." A
pictur e of University Hall, as the

"Main Building," was shown.

Colored Plates Appear

1899-1900—The editor at the turn of

the century was G. R. Radley '00, and
the business manager was W. S.

Church '00. The influence of the ar-

chitectural students is seen in this

issue in the six pages of plates of vari-

ous paintings and statuary. Such
things are unheard of today in our
Technograph.

1900-01—The fifteenth volume was
lished in 1901, and the editor and busi-

ness manager, C. T. Drury '02, and H.
W. Baker '01, included a complete in-

dex of the first fifteen volumes. It is

interesting to note that there were 254

articles listed in this index.

1901-02—L. A. Waterbury '02 and F.

L. Swanber.g '02 were the first editor

and business mana.ger to include a pic-

ture of the entire Technograph Board.
The volume for 1901-02 also included
pictures of the Water Works Station,

the Hydraulics Laboratory, Engineering
Hall, Foundry and Pattern Shop, the
.Machine Shop, the Heating Plant,

Mech and Electrical Engineers' Labo-
ratory, and the Chemistry, Gymnasium
and Agricultural buildings, which are
now known as the "Old Gym," "Old
Ag," and merely "Chem." building to

distinguish them from the newer build-

ings since built.

1902-05—During the next three years,

under the guidance of H. Huss '03, J.

T. Vawter '04, and Ernest E. Meir '05

as editors and, J. T. Vawter '04, J. E.
Shoemaker '05, and F. W. Marquis '05

as business managers. The Techno-
graph held up its high standard but
no radical changes came until 1905-06.

Local Interest .Stories Printed
1905-06—Under the editorship of C.

C. Rich '06 and C. C. Carr '06 as busi-

ness manager. The Technograph made
a definite step away from the strictly

technical publication it had been in

the past. The new policy, as outlined

on the flyleaf of volume 20 is here
quoted. "This number of The Techno-
graph has been prepared with the idea

of making it possible, representative
of activities in and about the Engi-
neering College, not alone of the in-

structors and heads of departments l)ut

especially of the students and under-
graduates whose publication this shoulil

be. Effort has been made to secure
articles which w^ill interest students in

every department. There is considerable
material of purely local interest. Many
important tests and experiments are
being' conducted in our laboratories

which, although not now complete and
ready for publication, are mentioned
and explained, thus assuring our read-

ers of valuable data to be published
next year. (To be Continued.)

^Sf^^f^

—Courtesy Alinniri Xcu'S

Conipan.v ot cadets in the ISilU's. The drill hall and
shop is In the l>aok.!rround
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Engineering Honoraries
Honor Societies Announce New Men

Tau Beta Pi

At a recent meeting, Tau Beta Pi

pledged tlie following: W. E. Hlack,

R. W. Cline, W. A. Depp, F. H. Dubsky,
G. P. Entrekin, C. B. Graham, R. J.

Kowalski, G. Krambles, R. W. Leut-

wiler, Jr., J. W. Luce, B. T. Sear, I..

Silverman, H. J. Sprengel, and the

honor junior, Norman Schoeppel.

Tau Beta Pi is a national society

organized for the purpose of recogniz-

ing superior scholarship coupled with

the qualities of leadership, integrity,

and character as undergraduates, or the

attainments as alumni ; and to pro-

mote a spirit of liberal culture in the

engineering schools of America. In

1885, Lehigh organized the original

chapter as the result of a long-felt need

for an organization of this kind. Today,

there are sixty-six chapters in schools

throughout the country.

The Illinois Chapter is fortunate in

having sixty-eight of the faculty as

members: Pres. A. C. Willard, and Pro-

fessors H. H. Jordan, W. N. Espy, and

H. E. Babbitt serve as faculty advisors.

The officers for the first semester are:

W. E. Hendricksen President

A. E. Bitter Vice-President

E. C. Robertson.-Ri-foriin^ Secretary

G. L. Jeppesen
Corresponding Secretary

J. D. Taylor Treasurer

R. C. HiERONYMUS
Master of Initiation

Present members of the chapter are:

C. A. Pippin, J. H. Stein, E. P. Carter,

P. G. Gray, D. K. Harris, E. A. Post,

R. C. Pitney, C. G. Talbot. D. D. Streid.

W. G. Johnson, and W. J. Wayne. It is

hoped to include in the year'.<; program
a number of social functions in the

nature of dinners and addresses.

Chi Epsilon

Chi Epsilon, organized in 1922 at the

University of Illinois, has since spread

to thirteen other colleges, and is an
organization "founded to recogTiize

scholarship, and to develop sociability

and practicability among Civil Engi-

neering students." Its members are se-

lected from the upper ten per cent of

the junior and senior Civil Engineers.

Officers for the first semester are:

J. D. Taylor President

A. F. SCHOLES Vice-President

W. W. Duke Secretary

F. Rue Treasurer

R. HiERONYMUS Editor of Transit

The remaining active members are:

S. W. Benedict, J. E. Buck, A. E. Bit-

ter, and K. King.
The following- men are now pledged

to the organization : D. S. Dippold, R.

H. Menefee, T. B. Sear, K. Damitz, H.

E. Skinner, W. E. Willard, W. G. Kahl,

H. P. Kibbey, and W. A. Renner.

Pi Tau Sigma

T. N. Hackett, A. Sharav. C. L. Rabe,

G. H. Logan, J. W. Spaulding, R. T.

Lee, and R. H. Benedict are pledged to

Pi Tau Sigma, honorary Mechanical

Engineering fraternity. D. G. Ryan is

an honorary pledge.

I'i Tau Sigma was organized to fos-

ter the high ideals of the Mechanical
Engineering profession, and to develop
a congenial friendship among the stu-

dents and a better acquaintance and
mutual understanding between the stu-

dents and the faculty. Juniors and
Seniors are eligible to active member-
ship in the organization. New mem-
bers are chosen by unanimous consent

of the active members.

Officers of the society at present are:

D. K. Harris President

R. W. Leutwiler Vice-President

C. B. Graham Secretary

J. W. Luce Treasurer

A number of social gatherings com-
prising smokers, picnics and banquets
when a short speech is usually delivered

by a member of the faculty or a prom-
inent engineer constitute the main ac-

tivities of the group.

This year's memljers include: L. H.

Collison, F. B. Foster, T. J. Herrick, J.

W. Herrington, R. P. Lynch, J. E. Mc-
Mahon, L. Silverman, W. J. Wayne, E.

A. Travis, and D. K. Mitchell.

Eta Kappa Nu
W. E. Miller, P. R. Egbert, R. F.

Lange, R. J. Kowalski, F. H. Dupsky,
J. J. QuoroUo, J. Krcek, W. D. Orr, E.

C. Chamberlin, and G. N. Germand will

soon be initiated into the local chapter

of Eta Kappa Nu.

Eta Kappa Nu was organized to

Ijring into close union those men in the

profession of Electrical Engineering

who have manifested a marked ability

in their chosen work. It has been

established on several campuses and
has long been recognized as an active

and fruitful organization. Serving as

officers this year are:

J. H. Stein President

E. A. Post Vice-President

W. A. Depp Treasurer

C. G. Talbot Corresponding Sec.

Russell Jensen Recording Sec.

The remaining active members are

W. G. Spangler, R. C. Pitney, J. E.

Burgess, and G. P. Entrekin. The
members of Eta Kappa Nu are in a

large measure responsible for the suc-

cess of the Biennial Electrical Engi-

neering- Show and this year it is the

plan of the officers to bind the mem-
ijers closer together by having several

dinner meetings.

Keramos

Keramos, honorary Ceramics Society,

was organized to promote professional

fellowshii) among students of Ceramics.
It,s membership represents quality

rather than quantity. The officers

elected for the present semester are

:

J. C, Bell President

W, C. PriTMAN Vice-President

N. Sciioeppei Secretary-Treasurer

E. B. Clark Herald

The entire Ceramics faculty are mem-
bers including Prof. C. W. Parmalee.
Dr. A. 1. .\iuirews, C. L. Thompson,
Prof. R. K. Hursh, W. R. Morgan, and
A. E. Badger. The student members
are: L. A. Spires, R. G. LaBaw, W.
M. Turner, and J. Stevens. Pledges
have not yet been nominated.

.Sjnton

H. J. McSkimin, Ray Kempf, and R.

S. Darke were recently pledged to Syn-
ton, national professional radio frater-

nity.

Synton was organized at the Univer-
sity of Illinois in 1926 for the purpose
of banding together the radio amateurs
and experimenters on the campus. The
meetings are devoted to di.';cussion of

items of current interest in radio, and a

code class is offered to those wishing

to increase their speed. The organiza-

tion maintains a modern, powerful sta-

tion located in the Armory for the use

of its members. The officers for the

present semester are:

F. A. Linn President

W. B. K-^TZ Vice-President

W. A. Depp Secretary

H. Bigger Treasurer

H. M. Flora Chief Operator

Other members include: D. Chinlund.

R. W. Cline, O. L. Denhart, W. L. Eddy,
E. W. Hough, W. J. Moritz, J. C.

Skorcz, J. H. Wain.scott, W. Philhps,

J. L. Dennis, and J. A. Krcek.

Honorary members include Lt. Col.

S. L. James, Prof. C. T. Knipp, Prof.

H. A. Brown, Prof. J. T. Tykociner,

Dr. D. G. Bourgin, Mr. C. E. Skroder,

and Mr. F. Wiley.

Tau Nu Tau

R. K. Bauerle, J. R. Bingham, R. M.
Campbell, S. N. Eilertson, W. R. Eldon,

H. S. Evans, W. Fay, J. J. Gibberman,
D. D. Godfrey, T. N. Hackett, C. E.

Johnson, G. H. Jones, H. H. Kern, A.

J. Kusch. W. S. Lamb, K. Lindley, C;.

H. Logan, F. Marich, E. H. Olson, F.

F. Poppenburg. R. C. Purl. W. A. Ren-
ner. R. B. Shanks. E. T. Simonds. H.
E. Skinner. B. K. Slonneger. W. Walsh,
and W. R. Weldon have just been ini-

tiated into the ranks of Tau Nu Tau.
Tau Nu Tau, often referred to as

T. N. T., is an honorary military engi-

neering fraternity. It has become quite

popular on this campus during the last

few years. The main activities of the

fraternity are in promoting sociability

among its members. The present offi-

cers are

:

T. S. Johansen President

F. C. Heinig Vice-President

W. E. Black Treasurer

C. M. Slaymaker Secretary

The other actives are: J. W. Boyd,

J. K. Brinkerhoff, R. J. Christmann, S.

N. Daniels, W. A. P^arley. P. R. Faris,

W. E. Hendricksen, H. L. Hyndman,
R. J. Johnson, P. J. Kunzer, M. W.
Levy, L. M. Moore, W. G. Reynolds, W.
R. Richardson. C. P. Royer. C. J. Smitt-

camp, L. C. Wilcox, C. L. Pruitt, C. U.
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rniut. \V. J. SeiitcT.s. K. M. Volk'. f. 1!.

Naniensky. and J. W. Herrington. Fac-
ulty members include: Capt. A. G.
Matthews, Lieut. R. K. McDonough,
and Sgt. S. H. Mount.

Pi Tau Pi Si;>iiia

Pledged to Pi Tau Pi Sigma are: W.
H. Dean. T. Woltanski, I). E. Laub.
R. G. Clay, J. Martain. F. .\. Linn, A.

Dyson, and H. D. Townsend.
Pi Tau Pi Sigma is a national mili-

tary fraternity open to advanced Signal
Corps students. The Gamma chapter
is one of eight chapters in existence at

the present time. The present officers

are:

P. H. Lanphier Pn-sidint

E. Oi.MSTEAD Ficc-Presidptit

E. A. Post Treasurer
E. C. Zawistanowicz Secretary

Other active members are: J. W.
Bodnar, W. Crochett, W. H. Janssen,
H. J. Nagle, F. M. Miramonti, and J.

R. Williams.

Theta Tan
Already pledged to Theta Tau are:

R. F. Batt, G. F. Banks, Bradley Gard-
ner. H. Whildin, and R. C. A. Purl.
Theta Tau is a Professional Engi-

neering Fraternity organized to main-
tain a high standard of professional in-

terest amon.g its members and to unite
them in fraternal fellowship. Its din-
ner meetings have always been inter-

esting and entertaining.

Among the faculty Theta Tau claims
as members: T. J. Dolan, J. J. Doland,
A. M. Jorgensen, E. E. King, O. A.
Leutwiler, W. J. Putnam, T. C. Shedd,
J. O. Vawter, and W. M. Wilson. Stu-
dent officers for this year are

:

N. JEPPESEN Presidetit

P. Gallagher rice-President
R. W. Leutwiler Secretary

W. A. Merle Treasurer

G. .Teppesen, C A. Grotz, W. C.

Hitchcock, J. J. McGeough, A. A. Par-
quette, A. Reichmann, and H. D. Town-
send are the other active members.

Mil San

Mu San is a national organization to

promote good fellowship among the
students and faculty interested in Mu-
nicipal and Sanitary Engineering. The
Illinois Chapter has always been quite
active and has acquired a reputation
for interesting meetings. Officers for
the year are:

L. T. Stoyke President
R. B. REYKOLDS.J'ice-President- Trras.

J. H. Stephenson Secretary

The new actives are H. W. Atkinson,
W. W. Dukes, F. E. Wisely, and C. E.
Wright. Other actives are S. W. Ben-
edict, T. F. Scholes, E. M. Voile, W. S.

Feagan, A, W. Kieth, E. G. Simonds.
J. A. Parker, J. C. Deisenroth, and R.
E. Brendel. Mr. W. M. Lansford of the
T. & A. M. department was made an
honorary member at the recent initia-

tion.

Faculty members include A. N. Tal-
bot, M. L. Enger, H. E. Babbitt, J. J.

Doland, .T. S. Crandell, H. V. Fleming.
G. W. Pickels, C. C. Wiley, A. M. Bus-
well, E. W. Suppiger, W. L. Collins,

W. D. Gerber, and H. L. White. H. P.

Eddy, past president of A.S.C.E.. and
Paul Hanson of Chicago are honorary
members.

Europe Quick - Time
Mr. Chu Corners Prof. J. S. Crandell

Tj^DlTOH Technograp say, "Chu get
^-' l)ig story tell engineer how's how
in Europe. Must do Interesting and
gripiiing." Chu reply, "I get. Make
engineer know all Europe quick time."
Chu dash away and tind Prof. Crandell.
Get story. Hope you en.ioy.

Chu knock on door. Voice say. "Come
in." Technograp reporter walk in. Re-
porter present self say. "How de do.
Prof. Crandell. present Mr. Chu of
Technograp; hear you been recent trip;

how you like, velly fine?"
Prof scratch head and reply. "Yes.

make big trip, have .good time enjoy
vell.v much."
Meantime Chu pull out shirt tail and

pencil and ask. "How you like to tell

Technograp reporter all about big ad-
venture and travel." Prof, nod and
start give story.

"I and family leave Urbana on big
misty morning in February, foggy and
look not more ten feet distance. Spend
all night packing, finally fix up car
and start New York 5 o'clock in morn-
ing. Piston rings bad so money melt
quick cause car eat qt of oil every
forty mile. But we get to Harrisburg.
Pa. and with big. engineer technique
stop side of road to stall new piston
rings. Fingers frozen like ice but con-
tinue on and reach New York when
Mrs. drive car. New York heat down
to 15 degree .so hurry leave big city.

Scout all night, find pontoon for car
and tie car to boat Saturina and hitch
way to travel Europe. Save money.
Remember signal system in civil engi-
neering and talk skipper pass food and
family gain weight on good Italian
spaghetti. Stop in mid-ocean at Azores,
find fine dessert for meal in pineapple,
good Appetizer no good Brandy very
very terrible. Leave Azores. Next stop
Lisbon. Lisbon, see more trolley than
New York and fare onl.v 2 cents. Service
very no go good, stop at every railroad
crossing. Gate down fifteen minute bi>-

fore train .scheduled arrive and train
alwa.vs two hour more late. Meantime,
bu.v junk from peddlers.

Chu interrupe. "V'elly velly bad. Make
distinguished visitors wait. Chu im-
jirove service when degree obtained,
make change and improve efficiency all

way round."
Prof, smile cont'd. "Boat leaves Lis-

bon and car work 100 per cent efficien-

cy, no use oil, gas; boat furnish power,
cost nothing, maximum efficiency. Pass
Gibraltar and John Bull guns puncture^
pontoon. Wear white underwear to
signal surrender. Hang to running
board and fix puncture. Small stops
northern coa.st of Africa, p-inally reach
Italy. Boat stop at Naples when soup-

I)y fog over city. I and family go to

the city. In fog people mistake for
Italians and make us learn "Vive Mus-
solini" before leave Naples. Move to

Trieste and see nice clean city: Take
pontoon off car. Stop at gas station
buy gas 75c a gallon. Feel self on
terra firma .so drive to Venice. Venice
connected to mainland by new 180 feet

hi.ghway. four mile long. Old bridges
in very bad shape New ones very good
design and very beautiful. Some street

foot wide and make difficult walk after

eat big dinner in exquisite hotel with

excellent dish made fried onion top.
Leave Venice. Visit Rome and Hear
Mussolini speak. He very kind and
cordial, bowed me after the speech.
After see Italy, drive on France. Gas
drop to 52c gallon. See beautiful an-
cient art centers. Crossed Rhine to
Germany where people happy and fat
from drink famous Rhine Wine. New
roads in Germany .save much trouble.
No have stop fix puncture and flats."

Chu reply. "I no like flat too. espe-
cially when pocket flat. Chu no get
anything free. How about Hitler?"

The smart engineer rub chin and
chat on. "Hitler velly fine engineer.
Desi.gn beautiful brown house in Mu-
nich, velly velly beautiful; We go to

England, have big welcome. Invite me
review fleet maneuver but weak from
journey decline invitation and honor.
Next morning see King George walk
happy down street. He greet me when
I stand on sidewalk observing Royal
Highness. England vell.v powerful in

land. sea. Food sure velly no good."
Chu commented. "Velly interesting

trip, make engineer think and use en-
gineering knowledge; Maybe, myself,
see world in near future. How's trip

home, any excitement?"
"Yes plenty" growled Prof. "Had an-

other bad luck with British, this time
had big- auto crash. Good American
car fall to pieces. Make myself angry
and take boat of Baltimore Mail Line
back to good old campus of Urbana."

"Really, it's too bad." Chu replied in

low tone and sympathetic. "Velly velly
bad. spoil smart engineer' good record
of hike hitch back forth across water.
Better luck next time. Thanks for
story. Bye bye now."

KEYS I)KI)I('ATEI) TO FRANK
MOKKOW

The Chi Epsilon scholarship keys,
given each year to the sophomore ami
freshman having the highest scholastic
average in the C. E. department, will

be known hereafter as the Frank Mor-
row scholarship keys. Morrow was
killed in an automobile accident while
enroute to his job as a construction
engineer on a government project at

Keithsburg. It was he who originated
the idea of giving- the awards last year.
Last year's winners were Harry Skin-
ner and Harold Goeke.

The awards will be presented this

year at a banquet to be held on De-
cember 18. The winners for this year
have not yet been announced. Frank
Sheets, consulting engineer for the
Portland Cement As.sociation, will be
the principal speaker. All Civil Engi-
neers are invited to attend.

BEG YOUR PARDON
We wish to correct at this time a

table that appeared in the September
issue of the Technograph. giving Col-
lege of Engineering enrollment figures
since 1870. The architects have not
been under the jurisdiction of the Col-

lege of Engineering- since 1932. The
total column is correct as it stands.



Little Kno^^Tl Facts Revealed As

PROMINENT FACULTY MEMBERS
Unfold Life Stories

PROF. A. R. KNIGHT
The son of a prominent and the

father of a promisins engineer is in

our midst. In fact he has liocn with
us now for over twenty-two years.

When the Illini met the "Scarlet

Scourse" recently. Professor Knisht
was cheering for the defeat of his Alma
Mater; but he graduated some twenty-

six years ago and so the Buckeyes have
no reasonable claim upon him.

Professor Knight has done much t(j

make Chanipaign-l'rbana an illumi-

nated community. In fact he designed

the street lighting- system now in (oc-

casional) use in the twin cities. Hun-
dreds of embryo-engineers have passed

by (or leaned against) a local street

light without realizing that here was
concrete evidence of an engineering

problem well-solved. The usual line

voltage on lighting systems before this

installation was about 3000 volts, be-

cause larg:e numbers of lamps had to

be connected in series. Professor

Knight conceived the idea of using in-

sulated transformers to be energized by

low voltages, each transformer in turn

operating small groups of lights. As a

result, the highest voltage carried is

about .S75 volts. Safety and economy
have been gained. The idea was new:
development charges had to be included

in the cost of the system; but the plan

was sound for it has since become
standard equipment.

Professor Knight's interest in athlet-

ics is purely mental, even as to exer-

cise. That is to say, if he feels the

need of a workout he watches the track

team practice; if the team has had a
rather strenuous session he watches
them take a .shower; then, much re-

freshed, he calls it a day.

The professor's history, activities, and
interests are so extensive, they practi-

cally require listing. He has had an
interesting and varied career Vooth in

everyday and campus life. We will hit

only the high lights. First of these, of

course, is the fact that he was born in

Columbus, Ohio. After graduating as

an E. E. from Ohio State in 1909, he
worked with several power companies
and has continued to do so in the sum-
mer since joining the staff at Illinois.

He was a member of the student affairs

committee for the first four years of its

functioning, serving' as chairman for

three years; is a member of the Illini

theater board of directors, a member
of Sigma Pi, of Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kap-
pa Nu, Scabbard and Blade, Sigma Tau,
and an honorary member of Triangle.

He has had several articles published,

for the most part in such publications

as "The Electrical World."

His chief hobbies are hiking and
camping. His interest here is a thor-

ough one, for he has been a scoutmas-
ter for five years, scout commissionei"
for five years, and has received two
important awards in this connection,

the Scoutmaster's Award, based on five

years' service, and other items of merit;

and the Silver Beaver Award for out-

standing' service to boyhood.
And so we have given you a iirief

outline, all of which conveys only a
meager part of the interesting person-

ality that is Professor Knight's.

PROF. F. B. SEELY
Professor Seely was as much a star

in his chosen sports as his .son, Irv

Seely, last year's track team captain.

Professor Seely was captain of the base-

bell team and quarterback of the foot-

ball team in his high school days, spent

,%#4»

I'rof. F. H. Seel.v

in his home town in southeastern New
York, near West I'oint. In 1907, after

proving his consistency b.v again being

captain of the baseball team and quar-
terback of the football team in college,

he received a B.S. degree in M.E. at

Worcester Polytechnic Institute. Wor-
cester, Massachusetts. After two years
of practice in the east he came to the
University of Illinois and became a
member of the T. and A. M. depart-

ment. In his time here he has become
head of the department.

Among his publications are three

widely used texts, well known to Illini

engineers. They are his "Resistance of

Materials." his "Advanced Mechanics
of Materials," and his "Analytical Me-
chanics for Engineers" of which Pro-
fessor Ensign is co-author.

Professor Seely is a member of Phi

(iamma Delta, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi.

the A.S.M.E., the A.S.T.M., the S.P.E.E.

and other like organizations. He has
served on committees for several of

them.
The professor favors student partici-

pation in activities and athletics. This
may surprise those who picture the T.

& \. M. department as some ultra-

technical monster ready to poimce on
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Ihe unhappy engineer who strays south
of (Ireen Street. He applies "Modera-
tion in all thing's" to the above recom-
mendation, however. Professor Seely
carries his ideas of social connections
into his own life, too; he is a member
of the Kiwanis Clul5, vice-president of

the Boy Scout Council for this area,

and has served as an alderman in the

city of Urbana for three years.

The chief fault Professor Seely finds

with the present educational system is

the lack of self direction in the stu-

dents. He believes that much of the

value of any work being done is lost

when it is portioned off and due at 2:17

next Thursday, or else . He believes

the student should arrange his own
time and assignments.

Professor Seely believes there should
be some outlet for the considered judg-
ment of the students. He likes oppor-
tunities to converse with them. Any-
one who has such an opportunity

should take advantage of it. The pro-

fessor has some very interesting "off-

the-record" views.

PROF. C. W. HAM
1881—Born in Carlisle, Kentucky.
1905—University of Kentucky comes

through with B.M.E.
1908—Cornell rewards with degree of

M.E.
1908-1913—Mr. Ham dishes it right

back at Cornell as instructor in Ma-
chine Design—liut in the meantime,

1909—Marries Miss Martha Dunn in

the old home state (also in this connec-
tion, liouncing Willluirt D. arrived

somewhat later).

1914-1917—Mr. Ham continues at

Cornell, but in the more dignified role

of A.ssistant Professor.
1917-1921—Seeking new fields to con-

quer, C. W. H. holds down responsible

[lositions with dleason Works, Roches-
ter. New York.

1921-1926—I^evels guns on student

Ijody in good old Urbana as Assistant

Professor of Machine Design.
1927-date—continues liearing down on

Illini engineers—liut now w-ith austere

demeanor of a full professor.

Publications'.' — Numerous, varied.

Chief items, "Pipe and Pipe Fittings"

section in "Mechanical Engineers' Hand-
book" and text "Mechanics of Machin-
ery."

Research? — Oh, yes. Gears and
threads are his chief interests here.

Memberships?—To be sure. A.S.M.E.,

S.P.K.K., Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma,
Sigma Xi. (Several committees on the
first two).
Hoblnes and interests'.'—Books; foot-

ball and baseball, as a spectator.

Good descriptive phrases— (faculty)—
congenial companion. (Student)—good
egg'.

For further details arrange a confer-

ence in room 110 Transportation.
(Incidentally, the time would be well

spent.)



200 En^j^ineers Go On

SENIOR INSPECTION TRIPS
Required for Graduation

A PPROXIMATELY two hundred sen-
^^ ior students and professors took
en.aineering inspection trips to plants
in Chicago. Milwaukee, and smaller
towns in Illinois.

A total of i;il undergraduate students.
all seniors, a few graduate students
and 14 instructors took part in this
trip to establishments operating in the
line of business or manufacture for
which they are training.

The trips which are required by the
Univer.sity for graduation, were taken
by eight groups, the ceramic, electrical,

general, railway. a,griculture, civil, me-
chanical, and mining and metallurgical
engineers, each taking a separate trip.

The chemical engineers had their in-

spection trip one week previousl.v.

Wednesday evening. October Slith.

the tours which were to be taken near
Chicago and Milwaukee left by train
for Chicago staying at the .\tlantic

Hotel, .so everyone might be rested up
before proceeding to the plants to be
inspected; however, the inspection re-

ally began as soon as the ba,ss were
placed in their respective rooms.

Agricultural Kngineers

Ijeaving the hotel Thursday morning
the .group visited the Wisconsin Steel
Works in Chicago where the fascinat-
ing process of manufacturing' steel was
viewed.
While in Milwaukee, after inspecting

the Harnischfeger Corporation, the par-
ty entered the Allis Chalmers Company
and saw the making of large motors
and transformers. On the return trip,

the Waukegan Cenerating Station of

the Public Service Company of North-
ern Illinois proved a very interesting
place and it was enjoyed b.v all present.

Ceraniic Kngineers

The ceramic engineering .students,

travelling as a unit in a chartered bus.
left the Ceramic Building Thursday
morning.
The first plant visited was the Illinois

Clay Products Co. at Morris. Illinois.

Although the principal husine.ss of this
compan.v is supjil.ving fire cla.v to in-

dustrial plant.s. these students were
able to observe the forming of dry
press refractory shapes used as cupola
linings. An interesting new product
being developed b.v this company is an
insulating brick, using as one of its

constituents, Vermiculite, a micaceous
mineral which expands to fifteen times
its normal volume when heated.
Another interesting plant was the

Owens-Illinois (;ia.ss Co. of Streator,
Illinois, where beverage bottles were
being- manufactured at the rate of 100
per minute.

•
Clieniiral Kngineers

Thursday morning. October ITth. this

group visited the Universal Atlas Ce-
ment Company in Buffington, Indiana.

The Grasseli Chemical Co. was viewed
in the afternoon.

.\t the Shell Oil Refining Co. a most
interesting modern development was
viewed. It was the newly constructed
Polymerization Plant for the produc-
tion of gasoline from low carbon chain
vapors. At the Sherwin-Williams
Paint Co. the manufacture of colors of
paints was viewed.
This bunch, while at the Argo Starch

Company, saw the process of putting
the kernel of corn through a beating
and the recovery of the by-products.

Civil Knaineere

Of the various plants inspected by
the C. E.'s the American Bridge Co. and
the Southwest Sewage Disposal Plant
proved to be the most interesting. The
American Bridge Co. was framing some
of the huge members for the Oakland-
California Bridge. The girders and col-

umns were of such proportions that we
gazed amazingl.v at them. Ima.gine a
sewage disposal plant taking care of a
population of 3,.500,000 people. Only
about one-half of the work was com-
pleted but we got an eyeful. Here's an
inkling of its immensity: 16 aeration
tanks. 36 ft .in width and 434 ft. in

length; 32 settling tanks, 126 ft. in di-

ameter and 11 ft. deep. We were all

thrilled when we went down 65 ft. into
a large oval shaped sewer, 19 by 17 ft.

in dimensions.

Electrical ICngineei-s

Thunsday morning at 8:30 we left

for the (J. E. x-ray plant. Here we saw
not only how the x-ra.v tubes were
made, but also were told how to oji-

erate one. Next we proceeded to the
G. E. Appliance Co. where we saw the
Hot Point products being made.
Thursday afternoon was partly spent

at the Civic Opera Building and the
Chicago Lighting Institute. Here the
group saw some of the latest illumina-
tion designs for flood lighting, decorat-
ing, and interii)r lighting.

Arrival in Milwaukee enabled the
party to ride on one of Milwaukee's
better .streets cars to the Harnischfeger
Corporation where we saw the use of
electric welding in modern industr.v.

The afternoon was .spent going over
.some of the 23 acres included in the
.Mlis-Chalmers plant.

(ieneral Kngineers

.lourneying from Chicago to Gary
this group visited the .\merican Bridge
Company and the Carnegie-Illinois
Steel Company. At the latter plant the
steel making process was viewed in full

swing. On a special North Shore line

train stops were made at two sub-sta-
tions enroute to Chicago; one being a
Mercury Arc Rectifier and the other
being' a Synchronous Converter Station.

To put a finishing touch to a fine trip
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the group visited the Museum of Sci-
ence and Industry where the modern
underground coal mine was viewed in

operation.

Mechanical Kngineers

C)n Thursday morning this unit were
taken by bus to the Wisconsin Steel
Works in South Chicago. The nine
steel furnaces held the group spell
bound as they watched over 250,000
pounds of molten steel being poured
from each furnace.
The Crane Compan>' had a great deal

that was new and everyone was im-
pressed by the size of the place and the
processes being carried on.

After spending Friday morning at
.\llis Chalmers, the afternocui was spent
at the Kearny-Trecker Company which
was host to the .group and caused con-
siderable comment about the spirit and
interest shown by the employees. This
unit also viewed the Waukegan station
of the Illinois Public Service Company
on .Saturday and enjo.ved the visit.

Hallway Kngineers

Viewing the G. E. x-ray plant this
group was able to see how x-ray tubes
were made and operated.
Enroute to Chicago this group took

I)art in inspecting the Mercury Arc
Rectifier and Synchronous Converter
sub-stations.

To complete a memorable trip the
R. R. engineers inspected the Markham
Yards and the Burnside Shops both of
the Illinois Central Railroad.

•
Mining and Metallurgical Kngineers

With a bright early start the .Mining
and Met. engineers left for Peoria at

.5:00 A. M. At the Cre.scent Mines va-
rious means of loading sizing coal were
viewed. In Farmington large electric

shovels were \iewed as well as a mod-
ern method of washing and drying coal.

The metallographic and chemistry lab-
oratories of the Keystone Compan.v
were also inspected.

.\fter spendin,g the night at the Illi-

nois Mines Rescue Station in La Salle

the party visited the Illinois Zinc Com-
pany in Peru. Late Friday afternoon
was spent at the Utica Cement Com-
pany in Utica. Illinois. At this plant
natural cement is mined, dried, pulver-
ized to minus 200 mesh, and packed.

The i)arties upon disbanding no doubt
had a greater store of knowledge (we
hope) and a great deficiency in sleep.

The mechanical equipment of the plants
visited addeil much to the students'
knowled,se of modern processing meth-
ods which is seldom obtained from
books. .\ll in all such trips as these
prove that the educational advanta.ge
resulting from the inspection of large
industrial enterprises fully justifies the
time and expense involved.



WHO'S WHO IN ILL

C. G. Talbot

• W. E. Black

• R. W. Leutwiler Jr.

CURTIS TALROT, a transfer student from West-
ern State Teachers College at JVIacomb, is really set-

ting an example for the rest of those Electrical Engineers.

His scholastic standing is high enough to have gained

for him membership in Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu.
As first semester president of the A. I. E. E., Curtis

has led the organization to one of its most successful

years in several. Last summer he was employed by a

manufacturing concern in Chicago. He can really tell

you all that you would like to know about "Henry's

product" because he worked in the Ford exhibit at the

World's Fair in 1934. The Skull house keeps him
within the traces and furnishes him with the chance to

get in some good "Bidl sessions" about radio.

WINSTON BLACK is a C.E. who has learned

just exactly how to mix work and play and still do very

well in both. As a freshman, Winnie distinguished him-

self by making the required grades for Phi Eta Sigma.

He has topped his scholastic achievements in his senioir

year by making Tau Beta Pi. After attending the

R. O. T. C. camp at Camp Custer this summer, he

found his time well occupied in getting speakers for the

A. S. C. E. this semester. He is secretary of that organ-

ization. Winnie is a captain in the R. O. T. C. and
holds the double job of treasurer for both the local and
national chapters of Tau Nu Tau. He is well known
over at the Y. M. C. A. where he ser\ed on the social

committee. He is an independent hailing from Chicago.

Winnie stands out in most any sport.

RICHARD LEUTWILER is another energetic

M.E. When he has the time, he likes to put his theory

into practice by tearing cars apart and then trying to

find out where the extra pieces go. During the past

summer, he was employed in the electrical department

of one of Chicago's large packing houses. As a fresh-

man, Dick obtained the key of Phi Eta Sigma as a re-

ward for his hard work, and as a senior, he became a

member of Tau Beta Pi. He is at present, the vice-

president of Pi Tau Sigma, and secretary of Theta Tau.
He also has an honorary membership in the American
Society for Testing Materials which is awarded each

year to an outstanding junior.

(iiarli's Sla.vmaker is wliiil is Uikiwii

as a "Sparkplug;" in an.v aclivit.A tliat

he undeHakes. Altli(>iij;h a .junior in

(he I niversily, Charlie is a senior in

the K. (). T. ('. Knyineer Corps, lie is

a nieniher of .Scabbard and Itlade. and
is the se<i-etar,v of (lie local and na-
tional chapters of Tau Nu Tau. lie is

a niend)er of (he A. S. C. K. and served
a year r)n the Technonraph stall. Char-
lie is ver.v active in the atlairs of Tri-

angle, havins; served as their scholium
and as corresponding; secretar.v. Stamp
ccdicctin;; once clainu'd his attention.

Charlie's scliediile calls for a Kni4;ht in

Ifbana several times a ueeli. He is no
longer bothereil with havinj; lo chan;;e
his pin fi'om vest to vest.

ISob .iohnson is another of these
C.K.'s who uo around netting his thumb
in a lot of pies. He is ipiite a rifleman
and (his sinnmer he was on the ti'am
sent to Camp I'eiT.v, Ohio, for the na-
tional rifle matches by the Sixth Corps
Area. With the conunission of captain

behind him, he directs (he freshmen
engineers durinj; (heir Saliirday niorn-

inj; drill. He is a mend>er of Tau Nu
Tau, Scabbard and lilade, and a lieu-

tenant in I'ershini; KiHt^s. A. S. C. K.
constitutes his professional or;;aniza-

tion. As well as a militarist, he has
proven himself a Thespian in the plays

"Heyoiid the Horizon," and "Whistlins;
in the Dark," which were put on by
the Theatre (iuild. Not content with
these, he also has a set of numerals
for tennis and fencing achievement put
awa.v in his dresser drawer. It mii;hl

be of interest to note that Hob is also

an l";aj;le Scinit with the Silver I'alm.

Handd Allard, an M.K. sophomore, is

another of those boys who worked hard
durini; his freshman .vear and made the

Krades for I'lii Kta Siuma. Over at the

riii Ka|)pa I'si house he takes <'are of

the bi'others* social woi'ries and also is

one of their representatives in Skull

and Crescent. He is, this year, carr.v-

ini; out (he duties of statl' sergeant on

Saturda.> mornin;;s in the engineers'
unit. Hack in l»omero.>, Iowa, Harold
was the valedictorian of his class and
a football letterman. I.atel.v, he seems
to be worr.\ini; the (hi O's quite a yood
deal, or else ihey are woi'r.^in;; him

—

we don't exactly know which.

Dan Hlum is one of the very few
engineers who find time enouijh to par-
(icipa(e in a varsity sport. He is a
.junior M.l\. When wrestling practice is

over each ni^lit. Dan takes care of his

hash slinnini; duties at the (iranada
where he has a meal Job. Dan came
to Illinois from Tildcn Tech ill Chicago
where tor two ,\ ears he had been cit.v

and Cook County wrestling; champ in

his wei;;lit. He won his numerals on
the freshman wrest liiij; team two .'sears

ayo, and the Illinois wrestling fans will

see a lot of him in the IIS pound class

this season. Dan was (aken into I'al-

aestra, wrestlinj; honorar.v societ.v, last

jear.



(GINEERING WORLD

D. D. Streid

H. L. Hyndman. Jr. •

W. T. Hester •

WESTON HESTER starteil three years ago to do

his bit toward proving that engineers can enjoy the more
cultural things in life along with their kilns and clays,

as well or possibly better than those south of Green
street. Hester is a senior ceramic engineer. According-

ly, he has been singing in the University Glee Club and
the University Chorus for the last three years and is

furnishing his AKL brothers with their dose of good

music. For his engineering contacts, Weston belongs to

the Student Branch of the American Ceramics Society.

He is a product of Peoria and in contrast to his musical

talent, indulged in his share of athletics. He has spent

the last few summers heaving ice and working with

various construction outfits to keep himself in shape.

HARRY HVXDALAX, although not a regular en-

gineer, is right in there pitching. By rights, he is a

chemistry man, being enrolled in the chemistry curricu-

lum; but he can quite well be classified along with the

rest of the engineers because he was selected for the job

of Lieutenant-Colonel of the R. O. T. C. Engineers

Corps for this year. Along with that high honor, he is

a member of Tau Xu Tau, Scabbard and Blade, and is

the captain of Pershing Rifles. As a freshman and soph-

omore, he occupied his spare time by working on the lUio

business staff. Homesickness isn't much of a worry to

Harry because he lives over in Springfield.

DALE STREID is one of these ^LE.'s who seem
to be doing pretty well at getting his foot into a little

bit of everything. He is the president of the Student

Council at McKinley Foundation, a member of A. S. \l.

E., and takes care of the job of commissary over at the

A. K. L. house. He was also made a member of Phi

Eta Sigma when he was a freshman, and now has risen

to the rolls of Tau Beta Pi. To round out his educa-

tion, he sang in the L^iiversity Glee Club for the last

three years. This year he is working on a senior thesis

in T. and A. AL department about the fatigue of ma-
terials. In the past summer Dale was starting out a

real engineering career by trying out the contracting

business. From reports, the projects didn't resolve into

the red ink column of the ledger book. Now that the

Ice Rink is open Dale is taking his daily dozen there.

A siiphoiiKirp in inininu ensineerins,
Kunfiic Mauck has already wiin laurels

for liiiiiselt. l.a.st year he wdii his nu-
merals <in the tieshnian swiniinini;

team. From these aehievenients, he
has been Jjled^ed to the Dolphins, swim-
ming honorary. Aloni; with his mininu
work, he is helping the Mineral Indus-
tries Society to Keep its eoft'ers full b.v

his etVorts on the memhership and
tinance lommittees. The past summer
saw him workini; very industriousl.v in

a mine way down South to sain some
praelieal experience in the mininy of

that area. His hobhy is collecting Na-
tional (ieosrapliic .Magazines. He also

likes to play around on Lake Danville,
when he is home, with his canoe which
he has eiiuipped with a seventy-tive
foot sailing rig.

Kichard Walker, sophomore ceramist,
is another of the Fhi Kta Sigma clan.

He is a member of Pershing Hides and
was on the drill squad which drilled in

competition at Ohio State last year.

Over at the "V" lie served on the re-

ception committee last year and is at

present working on the freshman com-
mittee. Before he moved to Irbana
last year, he graduated from high school
in Stronghursl. Illinois, as the presi-

dent and valedictorian of his da.ss. He
also won his letter in football at that
school. Birds are Dick's hobby.

.\n unassuming and well liked M.K.
senior is personified in Tom Herrick.
Tom maile Pi Tau Sigma in his .junior

.year. He is also a member of his de-

partmental societ.v, the .A. S. M. E. .\

good deal of his free time, if an M.K.
senior can be said to have any, is spent
in the activities over at McKinley
Foundation. The pla.vs put out b.v the
Theater (iuild, the Star Course, and
many lamous lecturers that come to

our campus, furnish Tom with nuich
fun and enjoyment. He is an independ-
ent who hails from the town of Harve.v.
During the summers, Tom works in a

drug store to help enlarge the pocket-
book that is putting him through the
I'niversity. Whenever he can, Tom
forgets his work in favor of his Harley-
Davidson motorcycle.

Kichard Beitel is a sophomore M.K.
who is (luile a boy. He resides in the
Zeta Psi house and is one of its repre-
sentatives in .Skull and Crescent. Last
year he was able, along with his activ-
ities, to make the retpiired grades and
was initiated into Phi Kta .Sigma. He
is also busy working on the editorial

stall' of the lllio. He is a sophomore
basic engineer and last year he was
one of the six freshmen who received
the warrant of sergeant. Back in his
home town, Moline, Blinois, he was the
salutatorian and president of the sen-
ior class aiul also made his letters in

football and basketball. For a pastime,
Dick likes to show his Zeta Psi broth-
ers .just how the game of chess should
be played.



North of Green Street
Students and Faculty in Many Activities

Variety of Tests in Progress
at M. T. L.

I'nder the direction of Professor
Richart. Mr. Paul Jones and Mr. T. A.
Olson are workins' on a test of "riRid

frame structures." These are the larjje.

Ij-shaped pieces of re-inforced concrete
that immediately catch the eye of the
visitor to the Materials Testing Labora-
tory. They have been set up in the

southeast corner of the crane bay. and
durinfr a period of more than a year a
steady load will be maintained on them
to determine the strain due to plastic

yieldins' which occurs. Since the stres.ses

tend to concentrate at the inside corner
of the knee-frame, this corner is fil-

leted, or rounded, to increase its

strength. Different types of fillets and
of re-inforcing' are being tested. This
research is being made in cooperation
with the Portland Cement Company.
A series of tests on railroad car

wheels are being conducted liy Profes-

sor Richart, Mr. Rex Brown, and Mr.
Jones. The A.ssociation of Manufactur-
ers of Chilled Car- Wheels is the co-

operative body.

Since the axle for the wheels is 0.01

inch larger in diameter than the Vwre

of the wheel, considerable stress is

produced in the wheels just by the
action of mounting them on the axle.

The wheels and axle unit are then sub-
jected to forces which simulate those

under actual conditions of load, round-
ing a curve, and crossing switch frogs,

etc. Actual lirake shoe tests are run
to discover whether the wheel can
stand the intense heating of the rim
which occurs during braking.
Mr. Brown and Mr. Jones have also

been comparing the strengths and elas-

ticities of concrete for varying speed of

load application. The ultimate load is

applied at rates ranging from one sec-

ond to several hours. Apparently a
greater U)ad ma.v lie withstood under
quick application. Oscillograph records

of these tests will be taken in order

that the exact reaction on the material

may be studied.

Mr. Lansford is in charge of the lab-

oratory work for testing sections of

.36-inch and 48-inch cast iron pipe.

Any difference which may exist between
pit-cast and centrifugally-cast .sections

will be discovered. In order that the

test be made the pipe is held vertically

in the large press with the ends
plugged; it is then filled with water and
internal hydraulic pressure is applied

until failure occurs.

Faculty and Students Go to

Purdue
The I'niversity of Illinois E. E. De-

partment was well represented at the
annual Great Lakes District and Stu-
dent Branch A. I. E. E. meeting which
was held at Purdue University, Lafay-
ette, Indiana, October 28 and 2!l. l'"ac-

ulty members atten<iing the convention
were: E. B. I'aine, Professor of Elec-

trical Engineering and head of the de-

partment; J. T. Tykociner, professor of

Electrical Engineering; E. H. Waldo,
Associate professor of Electrical Engi-
neering; H. J. Reich and H. .\. Brown,
a.ssistant profe.ssors of Electrical Engi-
neering; M. A. Faucett and H. N. Hay-
ward, a.ssociate in Electrical Engineer-
ing. E. A. Reid, associate professor of

Electrical Engineering, was unable to

attend on account of illne.ss.

Three papers were presented by mem-
bers of the Illinois group. "Sweep Fre-
quency Limits of Gaseous Discharge
Tubes" was given by W. A. Depp, '36,

and "A Different Method of Determin-
ing Reactive Volt-.\mperes in a Three
Phase, Three Wire Sy.stem" by A. S.

Webeck, '35. H. J. Reich spoke on "The
Relaxation Inverter," and also gave a
demonstration of cathode ra.v oscillo-

graph apparatus. The relaxation in-

verter is a means b.v which vacuum
tubes are used to convert direct current
into alternating current; it was devel-

oped by Dr. Reich.

Dean Enger Welcomes
Sanitation Delegates

The Central States .Sewage Works .\s-

sociation, comprising representatives
from Illinois, Indiana, Minnesota and
W^isconsin, openefl the eighth annual
convention, October 25, at the I'rliana-

Lincoln Hotel. H. E. Babliitt, jirofessor

of Sanitary Engineering, was chairman
of the program committee.

M. L. Enger. Dean of the Engineer-
ing College, gave the welcoming ad-
dress at the banquet that evening. Pro-
fessor Babbitt presented a paper,

"Methods of Dosing Sewage Tanks with
Ground Garbage." F. H. Whitley,
graduate research assistant, gave a pa-

per enfitled "An Investigation of the

Amount of Garliage which can be Di-

gested with Sewage Sludge."

Mining Engineers Attend
Institute Meeting

.V. C. Callen, professor of Mining En-
.gineering and Head of the Department,
with G. M. Smith, research assistant

profes.sor, and D. R. Mitchell, assistant

professor in the same department, at-

tended a convention of the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers in St. Louis, October 28 and
29. The main topic of discussion was
recent and future developments in the

coal industry.

A. I. E. E. Section Is Host
A. E. Herz, engineer of tests of the

Public Service Company of Northern
Illinois, was guest of honor at a dinner
of the Urljana section of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers at the

University Club, October 2!),

That evening, Mr. Herz gave a talk

illustrated by movies liefore a meeting
of the Student Branch of the A. I. E. E.

in 215 E. E. Laboratory. Three moving-
pictures were presented: Galloping
Lines, Waukegan Power Plant, and
Colored Movies of the San Diego Expo-
sition.
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New Bulletins by Experiment
Station

The Engini'cring E.xperiment Station

announces the following new bulletins

which have been issued recently:

Bulletin No. 278—Oscillations Due to

Corona Discharges on Wires Sulijected

to Alternating Potentials, by J. T. Ty-
kociner, R. E. Tarpley and E. B. Paine.

Bulletin No. 279—The Resistance of

Mine Timliers to the Flow of Air, as
Determined by Models, by C. M. Smith.

Bulletin No. 280—The Effect of Res-
idual Longitudinal Stresses upon the
Load-carrying Capacity of Steel Col-
umns, by W. M. Wilson and R. L.

Brown.

Circular No. 24—Computation of the
Pressure E.xerted Upon the Soil by A'a-

rious Loads, by Dr. N. M. Newmark.

Requests having continued for bulle-

tin 43, first i.ssued in May, 1910, it has
been reprinted. The bulletin was writ-

ten by Prof. E. C. Schmidt, head of the
department of railway engineering, and
deals with "Freight Train Resistance;
Its Relation to .\verage Car Weight."
The material is still applicable as little

change has been made in cans, operat-

ing conditions, or range of operating
speed.

Interesting Research Project
An investigation of fundamental im-

portance for the knowledge of magnetic
phenomena is being carried out by the

Department of •Electrical Engineering
in cooperation with the Department of

Physics. Students leaving the E. E.

Laboratory through the east entrance
of the basement are attracted by a

Iar,ge elect roma.gnet, vacuum pumps,
and other apparatus which are installed

in room 108 H. Here i>reparations are
made for a precise determination of the
magnetic moment on the hydrogen
atom. The revolving electron of the
atom, being an electrical charge in mo-
tion, produces a magnetic field and
gives to the atom the properties of a
tiny bar magnet.

To enable the measurement of the
moment of this magnet to be made,
rays of atomic h.vdrogen are produced
by high frequency electric discharges.
By means of slits which vibrate 9000
times per second, only those atoms
whose velocity equals 3000 meters per
second will be selected for the experi-

ments. Driven at this speed and sub-
jected to the action of a strong magnet,
the atomic ray will be split into two
parts. B.v mcasurin.g the separation of

the two component ra.vs, data will lie

obtained wliich will permit the determi-
nation of the value of the so-called

"magneton." .\ magneton represents
theoretically the smallest magnet oc-

curring in nature: the magnitude of its

moment is a universal con.stant.

This research is being carried n\it by
Professors J. Kunz and J. T. Tykociner,
and Mr. L. P. Garner.
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THE RIGHT ANCLE . . .

Initiative

A true engineer has in his

make-up a critical point ot

view, an inclination to look

upon unproven statements

with a suspicious eye. He
is unwilling to accept blind-

ly a formula from page so

ami so which gives him a

quick easy solution to his problem without much effort

on his part. Instead, he analyzes the problem, derives

a formula of his own, and if he checks the formula on

page so and so, he is satisfied in his own mind that he

can use it in solving future problems.

The attacking attitude is a good one. An effort is

being made to develop it as highly as possible in the

student of engineering courses. One of the best methods

being used to achieve this end is the presentation of un-

dergraduate thesis work. Seniors are being encouraged

this year more strongly than ever before to pick a topic

about which they desire to know as much as possible,

and to delve into its mysteries in their own way. They
are given the use of the University's laboratory facilities

to help them in their work. All of these who are en-

gaged in thesis work this year heartih- approve the set-up.

They feel that they are getting something out of their

college course that standard curricula do not offer. These

few student are perfectly right in their belief. They are

substituting initiative for information, a substitution that

can very well be made by all of us. Even though you

stick to your regular curriculum, develop your initiative.

It is the graduates with the attacking attitude of mind

that are getting the better jobs today.

The world has plenty of handbook engineers who get

by all right as long as the problem with which they deal

can be solved by the application of a standard formida

or by a table in a handbook. The "handbook engineer"

is finding it increasingly difficult to keep pace with the

rapidly changing engineering world. It is the man who
can take the conditions of a problem and arrive at a

reasonable solution even though he is far from his text

or handbook, for whom the employers of engineers are

looking. Don't be a handbook engineer!

-^^^^E

Blanket Tax
How would you feel about shoul-

dering a special assessment, payable

at registration, to cover the cost of

activities of the College of Engineer-

ing, in which you shoidd voluntarily

participate r \U chools ha

adopted this system and they have

reported very favorable results. Perhaps you would

pay very grudgingly at first, but as the .semesters passed,

you would regard the assessment as you do xour tuition,

something that has to be.

The matter of a "blanket tax" as the assessment is

most commonly called, is a favorite topic of discussmn at

every convention held by organizations that depend upon

the support of the student body for their successful ex

istence. Departmental societies and college magazines

lie in this group. The Engineering Council which

sponsors the St. Pat's Hall in March is also one of the

group. Most of the conventions spend hours arguing

the matter and the\ generalh end \\ith the delegates

thinking just as the\' did before.

The "blanket tax" has many good points in its favor.

It insures the financial success of every student under-

taking and it seems reasonable to believe that it would

lead to success in other ways. Again, to sight a specific

case, it has been argued that if a magazine could put all

of the men of its staff who were working to increase its

circulation, to improve the publication editorially, its

subscribers would benefit greatly.

The Technograph has always taken the other side of

the issue. It has always been our contention that if we
weren't able to put out a magazine that would lead the

students to subscribe to it voluntarily, we might as well

quit. We believe that the student here realizes the great

value that he derived by his participation in student

activities. If there is question in anyone's mind as to

what he will get out of joining his departmental society,

subscribing to the Technograph or attending his college

social functions, we refer him to his faculty or to a

graduate engineer.

Slide Rule Wizards
The general south-campvis im-

pression that the engineering stu-

dent is one of the wisest of nature's

products is due in no little meas-

ure to the formidable appearance

of the scales of the slide rule,

which is such an omnipresent

feature of the student's equipment.

We are of the opinion that the world at large should

know, somewhat, of the true ability of the carriers of

the mysterious ivory-on-wood devices. The University

Bookstore is cooperating in this exposure by offering an

evening course in slide rule technique. This move should

be highly commended, for it is giving a chance to those

of nature's best who purchased a slide rule beyond their

immediate needs to acquire a knowledge of the whys

and wherefores of their extra scales, without the neces-

sity of their prying it from an obscure explanation in

the instruction book.

One particularly impressive scene is that of the slide

rule wizard who has devised a scheme for hooking his

salmon-red case to his belt, in order to be in constant

readiness to whip his rule from its restful state into

vivid, colorful action to estimate the value of two times

three, or even two times three and one-half. We grant

from experience the necessity for the presence of the

slide rule among an engineer's accouterments, and sim-

ilarly we recognize the utility of the leather case, but

our blessing does not enfold him of the bolstered rule.

It is an observation, perhaps merely coincidental, that

the one who makes his rule so easy to use by swinging

it at his belt, is perhaps as unaware of the value that his

rule could be to him, as the mechanical engineering

student is of a finite definition of entropy. Too often,

we fear, the student could just as easily ha\e been sold

a Stump-Stump Twinplex as a Log-Log Duplex, for all

the difference it makes in his use of the instrument. We
are grateful that someone has at last sought to eliminate

the futile load of excess baggage that so many engineers

carry, b\ turning it into a useful adjunct to the mind

and pencil.—A. E. S.
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Departmental Societies
Groups Very Active

ENGINEERING COUNCIL
The enii'ineering- council is comi)Ose(l

of the presidents of each of the ensi-

neeriiif;' departmental societies, the Illi-

nois Union representative, and the ed-

itor and business manager of the Tech-
nosrajjh. President Rex Newcomb
called the first meeting of the year
shortly after school opened in Septem-
ber and the plans for the year were
discussed. At this time, it was decided

to hold an all-engineering smoker, a
g;athering- started by last year's council.

The smoker was held on October 23rd.

The council is at present formulating
plans for the presentation of a class in

slide rule instruction. The class, if and
when it is presented, will be open to

freshmen as well as upper cla.ssmen.

Watch for future announcements.
The council is already discussing the

problems of putting; on a real St. Pat's

Ball next semester. For the benefit of

the new men in the college, the council

wishes to say that the St. Pat's Ball is

the one dance g-iven by the Engineers
and for the Engineers. Every man in

the college should plan to attend. It

will be held in March. It's going- to be

a great party.

The members of this year's council

are. A. E. Bitter, C. G. Talbot, D. K.
Harris, J. S. Lang-will, R. Newcomb, R.

H. Benedict, T. F. Scholes, G. T. Aus-
tin and W. E. Hendricksen. Faculty
advisors are Prof. J. J. Doland and
Prof. J. S. Crandell.

A. S. C. E.

Albert E. Bitter President

John E. Buck Vice-President

Winston Black Secretary

Richard A. Jones Treasurer

The first meeting of the year showed
by its attendance the real interest of

the C. E.'s in their society. So far this

year the C. E.'s have presented some
very interesting speakers. Mr. Charles
Burdick, consulting Engineer forAlvord
Howson & Co., spoke on Water Supply
Engineering'. Mr. Henry Riggs, former
vice-president of the national A.S.C.E.,

spoke on the society. Mr. Robert Ridg-
way was next introduced to the C. E.'s.

He spoke on Rapid Transit in New
York City. Following Mr. Ridgway was
Mr. A. Mann, assistant manager of

G. E. in Chicago. Mr. Mann spoke on
"What an Employer Expects of His
Employee." The latest of the speakers
was Prof. J. S. Crandell, who spoke on
Public Works in Europe. In the future
the society will present representatives
from the American Steel Institute and
Portland Cement Co. and promises also

to have Mr. P. A. Randall, Consulting
Engineer of Chicago, speak on Destruc-
tion of the Skyride Towers.
At present membership in the A.S.C.E.

is about 195 and 150 of these are really

active. Sixty-five per cent of the Jun-
iiors and Seniors belong to the organ-
ization, forty per cent of the Sopho-
mores belong and fifty per cent of the
Freshmen have paid the fee.

S. B. A. C. S.

R. Nkwcomb PresiJtnl

J. Stevens Vice-President

\V. M. Turner Sec.-Treas.

As numbers go, the Student Branch
of the American Ceramics Society is

one of the smallest on the campus, but
in activity, it ranks with the best. The
first meeting of the year presented
some of the faculty members who gave
short talks to the group. The rest of

the evening was divided between busi-

ness and refreshments. Committees
were announced and the Ceramists
seem to have some fine programs ahead
of them. Stan Sheldon is in charge of

the programs and promises some real

entertainment. The big event of the
year in the ceramic school is the an-
nual pig roast to be held some time
during the second semester.

A. S. M. E.

D. K. Harris President

J. H. Coulter Vice-President

P. Gallagher Secretary

R. H. Benedict Treasurer

The M. E.'s have begun the year liy

holding three meetings and a smoker.
At the first meeting they heard a rep-
resentative of the Chevrolet Motor Co.

who showed pictures of the 1936 Chev-
rolet. Mr. C. E. Davis was the prin-

cipal speaker of the second meeting, a

dinner meeting at the Southern Tea
Room. Mr. Davis, national secretary
of the A. S. M. E., talked on Engineer-
ing Developments. Mr. Abbott of the
Commonwealth Edison Co. of Chicago,
also spoke.

The principal speaker of the next
meeting will be Mr. Jackson of the
Brown and Sharpe company. The pres-

ent membership of the society is about
seventy. Freshmen are cordially invited

to attend meetings, and those wishing to

join are requested to see Professor Cas-
berg- or any of the officers.

MINERAL INDUSTRIES
SOCIETY

J. S. Langwill President

E. J. JASINSKI Vice-President

C. L. Pruitt Secretary

J. L. Brown Treasurer

The miners, metallurgists, and geolo-

gists get together every two weeks in

209 T. B. to hear some really interest-

ing discussions and lectures. So far

this year there have been three meet-
ings, the first the usual social get-

together accompanied by introductory
remarks by the faculty, and followed

by the inevitable cider and donuts. The
second meeting presented three students

who gave talks on summer experiences
in mining and geology. The last meet-
ing presented Mr. J. B. Morrow of the

Pittsburgh Coal Co. who related a few

17

of his experiences while en.gaged in the
handling of coal.

The new faculty advisor of the .so-

ciety is Mr. H. B. Nicholson who suc-
ceeded Mr. D. R. Mitchell. The next
meeting will present student talks on
ferrous and non-ferrous metallur.gy.

The following meeting will introduce
Mr. H. B. Cooley of Allen Garcia Co.
of Chicago, and later Mr. F. J. Petty-
john of the geology department at the

University of Chicago will speak.

A. I. E. E.

C. G. Talbot President

W. A. Orr Vice-President

E. A. Post Secretary

J. C. Skorcz Treasurer

The E. E.'s certainly started the year
off with a bang. President Talbot re-

ports that the membership this year is

about 200, nearly double the member-
ship of last year. What is more, sev-
enty-five per cent of the actives are
.luniors or Seniors.

The first speaker for the Electricals

was Mr. A. Herz of the Public Service
Co. of Northern Illinois. Mr. Herz
showed some very interesting pictures
of the San Diego Exposition, and sup-
lilemented his presentation with infor-

mative remarks.

The A. I. E. E. is having the students
take an active part in putting on the
programs this year. The big thing on
the Boneyard is the E. E. Show which
will be held some time this pring. Plans
are already being formulated and from
the interest shown, should result in a

very good show.

Housepapers

Alutnni Letters

Publications

•

DANIELS
and

SHOAFF
Publishers

Corner Sixth and Green
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Campus Snapshots—
WELL, the Senior Inspection Trip

has come and gone. Many of the
lads had their first view of the Wind.v
City, but to others it was an old. old

story. Perhaps a book or two could be
written on various events that trans-
pired, but only a few high-points of

interest will be related here. The
M.E.'s seemed to sort of favor the
South State Street joints. Quite a
ijunch of C.E.'s were noted wanderinK
throus'h the loop like a herd of lost sheep.

Ceramists and E.E.'s must have had
the best times of all, with the Railway
men coming in for a very close second.
The E.E.'s did very well on the free

lunches Thursday and Friday at the
expense of General Electric and Har-
nischfeger. The Minery got put up by
the State Department of Mines and
Minerals for two nights. 'Taint fair!

We all pay taxes, and ever.vone else

had to pay for his own lodging. The
Ceramists had their own special bus
from Parkhill's, and a poker game was
in progress at all times. At last re-

port, Mel Combs was leading winner.
The Friday night session at Streator's

Hotel Plumb was mainly a contribution

to Phil, the popular bus driver. A
great number of varied engineers took
in the Follies at the Palace Tlieatre.

And, fellows, weren't those gals honeys?
Hot dog! Ceramists Taylor, Merle, New-
comb and Bartlett left for the North
side Friday at about 11:00 P. M. Along
about 4:00 in the morning. Merle and
Bartlett wandered home, but the other

two didn't show up until 6:30. And
was there a lot of groaning on the way
out to Owens Glass after the sleepless

night? All groups report, "There's one
(at least) in ever.v crowd." Referring

of course to the guy who asks every
conceivable question of the guide when
the rest of the gan.g is dying to get

out of the damn place and start mov-
ing. Plenty of foolish questions were
a.sked by some of these boys who are

Wm. A. WILSON

Flowers Wired by

Telegraph Delivery

Service

FLORIST

Fresh Flowers from Our
Own Greenhouses

Telephone 7-4750

1202 N. Goodwin
Urbana

about to go out into the cold hard
world and earn their salt. I'll bet Bob
Cline will never send an application
letter to Clark-Jewel Stove Co., for in-

.stance. Ask a Ceramics .senior about
that one some time.

Anyway, we saw what we hail t(i,

and everyone had a little fun, if he
tried very hard, so that's that. Whether
it was worth twenty or twenty-flve of
Dad's hard-earned bucks will probably
remain a debatable question.

Your correspondent has heard of the
great romance of Py Faris over at Tri-
angle. It seems he occasionally lirin.gs

a portrait of his O.A.O. to the dinner
table, and eyes it lovingly throughout
the meal. Try to catch him .sometime
when he's writing one of his tender

missives to this Missouri school teach-
er; and see just how love affects some
.guys. One mure case of daily letters

plus a Special on the week end. Won-
der what Farley (the P. O. Farley)
would do without these college ro-

mances to keep the business booming?

Li.sten, you engineers, this writer has
received darn few contribs to this page.
If you know any good dirt on any en-
gineer, write it up and leave it with
anyone who happens to be in the Tech-
nograph office at the time. Won't
guarantee to run anything received,
but we're pretty broadminded, so shoot
'em in.

One of the Metallurgical engineers,
Len Trofft by name, also seems to have
it bad. He grabs the rattler at 4:00
A. M. for Chi about every other week
end—to see his folks, he says. But if

you ask Len to see a picture of his

Evelyn, you've let yourself in for a
lengthy discourse on the particular
merits and virtues of this comely dam-
sel. Or so the.v say. We know nothin.g

but what we read and hear.

There are rumors that a certain
senior C.E. was slightly embarrassed
the other evening when in the pres-
ence of Professor Huntington, he was
asked who the head of the C.E. De-
partment was. He answered quickly,
Walter Enger.

Saw .Irihnny Brinkerhoff, the original

woman hater, at the Park the other

<^

evening. Will wonders never cease?
What's the matter, Johnny, have a
change of heart?

Our good friend, "Vin" Van Meter,
is still very much interested in Bonnie
Dean, the beauteous Theta. A diamond
ring changed hands in August. I^ooks
like wedding bells in the offing. Con-
gratulations, "Vin."

Then there's Max Lamb who asked
the professor in his C.E. 60 class, "The
stairs here can't be very well propor-
tioned when I fell down them twice in a
row, can they?" We wonder if it hap-
pened Saturday morning.

Gene Schubert of the brass cross
Schuberts pestered the editor so much
about getting his picture in the Tech-
nograph, that it was finally decided to

let him write an editorial. You will

have to read his opinion of those ani-

mals that carry their slide rules fast-

ened, for immediate readine.ss, to their
belts. It's really good.

Air Conditioned Sleeping

Hot sleepless nights and cold shivery
ones are to become antiquated, for the
air conditioning engineer has just de-
signed the 1936 model bed. No, stream-
lining was not the olijeetive, but rather,

it was the proper incorporation of air

for the sleeper. By simply turning a
switch, the tempearture of the bed
chamber is made to differ as much as
20 degrees F. from the room tempera-
ture. Insulation is provided by a six

foot screen that automatically sur-
rounds the bed after the sleeper lies

down.

An Added Service for YOU
TRY OUR NEW BALCONY

The same prices, quick service, can seat

over 100 persons, at

McDANIEL'S RESTAURANT
Just East of the Physics Building



Current Engineering News
Discoveries and Advancements Made

Government Plays Safe
Before the sovernment awards con-

tracts for the building- of airships, it

pursues a wary prosram. After tlie

acceptance of numerous desisns. an ex-

perimental contract is awarded a few
chosen comimnies for only one of them
will get the contract, the others—per-

haps, the experience.

This huge Boeing bomber, weighin.s

over 15 tons and with a wing spread

of 100 ft., was considered a serious con-

tender for a .government contract until

it crashed a few weeks ago. It made a

world's record for sustained speed, fly-

ing- 2300 miles in exactly 9 houns. an
avera.ge better than 255 miles per hour.

It was driven by four Hornet engines

of over 700 H.P. and used a three

Ijladed variable pitch propeller.

The Tear Drop
Resemblin.g a drop of water falling

through the air. this novel construction

was chri.stened Tear Drop. The car is

equipped with testing apparatus that

heretofore could only be used in the

laboratory. Such instruments as gas

analyzers, viscosimeters, oil temperature

gauges, and blow-by meters accurately

check motor performance on the road.

The desi.gn reduces the load on the

engine at hi.gh speeds, places the driver

in intimate relation with the engine,

and makes available a larger instru-

ment compartment.

Traffic Time by Slide Rule
A spet-ially designed slide rule is used

to determine the actual burning hours
of a traffic lamp. Each traffic unit is
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ENGINEERING ETHICS
Prize Tau Beta Pi Essay by J. D. Taylor

T)
STUDY any code of ethics we

must for the moment, at least. look

upon it from the viewpoint of the

idealist. Were it possible for us to

continue with this viewpoint any code

of ethics would become a simple ap-

plication of the Golden Rule. Realizing

the frailty of human nature, and the

fact that the code is morally no

sti'nnser than the weakest person who
considers himself governed by it. we
will modify our viewpoint as soon as

we have formulated that set of rules.

which to our idealistic sense is perfect.

We have admited above that we must

take a step backward, else our scheme

is not a practical one. Let us not

waste our time then in formulating

a set of rules that we know are im-

practical and will have to be revised

many times before we feel that they

will become a tool to fit our hand. The
American Society of Civil Engineers, in

their year book of 1934. give a Code of

Ethics that is a rather idealistic sum-
mation of their Code of Practice adopted

in 1927. It is given as follows:

"It shall be considered unprofessional

CHRISTMAS
Is Approaching Fast

and your friends will be

thinking of you. Any of our
cards can be sent with the

absolute certainty of good
taste. Cards from Ic to 50c.

Box assortments, 16 cards,

no two alike, for 50c

I'liiversity of Illinois Souvenirs

STATIONERY—GItTS
•

I*acl<aj;es wrapped—wrapping

paper and twine

You will like our service

WATT'S
SPECIALTY SHOP
1204>4 \V. California Ave-

and inconsistent with honorable anil

dignified bearing for any member of

the American Society of Civil En-
g:ineers

:

1. To act for his clients in profes-

sional matters otherwise than as a

faithful agent or trustee, or accept any
remuneration other than his stated

charges for services rendered his

clients.

2. To attempt to injure falsely or

maliciously, directly or indirectly, the

professional reputation, prospects, or

indirectly, the professional reputation,

prospects, or business of another En-
gineer.

3. To attempt to supplant another

Ehigineer after definite steps have been

taken toward his employment.

4. To compete w'ith another Engineer

for employment on the basis of pro-

fessional charges, by reducing his usual

charges and in this manner attempting

to underbid after being informed of the

charges named by another.

5. To review the work of another

Engineer for the same client, except

with the knowledge or consent of such

Engineer, or unless the connection of

such Engineer with the work has

terminated.
6. To advertise in a self-laudatory

language, or in any other manner de-

rogatory to the dignity of the Pro-

fession."

This code omits any mention of the

attitude of the engineer toward the

public in general, which certainly is

important enough to consider. If all

engineers had the same idealistic view-

point, their interpretation of the above

precepts would be identical and our

task would be ended. As each engi-

neer must intrepret the code as his

moral sense directs, we must give him
help.

In considering the relation between
the engineer and the public let us make
this statement and modify it if neces-

sary. Engineering is a fundamental
necessity to the public's welfare;

furthermore, the public does not think

as the engineer, hence the need for

him. This places the engineer in a

peculiar position and one that will, if

taken advantage of, give him an out-

look that is unique. The advantage is

this. The engineer can think as the

public think.s—must think as the public

thinks if he is to be a good citizen. He
then has two ways of thinking against

one available to the public. It is then

Illinois Students Always We
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ALUMNI NOTES
1935 Class Reports Many Jobs

Civil Engineers

Neulin I). Morgan. Jr., takins siad
work at Illinois.

Walter M. Kni;er, with the Biiitau uf

Rei'lamation, Donver, Colorado.
.\lbert M. I.evy, Metal I>ath Manufaf-

tiirors" .\ssociatioM, Chicago.
Anthony ('. Kepsis, Term. Valley Au-

thority.

Herhert ('. Zilly, l*. S. Engineerin.y^
Di-pt., .Marinr City, Mich.

William Sharav, V. S. District Engi-
neers, Toledo, Ohio.

James G. Clark, State Ag- College, Corn-
wallis, Oregon.

James K. Brissenden, IngersoU Steel

and Di.sc Co., New Castle, Ind.

James ('. Tourek, E. J. Albrecht Co.,

Assist to Supt.. l.ockport. 111.

B. H. Goodenousli, Seth Thomas Clock
Co., Thomaston, Conn.

Kanion F, \'ogel, Beardsley-Piper Co.,

South Bend. Ind.

liamim V. Vogel, Beardsley-Piper Co.,

South Bend, Ind.

Elmer Kiihnow, M. W. Kellogg Co.,

Te.\as City. Texas.

Electrical Engineers

R. K. Bailey, Teaching at Deerfield
Township Hi.ah School, Lake Forest,
111.

K. K. Bodman, Cleneral Electric Co..

Schenectady, N. Y.

I{. H. Gehrer, Howell Electric Motors
Co., Howell. Mich.

G. (). Hessler, Clough-Brengle Co., Chi-
ca.KO.

H. \> . Horn, Grad Student at M. I. T.

M. ('. Jones, R, C. A., Camden, New
Jersey.

S. (". Ma<ler, Assistant Superintendent
of Schools, Morgan C, Jacksonville,
111.

A. 1j. Peters, General Household Utili-

ties Corp., Marion, Ind.

J. K. Prosek, International Harvester
Refrigerating Laboratory. Chicago.

B. L. Stone, General Household Utilities

Cori).. .Marion, Ind.

A. S. WebecU, Illinois Power and Light
Co., Decatur, 111.

R. V. Shepherd, General Electric Co.,

Schenectady, N. Y.

Ceramics
K, J. Bra.v. National Porcelain iSi En-
amel Mfg. Co.. Chicago.

R. R. Sherrill, Ferro-Enamel Co.. Cleve-
land. Ohio.

R. J. Baker, Frigidaire. Dayton. Ohio.
W. S. Dehenham, National Porcelain &
Enamel Mfg. Co.. Chicago.

A. K. Williams, Youngstown Pressed
Steel Co.. Warren. Ohio.

J. J. Theodore, Porcelain Enamel Mfg.
Co., Baltimore, Md.

W. W. Coffeen, Research Assistant, En-
gineering Experiment Station.

Engineering Physics
H. L. Gibson, Eastman Kodak, Roches-

ter, N. Y.

W. R. Kiltz, Dow Chemical Co., Mid-
land, Mich.

Bruce A. King, General Electric, Schen-
ectady. N. Y.

James A. Lar.sen, U. S. Bureau of Re-
clamation. Denver, Colo.

X. P. .Millar, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.

R. ('. Rutherford, grad work at Illinois.

Mechanical Engineering
Irving R. Seel.v, (leneral Electric Co.,
Schenectady. N. Y.

Walter C. Strakosh, Ea.stman Kodak
Co.. Rochester. N. Y.

A. A. Zaphirides, Socony-Vacuum Oil
Co., Athens, Greece.

Robert P. Bowditch, Carbide Carbon
and Chemical Co., South Charleston,
W. Va.

Carrol W. Brissenden, John Deere Trac-
tor Co.. Waterloo. la.

.\lbert K. Carlson, .\merican Creosoting
Co.. Rome. N. Y.

.Albert W. Fischer., General Motors
Corp.. Detroit, Mich.

W. R. Sfaggs, Naval Air Station. Pen-
sac()la. Fla.

James F. Fitzgerald, Detroit Edison Co..

Detroit. Mich.
Charles K. Hedges, Caterpillar Tractor
Co.. Peoria. 111.

Harv-y P. Hinfz, Carbide and Carbon
Chemical Corp.. South Charleston.
W. Va.

Walter A. Johnson, Mechanical Engi-
neering Dept.. Columbia University.
New York.

Railway Mechanical Engineering
(ieorge J. Lehnerer, Inspection Dept.,

International Harvester Co.. Rock
Island. III.

Willard O. Starr, C. B. and Q. shop.s.

Western Avenue Terminal. Chicago.

Mining Engineering
Charles C. Boley. grad work at Illinois.

Ralph B. Jones, State Highway Dept..
Springfield. 111.

Railway Electrical Engineering
Maurice R. Kastin, Sjiecial Apprentice,

Klictrical Division, New York Cen-
tral R. R., Harmon, N. Y.

W. M. Lansford Elected Chair-
man for T. & A. M. Staff

W. M. Lansford, associate in theoret-
ical and applied mechanics, was elected
chairman of the T. & A. M. faculty at
their first department meeting this fall.

Prof. N. H. Roy was named secretary.

Prof. Koichi Hattori. Japanese grad-
uate of the class of 1912, gave a short
talk. Professor Hattori is an instructor
at Kyoka Imperial University in Japan.
Several of the twenty-tive staff mem-
bers made reports on their summer ac-
tivities. Prof. H. F. Moore attended a
meeting of the American Society for
Testing Materials, T. J. Dolan a meet-
ing of the Applied Mechanics Branch
of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and W. M. lansford with
twenty other Illinois faculty men, at-
tended the annual meeting of the So-
ciety for the Promotion of Engineering
Education held in Atlanta.

^.

<v\^S^^
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Engineers Hold Annual
Smoker

Out for a lan-frcr rvi'iuiiu of fun,

about 250 engineers assembled in the

yr.vm annex for the serond annual all-

engineering smoker on October 23rd.

Inspired by a stinging editorial which
appeared in the Illini last year ridicul-

ing the social qualities of the boys

"north of Green street," the council last

year sponsored the first All-Engineer-

ing smoker. It was a tremendous suc-

cess and it was decided to make the

smoker an annual gathering. It was
disclosed for the first time at this year's

smoker, that the never to be forgotten

cclitorial was written by an engineer.

Buck Knight, the toastmaster, .started

things with a bang by introducing that

ever popular speaker. Captain A. G.

Matthews, who carried on in his inim-

itable manner, on the merits of the en-

gineering profession. His talk was en-

hanced by a sprinkling of specially se-

lected engineering stories. Professor

Knight stood by with a bucket of soap

and water to do any purifying that he

deemed necessary.

Hex Newcomb, president of the En-
gineering Council, introduced the other

members of the Council and told of

some of the plans to be carried out

this year. He urged that all engineers

support the Technograph and that out-

standing engineering social event. The
Saint Pat's Ball, in March. Pres. New-
comb conveyed the regrets of President

Willard at not being able to attend the

smoker because of a more pressing en-

gagement in Chicago.

"Boss" and "Skinny" as toastmaster

Knight referred to Dean Engcr, ex-

plained the stresses set up in cows' legs

upon landing after jumping over the

moon. He answered some questions of

much importance to the undergraduate
engineer. One was, "What is going to

become of the thousands of engineers

that are being turned out of technical

schools all over the country each year'.'"

He said that in a canvass of the .grad-

uates of the past fifteen years, a sur-

prisingly few Illinois men are unem-
ployed at this time. He said that prob-

ably only about 20 per cent of the en-

gineers would continue in purely tech-

nical work after graduation but that

more technically trained men are being

placed in the selling field than ever

before. He stressed the importance of

being- able to meet people and to mix
well socially.

.\n inexhaustible supply of cigarettes.

Inkers claimed the attention of the en-

gineers for the remainder of the eve-

ning.

Technograph Staff

.Much credit is due to a number of

Technograph Staff members whose
long hours were especiall.\ hrliifnl were,

('(irdon .Jeppesen. Ed Hong. .loim Sher-

miin. Bob Cline. Boli Zabnrowski, Har-

old Goeke, Dick Cade, Harry Skinner,

Jim Stein, Gene Schubert, Ray Purl,

Harry Nagle, Jim Skorcz, Charles

Squarcy, Rex Newcomb Jr., and Jim
Robertson.

Help in business matters was given

by Dean Kingman, Walt Renner, and
Wally Depp. Thanks to many others

for fine cooperation in Technograph
matters.
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Development of

(( 'ontiiuied

1923 explainins their mortar-void the-

ory of concrete proportioning'. They
found that the strength of concrete

is dependent upon the comi)o.sition of

the cement paste. The application of

Talbot's and Richart's method is not

as simple as that of Abrams' and con-
sequently has not gained such popu-
larity. However, its use is spreading.

The Illinoi.s Highway Department has
adopted it, and Iowa and Michigan
are using a modified form of the mor-
tar void theory. In their bulletin, the

measuring of materials by weight in-

stead of by volume as was customary
was advised. Measuring by weight has
only recently been generally adopted.

With improved methods of design

and proportioning, concrete became in-

creasingly popular. More men became
interested in concrete. As a result,

greater advances were made. So rapid

has been the advancement of concrete,

that when the architect first conceived

the lacelike Bahai Temple in Wilmette.
concrete could not be made strong

enough to build it.

Indeterminate Structures Gain

The advances in the field of rein-

forced concrete have Icept step with

those made in plain concrete. Concrete
structures are poured monolithically.

Consequently, they are statically inde-

terminate. The solution of these struc-

tures offered a problem in that cal-

culus was required. The average engi-

neer l<new little enough about statical-

ly indeterminate structures and even
less about calculus. Therefore, the time
involved in solving these structures

proved a big factor.

It remained for Hardy Cross of this

University to offer a solution to the
problem. In 1929, Professor Cross gave
to the world his now famous system
of moment distribution. His system
was so simple that in the last few-

years there has been a tremendous
increase in the use of statically inde-

terminate structures.

Professor Richart's recent work with
columns, slabs and walls. Professor

Wilson's work with concrete arch
bridges and statically indeterminate
structures, and Professor Wester-
gaard's fine work on the Boulder Dam
have all done much to advance the

cause of concrete.

Along with the improvements in de-

sign and proportioning came improved
manufacturing. Better cement was tie-

ing made, and better mixes and speci-

fications were being produced by the

engineer. But after all is said and done,

concrete is only as good as the con-

tractor on the job makes it. The engi-

neers, realizing that a chain is only

as strong as its weakest link, set about
to obtain better field control of con-

crete. The development of field con-

trol of concrete in the last five years

has enabled the engineer to obtain

precisely the kind of concrete that he
wants.

Field Control Developed

Field control moved the laboratory

out to the job. All materials are care-

fully tested Viefore being used. A sieve

analysis must be made of the aggre-
gate. The aggregate is tested for or-

ganic matter and silt. The cement must
pass through sieves fine enough to

Scientific Concrete
fr<_>m Page tj)

hold water. Slump tests are made on
the concrete after it is mixed to de-

termine if it is of the desired consist-

ency. Tests are sometimes applied to

the wet concrete to see if it is of

the specified mix. Beams and cylinders

of the concrete are made to test its

strength. On the more important jobs,

the aggregate is often subjected to

alternate freezing and thawing, anfl

wearing tests. Soundness and strength

tests are made on the cement. While
pouring, the water present in the sand
and gravel is determined about ever>'

half hour and a correction applied to

the proportioning. With the advent of

improved field control, came the vi-

brator. The vibrator enabled the use
of drier mixes which according to

Aljrams' water cement ratio law meant
higher strengths.

The most important improvement in

field procedure has tieen the adoption
of the measuring of materials by weight
instead of by volume as suggested by
Talbot and Richart in 1923. Five per
cent of water mixed with the sand
causes a bulking of twenty per cent.

The advantage of measurement by
weight is, therefore, quite obvious. With
measurement by weight, greater unifor-

mity was obtained, which, after all, is

the main purpose of field control.

Hoppers Electrically Operated

Until recently, the adoption of meas-
urement by weight was slow because
the necessary equipment was expen-
sive and untrustworthy. However, the

recent improvement in equipment has
been so great that at the Boulder Dam
the hoppers were electrically operated.

All weighing was done from a central

point by simply pressing a few buttons
and watching a dial.

We have followed concrete up from

its infancy when good concrete was a
matter of chance to its present highly
scientific status. What lies in the fu-

ture? Few people will dare to say.

Will a shrinkless, crackless. tough con-

crete be produced'.' Looking liack. who
would say that this is impcssible?

If this history has featured men of

the University of Illinois, I offer no
apologies, for as Dean Enger once said,

"Wherever concrete is known, the Uni-
versity of Illinois is known, for in her
laboratories the most outstanding and
far-reaching contributions in this field

of construction were evolved."

Real Gift Service

A Profusion of Carefully

Selected

Quality Gifts

and
Greetings

for

Friend or Family

Open Kvenings Until

Christmas

STRAUCH'S
At the Campus

709 S. Wright

Schumacher and Kaufman, Inc.

mini's Smartest Men's Wear Shop

Always featuring and leading with the new and differ-

ent innovations for the better dressed young men

607 E. Green, on Campus

Quality and Service First at

Charlie's Restaurant
Best F^ood and the Right Price

An Excellent Location for Engineers

2021/^ Mathews, Urbana
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Judg:e (to amateur Yegg): "So they
caught you with this bundle of silver-

ware. Whom did you plunder?"

Yegg: "Two Kratornity houses, your
Honiir."

Judse (to Sergeant): "Call up the
downtown hotels and distribute this

stulT."

TECKNOKRAKS >

*

A Good Place to

Trade

Where Gems and Gold

Are Rightly Sold

Carl W. Mouch
(sa>- Mowk)

Quality Jeweler

Neil at Taylor

ChainpaigTi

According to a scientist the average
human male is four times as strong as

the female. With all due respects to

the modern sirl, we should say that

this seems no longer necessary.

"Sharp: "You nit wit, you can't date

that girl. Why, she's as beautiful as

a poem."
Gary: "Poems are made by fools

like me."

I too. Howard: "I'm letting jou
out early today. Please j;o out

<iuietly !*<> as not to walie the other

classes."

F. Masek: "That pipe of yours is

quite artistic."

Leadabrand: "Yes, it draws well."

Maid: "Shall I talie this little

rug out and shake iC?"

1). Hoke: "That's no rug; that's

my rooinniate's towel."

"So you're on your honeymoon here

at Niagara Falls. Where's the little

woman?"
"Oh. I left her home."
"What? Taking your honeymoon

alone?"
"Sure. Someone had to stay home

and mind the baby."

Howdy Engineers
Choose Duncan s to Make Your

Photographs

DUNCAN'S STUDIO
Exclusive but not Expensive

614 E. Green Street Champaign

KEEP a gallon of OLD ORCHARD filtered,

sparkling cider made from washed apples in

your room for a refreshing and healthful

drink. Jonathan, Gritnes Golden or Delicious ap-

ples will taste good for that "between meal" snack.

OLD ORCHARD FARM
3 Miles South of Champaign

Phone 3900

Prof, (taking up quiz paper) : "Why
quotation marks on this paper?"

Student : "Courtesy to the man on
my left."

Z. T. A.: "What's the nuitter,

don't .vou love nie an.v more'/"

Hob Lange: ".Sure 1 do, I'm only
resting."

Prof. Kraehenbuehl: "(Juit passing
those notes."

Student in the rear: "These aren't

notes, we're playing bridge."

Prof. Kraehenbuehl: "Oh, pardon
me!"

E. A. Post: ".Shall we sit in the
parlor'?''

Betty: "No, I'm too tired; let's

go out and play tennis."

T. F. Pope: "Why do they have a
wall around a cemetery?"
W. C. Bowers: "Why???"
T. F. Pope: "Because people are

dying to get in."

Fanny: "Fella, you just can't take
it,"

Gallagher: "Take it, hell! I can't

get it."

"Where are .vou going, m.v prett.v

maid?"
"There are numerous theories,

Sir," said she.

Campus Cop: "Cut that out. Don't
you know the deans are trying to stop
necking?"
Kunzer: "You don't say. Ne.xt thing

you know they'll be trying to keep the
rest of us from necking."

Tom Johansen, applying for a life

guanl job

:

Official: "Can you swim?"
Johansen: "No, but I can wade to

beat hell."

"Never did like engineei's," oli-

.iected the sweet young Theta.
"They alwa.vs leave the blue prints
on your neck."

Buck Knight: "Now pass all your
paiiers to the end of the row; have a
carbon sheet under each one, and I can
correct all the papers at once."

Engineers ISununing Home
Pitney: "(ionna bum home?"
Jackson; "Naw, I'll get a lift with

a Camel."

Dad coming to son's fraternity:

"Dors Ray live here."

P.rothers: "Sure. carr\ liiin in.''

Hixk-a-hy, ISahy. (Mi a tree t<)|)

—

Oon'l you fall out—It's a helluva
drop.

".\n engineer got pretty fresh with
me last night."

"Did you get the upper hand?"
"Yes, but I couldn't do a thing with

the one he had on my knee."
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University Book Store, 202 S. Math
610 E. Daniel Street. The Univers
Book Store 202 S. Mathews and 610 E.

Daniel. The University Book Store
202 S. Mathews and 610 E. Daniel. F
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These Dependable Slide Rules
Build a Future for Engineers, Architects,

Chemists, and others
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You will need this up-to-the-minute calculator for your class
room problems. You get the benefit of its use while a student,
that will help to solve many problems in future commercial
work.

We also have other supplies that will be of use to you in
your school work, naturally we'll be pleased to show you their
qualities.

THE U. of I. SUPPLY STORE
Co-Op, Champaign, III.

LET US arran(;e and
SERVE YOUR NEXT PART^

For groups of patrons we offer special

menus and special service

THE SOUTHERN

(i.>4 KAST (illKKN STKEKT
rinini" f.W.i

K & E
SLIDE RULES

MADE IN U S. A.

Log Log Trig Slide

Rule 4ogo-^ SL u'lrK

K8f E InipTOved Indicator.

LIFETIME
PARTNERS

... of thousands of engi-

neers throughout the

world. "True" and de-

pendable always.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK HOBOKEN, N. J.

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO MONTREAL

America's foremost manufacturer of Drawing

Materials, Surveying Instruments and Measuring Tapes
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HERE'S now —the framework of the hght weifihl. slreaiiihiiril rail cars
for high speed is Lindew elded from chrome-molylnienum steel tubing.

Mastery over all Metals
Welding Makes Jointless Structures Possible iii

Practically All Commercial IMctals and Alloys

By A. B. KiNZEL*

One great advantage of using

welding is that practically every

commercially available metal and
alloy can be made by this means
into a jointless assemblw

Coutributcs to Home
Comforts

Numerous articles fabricated

by welding are found in most
homes. Familiar ones cover a

wide range of metals—kitchen

ware and furniture of aluminum,
copper and stainless steel; copper
tubing in refrigerators, sheet
metal in refrigerator boxes;
kitchen cabinets and gas ranges;

water pipes of copper, brass, iron

and steel; furnaces and hot water
tanks of strong heat-resisting

irons and steels. Even the tiny

alloy wire elements in radio
tubes are welded.

Simpliries Automobile
Mainlenance

Automobile manufacturers use

welding for innumerable assem-
blies where your safety and com-
fort depend on permanent strength

and tightness. The modern auto-

mobile repair man also uses weld-
ing. With welding he quickly re-

stores broken parts to use again.

Steel bumpers, fenders, frames arc

readily made jointless by weld-
ing—as strong as or stronger than
the original piece. Cracked cylin-

der blocks and broken aluminum
crank cases are welded. Valves
and valve seats are made service

free by welding a thin coating of
Haynes Stellite to the wearing
surfaces to give longer life and
added thousandsof low cost miles.

Aids Intlustrial Users

In industry— for tanks, con-

tainers, piping and a wide variety

of other machinery and equip-

ment of all sizes, shapes and

metals—the use of welding is

even more extensive.

Welding IVIarclies Ahead

The wide-spread use of weld-

ing for various metals and alloys

has been due largely to constant

advances in technique and mate-
rials. Typical among these is the

development of Lindewelding, a

procedure for the rapid welding

of steel pipe and plate. Speed in-

creases of 50 to 65 per cent and

material savings of 25 to 50 per

cent over previous methods have

been made.
Bronze-welding, welding with

a bronze welding rod, is widely
used for both repair and produc-

tion. Smooth joining of metals or

alloys of diflerent compositions

can be accomplished by bronze-

welding. Steel can be bronze-

welded to cast iron, bronze and
copper can be joined, brass and
steel plate can be united.

Makes Modern Metal Designs
Jointless

Exact procedures for the weld-
ing of corrosion-resistant steels

and allovs have been developed.

Welds so made are sound, strong

and ductile. Resistance of the

welded joint to corrosion makes
it valuable also for use in joining

special alloys such as Monel
Metal and Everdur. Welded alu-

minum alloy chairs, tables and
other furniture have been made
possible through the develop-

ment of special aluminum weld-
ing rods.

At Your Command
Modern welding technique,

plus the great variety of metals

and allovs on the market today
provide many new possibilities

for your products. Information

EVERY METAI, responds to

the oxv-aeelvlene hlowpipe. This
slainh'ss steel e4>il for coolin"^

milk has welded joints.

DING ALUMINUM^an
arcliiteetural plaque, modern in

design, is repaired by a modern
method.

and data which will help you
use welding to wider advantage
mav be had from the nearest

Sales Office of The Linde Air

Products Company, a unit of

Union Carbide and Carbon Cor-

poration. These are located at

Atlanta—Baltimore, Birming-
ham, Boston, Buffalo, Butte—
Chicago, Cleveland—Dallas,
Denver, Detroit—El Paso—
Houston—Indianapolis—Kansas
City—Los Angeles—Memphis,
Milwaukee, Minneapolis—New
Orleans, New York—Philadel-

phia, Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Port-

land, Ore.—St. Louis, Salt Lake
Cit\-, San Francisco, Seattle,

Spokane and Tulsa.

Evervthing for oxy-acetylenc

welding and cutting— includ-

ing Linde Oxygen, Prest-O-Lite

Acetvlene, Union Carbide and

Oxweld Apparatus and Supplies

— is a vail able from Linde through
producing plants and warehouse
stocks in all industrial centers.

*Chief Metallurgist, Union Ctrbidc inj Carbon Rc^arch
Laboratories, Inc., Unit of Union CarbiJc and Carbon
Corporation.



THK KNCIINEERS are ji'-ttinji

iiMily tor their annual celebration

in the name of their patron saint,

St. Pat. The candidates for the hoiim

of being the student St. Pat are listed,

along with general information concern-

ing the St. Pat's ball, in the first story

of this issue. We'll see \ou at the dance.

• Captain A. Ct. Matthews presents a

lot of \aluahle tips on "Horse Sense" in

a light and very readable manner in his

article, "On Very Random Rubble."

Those of you who kjiow Captain Mat-

thews will agree, after reading his story,

that he is certainly "up to form." To those

of you who haven't had the pleasure of

meeting the captain, here is your chance

to get acquainted.

• We continue to celebrate the fiftieth

anniversary of the Technograph by pre-

senting the third installment of a story

unfolding the details of its long and use-

ful life. The period from 1906 to 1918

saw a delmite change in the stress given

to technical articles.

• A Technograph repoi'ter gives you

the "low down " on two more prominent

faculty men. Many students fail to realize

that they are in daily association with

men who are acknowledged masters in

their fields. It is to remedy this situation

that we give you this page.

• In keeping with our policy of ver\'

readable and interesting material, we bring

you tiiree editorials that we are sure you

will enjoy. Gene Schubert juggles his

words without a miss to inform you that

engineers aren't such bad liancers after all.

Gordon jeppesen has the right idea about

linal examinations.
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Engineering Council Busy Planning

St. Pat's Ball
Annual Exclusive Engineering Dance

Candidates for St. Pal Announced

THAT long- awaited dance of dances,

the annual St. Pat's Ball, will be
bissci'. better, and more gratifyins

than ever before, according to Rex
Newcomb Jr., president of the Engi-
neering Council and general chairman
of the ball.

.\s thi.s goes to press, plans are well

under way to .s:ive the engineers the
most enjoyable evening's entertainment
that they have ever known. With true
engineering precision, new ideas are

being carefully considered and old ideas

are being finely sifted to insure that

everything will be presented to perfec-

tion on the night of the dance.

That St. Pat is the patron saint of

all engineers was unanimously agreed
upon years ago by archeologists
throughout the world. It is to honor
his name that engineers in schools
all over the country celebrate the oc-

casion of St. Pat's Day. Two years
a.g'o, mini engineers attended their first

St. Pat's Ball, staged partly to hurl
defiance at not altogether unfounded
"South of Green St." ridicule of our
socialibity, but mainly to have a good
time. We had a great time and demon-
strated conclusively that we were not

"dead from the feet up." The dance
last year was one of the very best on
the campus. The keen enthusiasm
shown by the enginers in their sup-
port of the first two dances prompted
the Engineering Council to sponsor a

third informal dance this year.

Two possible dates are being con-
sidered by the committee, Saturday
March 14 and Saturday, March 21.

Where the dance will be held has not
been definitely decided yet. Last year
it was held in the Gym Annex. Dr.

Watt A. Dance's almanac tells us that
we will have perfect weather on each
of the tentative dates. Each of the
predecessors of this year's St. Pat's
Ball was held while a blinding blizzard
raged out-uf-doors. Each was ver,\'

highly successful in spite of the in-

clement weather.

Talhot Promises "Sniootli"' Orcliestra

Curtis Talbot has been delegate<l to

secure an orchestra fur the evening.
He has promised to bring us an orches-
tra that is "plenty smooth." The coun-
cil recognizes that even though the
setting be perfect, the best girl, the
best floor, and the most congenial
crowd, an orchestra that doesn't "click"
can ruin the evening'. Curt has several
orchestras under consideration. The
lucky one will be announced sliortl.x'.

Al Bitter is in charge of decorations.
He and his committee have several
novel and pleasing schemes up their

sleeves. They claim that they can make
the crane bay in M. T. L. look like

the grand ballroom of Buckingham
Palace. Perhaps they are a little over-
confident. However, you will be sure
to enjoy their work.

Crowning St. Pat

.Tohnny LangAvill and his arrange-
ment committee will play a very im-

portant part in the staging of the
dance. They will arrange the climax
of the evening, the crowning of St.

Pat, the most popular engineer in the
college. The identity of he who will do
the crowning' will be kept secret until

the evening of the dance. To the read-
in.g' of the traditional poem, "Erin, Go
Bragh," written by Prof. J. S. Cran-
dell and appearing elsewhere in this

He who shall l(e crowned St. Pat is one of (he group .shown above. 'I'he.v are. from
left to right: (iene Koliertson, h'A Post, Winnie HlacU, I'ritz lleinig, and ISill

Wheeler. One other candidate, Stan .Sheldon, does not appear in (he picture.

REX NEWCOMB, .JR.

issue, St. Pat will be crowned. Who
will he be? St. Pat is among the fol-

lowing: representatives selected by the
member societies of the Engineering
Council: Bill Wheeler, Chem. E.. Fritz
Heinig, M. E., Winnie Black, C. E..

Ed Post, E. E. Stan Sheldon, Cer. E.,

Gene Robertson, Min. E. One of the
above men will be selected by you on
the night of the dance.
Rog Benedict and George Austin

state that there is to be a new deal
in programs for the dance. They have
announced a contest to help them se-
lect a suitable cover design. The com-
petition is open to all university stu-
dents. The student submitting the win-
ning design will be given two compli-
mentary tickets to the ball, the de-
signs being judged by the Engineering
Council. They must be in the Tech no-
graph office by 5:00 p. m. February IT..

For further details, see any council
member.

Get Tickets Early

Tom Scholes will handle the tickets.

The price of the tickets had not been
.set as this article went to press. Last
year the tickets were $1.50 per couple.
Tom has an efficient corps of sales-

men ready to serve you. Get your
ticket early and insure yourself of ad-
mission. In the event of an unforeseen
demand for tickets, the number will

have to be limited to avoid crowdin.g
the dance floor.

Publicity will be in charge of Dave
Harris and Bill Hendricksen. You can
count on some unusual schemes blos-

soming forth. In the event of snow
during- the preceding week, St. Pat,
halo and all, will take the form of a
huge snowman in front of Engincerin,g
Hall.

Let the St. Pat's Ball echo from
every room and corridor on the north
campus. Let's put on a dance that will

make the rest of the campus sit up
and take notice. Only by joinin,g- whole-
hearte<ily in the celebration in the name
of our patron saint, can a man be
called a true engineer.
There will be no slide rules, no cordu-

roy trousers nor any textbooks allowed
on the night of the St. Pat's Ball,

•lust bring yourself and your best girl,

prepared for the wonderful time that
you are sure to have. Let's make this,

the third annual St. Pat's Ball put on
by the Engineering' Council, the finest

dance on the campus.



Military Engineer Rambles

ON VERY RANDOM RUBBLE
Dissertation by Capt. A. G. Matthews

THE insineer wanders hither ami

yon about the slobe, altering- the

face of nature to accord with some
obscure ideas of his own. buildins

cities, moving rivers and mountains
about the landscape, sundering the con-

tinents one from the other, harness-

ins the winds, the seas, and the sun
to serve the little and probably very
unimportant ends of human kind. From
this practice of his profession, he de-

rives much enjoyment and exercise,

some satisfaction and prestige, and
darn little income.

Before lieing permitted to embark on
such a career, it has become the usual

custom to require that the would-be
engineer hie himself to, and serve

sentence in, a school of engineering,

and there be condemned to four or

more years of study of the alphabet

of his profession-elect. There is so

much to the suljject, however, that in

the course of his feverish pursuit of a

degree, the student of engineering is

generally so concerned with the mi-
nutiate of the curriculum, the idiosyn-

crasies of his tutors, and the vagaries

of one or more co-eds, that he has
but little opportunity to familiarize

himself with the fundamentals which
underpin his profe.ssion-to-be. He is so

occupied with learning the alphabet

that he hasn't learned to read or spell;

he is so busy counting the trees that

he hasn't seen the forest. Consequently,

to such a student, unprofitably puzzling

over entropy, wall and ladder, centers

of mass, or the two Lute girls, Evo
and Invo, it may come as somewhat
of a shock to hear some learned mem-
ber of the fai'ulty state blandly, and
even somewhat smugly, that the prac-

tice of engineering- is merely the appli-

cation of common horse sense to the

solution of problems of a certain type.

What a Man!
Nor may this statement be dismissed

as just another one of those .south

campus cracks from the countr.v club

courses of a funny-paper faculty. It is

only too true, for alas, the supposedly

luinKin brain of the undi-rgraduatc can

be taught almost anything cxrrpt i-om-

mon sense. Most of us have seen or

heard of that brilliant type, the pride

of his instructors, the apple of his

j)apa's eye. who could do triple inte-

.gration in his dreams and figure rivet-

ed joints in his head, who could make
indeterminate structures roll over and
cry uncle, who was one swell design

man, as long as he had an engineer

to tell him what to design. Someone
had to keep him from putting in ex-

pansion joints at l>ittle .\merica, or

from allowing for snow loads in Ja-

maica. Thus, if you follow me so far,

it may be apparent that the mere pos-

session of a summa cum laude degrree

in engineerin.g, of an overpowering
yen to shove the Mississippi River
about, and of the ability to keep track

of the decimal point on a log-log,

double-repeating, self-loading slip-stick

does not make a qualified engineer.

.\s nearly as either the writer or the

editor can make out, it is probably

the purpose of this rambling discourse

to discuss very lightly some of those

underlying principles of engineering

practice an appreciation of which is

fundamental in making engineers out

of graduated students, yet which are

by nature not readily acquired in a

cloistered, academic career.

Design for Needs
With occasional very puzzling ex-

ceptions, engineering works are execut-

ed in order to serve some need. Wheth-
er it be a four-holer on the plains of

Kansas, or a national memorial to the

name of Ijincoln in the Capital, the

engineer concerned with a structure

has first to consider the u.se contem-
plated for his brain child. To be rather

dogmatic about it, use is the primary
and fundamental consideration govern-
ing and modulating all other factors

in the design and construction of en-

gineering- works. Measured by this

yardstick, a structure which fails to

fulfill the purpose for which it was
assembled from the eternal dust, is

bum engineering, no matter how deftly

expert its utilization of materials, how
singingly beautiful its appearance, how
liiffling iiicayunc its cost, or how fabu-

lously fast its fabrication.

For example, during the late souvenir
hounds' excursion to that so damp
France in litlT-lS, several hundred
warehouses were built by the American
engineers on French soil. The first few
to be put up were very nice ware-
houses indeed, with roofs, walls, floors,

doors, windows, ventilators and lights,

resembling the New (Jym in general

type, with a conservative factor of

.safety of five. A brief study of the

utility of these warehouses, however,
indicated that they would be needed
for not more than two years, and that

in general the stores to be ware-
housed therein were but semi-perish-

able, requiring only to be sheltered

from the permanent French rain and
the non-existant French sun. .Moreover.

we needed all available cargo space in

o\u- ships from the states to send over
\ikeleles. YMCA secretaries, and home-
knitted socks, so that cargo space was
infinitely precious and to be conserved
at all costs. From the standpoint of

use, these warehouses were ol)viousl\

too good, and because of the limits on

the transi)ortation of supplies, had to

be re-designed. Accordingly, the next

design showed these warehou.ses with

roofs, but without floors or walls. Thin
some genius discovered that if thr.\

had no walls, they didn't need windows
or doors. .\s finally approved, the ware-
houses in thi- .\EF were designed with

a factor of safety of from 1.75 to 2.0.

and it was considered excellent engi-

neering. Apparently then, good engi-

neering may not always consist entirely

of allowing a good fat factor of safety,

nor do good engineers build heavy
structures for light loads.

This latter offense against good sen.se

almost occurred in Panama in Janu-
ary of 1924. The troops were <Hit along

the Atlantic coast on maneuvers, and
the engineers, as always, were much
in demand. .\ request cami- in from the

sector commander foi- the rush con-
struction of a heavy duty truck road

through si.x miles of cane swamp and
across several deep, sluggish tidal

sloughs. The mud was deep, the engi-

neers few in numljer, poor in tools

and materials, and up to their eye-
brows in work; in short, living nor-
mal engineer lives. The sector com-
mander was interviewed and being
ciuestioned under ether, reluctantly ad-
mitted he wanted the road to supply
three thousand and sixty men he had
stationed out in the jungles. When put

to the torture, he .screamed but ulti-

mately confessed that the three thous-
aiid were imaginar.\-, but they were
represented b.v an actual sixty officers

and men located within a mile of

where he thought they were. After
mature deliberation, the engineers put

him in a splendid 20 foot. 9 inch re-

inforced concrete slab imaginary road,

represented by a pack trail, and trav-

eled b.v imaginary ten ton trucks, rep-

resented by pack mules. Everybody
happy, everyone content, except the

mules who reported viciously and un-
favorably on their new diet of gaso-
line and oil and objected most strenu-

ously to being cranked up in the morn-
ings.

Who Has a Dollar'.'

Passing over this obviously selfish

quibbling of the mules, the pack trail

was good engineering, in that it an-
swered all the purposes for which it

had been built, yet entailed no great

expenditure of either time or money.
I'^or time and money are the other two
prime factors to which heavy thought
must be devoted in any en,gineerin.g

work. -V short snappy treatise on
money ma.v be obtained at any nearby
bank by applying for a loan unsecured
except by character. It has been wisely

said that an engineer is an individual

who lan do with one dollar what an.\
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iliity ooiuiemncd fool can do with two.
This sounds as if it wi>re probably true,
but as the gentleman on the back row
says, who ever saw an engineer with
a dollar?

Cribbed about and constricted by the
chronic poverty of our profession, we
do our work on money furnished by
others, and consequently, in an effort

to curtail their heart-rendins' wails of
ansuish as the purse strinss are nicked,
we strive to keep costs to a minimum
consistent with the utility of the pro-
jected structure. For instance, there
were several good sized dam sites on
the upper Columbia river, with a
whopping big one farther down stream.
If the lower site were to be developed
to its practical limit, it would flood
out all the smaller dam sites up stream.
Due to the expense of preparation of
the site and costs incident to construc-
tion, it is obviously cheaper to build one
huse dam. rather than many merely
g'ood sized ones. Besides, it gives the
salmon a much bigger lake to swim in.

Again, in considering the control of
floods on the Mississippi, there were
many plans presented, varying all the
way from providing a great concrete
lined flume, to the construction of
quantities of impounding reservoirs on
all the tributary streams. The cost of
most of these projects ran into astro-
nomical figures. The simplest and least

expensive solution was adopted, that
of improving the existing levee sys-
tem, removing channel constrictions
and providing for easy entry of the
flood crest into the old natural flood-

ways along the western margin of the
valley immediate to the river.

Time Soiiietiines t'ontrols
There are occasions, particularly in

military engineering in the field, when
time is of more importance than money.
In one case, on the Pacific Coast of
Panama, some thirty-five miles of road
with fifteen stream crossings were to

be provided in twenty-seven days by
forty-four men. It wasn't as bad as it

.sounds, as the roads required but little

work, but the stream crossin.gs were
troublesome. In some several cases, the
streams could be forded easily by
knocking down the banks, but where

New $50,000 Mining Lab
To Be Started Here Soon

bridges had to be tjuilt, the local stand-
ing timber was used. As a result,
there was one bridge of lignum vitate,
one of ebony and five of mahogany.
These examples could go on and on,

but space closes in about us. In draw-
ing this bootless dissertation to a rapid
ending, let us recapitulate for a mo-
ment: Underlying the worth of every
good job of engineering, there has been
a careful consideration of, and cor-
rect answer to the questions: "What
purjiose will it serve,'' "When must it

be completed," "How much can it

cost." Until the engineer has learned
to handle these fundamentals of his
profession, and adjust his scheme ac-
cording to their dictates, he is not a
good engineer but only an engineer's
stooge.

'T'HE newest building on the campus
A will be the new Metallurgical labo-
ratory of the Department of Mining
and Metallurgy to be erected at a cost
of apiiroximately $50.n00.00 proportioned
between building and equipment, that
sum having been appropriated at a
recent session of the General Assembly
of the State of Illinois. The new labo-
ratory will be an independent two
story brick structure 100 ft. long and
40 ft. wide. The building will be located
at the east side of the present Min-
ing laboratory, and will extend almost
to the Ceramics building in a direction
paralleling the present "Kiln House."
Plans for the building are almost
completed and work will be started
as soon as favorable "weather occurs,
as it must be completed and equipped
before the first of September of this
year.

The first fioor of the laboratory will
house a heat treating laboratory con-
taining gas and electric furnaces of
all types, hardness, tensile, torsion and
other testing apparatus. Facilities will

also be provided for cutting the harder
types of steel. Adjacent to the heat
treating laboratory will be an assay
lab which will be capable of accom-
modating twenty students per section.
As the name implies, this laboratory
will be used for the assay of gold and
silver ores to determine their value.
.\t the present time this work is bein.g
done in the Mining lab. There will also
be an Electro-Metallurgical lab in

which work will be done on electro-
plating and other phases of electro-
metallurgy. A feature of this part of
the buildin.g- will be a new type hood
of a design which departs greatly from
the common type hood in use in most
chemical laboratories.

Prooe.ss I^aboi-atorj'

In conjunction with the Assay lab
there will be a balance room containing
analytical and assay balances which
will set on extra heavy concrete piers
imbedded in the ground, thus mini-
mizing vibration. The process labora-
tory also on the first floor will con-
tain high frequency electrical furnaces
for high temperature work. Maximum
temperatures with this type of furnace
are almost unlimited, and are de-
pendent on the temperatures that the
refractories will withstand. In the same
laboratory there will be facilities for
work with electric and gas welding
and also the less common types of
welding methods.

The second floor will contain a phys-
ical metallurgy laboratory for study-
ing, by means of a dilatometer. the
expansion of metals during heating,
a spectrograph for the study of metal
spectra and spectrum analysis, hard-
ness testing machines of different
types, and smaller miscellaneous equip-
ment.

Near the physical laboratory will be u
classroom, two offices, and two rooms
available for .graduate conferences and
research work. There is also a small
laboratory which will probably be used
for special investigations or for micro-
scopical work in connection with ore
dressing.

The Metallograi)hy lab for the study
of the internal structure of a metal
and its relation to the physical prop-
erties of the metal, will be the main
feature of the building. The lab will
accommodate twenty students per sec-
tion and each man will have his own
equipment including a metallurgical
microscope. On one .side of the room
wil be an inclosed grinding room for
specimen grinding containing belt and
wheel type .grinders, work benches and
equipment for the preparation and deep
etching of specimens. Tables will be
provided for microscopic studies, the
tables being wired so that each micro-
scope will have its own illumination
rather than group illumination which
is often inconvenient. There will be six
polishing machines to take up the sec-
ond stage of specimen grindin.g or
polishin.g. and two wheels for the final
stage. Each wheel will be independent
of the other wheels and will In- inde-
pendently driven.

Dark Room Includeil

Supplementary to the metallography
lab will be a camera room containing
four cameras. Two of these will be of
the Macro type for taking pictures at
low magnifications, and two Micro
type for taking photographs at high
magnifications. Bench space is provided
for special types of equipment. Adja-
cent to the camera room are two dark
rooms for the development of plates
and one dark room for printing. The
main dark room is provided with a
novel entrance having no door, but
which also excludes light and prevents
sudden admission of li.ght by the acci-
dental opening of the entrance.

The erection of the new laboratory
will cause some changes in the pi-esent
arrangement of laboratories. Some
metallurgical courses being taught in
the Mining lab will be transferred to
the new building, and the vacated space
will be used mainly for mining labora-
tory courses.

Need for Trained Men
.\s a little of the history of metal-

lurgy—metallography in iiarticular—we
find that the first work ever done in
this country on metallography was
carried on at the Illinois Steel Com-
pany of South Chicago by Albert Sau-
veur. In 189.'! Sauveur presented a
paper before the International Congress
held in Chicago. His paper was a
pioneer effort by an American to point
the way to the metallographic control
of heat treatment of metals. It is inter-
esting to note in this connection that
the metallurgical microscope was first

used in the state of Illinois, and that
the new Metallograiihic laboratory is

designed and equipped with the latest
developments pertaining to the science.

Laboratory and iilant work creates a
need for college men thoroughly traineil
in metallurgy. There are quite a num-
ber of schools in this country that
teach metallurgy, yet the total gradu-
ates in metallurgy from all the colleges
and universities in the country last
year numbered only ISSi men—only 189
trained men entering an industry that
has given us the "Metal Age."



50-Year Old Magazine Undergoes Transition

Technograph Becomes ''News Conscious"

Period from 1906 to 1918 Described

(Euitor's Noif. : Tliis is tlie lliird of a

serirs of arlirtrs mountinij thr history of

till- Illinois Tiuliniii/riit'li.)

AN index of The Technosrai>h from

from volume I up to and includins

volume XX, the 1906-07 issue, was in-

eluded in this issue.

The first news items were published

in this issue in a column headed "What
.\re We Doing?" Six pages were given

over to news of clubs, and a write-up

was given on the "Road Building Test-

ing Laboratory."
1906-0"—In 1906-07 Alvin SchoUer

'07 was the editor, and A. J. Schof-

meyer '07 was the business manager.
In keeping- with the intentions to de-

vote space to news, two pages of edi-

torials were published. Mention was
made in a short article of a half page
of the coming- E. E. show, and six

pages were given over to "The Engi-
neering Societies and the University,"

which was news items of the various

societies and of the rest of the uni-

versity.

Dedicated to Kacult.v

1907-08—The 1907-08 volume was in-

teresting in that it was the first of

three volumes which contained dedica-

tions. This Volume was dedicated to

W. F. M. Goss, D.Eng'g., Dean of the

College of Engineering-, ITniversity of

Illinois. It also contained the first

write-up of an E. E. show to appear in

the Technograph, although the E. E.

show, as an institution, was started

the year before. The editor for 1907-08

was S. G. Cutler '08, and the business

manager was Fred Terril '08.

1908-09—The next volume was dedi-

cated to Prof. Breckenridge on the oc-

casion of his retirement. The dedica-

tion read as follows: "Dedicated to

Lester Paige Breckenridge, whose pres-

ence and influence has been most
helpful to every eng-ineer in the uni-

versity." An article by Dean Goss
praised the work of Prof. Breckenridge.
Xn innovation of this issue was the

iniblication of the subjects of thesis of

the candidates for gi-aduation, with

their names.
The editor and business manager of

1908-09 were B. M. Beach '09. and R.

C. Wayne, Jr. '09.

1909-10—In the next volume, with I.

B. Alterkruse '10 and W. W. Day '10

as editor and business manager, a dedi-

cation was made to Ernest Julius Ber.g,

an E. E. professor. To quote from the

Technograph : "Dedicated to Ernest
Julius Berg, who, during the brief

period since his connection with the

University, has won the esteem of every

eng-ineering student, this volume of the

Technograph is respectfully dedicated."

A very interesting article of this is-

sue was "Engineering- Applied to the

.\utomobile," by D. W. Kreidler. A
Iiassage from this article shows the

thoughts in the minds of the engineers
of 1910. "One firm alone, jiroposes to

build 40,000 cars in 1910. It is only a

question of time before the larger por-

tion of the delivering in the cities will

be done by automobiles."

A.S.M.K. Founded
An important news item was the

founding of the Student Branch of the

.\merican Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers, in 1910.

1910-11—In 1910-1911, The Techno-
.graph became a quarterly. The Tech-
nograph Board was reorganized, with a

new constitution, and it was resolved to

make the magazine less technical. In

the first numlier there were 18 pages
of college notes, news of departments,
and Alumni Notes.
An interesting advertisement was one

,^

Gi-aduatiiin Procession of (lie Class of l!li:{

8

for "Kodak Photography." The adver-
tisement stated, "Every engineer should
iinderstand photography. I<"ree course
of instruction with every camera."

A news item recorded a visit of Dr.

Kteinmetz, the electrical wizard, to his

V>ersonal friend. Dr. Berg. Dr. Stein-

metz delivered two lectures, "I'nex-
ploi-ed Fields of Engineerin.g," and
"Electrical Energy."

In 1910-11, the late Professor Good-
enough, whose name is so well known
in the field of thermodynamics, became
advisor to The Technograph. The ed-

itor at that time was L. F. Westland,
and the business manager was H. C.

Krannert.

News Featured

1911-12—The first issue of 1911-12

was sixty-two pages, and twenty-three
of these pages were news articles. This
was the largest percenta.ge of news
items ever published. The editor in

1911-12 was H. C. Krannert, and H. W.
Underbill was business manager.

1912-13-The first number of 1912-13

contained only one technical article,

and the rest of the magazine was given
over to news articles. The news arti-

cles concerned the E. E. Show, the C. E.

inspection trip, editorials, college notes,

departmental notes, thesis subjects,

alumni notes, and news of research
work going on in the school. Out of

fifty-seven pages, only thirteen were
taken up by the technical article.

The .second number recorded the elec-

tion of Prof. .\. N. Talbot, as president

of the .-Xmerican Society of Testin.g

Materials.

The other numbers of that year were
aijpro.ximately the same. During that

.same year the officers were H. W. Un-
derbill and G. G. Fornoff '13.

1913-14—In 1913-14 The Technograph
returned to the text book size. In thi-

second number an article was written
on "The Mechanics of the Gyroscope,"
by Fred B. Seely, then an instructor in

Theoretical and .\pplied Mechanics.

The frontispiece w-as a picture of a
banquet room, with the caption. "Din-
ner and receptiim for Prof. Ira Osborne
Baker '74, commemorating 40 years of

active and continuous service on the

faculty of the University of Illinois."

The editor for the year of 1913-14 was
R. V. Waller '16, and M. liuskin '16

was business manager.

1!I14-15—The second number of 1914-

Ll was a "Safet.v" issue and all articles

printed pertained to safety in industry.

None of the articles were written by
students. The editor was R. V. Waller
'16, and M. Ruskin '16 was business
manager, both men serving for tlnir-

second year.

191.-)-16—In 1:115-1916, The Techno-
graph was given over to describing the
foundry. It contained several pictures
of the building and machiner.v, and an
article was written for it by Mr. H. E.
Kennedy.
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The I'ditoi- for 1'.I13-1'.I1G was R. K.

Thomas 'IB and R W. Froaik '16.

r.iKMT—The 1916-1917 issues took a

suddon turn to poetrj-. Some of the
poems published were. "The Golden
I..e.t;end" by Longrfellow. "The BisMen."
by Walt Mason, "If," by Rudyard Kiii-

ling'. .\nother poem was "The (Jrey

Iron Castina," by J. H. Haaue. instruc-

tor in foundry practice. The best poem
was "The Mathematician in I^ove," by
Professor Rankin, which shows some
of the lighter thoughts of the well

known mathematician.
1917-18—The editor and business

manager for 1917-1918, as well as 1916-

1917, were C. B. Taylor "IS, and F. L.

Shankwiler '18.

In 1917-191S. there was only one issue

of The Technograph, a fact which
mended the forthcoming discontinuance
of the paper. But this issue contained
many interesting articles. It recorded
the election of Prof. A, N. Talbot to

the presidency of the American Society

of Civil Engineers, and contained a
tribute to Prof. G. A. Goodenough by
Dean Richards. Two very interesting

articles in this issue were "Electrically

controlled Steam in Automotive Field,"

by M. J. Hammers '89, Sec'y-Treasurer
of Doble Detroit Steam Car Co., and
"Radio Telegraphy" by Glenn Koehler.

Railway Club Sponsors Lecture
.Ml students and faculty mi'mbers of

the engineering college were invited to

attend a lecture on the "Nosing of Rail-

road Car Trucks" which was given in

room 215, E. E. Lab., the evening of

January H.

Under the auspices of the Railway
Club, Mr. H. A. Otis, engineer of car
equipment of the Chicago Rapid Transit
Company, gave a description of experi-

ments made imder his direction on the
Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee
Railroad to determine the cause of the
nosing of trucks under high speed in-

terurban cars.

"Nosing" is merely the rapid horizon-
tal vibration of the trucks; it commu-
nicates to the car body vibrations
which at times may become very an-
noying to the passengers.
Study of the condition was made by

means of high speed motion picture

cameras; Mr. Otis exhibited films to

illustrate his lecture. Information ob-
tained from his work led to the adop-
tion of wheels with cylindrical instead
of conical contours, and consequent
correction of the nosing.

Mr. Otis is a graduate of the class of

1912 in electrical engineering from the
I'niversity of Illinois.

Mr. Chii Hits Pipe Exam
Goes to E. E. Show

CHU smacks studies in well known
examination for goal like horse shoe

game—close count is nothing in some
position. Now, with new score lx)ard

for 2 semester, and burning prayer
papers at both ends hope for high .\

to Z record.

Cannot restrain self from enjoy
thoughts of fine marks and happy fac-

ulty when Chu bring snappy answer
for all question and hand in papers
johnny on dot each and all occa.sion.

\'er\' fine extend these courtesy to

amiable iirofcssor. Students fail appre-
ciate noljle i)ersons giving out large
handouts at relief station of knowl-
edge.

Chu lean back in torture chair re-

served for student roomer and medi-
tate upon firm resolve crack down on
studies, be .\-l house boy for wig wag
chores. Feel like Mun .\rch of all

Survey. I -ay books, papers to side for

brief moment. Glad to take up hard
work soon; nothing Chu like better;

hard work test metal—Chu metal now
ready for big resistance.

Stu(lent.s All .^,105

This is great year at U. of 111. Great
>'ear for mighty engineer student body.
Whole place ajog for St. Pat dance.
Must take classy number same party.

Have happ>- hope import new and
fancy girl friend from ancient city of

Danville. Wonder how China girl of

this community like idea Chu import
rich and beautiful heiress crossin.g

<ounty line? Meet Danville daughter of

idol rich merchant at amusement park
that city: perhaps Hon father and
(nother there recei\'e Chu very soon at

palatial home ciescril^ed by daughter.
But time is on fiy. Chu must rise,

dash off, or miss Prevue of famous E,

E. show. Prevue given tonight foi' fa-

mous members of Gen. Committee. Glad

to employ humble talents to help make
show great success. This Prevue much
of honor like Hollywood famous first,

or sea.son ticket to see Cubs, or com-
plimentary pass to dress rehearsal of

facvilty player's club.

\>liere Men are Men
Half-size vest burst with pride as

Chu leave behind small change of ro-

mance plans. Electrical Engineer Show
.strong stuff. Men play at E. E. game;
not women and small fry—all ok for

come and look, ask silly question, but
real work of show for better class

men only. Find same true on reachin.g

E. E. Bldg. and finding all lit up—
show already square of 10 percent bet-

ter than last time.

Committee men very busy. Very im-
portant. Many new ideas. Students
showing professors latest crinkles in

garbo sjieech, hapj>y electrocution, see
nothing tell-all television newspaper,
lightning bug semaphor, perpetual emo-
tion machine, slip stick for Dickinson
rating s\'stem, lie ejector, three dimen-
sion blackboard for demonstrations stu-

dent body in natural colors, horse with
two heads, large charge account of

electricity, hall of mirrors, and other
circus phenomen same as believe it or
weep. E. E. show of 1936 way ahead
of century. Take a long time for world
to catch on.

Chu and Co. on Tour
Chu walk along time down old time

streets; see all new places like special

world's fair. How about Hon reader
this article take personal conductor
tour with Chu, member of Gen. com-
mittee'.' Put on badge, come along.

Walk important like big shot—nobody
ever recognize same.
Things very spooky. Chu and Co. go

around E. E. lab, find student busy.

See sign on room say "Delayed Speech

.\pparutus." Chu push switch and but-
ton and aiipai-atus move; Co. sit down
and wait for delayed speech, but delay
too permanent— result zero. Apparatus
no gooil. Chu and Co. walk out; .soon

voices come repeat Chu speech.

t^hu and Co. digress to next room
and sign say "Scrambled Speech." Co.

talk thru microphone and speech re-

turn unintelligible. Chu think, "Here
chance to get even." Chu swear at

ai)paratus in Chinese, but speech un-
scramble and come out English. Very
bad in English, so leave room as fast

as dogs permit.

l^ave in Hurry
Chu and Co. pour out frying pan

into baptism of fire, for in the next
room see student play with electricity.

Hair depart from neck to .see spark
come from finger nails of student.

Then Chu and Co. observe catch fire

on students elbow. Last limit of all

when student make electric light Imlb

burn omitting wires. Current for this,

friend tell Chu, enough to kill per-

son. Chu believe .student devil. Con-
ductor and Co. leave room in twinkling

of eye ball.

See radio station and Hon. Ray
Kempf, prop. Ask Ray send message
home for Chu saying Chu not well and
send money. Ray open code book and
send message. Then first ass't come
over and .say, "Hey, Kempf, W'hat's

matter you, you use wrong code. That
code for Season's Greeting^. You .sure

make good operator." Chu say. "Never
mind, same result. Chinese New Year
come in couple Weeks."
Chu come entrance and door open

by self. Very clever, and Chu eat sci-

entific breakfast of electrified hot dogs.

Hot dog too hot, so Chu seek drink

water. Stoop over fountain and water
come out automatic, sock same in eye,

remarkable indeedy.

Mechanical Rabbit

At last find scientific guide. This me-
chanical rabbit look very grotesque and
walk, talk, smoke and do things like

human being, but same all cooked up
by man. He escort Chu and Co. around
and demonstrate fancy brands of light-

ning. Big blue flame streak across

room, noise like machine gun: great

improvement over real thing. Soon go

The. P15J Sinusal Amplifier i/^tented)

see other apparatus and tune in on
heart-beat ; also seen on florescont

screen, skeleton of Hon. reader in

jiei'son.

Many other marvel ready for access.

Chu and Co. lose way looking for

homemade rainstorm. Chu fall heavily

to floor, leviate self to see, not E. E.

show, but student in room with torture

chair at side, aitd books and good reso-

lutions nearby. Chu perhaps fall asleep

and dream of great E. E. show coming
soon.

Too bad books get go by. Pretty

late now. But tomorrow Chu sure to

start on noble .study career.

Hoping you are same,
Khan Chu ':!7.
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Interesting Faculty Facts
Uncovered hy Technograph Interviews

Prof. O. A. Leutwiler

Professor l.oiitwiler first saw thc>

lisht of <lay not far from what was to

be the scene of his future stamping
frround. He was born in Hishland, Illi-

nois, in the late seventies. He attended
the public schools in Highland, and
then, after substituting one year in

the University preparatory .school for

the usual hish school period, he entered
the I'nivcrsity of Illinois in the fall of

'ilS. After sraduatins' in '99, he was
civen a fellowship for the year 1S99-
1900 and obtained his M. E. degree at

the end of that time.

For the next year he worked for

the Parlin-Orendorff Company in Can-
ton, Illinois, manufacturers of agri-

cultural machinery. From the fall of

1901 until the summer of 190,S Profes-
sor Leutwiler was at Lehish University
as an instructor in mechanical engi-

neering. In the fall of 1903, he came
back to the fold, joining the staff of

the University of Illinois as an assist-

ant professor of machine design. Since
then he has steadily advanced in the
department. He became in turn a pro-
fessor of machine design and a pro-
fe.ssor of mechanical engineering design
and since .July 1934 has been head of

the Department of Mechanical engi-

neering.
Many Memberships

Profes.sor T.ieutwiler's memberships
are many. He is a member of the
A. S. M. E., the S. A. E., the American
Gear Manufacturers Association, and
the S. P. E. E. He is also a member
of Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi. Pi Tau
Sigma, Sigma Iota Epsilon (commerce
efficienc.v fraternity) and a charter
member of Sigma .Vljiha F^psilon. He
is a member of the American Standards
Committee of the A. S. M. E. and rep-

resents the A. S. M. E. on the Wash-
ington Awards Committee of the We.st-
ern Society of Engineers. As for his

University connections, the professor
is a member of the lUini Board of

Control and was until a year ago a

member of the I'nion Board.
The professor has a number of texts

to his credit, .\mong these are "Ma-
chine Design," "Problems in Machine
Design," "Notes on Mechanics of Ma-
chinery," "Notes on Hoisting and Hy-
draulic Machinery" (as a second vol-

ume of the above), and "Design of

Steam Power Plants."

I'laces Gradtiates

In answer to a quer.v as to the rea-
son for his well-known success' in

placing graduates with • engineering
concerns, the professor merely laughed
and .said, "The department was quite
fortunate last .lune in placing men."
Upon further questioning, however, the
professor explained the painstaking ef-

forts he makes to secure positions
for his seniors. First, all graduates
are carefully kept track of, together
with the concerns which employ them
and the persons in those concerns
whom should be contacted. ,A double
file of this material is kept; one file

of the .graduates, one of the concerns.
Classes back to that of 1922 have been
canvassed to make these files more
complete. A second important part of

the plan is thi- organization of the

graduating class. A secretary is chosen,
and once a year he writes to the mem-
bers of his cla.ss asking them to write
him telling of their positions and ac-

tivities. Thi' letters thus received are
duplicated in quantity, bound, and a
<opy of the complete class letter .sent

to each class member.

Thorough and Neat
.\n example of the thoroughm-ss of

the methods useii is the fact that last

.June, when it appeared there would not
be f-nnii'jh posiliniis :!\-,'i ilnl'!'-. Profes-

rn.f. (). A. l,eutwiler

.sor Leutwiler wrote to sixty-five firms
and from these obtained sufficient leads

to give every man a chance—and near-
ly every one was employed.
The professor likes to indulge in

ba.seball and golf, particularly the lat-

ter in recent years; likes to drive on
the open road ; keeps a very orderly
office ; is very liberal with his time
to students, and decidedly has a sense
of humor, with an engaging smile to

put it across.

Prof. C. M. Smith

Professor Smith is strictly a home
town product, having spent his boy-
hood in the twin cities. He graduated
from the Champaign high school in

1915, and registered that fall in Mu-
nicipal and Sanitary engineering. In
1917 he was seized by the war fever
and joined the navy. For the next
twenty-two months, as a member of

the medical corps, he faced , n'nis

more deadly than the German torpf -

does, working with infectious and con-
tagious diseases.

By the time the Armistice was signed
his supply of patriotism ran low, so
in 1919 he left the navy and returned
to colle,ge. This time, however, he reg-
istered in mining, and finding nothing
as diverting as a war, continued with-
cnit interruiition until his graduri'ion
in 1920.

Keturns to Illinois

In June 1920 he was employed by
the .\naconda Copper Company k? a
technical assistant in the research de-

partment. At the time, a process v.as

being developed by the company for

extracting aluminum from clay. The
I)rocess was worked out. but was
abandoned because the cost proved pro-
hibitive. .As a result. Mr. Smith, along
with others, found himself forced to

move. The next fall he was back in

Ihe old home town and. further, on
the staff of the University as an .'is-

sistant in the Department of Mining
engineering. Until 1926 he taught m\<\f

surveving. ventilation, and utilization

of fuels. During the summers he spent
his time in several mines in West Vir-
ginia. Illinois ,and Missouri, or in geo-
logical work which took him from On-
tario to .\labama. Since 1926 he has
held a research appointment in the

Engineering Experiment station, and
has spent most of his time investi-

gating ventilation of coal mines, fria-

bility (breakability, to non-miners) of
coal, the utilization of mine waste, and
certain features of mining safety.

I^ikes .Sports

His memberships include Tau Beta
Pi and Sigma Xi. He enjoys skating,
billiards, and hiking; likes baseball
and football ; liked wrestling before it

was speeded up. an hour to a fall being
more like the real stuff, in his esti-

mation, than today's fast game; his

pet peeve is a dial telephone.
He has been author or joint-author

of numerous Engineering E.xperiment
station bulletins, and has written sev-
eral other technical articles.

The professor was reluctant to launch
into a monologue about himself, but
finally was persuaded to do so. When
he did. he spoke so interestingly that
any attempts on the recorder's part to

improve on the material were prompt-
ly relegated to the junk heap. Profes-
sor Smith certainly has no desire for

publicity, scarcely caring if his full

quota of honoraries and the rest were
recorded. However, he did get in the
spirit of things to the extent of men-
tioning, without solicitation, that ^le is

married and has a daughter.

Members of Faculty Attend
Meeting in New York

Five members of the (?'ollege of En-
gineering faculty attended the annual
meeting of the \. S. C. E. which was
held in New York City .January l."> to

17.

Those members who attended were:
Whitney C. Huntington, professor of

civil engineerin,g and head of the de-
partment; .\rthur N. Talbot, professor-
emeritus of municipal and sanitary en-
gineering; Hardy Cross, professor of
structural engineering; Wilbur M. Wil-
son, professor of structural engineer-
ing; and Jami.son Vawter, professor of

civil engineering.

American Society for Metals
Honors Three Junior Men

Lowell McCreery '37, Harlan Oehler
'37, and Robert Richmond "37 have been
awarded honorary student memberships
in the .\merican Society for Metals by
the Chicago chapter. .Ml three are
taking courses in metallurgical engi-
neering.

The society each year gives the mem-
berships to students in the department
of mining and metallurgical engineerin.g
who meet the requirements of the or-

.ganization. Students granted the honor
must be exceptional in work in metal-
lurgy.
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North of Green Street

Seek Methods of Removing
Sulphur Dioxide from

Flue Gases
H. F. .lohnstime. assistant pnifi'ssor

of ("himioal En^incpriim. is in charsf
of research work which is lieins carriid

on at the Inivirsity for finiiinir ways
to remove sulphur dioxide from the flui'

sasos of industrial power plants. Ex-
periments are heina made in coopera-
tion with the Utilities Research Com-
mittee of Chicago.
Kven in a comparatively small plant

svich as the one here at the University,

the amount of sulphur dioxide in the

flue gas may be several tons dail\'.

When oxidized to sulphuric acid, this

may have bad effects such as the caus-

ing of deterioration of clothing, cur-

tains, house paint, etc., in the nearby
territory.

The object of this investigation is to

discover means of removing most of

the sulphur dioxide at a cost which is

low enough to permit practical applica-

tion of it in industry.

Professor Johnstone states that there

are already five patent applications on
this subject which are a direct result

of work done at the University of Illi-

nois.

New Officers of A. S. M. E.

.\ new set of officers to head the
American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers was elected at a recent meeting
of the society. W. S. Davies and F.

Thielman were chosen to take charge
of the publicity committee for the
second semester. The new officers are:

R. T. Lee President
R. H. Benedict Vice-President
L. H. CoUison Secretary
F. C. Heinig Treasurer

C. E. Calvin, representative from the

Elthyl Gasoline Corporation presented
a talk on "The Anti-knock Qualities

of Tetra-ethyl Lead Gasoline" before
an enthusiastic gathering of mechanical
engineering students and faculty on
January 8, 1936. A small one-cylinder
motor was used to demonstrate the
contrasting performances of the engine
when run first on common gasoline

and .secondly on Tetra-ethyl Lead gaso-
line.

Students are busily engaged in pre-

paring: papers to be presented at future
meeting's of the society. The writer
of the paper that is judged best of

those presented, will be sent to Chicago
in .\pril to a district meeting- of the
parent society, to present his paper
in competition with the representatives
from other Midwestern colleges. A
twenty-five dollar prize will be awarded
to the winner.

A. S. C. E. Holds Election
.\fter an enthusiastic campaign

which began with the nomination of

candidates on December 11. the C. E.'s

met on January S and elected to office

for the coming semester the following
men:
W. K. Black President
E. G. Robbins Vice-President
T. F. Pope Secretary
T. B. Sear Treasurer

At a special meeting' held on De-
cember 18, the C. E.'s chose W. E.

Black as their candidate for St. Pat.

-Vmong the speakers who came to

talk to the student chapter during
the latter part of the first semester
were Mr. E. J. Noonan, consulting en-
gineer for the Chicago Committee on
Itailway Terminals, and Mr. Henry
Penn of the American Institute of

Steel Construction. Mr. Noonan told

of his experiences in railway location

back in the days when the railway
construction boom was still at its

height. Mr. Penn discussed the impor-
tance of fireprooflng in present day con-
.'itruction and outlined the design and
some of the modern methods of con-
struction of fireprooflng'. Mr. Penn is a
graduate of Illinois and was a class-

mate of Dean Enger.
For the coming semester the C. E.'s

are looking forward to meeting and
hearing as speakers two men from the
Portland Cement -\ssociation, Mr.
Frank T. Sheets, consulting engineer,
and Mr. H. F. Gonnerman. manager
of the laboratory: Mr. Frank A. Ran-
dall, structural engineer of Chicago:
and Mr. D. J. Brumley of the Illinois

Central railway.

Atom Smasher Nears
Completion in Physics Building

A huge 7-ton electromagrnet has been
set up in the Physics building, and ear-

ly this spring it may be used for sucli

amazing work as making common table
salt radio-active.

The "cyclotron," as the apparatus is

properly called, was developed by Prof.

E. O. Lawrence of the University of

California. The unit here on the cam-
pus is being constructed by Professor
P. G. Kruger of the department of

physics, and his assistant, Mr. G. K.
Green.

Professor Kruger spent the summer
in California studying under Professor
Lawrence, and the local instrument will

be constructed along the principles

which I^awrence established.

Between the pole faces of the magnet,
which are sixteen inches in diameter,
is located a heavy brass box of the
same size and about six inches deep.
In this box a high vacuum may be cre-

ated, and atomic particles of various
kinds may be accelerated in a spiral

path, then shot out into a container
which holds the material to be bom-
barded. The speed of the particles in

the beam will approach 4000 miles per
second.
Energy for accelerating the beam will

come from a pair of water-cooled radio

frequency oscillator tubes. The inten.se

magnetic field holds the particles in a
spiral path until they have acquired
an enormous kinetic energ*>'.

Those persons who are not techni-
call.v inclined will nevertheless be im-
pre.ssed by the strength of this electro-

magnet. Its field will be more than
L'O.OOO times as powerful as that of the
larth. It is wound with two miles of

insulated copper tubing about one-
fourth of an inch in diameter. Copper
tubing must be used instead of solid

wire in order that water may be circu-

lated through it to keep it cool and
prevent the burning up of the insula-

tion. Two hundred amperes direct cur-

rent will flow through the winding, and
in a space about equal to that occupied

t).\ two large motor truck tires, as
much head will bo generated as by fifty

common electric toasters!
The cyclotron is a recent develojiment

in apparatus for disintegration exj)eri-

ments, and it is hoped that it will yield

new information about the structure of

the core of the atom. With it some
elements may be changed into other
elements which stand lower in the
atomic table. It cannot make gold from
lead, howe\'er.

ComnKin table salt (and various
other substances) may be treated with
rays from the cyclotron and given some
of the properties of railium, to jirovide

a cheaper method for the fighting of

cancer. This radio-activity property of

the treated salt may be made to last

any desired length of time from several

hours to several months. In one way
it will be more valuable than radium,
for it may be injected directly into the

diseased tissue ; after a short while it

will become inactive, hut radium con-
tinues to give off the rays and would
in time cause deterioration of bones
and of healthy tissue.

The machine will be operated entirely

by remote control because of the pos-

sibly dangerous effects on the human
body of the particles and radiation cre-

ateii by the cyclotron.

Professor Kruger expects to have the

unit operating sometime before the end
of this winter.



WHO'S WHO IN ILLIN

John Langwill

• Elbert Carter

• Gordon Jeppesen

JOHN LANGWILL '36 is starting out as a dig-

ger in a big way—not a gold-digger, such as the campus

co-eds—he's going to be a copper miner down in the

Hritish province of Northern Rhodesia at the Rhone
Antelope mine next year. Up until last year, John was
one of the "Lav Around .-uid Sleen" students at North-

1—or whatever

een making the

g school. He is

1 capacity he is

;ineering Coiui-

the Chi Psi's

He must have

ocean trip he'll

himself for the
". C. at North-

sier enguieeruiy,

I. El spent his

College in his

enrolled in the

ie came to Illi-

le has continued

extent that Phi

itiated him into

of the Engineer-

eft of his spare

chool, while the

late summer and early fall were occupied in learning

the physics of the microscopical technician business in a

canning factory. El is an accomplished cellist, having

]ila\ed in the University Orchestra during his sopho-

more and junior years. As an N. Y. A. project, he is

working in the dairy chemistry department on research

in photo-electric calorimetry. Waiting tables at the Alpha

(lamma house literally brings home the bacon for him.

GORDON JEPPESEN '36 is an example of an

engineer who has found the perfect blend of school

work and extra-curricidar activities. Perhaps his efficient

time budgeting system has something to do with it.

(iordon has one of the highest scholastic averages in

the College of Engineering. Phi Kappa Phi and Tau
Beta Pi have recognized his ability and have placed

him on their roll of members. Gordy is corresponding

secretary of the Tau Hates. He has been very active

in the affairs of the A. S. C. E. for the last two years.

At present he is chairman of their program committee.

Ciordon's editorial masterpieces are certainly a big help

to the over-worked editor of the Technograph. Although

managing a track team crowds his time too much, he

still finds time to help the regular managers duiing

the practices. During the meets, he an<l his twin brother,

Norman, act as score keepers. Canoeing and tennis hel|i

to pass the afternoons at home in Joliet, while intra-

mural baseball anil basketball help to keep him in trim

while he studies in Chambana.

novel ilistinction of bciii!; (lie smallfsl
iiHiccr in the .Advanced ('dips. He is a
sfMcind lieutenant in llie signal iorps
and a Mieinl>er of Seabliard and Hlade.
His lidhlties are photoKraphy and radiii.

Fred Marirh ranie from wa.v down
in New .Mexiio In stud> railwa,\ ine-

clianical enuineerini; at the I niversity
III' lllindis. In ccinneetion with liis

chosen profession, Fred has secured an
N. V. .\. .jol) in the l{ailwa.^ Knuineer-
ing lab where he helps in testin;; brake
shoes, car wheels and other train
ei|iiipni<>nt. lie ordinaril,^ spends his

sinnniers worltini; in coal mines. Next
summer will neiessarilj be spent at

camii with the IMililar.\ Kn::ineers tor

he has eiM'olled in the l{. O. I'. <.

.\dvanced Corps. Lieutenant .Maiich is

a member of Tau Nu Tau, honorary

military ensjineerin;; fraternity, lie evi-

denfl,\ lilies lo wander aindessl.v alxiiit.

for when the season opens, Fred in-

tends to take lip .liolf.

Koberl K. Hums, no connection with
cit;ars. is an electrical engineer in the

class of ';i7. Ilaxiim been raised in a

minin;; town, (laleiia, Illinois, Hob had
ambitions of becoming; a i;real miniii.:

engineer. With this in mind, he en-

ndli'd in the Wisconsin School of >lini-s.

Two .veal's in minim; convinced him
that he oiii;lil to be an electrical eimi-

iicer, and so now he is well on his

way. Me keeps in touch with his eni;i-

neerin;; work ihirinu the summer by
workini; for the State lli;;hwa> l)e-

partineiil. l!ob expects to attain sclio

lastic honors next year and also to

branch out into activities.



ENGINEERING WORLD

Tom Scholes •

Wallace Depp •

John Luce •

JOHN LUCE '36 is anotlu-r of those Chicago lads

about whom the home folks read, "Local Boy Makes
Good. " As ail M. E., he is of course a member of the

A. S. AL E. and the American Society of Metals. Phi

Kapiia Phi, and Tau Beta Pi have also placed him on

the annals of their respective organizations. Pi Tan
Sigma evidently trusts him to the utmost, because it is

he who juggles their money bags for them. When he

gets out of school, John plans to get into machine design

work, but so far his experience has been mainly with

life guard work—you know, getting to meet the pret-

tiest girl on the beach by pulling her out of the briny

deep! Before Illinois claimed him last year, he attended

Armour Institute of Technology where he won his "A"
in swimming. Professor Moore is taking John under

bis wing in M. T. L. on some research concerning

the fatigue of metals.

WALLACE DEPP '36 is an E. E. who is starting

out as an electrician of the first order. Especially since

Arrowsmith, Illinois is a small town, the folks all know
him as the home boy who is going out into the world

and making a name for himself. At the meetings of

Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, Synton, and

the A. I. E. E. he helps to add a little pep while the

Eta Kappa Nu's burden him with the responsibility

for their fiancial condition. Still along a business line,

he exerts his energy towards the Technograph's prob-

lems. Next year, instead of lea\ing so soon for the cold.

cold, world, he is planning to do graduate work spe-

cializing in electronics and radio. Anyone can easily

imagine that radio is one of Wally's chief hobbies—and

also a source of revenue during the summer vacation.

A tug on the end of a fish line furnishes him with relax-

ing excitement when a troublesome circuit gets a little

too complicated. In the electrical show which the E. E.'s

are going to put on. he is chief engineer.

TOM SCHOLES '36 has gotten his fingers in so

many pies since he arrived from Springfield Junior Col-

lege in his sophomore year, that we are only able to

ver\' lightly touch on his activities here. His work in

Civil Engineering has been good enough to satisfy the

high standards of Chi Epsilon of which he is vice-

president. Membership on the Union Board of Directors

gained for him a seat on the Engineering Council and

the latter organization has elected him secretary-Treas-

urer. Last year he was president of Mu San. Being a big

fellow, football attracted him. He soon found out that

football and engineering don't mix any too well and

so he confined bis talent in athletics to the interscho-

lastic circus in which he performs as an aerial gymnast.

He is also an examiner in the Red Cross Life Saving

Corps. Corner Tom at the Triangle house where he

eats, sleeps a little, and starts out on dates, and make

him tell you some of his interesting experiences as

a cable-spinner on the new San Francisco-(^akland Bay

Bridge last summer.

When \v»' coiiie to Freddie I^inn, we
ineel up with a yi)uny K. K. who cer-

tainly <an iiialie the sparlis ti.v—in

more ways tlian iine, tool At tlie Sii;

Pi liouse, as liouse manajier. lie Keeps
things in repair aliini; witli liis duties

on tile Kxecutive Couneil. bast .year

he located station \> ilNZK in the base-

ment of the house and this year is

the president of Synlon. He also is a

ineiiilier of I he American Radio Kelay
I.ca'^ue, I'i Tau Pi Si^nia. Phalanx,
and is a second lieutenant in the sii;nal

corps unit of the IJ. (». 'I'. (. I.ast

summer he workeil for a while paint

-

in;; iiouses in Chica^io, and then de-

parted to upper Michi;;an where he
Imill a small sailhoat for a pastime.
While atlendim: Scluirz His;li S<h(>ol in

Chicago, he was a member of the
suimmini; team. Now his e.xcess en-

eryy noes for intramural sports.

Capable, (|uicU-wifted, and of pleas-

inj; i)ers(malit,>' are words that describe

Hob .Jordan, .junior general engineer
from (iiica,i;o. His husky frame was
developed b,v summer work in the iiast

few years, playins; with steel in the

mills of (Jary. He has spent a little of

his lime in usins his brawn to ad-

vantage in wrestlini;. He was a mem-
l>er of (he fre.shman wrestlini; team,
the ,\. S. ('. K. and Scabliard and
Hlade boasi him as a member. Hob
is a lieutenant in the Advanced I'^nci-

neer Corps, .\( Camp Cusler last sum-
mer, his (|uick-witted liunior kept the

rest of the boys laui^hiiii; most of the

time. He has a yood line; is a member
of Mu I'i Sis;ma. Hob is an ollicer ill

his social fraternity, Phi Kappa Tau.

One of the most capable of the .junior

civil enuineers in the College of Kn-
!;ineerini; (courtesy. .\ledo Tiiiies-

Kecord) is Harr.> Skinner. Harry has
one of (he highest averages in the

('(dieye at the present time. .\t the end
of his sophomore year, he had the

hi;;liest scholastic average amiiny the

sophomore C. K.'s and as a lesult was
i;iven the Chi Kpsilon Scholarship Key.
Harry conlines by no means all of his

time to studying;. .An N. Y. .\. .job

under Prof. K. K. Haiier took care of

part of his spare time lasl semester.

He also devotes quite a bit of time
to the many organizations to which he
belongs. Harry is a member of Chi
Mpsilon, Tau Nu Tau. A. S. C. K„ an 1

the Teclinos;raph stall'. His hobbies are
wiestlinsi, baseball, and raisinell over
at the Triansile house.
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Campus Snapshots— to a standing position with surprising

ability, but the fpnsor saw it first.

Here sits your Campus Snaps Kditor
in the deepest quandry of his reporto-

rial career, if you don't care what you
say. Last issue, we made what we
thought to be a sufficiently inipa.ssionecl

appeal to you readers for contrilnitions.

bits of dirt, scandal, pranks, quips

or what you will of these popular ensi-

neer.s. The net result was a totally

barren contribution box. Not even one
stale joke have we to start with this

time. Therefore, whatever follows will

have to be made up on the spur of

the moment; and thi' priniiples of

strict truth may not be risidly ad-

hered to. If you don't liki' it. you'd

better help out a little.

Dorothy Segur has one swell time,

being the only femme in E. E. 61 lalxi-

ratory. She has successfully connived
to hold down the recorder's job each
wi^ek, so that the male of the species

is inveigled into doing the mental (and
most of the manual) labor. This busi-

ness of being a weak, defenseless wom-
an has its points, eh Dorothy?

Ed Diettcrle reports a sreat time in

I'hica.ao at New Year's. We imder-
stand Eddie has one of those 36 hour
dates. That's what we call real en-

durance.

When it comes to true versatility,

we take off our hat to Tom Scholes.

.\fter dating interludes with Mathilda
Simpson, Tri-Delt, and Bobbie Elvis,

Alpha Chi Omega, two of the distinctly

larg'er women on campus, Tom Vjegins

to run around with petit ISlanche

Merrill, Alpha Xi Delta pledge and in-

cidentally one of the better Frosh.

Maybe sometime he'll date vip with
Miss Average Co-ed, but it doesn't

seem likely at the present.

Because his gal in De Kalb has cut

dow-n her postage from six to four

letters a week, Len Tofft '37, has turned
to "Pre.sby" to do his two-timing.
Something had better be done about
this before he breaks the heart of

this fair "Presby" maiden.

One senior metallur.gical engineer.

Chuck S((uarey. had to make his holi-

day vacation complete, and so he
dashed down to Delavan, Illinois, to see

his little school teacher for a couple

of days. He ought to drink more water
to get rid of that very bad heart

burn.

'I'hen there's the heart rending story

of Chuck Namensky who showed up at

retreat last month with boots shining

and brass gleaming only to discover

after removing his overcoat, that he
had left his Sam Brown at home.

Smoothy Bauerle turned up at the

T. N'. T. -Pi Tau Pi Sigma pledge

dance in "tails" and top hat while the

rest of us danced under the confining

.strain of full military uniform. How-
ever, we were feeling miieh better the
next morning at military drill after

having ilanced in boots than was
Bauerle. Where did you .go after the

dance, smoothie?

Lieutenant MeDonough explained the
feasibility of the standard five-para-

.graph military "Estimate of the Situa-

tion" b<'ing applied to the student who
has to .get out of bed in a sub-zero
dorm and get to his eight o'clock along
these general lines:

Mission: To get to my ei.ght o'clock.

Opposing Forces:
(a) Own: I've spent all night get-

ting the bed good and warm.
(I)) Knem.v: The dorm is colder than

the North Pole.

(<•) Comparison: The bed is va.stly

superior.

Knemy Situation : The p r o f e s s o r

might spring a iiuiz. He might explain
something that I can't afford to miss.

Own Situation: I'm rating a low "D."
One more cut and I go and explain
to the Dean.

Decision: Brrrr. it's cold.

Bill .Janssen, railway en.gineer, has
a hobby of riding interurban cars and
collecting photographs of street cars,

int(>rurbans and railway coaches. Noth-
ing like combining vocation with avo-
cation.

Things certainly have come to a

terrible state when Tony Kunzer in-

sists upon remaining- true to a certain

young lady on the north side of Chi-
cago. Come on Tony, it's against your
nature. After all, Chica.go is 130 miles
from here and we won't tell on you.

Cliff Graham and Dave Harris, M. E.

seniors are the envy of their hard-
working brethern of the "engine
school." Each landed a job with the

Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester
as the result of interviews with the

Eastman Kodak representative who
vi.sited the campus recently. Dave is

especially fortunate in that his home
is in Rochester.

.\1 Reichmann apparently has all of

the iron in his make-up concentrated
in one spot. Tf there is a thumb tack

in the rcjom. .\1 never fails to draw
il under him as he sits down upon a

stool to desi.gn. We had planned to pub-
lish Al's favorite exidamation thai

never fails to come forth as he returns

Not even the faculty is immune when
it comes to pulling "boners." In a re-

lent algebra exam, a problem was
given of the simultaneous equation type

in which it was required to find the

ages of father and son. Imagini' the

dismay of the students and the em-
barrassment of the instructor when,
upon solution of the problem, the child

was foun<i to be five and the father

only three years of age.

.\be Charnes, a precocious chemist is

leading a double life, judging from
the nimiber of times he fell asleep in

Professor Baton's 8 o'clock class last

semester. He is in favor of abolishing

all 8, 9, 10 and 11 o'clock ela.sses. It

must be the heat that does it.

THE ENGINEER
Who is the man designs our pumps

with judgment, skill and care?

Who is the man that builds 'em and
who keeps them in repair?

Who has to shut them down because

the valve seats disappear?

The bearing-wearing, gearing-tearing

mechanical engineer!

Who buys his juice for half a cent and
wants to charge a dime?

Who when we've signed the contract,

can't deliver half the time?

Who thinks a loss of twenty-six per

cent is nothing queer?
The volt-inducing, load-reducing elec-

trical engineer!

Who is it takes a transit out to find a

sewer to tap?

Who then with care extreme locates

the junction on the map?
Who is it .goes to di,g it up and finds

it nowhere near?
The mudbespattered, torn and tattered

civil engineer!

Who thinks without his product we
would be in the lurch?

Who has a heathen idol that he desig-

nates research?

Who tints the creeks, iierfumes the

air. and makes the land.scapes

drear?
The stink-evolving, gra.ss-dissolving

chemical engineer!

Who builds a road for fifty years that

disappears in two?
Then changes his identity, so no one's

left to sue?
Who covers all the travelled roads

with filthy, oily smear?
The Inunp-providing. rough-on-ri<ling

highway engineer!

Who is the man who'll draw a plan for

anything" .\ou desire?

I'"rom a transatlantic liner to a hairpin

made of wire?
With "ifs" and "ans," "however," and

"buts" does make his meaning
clear?

The work-disdaining, fee-retaining con-

sulting engineer!

Who takes the pleasure out of life and
makes existence Hell?

Who'll tire the real .good-looking one
because she cannot spell?

Who substitutes a dictaphone for a

coral-tinted ear?
The penny-chasing, dollar-wasting in-

dustrial engineer!
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NevN^fangled invention''

makes good
"Can you really talk through a wire?" people still asked when this early telephone switchboard went into

service in 1881. fl. Apparatus was crude— service limited—but the idea was right. It took hold in spite

of ridicule. Today there are more than 13,000,000 telephones in the Bell

System—telephone conversations average 60,000,000 daily—the service is

faster and clearer than ever. C Telephone growth and improvement will go

on. For Bell System men and women work constantly toward one goal:

enabling you to talk to anyone, anywhere, anytime.

Why not coll Mother

and Dad tonight.? For

lowest rotes, call by

number after 7 P. M.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Let's Dance

taking this dance,

Again this \car the Kngineer-

ing Council, guardian of the stu-

dent engineer's extra-curricular

activities and interests, is sponsor-

ing the function which has heconie

known as the best of the campus

"clam-bakes," the St. Pat's Ball

in commemoration of St. Patrick

and all he stood for. In under-

the council is flinging the collective

engineer's gauntlet in the face of our esteemed neighbors

of Lincoln Hall and its environs, who have gathered,

not without some reason, we admit, the impression that

the engineers have neither the ability nor inclination to

do a bit of gambolling on the waxed surfaces, even when
the opportunity is presented. Further, the conviction

is rife among our South Campus friends that, merely

because we do not look like a group of Morgan's star

bond salesmen as we go to class, we are quite unable

to turn out as well-dressed, good-looking assemblage of

normal young men, without a slide rule peeping from a

single pocket. That we are not of Jim Brady's habitat.

where "them as has them, wears them," is no reflection

on us ; we are inclined to the other view.

Because of our innate modesty and good breeding,

we of Engineering Hall and points north do not com-

monly pretend to the distinction of being heralded as

campus smoothies ; we leave that undoubted honor to

those who, in contrast to us, get nothing from fom
years in the university but that honor. Hence, we don't

make any rash statements about our superior abilities as

trippers of the light fantastic; but we do claim, and

justifiably, that our dance will display at least as good

tripping of said fantastic as is foimd at many other

important gatherings, even thovigh our committee may
not look like a group of Russian ambassadors in court.

Whether our steps discribe an Archemides spiral or a

Bernoulli Lemniscate is immaterial, so long as we realize

the performance is creditable to our manner.

In order to sustain our challenge to society row, the

council must request that the students come through

with that which they alone can give—support. There
ha\e been written many words about the engineer's

dance and reasons for attending it, and the quintessence

of all these statements has always been that this dance

alone, given by and participated in only by engineers,

is the sole occasion at which the convivial spirits normally

hidden behind leather jackets, can mingle with each

other in a truly exclusive gathering. —A. E. S.

Policy

With this issue of the

1 echnograph in yoiu' hands,

you have received the third

put out by the present Tech-
nograph Staff. There is one

remaining issue, to appear

in .Xpril. We ha\e endeaxored to give our readers

\\hat we think that they want; a typical college maga-
zine rather than a technical publication. It would be

folly for us who know so very little about engineering,

to attempt to present lengthy and learned dissertations

on scientific subjects. Instead we tiy to present materi:il

of a lighter \ein, interesting material on entrineerinir in

general, news of general interest to the student, and,

what we consider a very important part of the magazine,

bits about the students themseKes.

Perhaps we are wrong in assuming th.it the student

would not like to see heavy technical material in the

Technograph. If we are, but we believe we are not,

we should most certainly be corrected. What would you

like to see in the Technograph? Write to us at 213
l.ngineering Hall and give us the benefit of a subscribers

viewpoint. We will be glad to try to remedy an\'

objectionable condition and to give you what you want.

Final Examinations
Now that we are through cram-

ming for the finals, let's look back

back and see what benefits we de-

ri\ed from our last minute studying.

Certainly our knowledge of the

course was not increased to any great

extent. We were, however, enabled

to obtain a better grade on our

e.xamination which was, of course,

the object of our cramming.

The present system of giving final

examinations works injustice on

those students who have consistantly

ilone good work throughout the semester and places a

premium on one's physical ability to stay awake the night

before the final examination in order to learn the sub-

ject for a day—only to be forgotten in the cramming for

the next examination. While the student who has been

unable to obtain a satisfactory grade during the semester

should be given a chance to show what he knows in a

final examination, it is not justifiable to insist that those

students who have shown their ability during the semester

shoidd undergo the rigors of the final examination. A
misinterpretation of a question or a poor examination

schedule may nullify one's consistant effort throughout

the entire semester.

The existing theory is that the finals are just a bieeze

for the superior students. Actually, the superior student

is under the greatest strain since he has everything to

lose and nothing to gain from the final examination. He
needs an exceptional grade on the examination or else

his work during the semester is discounted. It is he who
must search the book from cover to cover the night be-

fore the examination to prepare himself for every ques-

tion that the professor can possibly ask on the morrow.
}Iowever, the C or D student, who could use the review

of the course much better than the superior student, has

everything to gain and nothing to lose. Anything that

he does on the final examination can only make the

instructor's opinion of him go up while the exact reverse

is true of the superior student.

Why then, should not the taking of the nerve racking,

fatiguing final examinations be matle optional to those

superior students who have shown their .ibility by their

conscientious effoit throughout the semester? Such a

system would :

1. Encourage studying day by da\', which would

necessarily mean that the students would get more out of

their comses.

3. .'\llow students more time to re\iew those subjects

ihat need it most durmg the luial exammation period,

instead of cramming. —G. L. J.
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News of Scientific Achievements
New Products and Methods Developed

E-Electricity

The New York Aquarium is just

completing some interestins studies

upon an un-natural source of elec-

tricity, better known as "eelecricity."

Actual experiments made upon a six-

foot eel show that it supplies enough
electricity to light a couple of neon
glow lamps. The two two-watt neon
lamps are attached in parallel to an-
tenna loops atop two aluminum wires
sulimerged at the ends of the eel's 10

ft. tank. Onl.v one side of the neon
bulb is illuminated, showin.g the dis-

charge to be D. C. The potential varies

between 125 and 200 volts.

Another Diesel Triumph
The railroad has a.gain made a dra-

matic step towards keeping:, or per-

haps regaining, its supremacy as the
principal means of conveyance for the
traveling public. This new- Diesel loco-

motive will haul the Sante Fe's crack
flier. The Chief, between Chica.go and
California. It has the surprisingly
hght weight of 240 tons, or less than
20 pounds per H. P. The locomotive
can be operated from either end, and
can be used singly or as a multiple
unit. It is conservatively rated at 3600
H. P.. and has a fuel capacity of 1600
.gallons. A steam .generatin.g unit is

used for heating' and air conditioning
the cars of the train. The fuel oil is

comparatively inexpensive.

New Type of Rectifier
on Exhibit

C. T. Knipp. professor of experimen-
tal electricity, has had set up in his
laboratory since early in January a
cold-cathode type of rectifier, which he
constructed.
The remarkable feature about this

apparatus is that the negative element
is operated at moderate temperatures
rather than being heated to incandes-
cence, such a.s is necessary in practi-

cally all kinds of electronic rectifiers

which have been used up to the pres-
ent time.

Operation of Professor Knipp's rec-

tifier depends upon the limitation of

the Crooke's dark space in a gaseous
discharge tube. The principle has been
known for about fift.v years, but has
never been applied in just this man-
ner before. Successful operation of the
rectifier depends upon obtaining' the
proper degree of vacuum in the tube;
Professor Knipp accomplishes this by
cooling' a vessel of charcoal in liquid

air. At a lower temi)erature the char-
coal absorbs more .ga.s and reduces the
pressure in the tube.

Visual evidence of rectification taking
I)lace is provided for by both a gaseous
discharge tulie and a cathode ray oscil-

lograph. Pull-wave rectification is ob-
tained. A hi.gh voltage and low current
is used.

The identical apparatus was shown
by Professor Knipp at the Science Ex-
hibit sponsored by the .\merican Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science

at its St. Louis meeting during' the holi-

days.

Vacuum Concrete
The vacuum process of removing

excess water from freshly placed con-
crete has resulted in man.v satisfactory
I'esults. Finishing' operations are elim-
inated, and at the same time, any type
of non-skid surface can be developed.
Cores and specimen cylinders of "vacu-
um compression" concrete have shown
7 and 28 day testing strengths to be
from .53 to 81 per cent greater than
for similar concrete not treated. The
inventor also claims the elimination of

shrinkage difficulties.

The equipment of a ti.ght outside
form, either steel plate or a rutjber

mat. and an inside layer of wire mesh
or porous canvas which will permit
the water to be drawn out by the vacu-
um I'uiis attached over the holes on
the outside form. Subjecting' slabs of

wet concrete (7 gallons of water per
sack) to a 20 in. vacuum for 20 min-
utes removes about one-third of the
water leaving the concrete stiff enough
to \\'alk upon.

A New Record
The stratosphere balloon. Explorer

II. was prepared for dejiarture on
November 10 after a delay of two
months due to unfavorable weather
conditions. The objective height of 73,-

000 ft. was reached tour hours after

the balloon had been cut loose from
its moorings. Remaining at this record
height for approximatel.v an hour,
studies were made of the effects that
great altitudes have upon photography,
radio, cosmic rays, spore distribution

and the spectral distribution of sun-
light. Although only one-quarter mil-
lion cu. ft. of helium was used for

inflation, the balloon, at its record
height, expanded to a volume of 3,-

700,000 cu. ft. Capts. A. W. Stevens
and Orval A. Anderson brou,ght the
balloon down safely after making an
official record of 72,395 ft., beating
the un-official Soviet mark of 72,176
ft., and surpassing' the F. A. I. record
held by Settle and Fordney by over
12.000 ft.

- Courtesy A:iatiou,

Kxplorer II being prepared for laUe-nlV trom the StratobnwI. near IJapId ('it.\
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200-Inch Glass Disk for Telescope Mirror
Glass Works and Dr. A. I'. McCauloy
is thf physicist in chargo of disk

making.

The contract for the construction
of a 200 in. glass disk to he used for

a tclp.scope mirror was awarded to the

Corning (Mass Works late in 1931. and
it was only after two years of pains-

taking preparatory work that the act-

ual construction started.

The usual design for such a disk

requires that the thickness be about
one-sixth the diameter. A weight of

about 10 tons would have resulted

accordin.g to the old design. By coring
the back with straight and circular

ribs of sufficient rigidity, and by re-

ducing the thickness from 33 in. to

iTi in., the weight was reduced to 20

tons.

A Boro-silicate glass with a coeffi-

lient of expansion approximately one-

fourth that of ordinary window glass

was decided upon. The furnace, a
rectangular pool covered by an arched
roof of refractory brick, was heated
with gas for ten days before any raw
materials were induced into it. The
charging operation required fifteen

days and the constituents were fed

at the rate of 200 lb. every half-hour
using a total of 40 tons of raw inate-

I'ials. Six days were used for "firing."

i. e., freeing the glass from ,gas bubbles.

The molten glass was at a temperature
of 1,580 degrees C. at the time of pour-
ing.

Ingeniously Designed Mould
The mould was very carefully de-

signed and every possible influencing

factor was given consideration. The
mould had to have sufficient streng-th

to sustain the pressure of the glass,

lie sufficiently refractory to withstand
the temperature without fluxing, and
have excellent heat-insulating proper-

ties in order to prevent rapid cooling

which would result in excessively

straining the parts cjf the gla.ss that

were in contact with the mould. The
mould had to be sufficiently porous to

allow entrapped air to escape without
forming bubbles in the glass. A com-
mercial, high-temperature heat insulat-

ing brick, met the demands and was
also readily cut to any desired shape.

The mould was built upon a circular

base plate supported by four .screws,

each four feet long and tour inches

in diameter and fixed onto a carriage,

so tliat by turning the four screws in

unison the mould could be raised and
lowered and also moved, b.v the car-

riage, from the casting position to the

annealing oven. Beneath the bed of the

moulil a number of electric heating
elements were installed for u.se in an-
nealing.

The completed mould had a center
core of 40 in. diameter. This central

hole is necessary as the Cassegrainian
optical system will be used for the

telescope. The cores, 114 in all, and
the entire inner surface of the mould,
were, finally, given a thin coat of sili-

cate flour to produce a smooth finish

and to prevent sticking. The cores

were anchored by rods to the base
plate. The lower ends of the rods were
fitted with springs and nuts, .so that

a uniform tension would be maintained
irresceptive of the effects of expan-
sion and contraction. They were kept
cool by a stream of air drawn around
them by an e.xhaust fan which also

served to maintain a slight vacuum
in the interior of the cores and thus

to prevent the formation of blow holes.

The glass was kept in a molten
state by building a dome of refractory

brick over the mould and i)roviding

it with three pouring doors 120 in.

apart. The cover was gas heated.

Pourin.g and Cooling

The mould and cover were thorough-
ly heated before the pouring began.
Three ladles of 750 lb. capacity were
used for the pouring. Only a part of

the glass could be poured since a cer-

tain amount adhered to the rim as

"ladle skin." This was collected and
remelted when needed. After the pour-
ing, a high temperature was main-
tained for several hours, to allow large

gas bubbles to escape. The burners
were then shut off, and the contents
allowed to cool to a dull red heat.

The mould was lowered and then
moved to the anneaing oven, the opera-
tion re(iuiring an hour. 304 heating
elements, using a total length of 4,804

ft. of Nichrome ribbon, three-fourths
in. width and 0.052 in. in thickness,

were used for the annealing operation.

The temperature was kept constant
for 10 weeks and then lowered steadi-

ly 1 degree C. per day until room
temperature was reached.

.\fter annealing, it was examined
with polarized light for internal stresses

and then shipped to California where it

is now being polished and ground. It

is expected that it will take at least

three years to complete this operation.

Dr. J. C. Hostetter is director of de-

velopment and research at Corning

World's Largest Power
Shovel Dipper

32 cubic yards (level full) at one
bite is the record of the world's largest

power .shovel dipper, recentl.v placed
m coal stripping .service by the North-
ern Illinois Coal Corporation, near Wil-
ming-ton.

Further comparative statistics reveal
one dipper load would fill the average
kitchen measuring 9x1 2x0 ft. high. It

would take 32 wagon loads of dirt to

fill this dipi>er. It would accommodate
32 men standing up comfortably. One
complete dipperful from this mon.ster

would fill the average railroad coal

car.

Demand for greater capacity in the
coal stripping industry during the past

few years, augmented by a substan-
tially increased demand for coal from
this property, resulted in the Marion
Steam Shovel company devoting con-

siderable of its engineering facilities

to the cause. It was felt the climax
had been reached two years ago when
the then largest dipper was developed
by the company and placed in service

in the Illinois coal fields, at Farming-
ton. Illinois, a dijiper with 20 cubic

yard capacity. This, however, merely
proved to be the forerunner of the
present masterpiece of construction

—

the 32 cubic yard dipper.

This shovel was viewed as part of

the senior inspection trip of the Mining
and Metallurgical engineers.
However, the major problem in de-

veloping this larger dipper was to in-

crease its capacity without making it

necessary tt) resort to a larger shovel.

This was accomplished by builiiing the

dipper of a light weight metal alloy,

which gave the required additional

capacity without affecting the wear-
ing qualities.

Phi Kappa Phi Initiates Seven
Engineers

Seven senior engineers were among
the forty undergraduates recently ini-

tiated into Phi Kappa Phi. national all-

universit.v honor society. Pres. A. C.

Willard was initiated as an honorary
member at the same time. Member-
.ship in this organization is the highest
scholastic recognition that the Univer-
sity can give.

The engineers honored are, A. E.
Bitter, C.E., E. P. Carter, Eng.Phy., W.
A. I>epp, E.E., G. L. Jeppesen, C.E., .1.

W. Luce, M.E., B. T. Sear, C.E., and
C. G. Talbot. E.E.

I. ,;,/ /, 01 .-1, uiilifu .!/)ii;Uini.

One of the latest in diesels is the new diesel locomotive for the Santa Fe Railway.

Prof. H. F. Moore to Give
Howe Lecture

Prof. H. F. Moore will deliver the
Howe Memorial Lecture to the ineeting

of the .\merican Institute of Mining
and and Metallurgical En.gineers in

New York City on February 20. Pro-
fessor Moore's topic will be, "The Cor-
relation of Metallography with .Mechan-
ical Testing."
The Howe Memorial Lecture is an

annual address delivered on invitation

by an individual of recognized and out-
standing attainment in the science and
practice of Iron and Steel Metallogra-
ph.\' or MetallurgA'. Professor Moore
has gained world renown for his re-

search in metals.
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Examination Boners
With the more or loss successful

completion of final examinations, there
is nothins much to worry alxiut ilurins
the next four months. However, lest

one become too elated at ha\'inir passed
that C. E. 61 or M. E. 13. etc. course,
the followins material has been com-
piled from some T and .\. M. exams,
some of which is decidedly enlightenins:-

We realize the tremendous increase
in braking' power which is required
by the modern high speed motor cars
but really had no idea that at a speed
of 300 miles per hour it required
3. 168.000 ft. to stop Sir Malcolm Camp-
bell's "Bluebird." According to that,

the jolly old chap could cut his motor
at the end of the speedway on the
Utah salt beds, and with brakes applied.

come to a halt six hundred miles
away. That is equivalent to enough
energy to carry him over the Rockies
and into the Pacific ocean.

Definitions offer marvelous oppor-
tunity to encomi>ass a large number
of ideas within the bounds of a few
words. Generally a good definition does
not contain contradiction.s. but on ex-

aminations some definitions such a.s the
following are certain to be encountered:
"The stress concentration factor is a

factor taking care of the bending ac-
tion of a load which is thought to be
axially applied but which due to the
conditions is not."

"The endurance limit is the maxi-
mum time a material can be bent or
reversed before failure."

Another engineer reveals socialistic

tendencies in the following description:
"The S-N diagram is a .sraft" (Profes-
sor Moore, please copy) "with the unit

strain plotted against the load.

Good 6 inch Column
The complaint raised last year that

Uni Hall was structurally unsound
could have been refuted on the calcu-

lation of safe loads of columns of one
student. Given the problem of com-
puting the safe load on a 12-foot

column of 6-inch diameter, he obtained
an answer of 1,160,000 pounds. Since
the safe load is about 20 per cent of

the maximum load, such a pillar could
not be made to fail in the large 3.000.-

000 pound testing machine in the MTL.
Gene Schubert might .get some valu-

able tips on the use and accuracy of

the slide rule to use in future edito-

rials from a computation submitted by
H. K. Huntoon (M. E. ) who found
with the aid of the omnipresent and
omnipotent "slip-stick" that a certain

area was being subjected to a pressure
of 12.000.00.57 pounds per square inch.

Right .smack on the head, eh what.
Gene?

Girls Take Prize

The feminine sex believes in applying
knowledge gleaned from other fields of

learning. One sweet little co-ed in-

sisted on spelling .shear with a double
"e" during the entire semester. (.lust

another illustration of the deleterious
effect of silk stockings.)
The followin,g is an exerpt fi'om

"Caulking Yarns." the veracity of

which cannot be authenticated. Here's
what one co-ed wrote: "A bolt is a
thin.g- like a stick of hard metal, such
as iron, with a square bunch at one
end and a lot of scratching wound
around the other end. A nut is similar
to the bolt only just the opposite,
being a hole in a chunk of iron sawed
off short with wrinkles around the in-

side of the hole."

Work Be<^un on 1936 E. E. Show
Committee Members Named

Preparations are in full swing for
the biennial electrical show. .\t a recent
meeting of all the electrical en,gineering
students C. G. Talbot '36 was elected
general mana.ger of the show. Other
officers elected were E. C. Chamber-
lin. business manager; E. A. Post,
treasurer; W. A. Depp, chief eng-ineer;
.1. H. Stein, stunts; W. D. Orr, per-
.sonnel; .1. C. Skorcz, publicity; W. E.
Miller, programs; N. H. Koertge, elec-
trician; T. W. Johnson, con.struction.

The date of the show is set for
April 16. 17. and 18. The exhibits of
the show will be in the electrical engi-
neering laboratory, the electrical engi-
neering' annex, and the physics build-
ing'. The engineering- physicists and
the railway electrical en.gineers will

also help sponsor the show.

The electrical show has been a bi-

ennial event for the last twenty-nine
years. This show was originated by the
students and is entirely mana.ged hy
them. However, its success is onl\
made possible by the hearty coopera-
tion they receive from the faculty,
the local business men. and the manu-
facturing' concerns.

The purpose of the show is three-
fold. First it is educational. Many of
the exhibits will acquaint the visitors
with the newer developments in the
electrical field. A few of the exhibits
will explain in a simple and extremely
interesting manner .some of the older
fundamentals of the science. Other ex-
hibits will give the public an idea of
what to expect in the near future.

The second purpose of the show is

to entertain and to amuse. Many trick
stunts are being planned to give every-
body a hearty lau.gh. A few are de-
signed to intere.st the visitors by iiuz-

zling' and mystifyin.q. This type of stunt
gives the students a chance to dis-

play their ingenuit.v.

A third purpose of the show is

financial aid to deserving electrical en-
.gineering students. The profits of thesi-

shows have been used to build up an
electrical Engineering Student I..oan

Fund. Many students whose financial
resources are not sufficient to put
them through school will be aided by
this fund.

.\t the last show, two years ago, the
attendance '«'as over four thousand.
Over a thousand high .school students

from all parts of the state attended.
Two special trains brought four hun-
dred students from sixteen Chicago
high .schools. This year a larger at-
tendance is expected than ever before.
Special effort is being made to con-
tact all of the high schools. .Ml-expen.se
tours and special bus and rail fares
are being organized. All indications
point to the mo.st succe.s.sful show
of all.

And engineers — every engineerin,g"
student on this campus should .see this
show. And furthermore—any engineer-
ing student who desires may take an
active part in the show by merely ar-
ranging' with Jimmy Stein, chairman
of the stunt committee.

Jos. Kuhn & Co.

A Friendly

Store
This store is the largest

Men's Clothing Institution

in downstate HHnois. Im-
port clothing concessions
enable us to give our cus-
tomers unusual values. But
our size does not prevent us
from giving you individual
attention and service, in

fact, our steady growth is a
direct result of our friendly
policy, dominant values,
and complete satisfaction.

•

JOS. KUHN & CO.
"The Store for Illinois Men"

DOWNTOWN
Clmiiipaign

TOM iMERLO'S
Expert Boot and Shoe

Repairing

Ornaments for all I nits

Shoulder DisUs—Sabre Chains

NEW AND USED BOOTS
Satisfactory Truth' Arrangement

404 East Green Street
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II. 1.. (ii-fiif, John Dorri'. Waterloo.

Iowa.

S. E. Grimm, John Dfcrc, Waterloo,

Iowa.

.1. A. MtUorman, Granite City Steel

Co., Granite City, 111.

H. H. Krefft, Standard Tran.sformer

Corporation, Chicaso.

ALUMNI NOTES
More Jobs Reported by Class <>j '35

BUSY People Save Time

By Letting

BROWNIE'S
SHOE SHOP

Repair Their Shoes ami

Boots

All Modern Ktiuipeiient

It's IVew When We're
Through

On The Campus
iV.'S K. tireen .St.

Mechanical Engineers

Lowell IJ. Anderson, lllinoi.s Steel Co..

ChieaKO.
.lohn W. Baiir, Johnson Fare Box Co..

(.'hiraKo.

.Melville W. Heardsley, Caterpillar Tiar-

I'o.. I'.nlia. 111.

Wilhiir \V. Betis, John Barne.s Drill

Co.. Itoekford. 111.

.Andrew P. Hoehmer, F. B. RedinKton

Co.. Chieasu.
Frank K. Dalrymple. Tide Water Oil

Co.. Tulsa. Okla.

Leroy \. Dixon, Special apprentice

course, Pennsylvania R. R.. Colum-

bus. Ohio.

.Julian L. l)od);e, John Deere Tractor-

Co., Waterloo. Iowa.

Robert W. Kiclienberser, Robins Cun-

veyinK Belt Co.. Passaic, N. J.

Harry F. Fic-nerski, Heat Reduction
Corporation. (Chicago.

Walter \V. (irear. Museum of Science

and Industry. Chicago.

Kdward J. Piwinski, Crane Co.. CTii-

caso.

IJoyd R. Samuelson. Caterpillar Tractor

Co., Peoria, 111.

Fred .A. Schick, Allis-Chalmers, Trac-

tor Divi.sicjn, Sprin.afield, 111.

Norman \. Scranton, William.s Oil-o-

niatie, Bloominston. 111.

Kverett T. Simonson, I. C. R. R., Pa-

dukah, Ky.

DAD" FRAILEY
Printer

505 SOUTH COLER, URBANA
Phone 7-3105

Quality Men's Wear in Authentic Styles

ALL CLOTHING STYLED BY ROBERT SURREY
for

HART SGHAFFNER AND MARX

CARVER'S
621 E. Green Street

Fred I^. Spauldins, John Deere Tractor
Co.. Waterloo. Iowa.

Ralph F. Stanford, Herman Nelson
CoriJoration. Moline. 111.

Clarence H. Stein, Caterpillar Tractor
Co., Peoria. 111.

Howard W. Steltner, Fairbanks-Morso
Co., Beloit, Wis.

I>ewis M. Thomas, Younsstown Sheet

and Tube Co.. Conway Bldg., Chi-

cago.
•James A. Vitzthum, .\merican Creo.sot-

ins: Co., Toledo. Ohio.

William P. Vlach, Illinois Steel Co..

South Chicaso.
Kverett F. Wasjner, with his father in

Kewanee. HI.

Wallace .). Weirich, A. C. Spark Plu.s.

Chicago.
(jeorse W. Miles, 1'". 1. Raymond Co..

Chicago.

W. K. Mayfield, Rex Coal Co., Eldoradi..

111.

Lewis S. McClure, on Bay Bridge, San
Francisco, Cal.

Ralph \\. I>azear, .\merican Blower
Co.. Detroit, -Mich.

Electrical Engineers

('. R. I{arri<-k, International Harvester,

Chicago.

R. 1). Besse, International Harvester,

Chica.go.

1. R. Carter, Parkersburg Rig and Reel

Co., Pampas, Texas.
H. D. Cooper, Clou.!!h-Brengle Co., Chi-

cago.

F. P. Preve, grad work. U. of I.

F. .A. Rehwald, John Deere, Waterloo,

loka.

.1. H. Risss, Wurlitzer Co.. Chicago.

S. F. Smidi, International Harvester,

Chicago.
A. R. Stover, Retri.gcration work. Oak

Park. 111.

.A. W. Surie, Clough-Brengle Co., Chi-

cago.

W. I>. Weisheri;, Clou,gh-Brengle Co..

Chicago.

Civil Engineers
William F. Barnes, .Jr., .\u.stin Co., Chi-

cago.

.Max S<hlesini;er, Illinois Highway De-

Iiartmint, Carlioiidale, 111.

Charles J. Harrington, Chicago, Mil-

waukee, St. Paul ,!t Pacific R. R..

Chica.go.

Roscoe T. Cook, Scott Flying Field.

P.elleville, 111.

Sam C. R<>i)erts, Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul \ Pacific R. R.

.1. (>. l*okorn.\', Illinois State Highway
I )epartnirnt.

Wallace S. .Johnson, Illinois Division of

Highwa>s. Siinngficld, III.

|{. ((. I.uetzelschwal), Illinois State

Highway Department, Millstadt, 111.

l-"red T. Batle.v, Truax-Tracer Coal Co.,

Canton. 111.

(iaylord I). Weeks, City Engineering
Departniint. Spi-ingfield. Mo.

.A. P. Troemper, Illinois Department of

Public Health. Division of Sanitaiy

pjUgineering.

Charles K. Hughes, .Jr., .\sh Howard-
.XeiiUes iV: Tammen, Kansas City. Mo.

.John K. Burke, State Highway Depart-
ment, Free]iort, 111.
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A. I. E. E. Looks Ahead
The members of the student braneh

of A. I. E. E. are looking ahead to a
season of added prestise and tremen-
dous activity, for they are already
making' plans for the coming' spectac-
ular K. E. Show, for many years a bi-

ennial hishlisht in University activities.

In lookins ahead, those who are cu-
rious mi.qht be tempted to look back
over happenings of the semester to find

wherein doth lie this stran.i^e power
which binds those E. E. boys together.
The high quality of the past E. E.
shows bears mute witness to the highly
spirited cooperation which the brancli

has instilled into its members.

The first meeting' of the year was a
membership drive. Curt Talbot, exec-
utive head of the branch, caused re-

freshments to be served, and by this

and other means raised the branch
memljorship over one-hundred per cent
to a new figure of 120.

The subsequent meetings fairly

bristled with activity. The business
meetings were carried out with great
precision and dispatch, as was the De-
cember 10 election of officers for the
coming- E. E. Show. At almost all of

the meetings a talk on some interesting
phase of electrical engineering has been
presented. In two cases, these lectures
were given by members of the branch

:

a talk by Ed Chamberlin '.^6 on the
"Electrification of the Illinois Central
Railroad" and another lecture by Wes
Eddy '36 on "The Construction of Nor-
ris Dam," illustrated with slides and
movies.
Many lectures are sponsored by the

branch were definitely entertaining as
well as illuminating; for example, col-

ored movies of Waukegan Power I'lant

and San Diego Exposition explained by
Mr. Herz, and another lecture on Light-
ning by Mr. K. B. McEachron of the
General Electric high voltage labora-
tory.

Another type of lecture sponsored liy

the branch was the one given by E. V.

Molina, the Switching Theory Engineer
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, in

which Mr. Molina explained how the
mathematical theory of probability could
be applied to practical problems.

It is through these carefully planned
meetings that the members of the
branch learn to enjoy the value of co-
operation which has made A. I. E. E.
such a success on the University cam-
inis.

Reconditioning of Defective Metal Parts

Technograph Staff

If you were liothered half to death
during the past month by someone
who asked you embarassing questions
or wanted to know your life history
or got in your hair in a general way.
it was probably by one of the follow-
ing hard working and little praiseii

members of the Technograph editorial

staff: .John Sherman, Ed Hon.g, Gordy
.Iei)pesen, Bob Cline, Rex Newcomli,
Jr., Bob Zaborowski, Hal Goeke, .Jim

Stein, Itay Purl, Harry Nagel, Jim
Skorcz, Chuck Squarcy, Gene Schubert.
Herb Goltz, Dick tiade, Harry Skinner,
Wally Depp or Jim Robertson.

If he .succeeded in collecting- .some

mom y from you or selling- you a sul)-

scriptiou it was probably Walt Ren-
ner. Dean Kingman or Irv I^'wis of

the business staff.

'We thank the many conti'ibutoi-s

who co-operated so well with us in our
quest for interesting material.

The Gussolit welding' and the Sehliha
metal-spraying processes, while only
comparatively new, are rapidly grow-
ing in importance and, therefore war-
rant description.

Dr. Klapstock has developed a mat<"-
rial described as a high-grade cast-
iron alloy, which has an extremely
fine structure and possesses a Brinell
hardness of 230. The process itself con-
sists of first heating the defective
pieces to 850 C, coating- with a special
flux, and then applying- the Gussolit
welding- bar which is melted into the
I- racks or defect. The flame is directed
in a direction parallel to the working-
surface in order to prevent excessive
heating-. The piece, as a whole, is not
distorted. Cracked motor-car cylinder
castings, turbine castings, and other
engine parts have been successfully
repaired. Coating porous high-pressure
steam and hydraulic press cylinders
has enabled them to withstand pres-
sures of 130 atmospheres, whereas
leakages were encountered at 2.5 atmos-

pheres. Holes drilled too large have
been succe.s.sfully reclaimed by apply-
ing- a thin layer of Gussolit.

The Sehliha metal-spraying process
is used for buildin.g up and re-condi-
tioning internal combustion engine
cylinders, shafts, and bearings. .\ spe-
cially designed spray pistol is u.sed,

and the metal to be sprayed is fed,

automatically by air pressure, to the
nozzle where it is melted by an oxy-
acet>-lene or an oxy-hydi'0.gen fiame
and then projected as a fine spray b\

means of compressed air under a pres-

sure of 2.5 atmospheres. The wire use<i

may be steel, bronze, copper, alumi-
num, and, in fact, just about anything
the workman may desire. Steel spra.veil

on cylinders has a Brinell hardness of

30O. An en,g-ine having 12 cylinders
(2.95 in. diam. and 5.79 in. long) can
be sprayed to a depth of 1 mm. in 25

minutes. Spraying- of piston ring slots

with steel as a precaution a.gainst

premature wear is now being developecl

by an aero-engine manufacturer.

Valentines
for

FRIEND
SWEETHEART
MOTHER
FATHER
FAMILY

Complete Stock
for the

Right Sentiment
In a Beautiful Form

at

STRAUCH'S
Valentine Headquarters

:0!l South Wright

For Good Meals
At

REASON.^BLE
PRICES

Try

MORRIS CAFE
'•Open All Night"

•

Beer and Ale

Lunches
Fountain Seri'ice

•

711 Wright Street

INMAN HOTEL
University .\venue at Walnut Street

"CHAMPAIGN'S FINES P HOTEL AND
HOST FOR EVERY OCCASION"
Rates: From $1.50—With Bath, From $2.50

Popular Priced Dining Kooni
I'rivate IMning Uooms l'"(>r l!an(|uets, Meetings

JUST THE PLACE TO MEET YOUR FRIENDS
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The Value of the Scientific Attitude

Prize Tau Beta Pi Essay by W. A. Depp

It has been said, perhaps in satire,

that some cif the Greeks were so blas-

phemous, rebellious, and so depraved

that they would not accept any state-

ment of the priests, kings, or elders, re-

gardless of how eft'ectively it misht

have been expressed, without jiroof.

However true this may be, we owe
to the Greeks the credit for the in-

vention of intellectual desire. Because

of this desire they developed mathe-
matics, physical science, and philoso-

phy., and in so doin.a'. established the

rudiments of the scientific method. The

Greeks, however, lacked mechanical

ability and did not care for actual

experimental work. It remained for

men like Leonardo da Vinci to com-
bine mechanical aptitude and experi-

ment with mathematical ability. The
success of the experiments of da Vinci

and others was due largely to the

use of the methodical approach, to

the making- certain basic assumptions,

and to the judicious .selection of tacts

with which to work. This determination

and alrility to get at the truth Avithout

being influenced by outward appear-
ances, by one's own notions or prej-

udices, or by one's own wishes and de-

sires is now termed the scientific atti-

tude or scientific frame of mind.
The value of the scientific attitude

to the scientist is unquestionable. In

fact it is a sine qua non of his exist-

ance. However, it is not often realized

that the scientific attitude can be use-

ful to a man not engaged in science.

Part of its value lies in the demands
It makes upon the individual. It re-

quires him to display independence and
self-initiative in breaking away from
custom. It requires him to be unselfish

and impartial in order that his judg-

ments will not be guided by his own
wishes and desires. In other words, he

must be able to treat a problem ob-

jectively. The scientific attitude also

teaches him not to place too great an
emphasis upon individual events or

single observations, but to look for

common characteristics and general

laws and conditions. In this way he

may be able to partially explain pres-

DIAMONDS,
WATCHES,

JEWELRY AND
SILVERWEAR

firing your Watch and Jew-
elry Repairs to us. You
will be pleased with the

hi><h quality workmanship
and our courteous treat-

ment.

Carl W. Mouch
(say Mowk)

Quality Jeweler

•

NEIL AT ( HKSTKK
( H.4MI'AU;N

We Specialize

Serving The Finest of

Food
In a Delightful Style

•

Try Our Special

Sunday Dinners

•

^'4 Hour Service

Majestic Cafe
ai Main Streel

(hanipaign

Steaks Vegetable Combinations Chops

HANLEY'S
• • \\ II K K i; I ' K I K N I) S M K K T "

THE SOCIAL CENTER OF THE CAMPUS
Our Banquet Seri'ice is Sure to Please

ent events with reference to i)ast

events. That is, the.v may be governed
by some common law. Perhaps also

he may be able to formulate some
small idea of the future.

Society as a whole would benefit by
accepting a more scientific attitude to-

ward .social prolilems. Huxley once .said

that our civilization is very scientific

in its attitude towards engineering anil

aeronautics, but highly unscientific in

its attitude toward education and pol-

itics. If people had more faith in sci-

ence and its methods, perhaps the sci-

entist himself would have a better

chance of improving our world. But
more important than that, it would
encourage a sensible attitude towards
life instead of one based on tradition

and prejudice.

"Erin, Go Bragh!"

' Twiis in M issouri in nineteen three
( )n St. Patrick's anniversary
i Imt the Engineers miraculously found
A mystic stone I>eneath the yrounU
A legend on its face it bore
'that puzzled scholars hy the score.

No pun/lit from L. A \- S.

Could make it out, or even guess
The meaning hidden in those words.
Irrational as logs and surds.
They made a dozen grave faux pas
Trying to translate "Erin, go Bragh 1"

A scientific volunteer
Deciphered "Pat vyas an Engineer."
And thus the words that seemed so wild
Were plain to even a P. E. chilil.

And yet no one there who knew
just what that stone was—how it grew
In old Missouri's stoneless dirt.

I'ndeciphered an,'! quite inert

Tntil that Engineer found out
That Pat ha<l heen a darned good scout.

And now there's never a building boom
Without St. Pat dispelling the gloom
That ordinarily falls to the lot

Of the Engineer who serveyed the plot.

Or drained the meadow, or built the bridge.
Or ran the highway along tlie ridge.

Or played the amperes, ohms, or volts.

Or figured pitches of threa-ds on bolts,

Or messed around in colloidal clay.

()t worked out problems for pitiful pay,
( >r married a wife he couldn't please
With mathematics or calories.

And now, St. Pat. so well you've done
That a niclie in Heaven you have won.
The pathway of the student throng
Is rough and thorny all along;
'Tis oft beset with kinks and quirks
In spite of all your noble works.
The students would be better off

If Life's dark blinders they could doff.

And so. St. Pat, I give you now
This ra>liant halo for your brow.
'Twill light the pathway of our School,
That Engincer.>^ may brightly rule.

Mineral Industries Society

At a meeting- hold on December 11,

11135. Hv B. Corley, an Illinois grad-
uate, and designing engineer for AUan-
Garcia Company of Chicago, spoke on
his experiences in Russia. His very in-

trrt-stin.ii; aiid entertaining' speech was
illustrated by movies.

The next meeting' of the society will

l)e held February 13 when Mr. K. .1.

Meek and W. B. (lood of the Eagle-
Picher l^'ad (\)mpany of Hillsboro will

talk on the metallurgy of lead and
/.inc. Other meetings of the next se-

mester include talks by students who
worked in mines last summer, and by
mt-mbers of the State Geologieal Sur-

vey.

Mr. K. .1. Pi-ttyjohn of the ,i;rology

department at the I'niversity of Chi-

eago may Journey to ITrbana to aildre.ss

the soeietv at a later date.
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Concrete Pumping System Simplified

At till' roiistruction of Buulilcr dam.
Madden dam, and the Golden Gate
brids'e at San Francisco a new labor

saving: device made its appearance
which greatly simplified handling of

concrete. Instead of usins elevator
l>uckets as was formerly done on larse
construction jobs, the new device forces

concrete through pipe lines by means
of a special type of pump developed
by the Chain-Belt Co. of Milwaukee,
and known as the "'Re.x Pumpcrete."

By this method large volumes of

concrete can be speedily and economi-

cally transported to distant points and
raised as high as twent.v stories above
.ground. The Pumpcrete consists of a

mor"e or less conventional single act-

in.g reciprocating pump. However,
owing' to the nature of the material

handled it has been necessary to de-

part from conventional pump design
in several respects. The diameter of

the plug- valves has been made almost
as large as the cylinder bores to avoid
packing and to assure an even flow

of concrete. Sharp corners and sudden
changes of direction have been avoided
in all parts of the pump and pipe

line for the same reason.

Concrete has a peculiarity of "stow-

ing" where there is a sudden reduc-
tion in the size of the passage through
which it is forced. This characteristic

is turned to advantage in the design

of the valves. Instead of closing fully,

these valves normally close only par-

tially, as the concrete itself will block

the remainin.g small opening. This
eliminates any danger of breaking
valves which might occur if they closed

on the hard .gravel constitui'iit of thr
mixture.

The development of this pumping
apparatus involved a rather thorough
investi.gation of construction materials,
owin.g to the highly abrasive action of

concrete. Moreover, its weight alone is

sufficient to set up severe stresses in

equipment handling' it.

Hence the Chain-Belt Company speci-
fied a wide use of alloy steels and cast
irons. For the liners, which demanded
high-wear resistance, many materials
were tried out. including heat-treated
steels, and the result of the.se compara-
tive tests was the adoption of centrifu-
gally cast liners of a heat-treated nickel-
chromium-molybdenum cast iron. These
liners, furnish to a minimum Brinell
hardness of 500, have .given excellent
service.

The piston on the Pumpcrete pump is

cylindrical, 8 in. in diameter, and .S ft.

long with a wall thickness of ',4 in.

The head at one end is 2 in. thick, and
about two feet from the head there are
heavy wrist pin bosses with a metal
section of 3 in. Because of the large
amount of machining necessary on this

part, as well as the necessity of havin.g
the metal close-grained, dense and wear
resistant, it was a difficult casting to

produce. However, the company has
now standardized on an iron of the fol-

lowing' composition, containing 50 iier

cent steel in the mix: total carbon
3.20 per cent; Nickel 2.50 per cent;
Silicon 1.75 per cent; Manganese .70

per cent.

These pistons, ground on the outside
surface, take an exceptionally high fin-

ish and resemble highly polished forged

steel. The average l'.rinell hardness is

S50, and transver.se tests show u break-
ing strength of over 5,000 lbs. on 12 in.

centers. The bed or frame is madi'
from a cast iron similar to that used
for the piston, except that the nickel
content is around 2.00 percent, and
.75 per cent chromium is added.

Terzaghi May Speak Here
Professor Carl Terzaghi. widely known

authorit.v on soil mechanics, has ac-
cepted an invitation to give a series of
three lectures on "Soil Mechanics" here
during' the week of March 29. Whether
or not he will be able to come here de-
pends on his work at Harvard Univer-
sity where he has accepted a visiting

lirofe.ssor position for the second se-
mester. Professor Terza.ghi spoke on
the same subject on our campus three
years ago.

Goeke Receives Scholarship
Award

H. E. Goeke, sophomore civil engi-
neer, received the Frank Morrow Memo-
rial .\ward, given each year to the-

soi)homore C. E. having: the highest
.scholastic average by Chi Epsilon. Na-
tional Civil Engineering' Honorary Fra-
ternity. Mr. Loran D. Gayton, City
Engineer of Chicago, was principal
si)eaker at the annual Civil Engineer-
ing-Faculty dinner at which the pre-
sentation was made on January 16. J.

D. Taylor, first semester president of

Chi Epsilon, was toastmaster.
Goeke received an award from Chi

Epsilon last year for attaining the
highest freshman scholastic avera.ge at

that time. His sophomore average is

4.86.

Don't Forget

m

ST. PAT'S
BALL

GET YOUR
TICKET EARLY!
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T. N. Hackctt : IJfo was a ili-scrt tn

nil' until I met you.

I.uhi Bi-llc: Is that why ycui daiui'

hki- a camt'l?

TllK ILLINOIS TKCHVOCRAPH ['chnidiy. I'^jO

T ECKNOKRAKS \

War ilocs not deteriniiu' who is

liuht—onl> who is left.

•What's thi- most iioimlar saying

anion;; the nudists?"

"^'ou shL'd it."

Bonnie: Uid I ever show you the

place whore I hurt my hip?

CHIT Graham: No! No.

Bonnie; All right, we'll drive over

there.

.\nne H.: Is it my heail <<n .\cpur ihest

that thrills you so?

Hex Newcomb: No. I'm sitting on

an ant hill.

"1 pulled a s;<Mi(l one that time,"

remarUed I lie farmer as he linislied

inilkinjt tiie cow.

Don't Sti'p on

Your Partner s Toes

at (he

S r. PAT'S BALL

The ( iirre<t Kance Steps at

NORMA
KALTENBACH'S

DANCING SCHOOL
(il(i K. «ireen St. ( hampaiyn

We own and operate

our own plant

ROYAL
CLEANERS

Quality Cleaning at

a price you can pay

AsU alioni ISerloii piirnaneiil

inolli proofim;

Phone 5505

:)!IK l<:ast (ireen Street

Cliaiiipaiun, III.

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY
Known Wherever There Are Schools

and Collefies

FRATKRNITY JEWELERS

Jerry Roeske, M^r. 621 Green Street

Our Policy—Tasty, Satisfying Meals

MODERATE PRICES
FOR ALL

STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

NEWMAN HALL DINING ROOM

"Oh, Koshi" lovely l^ucy e.\claimed.

It's started to rain. You'll have to

take me home."
"Why, r<] love to," stammered Huss

Smith, but, you know, 1 live at New-
man Hall."

The girdle inamilactiirer lives on

the fat of the land,

.lack .\bbott: I think 1 have a flat

tire.

Marcella K.: Cive me time, we just

started.

Mother: (Jiiiet, dear, the .sandman is

coming.
Modern Child: O. K. .V ('.ollar and I

won't tell Pop.

"Mine is no idle tale," said I he

freshman as he leaned oM'r for

another whack.

E. .1. .Jasinski: How aliout a kiss,

honey?
Olive May: No, I have scruples.

E. J. J.: S'al rii;ht, I've been vac-

cinated.

.\ pedestrian is a man whosi' son

is home from college.

U. H. Menefee: I was all set to inn-

pose to you last niKht, but 1 lost my
coura.ee.

Horothy H. : How did that happen?
K. H. M.: I think it must have fal-

len out of my hip pocket on the way
over to your apartment.

.Vny cat can be the cat's whiskers

lull it takes a Tom cat to be a cat's

paw.

E. M. Voile: Let's do the elevator

dance.
I.sabelle T.: What's that?

K. M. v.: Over in the cni-ncr with

no stei)S.

I'di^ .\ears the se\es luivc raced

for supremac.'i—now Wwy have sel-

lied down to ne<k and neck,

Si?;n on theater: .Mai- West in '11

.\ni't No Sin."

Sisn on tabernacle across the street;

'Tis too."

K. r.randel: Raby. 1 can read \ cm

like a book.

Eliza N. O. : O. K.. but la.\ nlf the

Braille method.

Some cause happiness wlierever

I hey ;;ii: others whenever they ,i;<).

l'"irsl "Id maid: What were you

si-reamin.«- about last nii^ht?

Second olii maid: I had an awful

dream. .\ man was chasinj; me and

couldn't raleh me.

Heard at the Ohio State-Illinois

Cianie.

Morrison: "Coach Ruby has bought

some new. waterproof pants for (Uir

basketliall men."
Mar.\ : "Oh, the big babies."
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• The modern truck tank is better because

it's welded! Welding—the joint less con-

struction—gives greater strength with less

weight and hulk . . . makes possihie higger

pay-loads. Tiie welded tank is seamless,

smooth— inside and out—no rough spots

for corrosion—no place for germs tt) lodge.

Welding has made many good products

better— truck tanks, refrigerators, radios,

slreandined locomotives, metal furniture,

and a thousand otiier things. You, toi>.

may find it profitable to consider the ad-

vantages in botli jjroduction and sales

which can be gained for your product by

jointless design-for-welding.

Linde engineers will gladly cooperate

with you in tlie design or redesign of \ our

products for welding. The benefit of their

broad experience is available from Linde

Sales Offices located in thirty priu<-ipal

cities throughout the country and at

30 East 42n<l Street, New York. N. Y.

The Linde .\ir Pro»luets (".ompaiiy

t nit of liniiin Carhittr and Carlxiii C.uri>oriitinn

LINDE OXYGEN MMH UNION CARBIDE

PREST-OIITE DISSOLVED ACETYLENE

QXWELO WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES



• The 103b edition of the electrical En-

gineering Show is ready to throw open its

doors. Each new exhibition never fails to

amaze the eager throngs that file through

its exciting aisles of exhibits. J. H. Stein,

in charge of stunts for the Show, describes

some of the things that you will see at the

Show on -April 16, 17, and 18.

• How to get a job is a question that is

puzzling a great many seniors as the time

for graduation approaches. Gene Schubert

has made a study of the question and he

presents his answer in the article, "So You

Want A Job."

• Advice, facts and opinions are com-

bined in a page of comments by faculty

men on the class of '36, an interesting

page garnered and presented by Rob Cline.

• The latest developments in commercial

aviation are told by Gordan Jeppesen in

his article on "Expanding Commercial

A\iation." Bureau of Commerce figures

show commercial air travel to be eight

tiiues safer than automobile travel.

• 1 he last of a series of foiu" articles on

the history of The Technograph appears

in this issue, the last of the Golden Anni-

versary Volume. The story describes the

growth of The Technograph from 191
S'

to date. You will recognize many names

in this month's review.

THE ILLINOIS
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Presenting The 1936 E. E. Show
To Be Held April 16-17-18

APRIL, 16, 17 and 18 are thp dates

for the biggest and best Electrical
Sliow yet held on this Illini campus!
Over two hundred students and two

dozen faculty members in the depart-
ment of Electrical Engineering- and
Physics have worl<ed morning, noon,
and night these last few weeks to pre-
pare this array of fascinating, myste-
rious, and instructive phenomena and
apparatus.

It has been said that the University
of Illinois Electrical Show is ten years
ahead of the rest of the world. The
latest ideas and inventions are dis-

played, along- with enough fundamentals
of electricity to give even the most dis-

tant layman full appreciation of elec-

trical devices. (We said "apiirecia-
tion," not "understanding.")
These energetic E. E. and Physics

students, with the unstinted coopera-
tion of the faculty, have set up a vari-
ety of exhibits which cover the field

like a Mid-West snowfall. From Fara-
day to photo-cell, from Ben Franklin to
burglar alarms, from telegiaph to tele-

vision, you will find many things to
interest you, even though you be the
most blase sort of a person.

Started in 1907

The Electrical Show has been a tra-

dition on the I'niversity of Illinois cam-
pus for over twenty years. The first

show was given in 1!107 with the pur-
pose of raising money for a contribu-
tion to the Robert Fulton Memorial in

New York. This constituted one of the
few large contributions and therefore
it attracted considerable attention to
the Engineering- College, even from in-

dividuals and groups in the east. In
short, the plan was such a success, and
aroused so much enthusiasm among the
students, that it was decided to stage a
second show the next year. Since then
it has been presented every two years.
Altnough at first the show had occu-
pied only a small portion of the E. E.
laboratory, by 1915 it had grown to

such proportions that it was necessary
to extend it to other engineering- build-
ings. The show that year broke all

previous records. By i;i21, the affair
had gained such national recognition
that the large electrical manufacturers
and utility companies were eager to ex-
hibit their products along- with the ed-
ucational demonstrations and trick
displays erected by the engineering-
students. Finally, lack of space has
made it necessary to eliminate most of
the commercial exhibits, the students'
stunts requiring all the room which is

available.

Helps Deserving .Students

A part of the proceeds from each
show is set aside as a guarantee fund
for the show two years later. The re-
mainder is applied to a loan fund for
deserving- engineering- students. Re-
sponsibility for the entire production of
the show rests upon the students in the
electrical department.

This year the mana.gement of the
show has made a special effort to se-
cure as many new exhibits as possible.

and to present ample opportunities for
the visitors to actually operate the ap-
l)aratus or to take an active part in

the stunt in some manner. For ex-
ample, consider the electric chair. Did
you ever see a person's hair stand on
end? Well, come to the show and bribe
your friend {'.') to sit in this chair, and
watch the fun. When the "juice" is

lurned on, his scalp will actually reach
for the ceiling-.

There is a device for measurin.g the
resistance of the visitor to the pa.ssag-e

of an electric current. Whi-ther this

C. G. TALBOT
General Manager

has any relation to one's resistance to

other things, such as disease or tempta-
tion, remains to be seen.

iVIany Instructive Exhibits

In an entireh- different class of ex-
hibits are those designed to instruct

the spectator concerning- some recent
development in the electrical field. An
example is the Directional Wireless, a
means of communication similar to

radio but possessing a very marked ad-
vantage over it, namely, that it may
be sent as a beam directly to the re-

ceiving- end, thus eliminating- the pos-

sibility of anyone else "listening' in."

The usefulness of such an invention,
especially durin.g- time of war, is ob-
vious.

Another instructive piece of equip-
ment is the facsimile telegraph. It

shows how modei'u news photos are
dispatched over wires, enablin.g- one to

see in the morning- paper a photograph
taken only the day before in Europe.
This apparatus was built here on the
campus and reproduces pictures, print-
ing, even your own handwriting. The
receiver may be seen in action.

A very fascinating- exhibit is the mod-
el railway set up by the Railway Club.
.\utomatic operation and control, and
electric signaling are reproduced in de-

tail.

Mystification for those who like to be
fooled is provided liy a number of illu-

sions: lighted bulbs without any wires
leading- to them; objects fioating- in the
air with no apparent support ; heating'
rivets red hot by holding- them in a
bucket of water. In fact, there is a
stunt for every taste.

A novel feature introduced in this
.show is an apparatus for making- re-
cordings. Here the would-be Bing-
Crosbys may croon and take home a
ld-iono,graph record of the result. .\nd
those who are proficient in imitating
the calls of farm animals will want in

on this too.

Man.v humorous incidents have oc-
curred in past shows, and if all were
collected they should furnish no little

amount of entertainment. The students
running the show have to be contin-
ually on guard against some technically
informed visitor coming uj>, askin.g a
hit of questions, and finally making a
fool of the poor student.

A Word of Advice

.^ word of advice might be well here:
—Don't believe everything- you see in

this show, just make sure you see it.

.\fter much digging- around on the
banks of the Boneyard, a number of
prehistoric electrical machines have
iieen unearthed. These may all be
found in the Show Museum. This Mu-
seum, however, is not so dead as the
ordinary type; the exhibits have been
brought to life by means of an injec-
liiin of electricity into their veins.

The person who likes to exchange
wise cracks and personal insults, as a
sort of a game, will find his equal in

the show. What a picnic he should
have in a verbal battle with the Talk-
ing- Skull that sees all, knows all. He
shall have to control his temper, though,
for the Skull always gets the last word.
A committee of Engineers have been
investigating- the rumor that this is the
skull of Socra Taunt, brother of Socra
Tease.

And so we could go on and on, de-
scribing- every stunt in the show, but
that has already been done in the pro-
gram.

Commercial Exhibits

It will suffice to .say here that in ad-
dition to the exhibits arranged by the
students, a number of demonstrations
have been contributed by well-known
commercial organizations. General Elec-
tric, for instance, is sending several
exhibits from its House of Magic that
have never yet been shown to the
public.

Movies showing- late developments in

the electrical field, and other special
programs, will be presented at sched-
uled hours. Student guides will escort
visitors on tours of inspection about the
engineering buildings and other points
of interest on the campus. Attendance
is promised from all parts of the state.

It has been planned to run the show
from 7:30 to 10:30 o'clock Thursday.
Friday, and Saturday nights. The Sat-
urda.v daytime schedule will be from
!l:00 until 12:00 and from 1:30 to 5:30.

Sei' you at the Show!



Sun ey Shows 179 Students in

N. Y. A. In College of Engineering
Many Interesting Projects Under Way

IT WAS very sratifyins' to the writer,

after having heard the current

charges of "Boondosslina" and "Leaf
raking" hurled at the workers of the

National Youth's Administration, to

And that in regard to the Engineerina
Campus, at least, such accusations were
entirely unfounded. All the N. Y. .\.

employees are engaged in useful, val-

uable work, and most of them are very

enthusiastic about their a.ssignments.

Many students who would otherwise

have to abandon their college work be-

cause of financial liifficulties, are being

enabled to continue their education by
virtue of government paid earnings

from N. Y. A. jobs.

The N. y. A. force in the College of

Engineering is divided into twelve

groups, each of which is under the

supervision of professors from the vari-

ous departments, and As.sociate Daen
H. H. Jordan is the college administra-

tor for the whole force. There is a

total of 179 workers employed, and in

some instances the departmental groups
are further sub-divided among several

directors so as to facilitate the handling
of different types of work within a de-

partment.

Civils Are Suh-divided

This is notably trut- in Civil Engi-
neering, where Prof. Huntington has
allotted the employees in his charge to

nine other men. The workers on this

project, which is one of the largest in

the college, are engaged in various
types of endeavor including experimen-
tal sanitary work under Prof. Babbitt

on methods of disposal of waste, re-

search on timber structures, soils, me-
chanics, calculations dealing with foun-
dation .settlements, structural design
work, and general drafting.

In the Mining and Metallurgy De-
partment -some of the employees are
engaged in preparing specimens for

laboratory courses in metallography,
some are constructing mine and geolog-

ical models for class room instruction,

while others are acting as laboratory
assistants in a research project on the
utilization of mine wastes. Some draft-

ing is also being done on this project,

as well as reseaich in mine ventilation

and preparation of mineral and rock
specimens for class room u.se. Under
the direction of Professor Mitchell a

research investigation is being con-
ducted on the sampling of coal. Prof.

Mitchell said that this work was very
iiseful and important, and that several

industrial concerns, as well as the de-

partment itself, had considered jtrovid-

ing the nece.s.sary funds, but that none
wnuld be available except for the N.Y..\.

G. K. D. MakiiiK Maps
The C.. E. 1). Department has the

largest project in the College of Engi-
neering and has undertaken (|uite a
task, that of providing the State Water
Survey with a tracing of every town
in Illinois. An iflea of the magnitude
of the task may be derived from the
fact that after more than three semes-
ters' work only twenty live of the one

hundred and two counties in the state

have been completed.
The Physics Department has one of

the smaller projects and its employees
are engaged in setting up apparatus
for light experiments, making equip-

ment for physics lecture demonstra-
tions, working in the student shop, and
some are working as research assist-

ants on various experiments.

Chemist.s Compile Patent Data
In Chemical Engineering a great deal

of work has been done on thi' comjiila-

tion of a bibliography of patents in the

field of removal of sulfur dioxide from
flue gases, and twelve patent applica-

tions have been made. Mr. Johnstone
.said that such a bibliography of a pat-

ent literature will be the only one of

its kind in the country. Some work is

also being done on preparation of vari-

ous standard substances, on electrolysis,

construction of apparatus, and on ex-
periments of different kinds. For the

(xperimental and research work, grad-
uate students would l)e more desirable,

but the undergraduates are quite satis-

factory for the more routine work re-

(luiring le.ss knowledge and training.

The Railway Engineering Department
has the smallest group of N. Y. A. em-
ployees in the college but some inter-

esting and important work is being ac-

complished. Clerical work on manu-
scripts and bulletins is being tione. as

well as drafting and even some trans-

lation of reports on Russian railway
research. One man is helping Prof.

Young on low speed train resistance

tests, and others arc making calcula-

tions from data obtained by Prof.

Schrader on high speed and high press-

ure friction test.s.

The Electrical Engineering Depart-
ment has a fairly large N. Y. .\. staff

which has reached out to include a

great variety of tasks. Some men are
working in the shop, some in the elec-

tronics laboratory and radio laboratory,

while others are constructing special

equipment for research or doing draft-

ing or wiring. A few are engaged in

research on watt-hour-meters, some do
repair work on the standard instru-

ments and equipment, and a number
were making a survey of camjuis study
lighting conditions, the results of which
are very edifying. Pr'of. Kraehenbuehl
has compiled data representing quite

extensive reseai'ch and his conclusions
are so .striking and relevant that we
think it worthwhile to mention some
of them here. His staff found that of

21!H!i ca.ses investigated. '.>'>.'>'/' of thosi'

students were stird\iiig unrU-r very in-

ailequate illumination. Acconiing to

Prof Ki-aehenbuehl. these results should
prove ver.v enlightening even to the
engineers (no pun intended, he assured
us), and he .says it gives him a head-
ache ju.st to think of people studying
under such lighting conditions as were
found to exist.

In T. A. ,M. all the N. Y. .\. men are
engaged in setting up ai)pai'atus or oth-
er-wise assisting on various experiments.
Due interesting investigation is on the

creep of lead at ordinary temperatures,
which phenomenon causes much loss

annually to some concerns. Under
Prof. Richarfs direction .some work is

being done on concrete columns and
some on car wheels. According to

Prof. Seely. these .students develop
many practical skills as well as learn-

ing about the properties of the various
mtaerials. and if they are alert they
get much more from their work than
the actual pay. Prof. Seely expressed
the attitude of most of the other project

supervisors when he said that not near-

ly so much work could be accomplLshed
without the help of the N. Y. A.

The men in the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Department are working on a num-
ber of different tasks such as construc-

tion of special equipment, comjiutation

of valuable tables, and drafting which
includes preparation of instruction cards
tor M.E. 87 and also of material for use
in class room instruction in heating
and ventilating.

An interesting phase of this project

is the experimental work, which in-

cludes readings and calculations, bein.g

done in regard to warm air furnace
heating at the research residence at

1108 W. Stoughton.
.\ssociate Dean Jordan's personal

project in the college office is busy with
clerical work and also with statistical

research and drafting to interpret pic-

torially the results of the statistical

work.
Ceramists Experiment

The Ceramics Department uses its

N. Y. A. help in various types of work
ranging from clerical work to plain

manual labor-. Some drafting is done,
while some men set up apparatus for

experiments, and the more experienced
ones act as assistants in research, .some

even doing independent experimental
work. .•Vt present independent work is

being done on the wearing aw'ay of

ceramic materials and on the thermal
expansion of commercial glass. .\11 the
work bein.g done in the department is

necessary and useful, and gives the
men valuable training. Last year .some

of the i-esults of this N. Y. .\. wor-k

were pulilished and it is probable that
some will be pulilished this year as well.

In Piof. C. C. Wiley's traffic and
highway project is one of the most cur-
r-iritly interesting and pertinent in the
(ullege. It is in part a continuation of

the belt-line traffic survey which was
conducted to see if traffic conditions in

the Twin Cities wari'anted the con-
struction of a belt-line for through traf-

fic, anil has been extended to include

a study of campus traffic conditions.

Some of the workers have been com-
liiling bibliographies of .safety engineer-
ing, and others have been engaged in a

study of automobile license visibilities

and highwa.v signs and markers. The
traft'ic conditions on Green Sti'eet were
studied and the results of this investi-

gation led to the installation of the
traffic signals on the campus and the
later- change in the signal cycle, the
effects of which are now being studied.



In\ entors Constantly Working

Expanding Commercial Aviation
New Developments Disclosed

THK Master Mind chuckled with sat-

isfaction as he watched the move-
ments of each plane of his mighty fleet,

pictured before him on his super strat-

osphere screen. We've all read such
.seemingly impo.ssible stories in our
younger lives. They portrayed very
vividly, the futuristic dreams of several
modern authors, probably very few of
whom believed that the inventions of
their imaginations would ever materi-
alize. However, the super stratosphere
screen of a few years ago is, today, a
realit.v.

This mirror of the sky, as it is called,

is the invention of Dr. Spitz. The
pilot's path is traced by lights which
are actuated by short wave radio im-
pulses. The sound of the ship's propel-
lers are picked up by two microphones
in the plane and are relayed to the cen-
tral airport by radio transmitters in

the ship. Here they are received by
an automatic tuning- device and are
sent through two more newly invented
instruments, one of which gives the
direction and the other the distance of

'

the plane from the airport. The Spitz
flight recorder is another of a long-

series of advancements for the purpose
of improving the safety of commercail
aviation.

Safer Than Autoinohile

The .safety of flying has increased to
such an e.xtent that Bureau of Com-
merce figures show that it is eighty
times safer to ride in a commercial
plane than it is to ride in an automo-
bile. .\ids to blind flying have done
much to help this safety record. Where
the pilot used to have to rely on his
compass and experience to guide him
to his destination, he now simply tunes
his radio to the frequency of the trans-
mitting beacon of the airport at his
journey's end, and then flies along the
beam to the field. Landin.g is accom-
plished by settin.g the plane on a line
lietween two of these transmitting bea-
cons, one about two miles distant from
the airport and the other, one quarter
of a mile. The pilot flies over the first

and then sets his course for the second.
When over the sei-ond a light flashes
on his instrument board. The pilot then
brings his ship down to a landing.
As yet, no blind flying apparatus has

been put into general service which will
allow the pilot to land without seein.g
the ground. This feat has been ac
comidished in experiments and it is

expected that in the near future such
apparatus will he put into use.

.\nother factor to lie considered in the
imiiroved .safety of flying is the ad-
vancements made in weather foreca.st-
in.g. Though this may not be immedi-
ately apparent from reading the fore-
casts in the local papers, it is possible
to accurately predict the weather five
days in advance. The pilot knows at
all times the weather conditions that
are ahead of him since he receives
weather reports every thirty minutes.
Still another invention to put Old Man
Weather in his proper place is the
deicer. In a sleet storm the deicer ef-

fectively prevents the formation of ice
on the plane which would otherwise
drag it down to a forced landing.
Inventors are not relaxing- their ef-

forts to make air transportation safer.
One of the problems they are trying to
solve at present is that of parachutes.
If every passenger was expected to put
on a parachute when entering a plane,
there would soon be very few passen-
gers. ^^urthermore, even if all passen-
gers did wear parachutes, it is doubtful
whether in an emergency they would
have enough presence of mind to get
out of the plane and pull the rip cord.
Various methods have beeen sug-

gested for emptying- the plane in an
emergency. One is to attach a huge
parachute to the cabin. In an emer-
gency the cabin would be detached
from the rest of the plane and float
down to safety, .\nother is to divide
the cabin into compartments and lower
each to safety by the use of parachutes.
The compartments would be thrown
clear of the plane by springs operated
by the pilot. A more practical system
is to have the passengers hook a .safety
belt across the seat and then drop the
entire seat through the floor. A para-
chute attached to the seat would open
automatically.
With this increased .safety in aviation

has come increased confidence. This in-
crease in confidence of the public will
mean still further expansion of com-
mercial aviation. Already commercial
aviation has found the limits of con-
tinents too confining. .\s a result,
there is keen competition to establish
trans-oceanic routes. With the Graf
makin.g regular trips to South .\nierica,

Germany has become the pioneer in
this field. However, she has not been
resting- on her laurels. She now has a
ni'W Zeppelin which she soon hopes to

Iiut into transoceanic service over the
North Atlantic,

New Route Opened
The United States is very much in

the trans-oceaanic race. The recent
historic flight of the China Clipper
opening up a trade route from the
United States to the Orient is a story
within itself. It is now possible to
travel from Buenos Aires to Pekin, a
distance of 18,000 miles, on one ticket.
The trip from San Francisco to China
can be completed in a mere sixty flying-

hours. When this flight was first con-
ceived back in 1931, there was no ship
capable of flying the 2,410 miles to
Hawaii and arriving- with a safe fuel
reserve, much less flying- it with a load
of passenger mail, and express.

The job of building such a ship was
turned over to Glen Martin and Sikor-
sky. The efforts of both men were
marked with success. Sikorsky built a
nineteen ton ship while (Jlen Martin
built the twenty-five ton China Clipper.
In these planes new and lighter ma-
terials were used as was improved radio
equipment. In the routine acceptance
test of these planes, the ten world rec-
ords for seaplane transportation effi-

ciency were brought back to the United
States from Europe.

if Jules Verne were alive today, the
title of his book would have to be
changed to ".Xruund the World in
Kighty Hours" before he could sell a
single copy in this fast stepping world.

—Courtesy Avintioti

Picture of Haby dipper Ship to he I sed by the I'an-American
Airwa,>s for Passenger Service
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SO YOU WANT A JOB
Hints on Job Hunting

By Gene Schubert '36

YP:s. you want a job. Whether senior,

junior, or undcr-fla.s.sman. the time

is comins! sonncr or later wlieu the mat-
ter lit a jol) will become the must im-

licirtaut thin.i! in life, to say nothins' of

the utility of a job in maintainins life

in a livins body. You feel that the ed-

ucation which has taken four years of

your life should now begin to repay
you by enablins you to use it; the ed-

ucation is yours to use, but the oppor-

tunity sometimes is entirely a matter
distinctly in another category, and very

rarely is the job a product of education

alone. There is no time when the

native insenuity of a man can be put

more versatile use than in securing' a

job, but there are several standard fun-

ilamental rules of the game which will

be detailed here to serve as a basis for

the variations of the individual's char-

acteristics and qualifications.

Personal Interview

I-et us consider first the personal in-

terview which graduates are commonly
offered with the representatives of large

companies who hire a number of youth-

ful engineers yearly. As soon as you
have been designated for an interview,

begin to prepare yourself with the spe-

cific intent of imjiressing that personnel

man with the idea that you have the

knowledge and the ability to lie an
asset to his organization if given a
chance. Large corporations or small

companies are not interested in hiring

men with educations only; the men
who are hired have, in addition to the

number of hours required for gradua-
tion. somethin.g to offer of themselves
alone; at least, they have convinced
their employers that they have. Go to

the interview with a decent knowledge
of the company which has sent its man
here; know what the company makes
and how they make it ; acquaint your-
self from current journal articles with
the recent problems and advancements
in the company's proee.sses and prod-

ucts; be able to suggest .some problem
of the company which your training

might enable you to pursue intelligently.

Don't, however, give out a half-tiaked

solution to a problem which puzzled
experienced men for years; it is not

expected that you know everything as

a graduate, and to give the impression
that you do fools noliody.

Pei-sonal Appearance

A word may not be amiss concerning
the personal appearance of the man be-

ing interviewed, and his conduct durin.g

the period. Anent personal appearance,
let it be the Iiest possible from all

standpoints. Clean, well-pressed clothes,

a fresh shave, and a not too remote
haircut are important details; others
are shined shoes, clean and cut finger

nails, and a straight tie. Courtesy is

an important thing at any time; at this

time, let it become a true guide of

your actions; remember, you want that
man to like you well enough to hire
you—don't forget he is an important
possibility for your future! Introduce
yourself, if necessary, in a straight-
forward manner, and give your voice
inflection when you speak. It is dis-

courteous to mumljle, and it is deceitful

to talk without saying anything; don't

do either. At the conclusion of your
allotted time, take your leave at the

first indication; thank the representa-

tive for his time, and accept anything
he may olTer you with appreciation

verljal as well as spiritual.

Application Letters

It is not always possible to .secure

an interview with the firm which you
desire to work for through the medium
of the school. In this situation, it be-

comes necessary for the ai>plicant to

write a letter for the purpose of secur-

ing an interview at the company's plant

or office with the man who has charge
of the department in which he wishes
to be employed. No more should be
expected of this letter than the pro-

curin.g of an interview; it should be
remembered that this company proba-

bly is not in any immediate need of

men, and most certainly will not hire

a new engineer sight unseen, on the

basis of a letter. Let us investigate to

.some extent the contents of the lettei-

and the accompanying information
which an applicant should send to a

company for which he wishes to work.
These suggestions are taken principally

fiom an article by Professor A. D.

Moore of the University of Michigan,
who is in charge of the placement of

men in the Electrical En.gineering de-

jiartment there.

Likened to Technical Keport
The document to be sent may be

likened to a regular report of an engi-

neering investigation, such as is com-
monly made in industry. Such reports
always consist of a letter of transmit-
tal, followed by the technical report

itself. In carrying- the analogy over to

the application example, let the letter

of transmittal become a letter of appli-

cation, and the report itself a detailed

personal record of you; in other words,
an anal.vtical biography in outline form.
More of this report later; let us con-
sider the letter more fully before pro-
ceeding. Some of you may feel you
know how to write a compelling letter

in a business-like manner; if you don't,

then find out before making an attempt
to .secure a job by means of a letter.

Some details that cannot receive too
much empha.sis are those of form and
appearance; make these letter-perfect.

Put the letter on 8'^ by 11 paper, or

don't write it. Also, it must be type-
written. Do it yourself if you can do
a flawless J0I5; if not, have it done.
The mechanics of the letter allow of no
variations in grammar, form, or spell-

ing. If you don't do these things cor-

rectly as a matter of habit, get the
right books and do them right this time.

In particular, spell correctly ; small
grammatical errors may slip by un-
noticed, ))ut a mis-spelled word is as
tirominent and thought-provoking as

potatoes cooked without salt. The con-
tent of the letter is too broad a subject
for definite rules, but there must be no
trifling with its object. It must com
mand the attention of the reader, and
earn his respect to a great enou.gh ex-

tent for him to grant you an interview
for prospective employment. Think out
carefully what you want to .say in the

letter, then .say it concisely and in good
form. Don't go beyond this unless you
are a wonder at the letter-writing game,
and can say more in good taste which
will lend a iiersonal touch to a pro.saic

document. This "extra something" is

entirely to be desired, but if you can't

do it pioperly don't render the whole
lettt-r ludicrous by a slopp.v attempt.

The Data .Sheet

The personal record which should ac-
company the letter is a matter for in-

dividual effort and design. Fulfill the
above directions as to neatness and ap-
pearance, and make the arrangement
in outline form, in such a manner that
all the facts are easily found. The
length of a personal histor.v record may
vary from one to five pages, dependin.g
on the amount of material in a man's
life which comes under one of the fol-

lowing snVjject headings for the record.
These subjects ma>' be arran.ged in any
order. l)ut they should all be expressed
to some extent in the report. Let us
discuss them in short paragraphs.
Photograph and personal statistics.

Standard application pictures are best
foi' this: never use a newspaper picture,
snapshot, or a bad photograph. Be
careful to avoid creasin.g the picture in

folding the document. Give personal
data such as name, addres.s, telephone
number, date, age, place of birth, state
of health, whether married, number of
dependents, etc.

Affiliations. Memberships in honorary
and professional societies are .given.

Education and Training. Give the
schools attended, with dates of attend-
ance and degrees received. Advanced
de.grees are important, and any special
training such as that obtained in an
industrial training set-up should be
given. All courses taken in college need
not be listed, but a selected list which
might be pertinent to a certain type of
job would be a good inclosure.

Experience. Give all experience in

any jobs which you might have held.
Do not confine .yourself to technical
jotis. Your company may be looking
for a man who knows something about
one of the things you may have worked
at as a laljorer, and even a superficial

knowled,ge may put you ahead of a
competitor without that knowledge.
Give every evidence available of your
diversified experiences.

Activities. List your activities out-
side of your curriculum, such as class
offices, memberships and offices in or-

ganizations, and similar information.
This ma.v be important to some eni-

plo.vers, while others will disregard it

entirely. Ot-casionally, some will object

to it, but most emplo.vers will tolerate

a certain amount, and many insist on it.

New Objects Planned, Designed, or
Built. List and describe the gadgets
which you may have thought of or
built in your life. Distin.guish between
those projected and those actually built.

Many employers are much impressed by
a few successful gadgets which are the
priHiuct of self-imposed activity.
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Special Interi'sts. Tlu' spi'cial things
wliifli may interest you should be given.
Inelude those subjects of your curric-
ulum which were of the nature which
you wish to follow out of school. State
also any other interests which you may
have which are not necessarily of a
scholastic nature, and in which you
ma\' have some information not com-
mon to your prospective competitors.

Preferences. Your preferences should
be stated as to the type of job desired.
This requires discreet treatment, but
should be done, because an employer
who is left completely in the dark may
reciprocate and leave you in the dark
al.so. If your preferences happen to
coincide with his needs, the.v have
served a distinct purpo.se. .\bout three
preferences should be listed; certainly,
more than one.

References. Give as references one
or more men you have worked for, and
do not fail to include at least one
member of the faculty, to avoid giving
the impression that you left school in

disgrace and do not wish your name
lirought up on the camiius an.v more
than can be helped.

The foregoing- are the fundamentals
of the job-getting game. I'se your best
talents and abilities in appl.ving them
to your own search for a job. Remem-
ber, an employer wants to be impressed
with your mentality, maturity, ingenui-
t.v, and miscibility, .so give him every
opportunity to be, and await the result.

Be.st Wishes for your First Real Job!

National Safety Council
Organization, Purposes Told

Lieutenant McDonough Leaving
in June

Uieut. R. K. McDonough, Associate
in Military Science and Tactics here for
the past four years, will be transferred
for duty with the 5th Engineers at Ft.
Bellvoir at the close of this semester.
He is slated for captainc.v in June.
Lieutenant McDonough's place in the
Engineer Corps here will be taken by
Lieutenant Lothrop of Ft. Bellvoir.

Capt. A. G. Matthews was also due to
be transferred this year, but he has
been retained for another two semes-
ters. The Engineer staff for next year
will consist of Col. C. J. Taylor who
came here in February, Captain Mat-
thews, and Lieutenant Lothrop.

Freshman Engineers Make
Phi Eta Sigma

Out of the 8.S initiates into Phi Eta
Sigma, freshman honorary schola.stic
fraternity. 22 were enrolled in Engi-
nec-ring. These men were selected on
the basis of their last semester grades.
.\n average of 4.5 is necessary to qual-
ify. Those freshmen who were initiated
are: .\kemann, Richard W., Elgin;
Carr, Maurice K.. Avon; Chapman, Ira
T., R. R. No. 4, Sumner; Cordes, John
E.. Rockford; Darke, Robert S.. Lom-
bard; De Wolf. Frank T., Urbana;
Dugan, Warren G., Sugar Grove; Eric-
son, Roger K.. Rockford: Farnsworth,
George L.. Ottawa; Filson, Charles W.,
Taylorville; Eraser, Edward S.. Chica-
go; Gaines. Robert W.. Urbana; Lucht,
Fred. St. Louis, Mo.; Mollatt, Russel
C. Sheldon; Morrow, Thomas M., Gen-
eseo; Pascoe, William T., St. Louis,
Mo.; Poarch, C. Kenneth, Decatur;
Reeves, William. Denver, Colorado;
Starr, .\lbert R., Peoria; Weers, .Arthur
F., Peoria; Zierjack, Robert L.. Fair-
mount; Zuercher, Paul J. V., Park
Ridge.

The increasing number of deaths
from automobile accidents each year
has reached such shocking proportions
that the whole nation is striving to
promote safer driving. Federal, state
and municipal organizations are all co-
operating in an effort to reduce this
wanton destruction of life.

Leading the drive for .greater safety
is the National Safety Council. This
corporation was organized soon after
the close of the World War with great-
er safety in industrial plants as its

primary object. Membership was chief-
ly institutional, the members receiving
for their nominal dues safety publica-
tions and posters, and the benefits of
accident statistics compiled by the
council to show where the greatest
dangers lay and means of eliminating
,or correcting these hazards. The coun-
cil also promoted and passed legisla-
ition in many states providing protec-
tion for the worker. The more familiar
examples are those requiring adequate
coverin.g for gears and moving belts.

New Divisions .-Vcldec)

The idea behind this organization
caught on with such popularity that
they added two more divisions, one for
home .safety and the. other for public
safety. It is under the latter's juris-
diction that the street and highway
campaign operates.
The first step of the new campaign

was to collect sufficient accident data
to give a true picture of the motor
vehicle problem. The compilation and
analysis of this data was a long and
laborious process, but the results
showed clearly the principal causes of
most of our automobile accidents. From
these statistics the proper safety meas-
ures were devised to reduce street and
highway casualties. These measures
were put into effect in towns and cities
willing and eager for a practical safety
campaign. The results definitely proved
the beneficial effect of an earnest, in-
telligent, safety drive.

In the early part of this year the
National Safety Council embarked on a
nation-wide campaign to reduce auto
accidents 359f by 1940. Using the ig.'iS

figure of 36,000 human lives lost in
road mishaps as a base, 38,000 lives
will be saved through the success of
this campaign. The number of injuries
will be proportionately reduced. In
li)35 these amounted to 1,250,000—150.-
000 to be crippled for life.

Appeal to Motorists
The new campaign is introducing new

wa.vs of appealing to the individual
motorist to arouse a sense of respon-
sibility and sportsmanship. A definite
school program will be recommended
for each state, together with the organ-
ization of state and municipal safety
bodies. I'niform laws, including stand-
ard drivers license legislation. Mill be
urged with adequate administration and
enforcement of traffic laws. Standard-
ization of accident reports will be un-
dertaken as a means of acquiring more
complete accident statistics. The out-
standing work already accomplished by
some organizations will be made avail-
able as models for other statc-s.

.\s a strictly educational feature of
the campaign, drivers' clinics are bein.g
temporarily established in different

towns to give motorists an opportunity
to discover their faults and learn how
to compensate for these faults in their
driving. The physiological and psycho-
logical apparatus used has been devel-
oped within the last few years at Iowa
State College. At the recent Illinois
State Highway t\)nference several types
of this apparatus were demonstrated.

Clinic Operated Here
The Chicago .Motor Cluli, in conjunc-

tion with the National Safety Council,
set up its regular drivers' clinic in

Champaign from March 5 to March 7.

This was the best opportunity the resi-
dents of the Twin Cities have had to
inspect a complete "clinic," and to test
their own ability as drivers. The ten
different tests did not seem to be par-
ticularly difficult to the average motor-
ist, but the number who wei-e able to
pass every test satisfactorily was com-
paratively small.

That the goal .set by the tive-year
plan of the National Safety Council is

attainable is shown through the fine
.safety programs of certain states and
cities. Their evidence proves that the
mounting number of motor vehicle
tragedies cannot only be controlled, but
actually reduced, I^rovided that each in-
dividual driver does his utmost to drive
carefully.

Tau Beta Pi Candidates
The formal initiation of junior engi-

neers into Tau Beta Pi, all-engineering
honorary fraternity, has been tenta-
tively set for Sunday, .\pril 26. Each
semester, the outstanding engineers are
selected by Tau Beta Pi and are ex-
tended invitations. The selections arc
based on several qualifications, among
which are scholastic achievement, char-
acter and capacity for leadership.
The outcome of the entrance exams

are not known at this time. Those who
were extended invitations and who took
the exam are: E. C. Adams, Min.E..
J. C. Greider, M.E., E. H. Hough, Phy..
R. L. Hull, E.E., F, Hummel. Cer.E.,
G. H. Logan, M.E., C. M. Milner, E.E.,
R. C. A. Puri, G.E., H. E. Skinner, C.E.,
J. W. Spalding, M.E., and R. Trachten-
berg.

Engineers Honor Prof. Hardy
Gross

Members of the civil engineering fac-

ulty at their March meeting paid trib-

ute to Hardy Cro.ss, professor of struc-
tural engineering, who recently received
the Wason Medal "for the most merit-
ous paper of the 1935 proceedings" of
the American Concrete institute.

In 1917, when the first Wason medal
was awarded, it was an Illinois pro-
fessor, A. B. McDaniel, who received it.

Mr. Cross is the sixth member of the
College of Engineering faculty to be
thus honored.

Besides Mr. Cros.s, only one of these
men, H. M. Westergaard, professor of
theoretical and applied mechanics, is

on the present staff of the University.
"Why Concrete Frames?", Mr. Cross'

report was delivered at the annual
meeting- of the institute, February. 1935.
in New York. It was reiirinted in the
following issue of the Journal of the
-Vmerican Concrete Institute.



Prominent Faculty Men Predict

Great Opportunities for the Class of 1936
Departments Place Many Graduates

THIS .June will mark tli<' graduation

of about one-hundred and seventy-

five seniors from the College of Engi-
neering—graduation from the stand

point of the graduate. The time will

have come when he must enter the

world of affairs and prove how worth-
while his sixteen years of school train-

ing have been. To many a graduate
facing the rebuffs of the world for the
first time his education seems to have
availed him little. When he discovers

that his value to a compan.v lies not in

his past academic achievements but

rather in the useful ideas which he can
contribute to the organization, he should
have no further difficulty in finding a
job provided that he can supply these

ideas. Here, he finds that education
has given him considerable advantage;
and he realizes that his diploma is not

a passport, but rather a tool.

The University seeks to place as
many of their graduates as possible ta.v

giving them the opportunity of being
interviewed by the representatives from
many of the country's largest corpora-
tions. The results of these interviews
are by no means complete at present
but the following will give some idea

of the opinions of the department heads
concerning the graduate's chance of

securing employment.

Mechanical Kn.gineerins
The M.E.'s have been very fortunate^

since there are twice as many industrial

concerns negotiating for men as there
were last year. Professor I^eutwiler

states that every graduating senior has
been interviewed, and at present almut
one-quarter of the cla.ss of forty-nine
have been hired. Eighteen large indus-
trial concerns have sent representatives
while eight others are corresponding by
mail. Three of the seniors have ap-
plied for fellowships to continue their

studies; and all of the eight men who
graduated in February are now en-
gaged in engineering work.

Electrical Engineering
Professor Paine, head of the depart-

ment of Electrical Engineering, .says

that, "Conditions for employment in the
BJlectrical Engineering field are decided-
l.v better than was the case one or two
years ago. The evidence of this im-
provement comes through an increa.sed

number of vacancies brought to the
attention of the department of Electri-
cal Engineering, and also from an in-

creased number of our graduates who
report that they have succeeded in

finding positions in Eh^ctrical Engineer-
ing after having spent some time in

stop-gap positions. Definite offers have
been made to some of the senior Elec-
trical Engineering froup. .\s a matter
of fact, .some of the 5.5 young men who
will leave the University this .June ha\c
already received several offers.

Word has been received from several
sources that it is beginning to be rather
difficult to find satisfactory candidates
for engineering vacancies. In many
cases companies needing men are still

depending upon the chance that satis-

factory men will make api)lication.

Such companies are not planning to

send representatives into the field to

hunt up candidates."
Chemical Flnsineers

P^rom Professor Ke\'es of the depart-
ment of Chemical Engineering comes
the information that the chances of

employment for the graduating class of

35 men are certainly no worse than
they were last year. The group as a
whole is better, and more alert than
most of the classes during the depres-
sion. Practically all of the past year's

(^D^^R.IDC.ITES frnm Ihr Col-

^^-J' Ie//c of Enijinecrinrj should

he prepared to continue ilieir edu-

cation Ihroui/li self study. The En-
i/ineers' Council for Professional

Development has prepared careful-

ly selected Readinij Lists for Junior

Eni/ineers 'iv/iich should he helpful

in selectinii non-technical education.

Tn continue lechniial education and
to keep ahreast with technical de-

velopinrnts, the graduate should

join a national eni/ineering society

and study the articles in his field

of work.
Okan M. I.. Encer

graduates are now employed, and most
of this year's class will be employed by
direct contact with the companies
rather than through the University.
Seven of the group have applied for

scholarships.

Civil Engineering
Professor Huntington comments that.

"The class in civil engineering which
will graduate in .June, 19S6, has been a
very excellent class. It has its full

quota of outstanding men and all mem-
bers of the class have cooperated with
the members of the staff in a very fine

wa.v. Classes vary consideralily from
year to year even though it would
seem that, with such large .group.s, the
general average of the group would
tend to be about the same.

8

Since there has been a ver.v definite

improvement in economic conditions,

and since construction is showing a
pronounced upturn, it seems certain

that the members of this cla.ss will

start their engineering careers on the

rising tide of engineering activity and
should advance rapidly.

Even during the depression years the
employment of civil engineering grad-
uates of the University of Illinois has
remained at a ver.v high level. Frequent
canvasses have been made of the 700

men who have graduated with the last

eleven classes. The largest number re-

ported out of employment was in IftS.'f

when there were 40 men unemployed.
At the present time there are less than
a dozen. If this condition is at all

typical, the improvement in economic
conditions which is now under way
would appear to indicate a brilliant

future for the civil en.gineering class

of 19.S6."

Ceramics and Ceramic Engineering

To the seniors of the department of

Ceramics the annual convention of the
.\merican Ceramics Society is the means
by which the.v are able to contact po-

tential emplo.vers. Practically every
senior made the trip to Columbus, Ohio,

this year and a good percentage ob-

tained positions.

.\ccording to Professor Parmelee, this

is the largest graduating class in years
with about five ceramists and ten cer-

amic engineers. The class is superior
in many respects to those of previous

years, and with the marked increase in

the glass, enamel and building indus-

tries, the prospects are very encourag-
ing.

Engineering Pliysics

Professor I^oomis states that nine

men will be graduating in En.gineering

Ph.vsics. The classes are small due to

the nature of the course and the grad-
uates include some of the best students

in the college. Three have been placed

and two expect to continue with grad-
uate work. AH but two of the previous

year's graduates have positions at pres-

ent. Graduates find employment in the
research division of such industries as

General Electric. Du Pont, and General
Motors.

Mining and Metallurgical Engineering
Professor Callen comments that em-

l>loyment in the mining and metallur-

gical industries is on the urigrade and
he expects no difficult.v in placing those

graduating. The department follows

the plan of placing its men, so far as
it is able, in the type of work and at

the location desired. .\t no time durin.g

the depression, accordin.g to the best

of his knowledge, have more than two
of the graduates been out of employ-
ment at any one time.

Kailway Engineering
From Professor Schmidt of the de

partment of Railway Engineering it

was learned that six seniors will be

graduated and it is expected that they
will all find positions by June.
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McV^'dz'me Reaches Its 50th Birthday

New Dear' Technograph Welcomed
Many Changes Made in 1934

(Editor's Note: T/iis is I lie last of a
srriis of arlirlrs niounlinij the history of
till' lUiitnis Teclinoijraph.)

THERK were no issues of The Toch-
nuaraiih in the years from IHIS tu

llt20. This lat-k of interest on the part
of the students was most lil\ely due to

the g:eneral readjustment of the post-
war jears.

I!i2n-1921—In the followina year of

1920-1921, The Technograph was re-

vived. The publishing was taken over
by the Illini Publishing Company. It

was to be continued as a quarterly, and
the subscription price was forty cents
a copy. The first issue under the new
management had forty-eight pages.

Subscriptions With Memberships
Subscriptions to The Technograph

were included in memberships to the
various engineering societies. An in-

teresting article in the first number,
carried the news that President Willard
was appointed head of the Mechanical
Kngineering Department, and Professor
H. .1. Maclntire was appointed a.ssistant

professor in refrigeration. The editor
was George L. N. Meyer '21. and Fred
W. Scheuman was business manager.
1921-1922—The 1921-1922 issue con-

tained an article by Prof. A. C. Willard
on "The Hudson River Vehicular Tun-
nel Ventilating Problems," in which
President Willard described one of his
best known engineering feats.

.\ humor- page was introduced that
year, called the "Once-Overs." which
contained jokes, poems, and incidents
in classes. Arthur J. Ingold. Jr. '22,

was editor for the first semester, and
Oonald A. Murro '22, the second. W^al-
ter A. Mueller '22 was business man-
ager both semesters.
The frontispiece of the fourth num

ber was a picture of Professor Ira O.
Baker, who retired at that time.
1922-1923— In the year 1922-192,3, when

Martin E. .Johnson '23, editor, and Ar-
thur B. Durham '23 was business man-
ager. Prof. M. S. Ketchum was named
Dean, and The Technograph carried his
picture and a tribute to him.
This year also marked the death of

Prof. Harry Harkne.ss Stock, of the
mining department, on March 1, 1923.

Stadium Described
1923-1924—The University of Illinois

stadium was described in an article by
H. .J. Bart '96. A new column headed
"Engineers in Activities," contained a
picture of .James W. McMilleen, the
captain of the football team.
On April 4, 1924, the first "Engineers'

Day" was held. Floats, a parade, an<I
exhibits of the engineering college were
held.

The editor in 1923 was .J. Robert
Walsh '24, Thomas I.. Pankey '24. busi-
ness manager.

1924-192.5—The 1924-1925 issues, un-
der C. W. Parmalee '25, and P. G.
Dingledy '25, as editor and business
manager, respectively, published pic-
tures of mini engineers in activitie.s.

after the lead of the previous year.

One page was taken up by a column
headed "Contemporary Engineering
News," which was short articles de-
scribing new thin.gs in engineering.

1925-1926 — The 1925-1926 Techno-
graph recorded the death of Prof. Ira O.
Baker, and printed his picture and obit-

uary. Prof. Baker was with The Tech-
nograph at its founding. Pictures of

Illini Engineers in activities were put
into that year's issues also. These pic-

tures should prove interesting to those
who would like to recall those years.

Picture of 1. .1. Dolan in Ma.v, 102!l,

Teclinograpli

The editor in 1925-1926 was H. A.

N'aglborg '26, and the business manager
was S. I. Rottmayer '26.

1926- 1927 — The 1926-1927 issues

marked the death of two of the engi-
neering faculty. They were John Mc-
Beath Snodgrass, and Bruce Willett

Benedict. The editor and business man-
ager were J. O. Ephgrave '27, and R.

H. l.andon '28.

1927-1928-The Technograph won sev-
eral awards, at a convention of the
En,gineering College Magazines, Asso-
cited Convention. To quote from the
1927-1928 Technograph, "At a recent
convention of Engineering College Mag-
azines' .-Vssociation. compo.sed of twen-
ty-one undergraduate magazines. The
Technograph total of awards was sec-

ond best. E. A. Buckwell's article,

"Glimpses of South America," was
awarded second best student article.

The magazine was awarded second best
in student articles and second best in

cover design."

New Building Planned
The Materials Testing laboratory was

planned that year, and a description
was printed in the 1927-1928 Techno-
grap.
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The editor in 1927-1928 was E. A.

Todd '28, and C. A. Gebhardt '28.

1928-1929—The 1928-1929 i.ssue, when
C. M. Burnham '29 and W. R. Berry
'29 were editor and business managers,
was a little larger than the usual Tech-
nograph, since it contained 250 pages
while the usual size was about 200
pages.
Among' the "Engineers in Activities"

pictures was a picture of Mr. T. J.

Dolan, who was Senior Circus mana.ger,
and a member of Tau Beta Pi and
Theta Tau.

19.;y-193n—The year 1929-1930 was
marked by the death of Profe.ssor

George .\. Goodenough, and The Tech
nograph printed his picture and obit-

uary.

The Materials Testing- Ijaboratory was
finished that year. The editor was J.

W. DeWolf '30, and the business man-
ager was G. MacKey '30.

1930-1931—In 1930-1931, with Don
Johnstone '31 as editor and Kenneth
M. Laird '31 as business mana.ger. The
Technograph launched itself as a
monthl.v magazine. Six issues were
printed, of thirty-two pages each.
1931-1932—The next year, 1931-1932,

under J. B. Tiffany, Jr. '32. and W. J.

Everhart '32, the magazine continued
as a monthly. Credit was given to the
1929-30 staff tor its work in establish-

ing The Technograph on a monthly
basis.

The 1931-1932 Technograph al.so car-

ried news of The Technograph tying
for first place in the number of awards
received at a convention of Engineering
College Magazines' .Association, with the
Iowa State Engineer.

Magazine Wins .Awards
The Technograph won first place for

best editorial of year, and first place
for best single editorial. Also second
place for best cover series, first hon-
orable mention for best sin,gle editorial,

and second honorable mention for best

student articles.

1931-1932 — The 1931-1932 Techno-
.graph continued as a monthly. The
editor was J. B. Tiffany '32, and W. J.

Everhart '32, was business manager.
193.-1933 —The 1932-1933 Techno-

graph published seven numbers. The
editor was Randall A. Forsberg '33. and
the business manager was A. E. Wan-
derer. Number four contained a pic-

ture of James McLaren White, who
passed away on February 8, 1933.

1933-1934 — The 1933-1934 Techno-
graph returned to being a quarterly.
The reason for the change was given
in an editorial as, "larger and better
issues will be able to be prepared as a
result of the change. In other words,
we are hitting at a motto of four bi.g

issues."

New Deal Technograph
1933-1934—The year of 1933-1931 will

long- be remembered in Techno.graph
hi.story, as the year of the "New Deal."
Not Roosevelt's New Deal, but The
Technograph's New Deal. The Techno-
graph policy was. as quoted from the

(Continued on page 16)



WHO'S WHO IN ILLIN

C . B. Graham

• J. H. Stein

• R.W, Clinc

CLIFF GRAHAM has every reason to be a very

happy senior. From most rehable sources, we hear that

he is going to leave school in June, tie the so-called

"knot" with the girl of his dreams, and move to Roches-

ter, New York, where he will occupy the place which

the Eastman Kodak Company is now saving for him.

It's not every man who has both a job and a home wait-

ing for him when he graduates—congratulations. Cliff!

Peoria, Illinois, is Cliff's port of call as well as the site

of his alma mater, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, before

he transferred to the M.E. school here. At present.

Cliff is is the president of Pi Tau Sigma and a member
of Tau Beta Pi, so you see he's done right well by him-

self on this campus. The Alpha Tau Omegas help him
keep up his social prestige, not to mention his physical

condition in the daily walks out to their "pea patch" on
south campus. I'ntil finances changed his interests,

Cliff and his speed boat were inseparable.

JI.M STEIN is anoi'ncr of our versatile engineers

who is not only an excellent student but an activity man
as well. This year he has the position of manager of

the stunts for the E. E. show. He is a member of Phi

Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, and has been both recording

secretary and president of Eta Kappa Nu. Jim has been

a very valuable asset to the Technograph editorial staff

this year. Jim is also a circus man. Last year he won
the second prize for the most versatile of the performers
in the show. As an aid to keeping the expenses of his

college education to a niininuim, he has been working

for the University for the last two years in the E. E.

estimate room and grading physics reports. When he

entered the University he got a head start in credit hours

by passing the proficiency exams in G.E.D. 1, and both

of the freshman rhetoric courses. Jim has it handy to

come here to school since his home is the Twin Cities.

His hobbies are tennis and chess. When he graduates

this spring, he hopes to land a job with one of the big

electrical concerns.

BOB CLINE is one ot ovir examples of good stu-

dents. He is a senior ceramist who transferred from

Blackburn College last year to enter the ceramic school

as a junior. At Blackbinii, Bob distinguished himself

as a freshman by winning a prize for the best student

in inorganic chemistry. He also managed the lightning

effects for some Shakesperean plays which were given

there. Since he arrived at Champaign, Bob has engaged

in the activities of Tau Beta Pi and Keramos
He has a mania for amateur radio and is naturally a

member of Synton. For practice he works on his station

located in the basement of the AOPi house, where he

lives. He also has a station at his home in Peoria.

Along with radio, stamp collecting takes its place as one

of his hobbies. In addition. Bob has been working for

the NYA in the chemistry lab under the direction of

Dr. Krase, on research on the physical properties of com-
pressed gases and on chemical reactions at high pressures.

After graduating. Bob hopes to continue with specialized

studv on enamels.

Noi'iiiaii Scliocppcl has (alien il U|)iiii

hiinselt lo |)r()vc lliat a faiiiier boy lan
(l»'V»'l()|) indi an enyinrer who is just a
litth' hi'ttei' Ihan tlic cities produce.
Last seiiicsler lie was the one Junior
to he elc<'te(l to Tau Ucta I'i. His scho-
lastic standini; has heen such as lo war
rani liis rcceivin}; collci;c honors last

.year on honors day. lie is a cciamic
cnijinei'r and the sccrclaiy-trcasurci- of

Keramos. Also, he liclonf;s lo the stu-
dent chapter of the American (eiamic
Society and I'hi l':ta Sii;ma. \\csle>
Foundation with its activities also
claims a share of his lime. Durin;: the
summcis, Norman lalics oxer the .job

of caipcnler and "Handy Andy" at his

parents' home in I'^llis (irove. Uemod-
elini; the house seems to be his spe-

cialty. \\ hen he has any time at all

for a hobliy, he likes lo uet in a work-
shop and const ru<'l and experiment with
home made machiner.v. For exercise,

Norman enjoys a uimxI workout of ten

nis or handball the best. When work
sjets lo be loo dreary, he enjo.vs a uiiod

show or dance and is ready to hit the
ball aitain.

From lilackbtirn Collese comes ('.

Hurlon (lark who is a seniiu' <eraniic
en.yincer this >ear. Kurloirs home is

also near ( ai'liinille wlii<'h makes
{laekbinn—and Illinois as well—handx

schoids lo attend. liack at iilackburn
he distin;;uisheil himself as a fieshnian
by winning a prize ollered by the chem-
istry department for freshman scholar-
ship. He was also the president of the
chemistry society of thai eidlese. He
transferred to Illinois with a junior
standini; and has since been distin!;uisli

iny himself on this campus. He is (ki-

inn his best lo keep ordei- at the Ker
amos meelini;s b> virtue of the powei-
vested in him bj the office of herald.

He is also a member of the student
branch of the American I'eranuc Soei-
etj. Kecenlly he has become interested
in amaleui' radio and has passed the
I'xam for pled^eship in Sjnion.



ENGINEERING WORLD

C. G. Austin

J. D. Taylor •

F. C. Hciniii •

FRITZ H EI NIG was chosen to represent the me-
chanical engineering department in the race for the

honor of being St. Pat at the recent St. Pat's Bali. He
tied for second place in the balloting. Fritz is a senior,

"sheckel guard" for the student chapter of the A.S.M.E.
He is prominent in campus military circles, being a

major in the Lngmeer Advanced Corps, and historian

for Phalanx. Last semester, he served as vice president

and pledge boss for Tau Nu Tau, honorary Military

Engineering Fraternity. This semester Fritz is president

of Tau Nu Tau, and serves them as their representative

on the Military Council. His good work on the ticket

committee of the recently held Military Ball was a big

factor in the perfect presentation of the dance. For re-

laxation after a hard day, Fritz likes to play a good game
of golf or tennis, but he says that his chief recreation is

catching up on lost sleep. The one and only girl of his

aiifections is a coed at Northwestern. Fritz hasn't any
job definitely lined up as yet, but he hopes to land some-

thing soon in machine design.

DON TAYLOR has distinguished himself as a

scholar and a leader since the day that he arrived on this

campus almost four years ago. He garnered three credit

hours right off the bat by passing his rhetoric proficiency.

Work in his other freshman subjects was of high enough
quality to gain for him membership in Phi Eta Sigma.

Somewhere along about this time, Don got married.

Strangely enough, he continued to crack out high grades.

L p to date, he has hit 3 point twice, ant! has been on

the honor's day program three times. He is a member of

the A.S.C.E., Tau Beta Pi of which he was treasurer,

and Chi Epsilon, which he served as president. Don
does a good job with the finances of the Triangle house

where he stays between week-ends. Saturday almost in-

variably finds him with grip in hand, headed for Spring-

field. In addition to his heavy C.E. schedule, Don has

for the last two years attended to the duties of lab as-

sistant in the concrete and bituminous lobs.

GEORGE AUSTIN is not only an engineer of

smells (chemist to you) but an engineer of music. He
plays the baritone saxophone in the concert band and he

really makes that squealer speak! He is a member of

the engineering council and also the president of the

American Institute of Chemical Engineers. As the

subject for his thesis he is using, "The Catalytic Con-
version of Sulphur Dioxide to Elemental Sulphur with
Natural Gas." When he gets a chance to recreate after

putting in his time for sleeping at the Alpha Chi Rho
house, he likes to exercise by playing tennis or handball.

Din-ing the summer of '34 George went to Northwestern
where he said loafing and ha\ing a good time were his

chief occupations. He is another small town boy, com-
ing from Salem, Illinois. His Hobby is his work, with
a little specialization on cosmetics thrown in. It is prob-

ably his fiancee who is the one mainly interested in the

fruits of his labor, but then you can't blame him. What
can he do? After graduating, George hopes to get in

the oil refinery business.

SchoolU-aclier, soldier, allilete, and
student — Charles PrmittI In oilier

words, an all around fellow is the said
person who is now a senior C.K. spe-
cializin:; in structural work. With the
usual louyli ?;rind as an eni;ineer,

Charles, lailhfully pursues his hobh.v,

"sleep" in ever.v plare that he happens
to he. Well known to the senior C.K.'s

Use famous I'roult's Problem whieh had
its orii;in in an hour of inspiration dur-
ing one of Professor Cross* classes.

With such momentous things as this

on his mind, ( harles still Hnds time for
A. S.C.I-;., 'I'au Nu Tau, and Palaestra, a

wrestin;; fraternil.\, of which he ispres-

ident. His "I" sweater adorns the north

campus showing that engineers are ver
satile creatures indeed. As an actor,

Cliarles does his stuH' over at .McKinle.v

Foundation. I.ast June he was awarded
his conunission a.s second lieutenant in

the O. K.C. Two .years ano he spent
his time teachiini; i;rade school in his

home town, Harrislturi;, Illinois. What
his future h(dds for him he does not

know. II ma.v he (in order of prefer-

ence) Kandolph Kield, graduate work.

Another busy .junior C.E. is KImer
(Mson. Naturall.\" he is a nieudier of

the student chapter of .V.S.C.K., and in

addition he is a member of Pershini;

liitles and holds the position of treas-

urer for Tau Nu Tau. I.ast .a ear he
received the T.N.T. award for beini; one
of the ten best drilled sophomore enyi
neers. \t home, IJellwood, Illinois, he
played on the hiuh school football and
basketball team. Now, when he has a
little extra time to 4;et some exercise
he en.ioys a nood f;ame of basketball,
basel)all, or i;olf. I")lmer's meal .job at

the Phi AIu house and the janitor w:u'k
at the Inion complete the tillini; in of

his schedule. For the past three sum-
mers KImer has worked as a bridue
car|)enter for the Chicano and North-
western l{. I{. 'i'liis coininii; sununer he
plans to H(irk with them as a riidman.



THE RIGHT ANCLE . . .

<^i^.

Orgatiizatiou

I nk'ss one is a licensed practi-

tioiK-i- he cannot treat you for ill-

ness. The man who pleads your

case in the courts must be a mem-
ber of tile bar licensed to practice

law. Skilleii artisans jealously

guard their positions in the build-

building and allied trades by the

organization of unions. (Organization seems to be the

word of the hour and while much can be said for and

against it, without a doubt organization is the answer to

keeping intact the skilled bodies of workmen in these

times of a almost murderous competition.

It seems that the engineering profession has been a

long time asleep, or shall we rather say that the\' have

disdained to stoop to organization, trusting to their own
omnipotence to expose those who have unfairly placed

themselves in the engineering ranks. This will not dol

Kmployers ha\e never been scrupulous and in these times

it is extremely unlikely that they are changing.

It seems that the ansv.-er is organization. No other

profession or trained body of men permit such indiscrim-

inate and promiscuous usurping of their position. More-
over, they cannot afford to do this. It lowers the stand-

ard of the profession. Why should some spend their

time and money on their apprenticeship if their work is

to be judged by the standards of those who have neg-

lected this preliminary training. Then—the idtimate

objective is a job. This is of vital importance and with

this unfair competition, if it may be caileil such, the

chances are minimized.

Do not treat this lightly or shrugguigh think that

this does not apply to you as an individual. As stated

above, it is of vital importance and again—organization

seems to be the answer if engineering as a profession is

to endure. Support it at every opportunity! —J. D. T.

Responsibilities

For a long time the engi-

neer has .set the pace for so-

cial changes. Upon him his

fellow men have largely de-

pended for the leadership

and abilit\' that brings a so-

ciety to new heights of ma-
terial welfare. One may ask,

however, if ni;uikind is happier or better fed than before

the development of certain power project or array of

automatic, labor-saving machinery. Has the engineer

anticipated and attempted to provide for the various con-

tingencies arising out of the application of fruits of his

endeavors to the modern, highly complex community?
You may say, and with some truth, that it is not the

engineer's part to say how or when or where his ma-
chines shall be used. Hut this attitude is no longer an

entirely valid one. It suffered when mechanized industry

and .society were in their infancy, when there was an

abundance of work to be done and fewer machines to do
it, when there still existed the opportunity for national

internal expansion, hut it is no longer adequate nor jus-

tifiiable.

T he social and economic demands of the future arc

too imjierative—men have become too interdependent foi-

a responsible group to disregard the social effects of a

further step toward a more highly mechanized civiliza-

tion. Surely the engineer cannot view with equanimity

the disturbed conditions of our societ\ throughout the

past few years.

It appears that the engineering profession, as a highh

respected and capable group, could exert a moderating

influence on a society whose machines have gotten out of

control. It becomes quite logical to think that the en-

gineer would represent a strong stabilizing force in a

forward movement of society if he were to judge his

acts in the light of a philosophy which had its roots deep

in a sympathetic understanding, in a genuine desire to

perceive effects in terms of human factors as well as

scientific ones.—C. M. .M.

On Inertia

Inertia, a word of great techni-

cal importance, finds man\' appli-

cations in the student's personal

life.

IVIental inertia is a serious mal-

ady. After being afflicted by the

disease, the initial suffering is usu-

ally a pleasure. Very few people

can truthfully say that it is not a

pleasure to sit down after a satisfying evening's meal and

go to sleep over a book. A delicious drowsiness enfolds

and carries one away upon a delightful jomney—but

then the awakening! A look at the clock is convincing

e\ idence that most of the evening has slipped awa\' ; the

next stage is usually a serious relapse. Just as conscien-

tious studying begins, a feeling of personal abuse becomes

dominant. This precipitates the original intention ; the

book is slammed shut and soon you are comfortably

stretched out and asleep!.

The process described may not be applicable to e\ery-

one, but it does suggest a personal checkup. The ability

to sit down and study effecti\ely at will is not an acconi-

plishinent of which everyone can boast. What are the

principal enemies militating against the ambitious stu-

dent?

Mental inertia's boon companion is lack of interest.

The difficulty in reading and understanding page after

page of dull literature that neither stirs nor excites the

imagination is appreciated by every student. Conse-

quently, little is derived from the particular course. And
what is worse, a susceptibilit\' for mental lethargy is

developed.

Next in importance comes self-pity. No sooner a

per.son begins to feel sorry for himself, than he loses his

point of view. It is very easy to forget the purpose for

which you are spending time and money here at school.

As individuals, it is \ery easy to recapitulate your griev-

ances against the world. Accompanying this mental at-

titude, is a definite amount of pure laziness. (Once more
the student is confronted with a serious problem. What
is the solution ?

Early in his career, the student siiould formulate a

definite goal towards which to work. A reasonable al-

lowance should be made for recreation, (iranted that

the engineer is a highly dexeloped technician, yet he

should not lose his phijosopiiical attitude towards life.

He should secure the work that interests him and then

combine his efforts to produce that efHciencx' he so often

c.i'culated in his different courses—a mimnium of effort

ith a maximum of output! —R. Z.
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• • •that leads to sales pick-up

To save time ... to contact more people more frequently ... to increase sales and

reduce selling costs, business more and more turns to the telephone.

New ideas for systematic coverage of markets, for more efficient purchasing, collec-

tions, administration, are constantly being devised by Bell System men as a result of

their experience with the application of Long Distance

in the business world.

Through developing new ideas to meet changing needs.

Bell System service grows more and more valuable.

Why not coll your folks at least

once a week? For lowest rotes

to most points, call station-to-

station after 7 P. M. daily, or

any time Sunday.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



Campus Snapshots
It is riimorfd that Tom Mmrow and

Johnny (inil)li were spotted in the bal-

cony at the last Inteifiaternity dance
following Ina Ray Hutton's every move
with a transit. When questioned re-

garding their stranse conduct, they
claimed to be locating curves.

Charlie Prout shows great promise as
a designer of locomotives. At least he
has a few novel ideas on the loadings.

He spent half an hour at the black-
board in I'rofessor Cross' C.E. 68 class

drawing pictures of trains that looked
like ever.vthing from baby carriages to

June Burs with wheels. Professor Cross
has made it possible for even a kinder-
garten child or an U.A.&S. student to

get at least a C in the course. If the
third figure in the answer to any prob-
lem is correct, it is worth a C, and he
has made it simple by ruling that the
third figure in any jiroblem in his course
is 7. Take heart, Charlie.

Claire Carlson '37 has a neat little

trick. It seems he has a season ticket

to the Park, and in order to get the
most for the outlay he dances regularly
on Friday and Saturday, not with the
same girl, for he has his "Frida.v

Nighter" and "Saturday Nighter."
Claire when consulted about this

strange procedure said:

"Shucks-a-mighty. a body has to be
careful so's the gals won't get too tired

of the place too .soon."

Here is a prize, fresh from the
Wednesday 3 p. m. T&AM 63 class. In-
structor Schwalbe was emphasizing
some of the properties of concrete and
asked for a few examples. A brief med-
itative silence ensued until a certain
Civil came across with ductility as his
contribution.

Carl Rohde, one of the better ME's
and the owner of that roaring roadster
occasionally seen around the campus, is

TYPING
Theses

Term Papers

Tub Illations

DANIELS
A.M)

SHOAFF
Publishers

lU Sll SKKVK !•;

( iirnei- Si\(li and <iit

a ladies' man of tlie liist order. His
hobby and occupation when not cutting
classes is hairdressing. He invites all

Engineers interested in a hair .set to see
him. If closely pressed, Carl reluctant-

ly admits he is a student of the pseudo
science. Phrenology, of which hair-

dressing is a special subdivision.

We note with much satisfaction that
the engineer's pet gripe, the old board
walk south of the M.E. Lab, has been
repaired so that it is now almost walk-
able. The story is told of the Fresh-
man who in hurrying to his GED class,

was hit in the face and knocked into

the beautiful babbling brook when he
stepped on the loose end of a board.
He was saved from drowning by the
quick response of one of the firemen
to his frantic call for help.

Seen at the St. Pat's Ball, Curt Tal-
bot and one of the very good looking
E.E. secretaries. Seen in Hanley's, Tal-

bot and the .same secretary. Seen at the
Mil Ball, Curt and same. Seen—Say
what is this!

Two of our very prominent sororities

have written to national headquarters
tor permission to pledge male students.

They figure that two of our budding-
engineers are over at their houses .so

much of the time that they might as
well pledge them and get some good out
of it. The cases in question are those
of Johnny Buck at the Kappa Delt
House and Harold Goeke over at .Vlpha

Chi Omega.

Several en.gineers have gone into the

importing business. We venture to .say

that most of them went bankiupt.
Among those seen impatiently waiting-

for the train from Chicago on the night
of the Mil Ball were Kunzer, Skorcz,
Weldon, Groth, Lynch, McGuire and
Eldon.

W. H. Hlackbui'n is never to be found
at home nights any more. If you de-
sire to see him, get in touch with him
during the day. when he isn't in con
ference with his fiancee.

Harry Piper, E.E., has built himself
quite a reputation for furnishing the
"tiqi" in dance music to frats and social

organizations. His collection of popu-
l.-ir recordings is probably one of the
most eoniplete on the campus, and hi-

has the equipment for reproducing it

to the best advantage, l)e.sides. Prac-
tically every hit song of the past sev-
eral years is included in his list.

14

In moving a train across a span, a
certain instructor insists that the boys
in his C. E. 61 da.ss have a tender
behind.

"I wish I was in Peorial" That has
been the tune of Jimmy Stine for the
last six months. But the Engineers'
Saint Pat's Ball finally brought him out
of it, and he turned up with a date.

What will Louise (in Peoria) say, when
she hears of this'.'

Has anyone an explanation for Itex

Newcomb's sudden desire to learn to

tap dance? Twice each week he goes
nut to the New Gym and flings his

hoofs for half an hour. The mystery
becomes evident when it is disclosed
that he does not need the P.E. credit;

in fact, he is taking the course "no-
credit." Since he is so w-ell propor-
tioned physically, this could hardly be
a reducing exercise. Can it be that

Rex is preparing himself for a stage or
movie career?

St. Pat Kd Post put one over on the
boys at the St. Pat's Ball when, asked
to .say a few words after being crowned
St. Pat by Professor Crandell, he re-

sponded with, "Pon't forget the E.E.
Show on April 16, 17 and 18." St. Pat
has forsaken Ireland to chase around
in Urbana on moonlit nights. .She lives

on We.st California.

Brand new "I Men" seen on the en-
gineering campus: Blum Howell and
Prout, wrestlers; Hackett and Huntley,
track; Ringquist, football, and Silver-

man, fencing. Congratulations!

Writing letters to the girl at home
and telling her that you are .going to

"Stay home and study tonight," or that
you are "Going to a show with some
of the fellows" often arouses susjiicion

in their minds. An intensive search
sponsored by The Technograph has at

last revealed a fellow who writes to the

girl and says

:

Dear Mary:
I am going to the St. Pat's Ball to-

night with a wonderful girl. I have
just met her; her name is Jean Camp-
bell. I haven't time to write a longer
letter right now. I hope you under-
stand, dear. As ever.

Your Little Walter (Beattie)
P. S.—Write again soon—W. B.

I

Re|iorts have it that a certain Al>Pi
has really fallen for engineer Bill Sloat.

It hapjiened on Green Street while Bill

and his date were making a mad dash
from Hanley's to the Park one cool

Saturday night. Hill got around one
oi the slower couples ail right, but the

date took a tail spin. One .\UPi ate
meals from the mantel for a week.
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Interesting Faculty Facts
Discovered in Technograph Interviews

Dean M. L. Enger

ppan lOiisi^r si-aiitcil tho TechiKiKi'aiih

this measPi- sketch of himself only after

he had of necessity undergone a iiiiar

ter hour of earnest beseeching. On the

obviously losical premise (which he
stated in so many words) that a collese

dean can ha\e no pet peeves, he at

first thousht it unfittins' that he try to

aid this publication in its attempt to

set into print "the human side of the

lirofs." However, he was finally pre-

vailed upon to sive us some personal
history and opinions; he did so care-

fully, but genially.

The dean-to-be was born in Dccorah.
Iowa, in the 'SO's. He attended our
own dear alma mater, where he le-

ceived the following degrees: a B.S. in

Civil Engineering in U)06 ; a degree of

C.E. in 1911; and an M.S. in 1916. He
was married in 1908. was in the Bridge
and Building Department of the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
during 1906 and 1907, and in the latter

year joined the staff that is currently
engaged in guiding the struggles of

mini engineers. Here he has pro-
gressed as follows: He was an instruc-

tor in theoretical and applied mechanics
from 1907 until 1909; an associate from
1909 until 1911; an assistant professor
from 1911 until 1917; and an associate
professor from then until 1919. In 1919

he was made Professor of Mechanics
and Hydraulics. From 1926 until 1934

he was head of the T. & A. M. depart-
ment, and in 1934. of course, he as-

sumed his duties as dean of the college

and director of the experiment station.

Experiment Station Explained

In a l^rief s>noi)sis of the organiza-
tion and current work of the University
of Illinois Engineering Experiment Sta-
tion. Dean Enger brought to light .some
points little known to the student body
in general. The station was the first

of its kind ; it has been widel.v copied,
but is still pre-eminent in the field. Al-

though it is now customary for the
offices of dean of the college and direc-
tor of the experiment station to go
hand in hand, they were formerly dis-

tinct, and were joined for administra-
tive rea.sons. The whole of the college,

from the spectacular Materials Testing

Laboratory to the most obscure work
shop, is the experiment station. The
station has a staff of more than 60 per-

sons, and any member of the faculty

may be actively engaged in research.

To date the station has published 280

bulletins and 25 circulars. Xn inter-

esting development of the experiment
station is the growth of cooperative
investigations in recent years. During
the past ten years, for instance, the
station, in conjunction with several

other universities, has been conducting
tests on cast iron pipe and fittings.

Has Man.v AH'iliations

Many an Illini can claim at least

some connection with the dean, for he
is a member of Tau Beta Pi, Sigma
Tau, Chi Epsilon, and an honorary
member of Triangle. His other mem-
berships include the A.S.C.E., A.S.T.M..

S.P.E.E., the American Water Works
.\ssociation. Chicago Engineers Club,

Western Society of Engineers, Illinois

Society of Engineers, Sigma Xi,—ad
(nearly) infinitum.

Some shots at random g;ive us a fur-

ther idea of the dean as a person. He
feels ultra-specialization as an under-
graduate is unwise, doubting the wis-
dom of the youth who comes to college

knowin.i> he wants to study nothing but
Diesels, for instance. For this reason,
the dean strives to keep the majority
of the courses fundamental in nature.
He mentioned that he played a bit of

football in college: and that he has a
son and a daughter; and that college

activities are important, it being un-
wise to overdo them, l^ut equally im-
wise to underdo them.

Professor Hardy Gross

Professor Cross said he would "jot

down a few notes" on which to base
this little sketch of himself. On a peru-
sal of the jottings, this .scribe found
himself entirely unable to improve on
anything about them except their in-

herent over-modesty. Result? The
following will be composed of frequent
quotations, spaced by those facts, omit-
ted by the professor, which could be
gleaned from outside sources.

Pi'ofessor Cross was born on a Vir-
ginia farm in 1885. At HampdenSyd-

ney College, a small Presbyterian col-

lege dating from the revolution, .voung

Mr. Cross received an A.B. degree in

1902 and a B.S. degree in 1903 (the

professor neglected to state that "val-

edictorian" should be appended to the

A.B.) Frcjm 1903 until 1906 he taught
English and science in a Norfolk, \'ir-

.ginia school. In 1908 he received a
B.S. degree at "Bo.ston Tech"; in 1911

he was awarded an M.S. degree at Har-
vard. From 1911 until 1918. Mr. Cro.ss.

as an as.sistant professor, taught civil

engineering at Brown university—and
here begins the quotation from the

graphic jottings: "Tau.ght Professor
Shedd there, which is why he's such a
.good man. My most important accom-
plishments are teaching men like him."
Mr. Cross was in private practice for

the next three years, chiefly in struc-

tural engineering', somewhat in hy-
draulic en,gineering and valuation. It

has been "Professor" Cross at the Uni-
versity of Illinois since 1921 (the pro-

fessor was married in that .year, too).

Uses Technograph As Text

The following speak for themselves:
"Principal theory of education—that it's

not as complicated as it seems because
nothing could possibly be so." Or
a.gain: "Opinions on what the world
needs today—very va.gue. I accepted
the world some years ago." Here's a
case in point : "What's the matter with

students? They are young and nearly
always outgrow that if they live long-

enough. Wish I were youn.g!" Here's

a positively unsolicited local compli-
ment: "General opinion of the Tech-
nograph—very high. I use it as a text

in C.E. 68. Ask Bill Hendricksen if I

don't."

Professor Cross is a memlier of Tau
Beta Pi, Sigma Tau, and Chi Epsilon

;

also of the A.S.C.E., the S.P.E.E., and
various and sundry other organizations.
Concerning his publications, the pro-
fessor says: "Some ixioks and articles

the meaning of which shall remain my
.secret."

.loys and Aversions

The jottings yield a further, but all-

too-brief, insight into the traits and
views of their author. Professor Cross
claims that sitting on sandhills looking
at the ocean is tops as a chief joy in

life. His pet aversions are complicated
formulas, radios, and spinach.

A final quotation leaves us with a
more serious thought: "What the Uni-
versit.v of Illinois needs most—to wake
up to its own greatness."

BULLETIN FILE BOXES MATCHED BINDINGS

Wascher's
COLLEGE—LIBRARY BINDERY

606 South Sixth Street, Champaign

PHONE 4766

YOU SAVE—no shipping or packing on your part
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New Deal Technograph
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P OSITION

A good billiard player

cues his ball with two

objectives in mind—of

making the immediate

shot, and being in a

good position for the

next.

In engineering there

is the dollar and a half

slide rule which will

stimulate calculations

temporarily. But the

best rule is the Log-

Log, the one that not

only does a good im-

mediate job, but also

takes care of the fu-

ture and higher math-

ematical calculations.

So you see it is not

that the dollar and a

half rule is not a good

rule—but it lacks the

scales to take care of

the calculations that

can be done with the

Log-Log rule.

UNIVERSITY

Book Store

610 E. DANIEL
202 S. MATHEWS

advertLsing circular. "A sort of news
magazine or hou.se organ tor the boys
north of (Ireen Street ; lots of news ami
personal items, plenty of names, inter-

esting and entertaining, new features in

every issue.

The biggest historical event of the

year li»33-1934 for the college of engi-

neering, as recorded by The Techno-
graph, was the election of acting Dean
A. C. Willard to the office of president

of the University.
"The New Deal" editor was Joseph .\.

Pask '34, and the business manager was
Fred E. Strouf '34.

1934-193n—The year of 1934-1933 kept
up and improved upon the fine work
started by the new deal. Under Walter
M. Enger '35, editor, and William W.
Coffeen '35, business manager, the arti-

cles were almost all of a newsy and in-

teresting nature and the reports of the
departmental societies and honorary
fraternities were plentiful. Who's Who,
which was inaugurated the year before,

was continued as one of the most suc-
cessful features. It contained pictures
and writeups of the most prominent of

the engineering students in studies and
activities. "Campus Snaps" was a page
of remarks about engineers' doings in

and out of school, such as, the first

number told of the summer activities

of many engineers.

We Serve

Special 23c Meal

daily!

You can eat here eco-

nomically and quick-

ly and enjoy a com-

plete menu in every

line of food.

ILLINI

CAFETERIA
610 East Green Street

CHAMPAIGN

Scholarships and Fellowships
Awarded

\V. .\. Depp. K. K. senior, ha.s been
awarded one of the seven fello\vshif)s

given to outstanding engineering grad
uates by Tau Beta Pi, national honor-
ary engineering fraternity, each year.

Depp competed with applicants from
univer.sities and colleges throughout the

nation. He is the second Illinois man,
and the first Illinois Electrical Engi-
neer, to win the award since it was
established a few years ago.

The fellowship permits one year of

graduate study at any institution in the
country. Depp will return to Illinois

next year for work inider Dr. J. H.
lieieh in the field of vacuum tubes.

Considered in giving the fellowshiiis

were scholastic record, achievements,
and promise of success in graduate
work. Depp has been a straight five-

point student since his transfer here
at the start of his junior year from
Illinois State College.

Others given scholarships for grad-
uate work hero ne.\t year are R. C.

Hieronymus in civil engineering, and
K. P. Carter and H. J. Sprengel in

liliysics.

Engineers and Signal Corps to

Camp Custer
Engineer and Signal Corps juniors in

the K. O. T. C. Advance Corps will go
to Camp Custer at Battle Creek, .Mich-

igan, for a six weeks' training- period

starting- June 18. .attendance at one
summer camp is a requirement for a
commission in the Organized Reserves
after graduation. The Signal Corps has
in previous years received its training

at Ft. Sheridan.
Signal Corps men going to Camp Cus-

ter this summer are; K. C. .Suhr and
E. C. .Sawistanowicz, seniors, and H. \V.

Bond, R. G. Clay, K. DeWolf, .\. A.

Dyson, E. Hong, K. J. Kirsten, R. K.
Little, D. V. Marston, J. J. Marfan. H.
D. Townsend, and T. Woltanski, juniors.

The Engineers are: J. W. Boyd. A.

.\. Carrara, and .1. J. Mackland, senior.s.

and E. C. .\dams. J. V. .\nderson, S. H.
.Arthur, J{. K. Bauerle, J. R. Bingham,
.\. B. Bourgo, C. E. Campbell, T. P.

DeWan, E. A. Dixon, N. S. Eilertsen,

W. R. Elden, H. D. Evans. W. R. Fay.
V. B. Ferguson, M. U. Fritz, D. D. C.od-

fr.-y, N. C. Grimm, T. N. Hackett, M.
.1. Hered, O. Houchin, R. Huxman, C.

E. Johnson, G. H, Jones, H. H. Kern,
A. J. Kush, M. E. Lamb, B. O. Lar.son,

K. Lindley, L. H. Lipscomb, G. H. Lo-
gan. D, E. Loomi.s, F. Marich, C. M.
Milner, E. H. OKson, F. H. Popjienburg.
.\. K. Porter, R. C. A. Purl, J. Reiil,

\V. Renner, R. B. Shanks, M. B. Seigel.

E. Simiinds, H. E. Skinner. B. K. Slon-
neger, W. M. Turner, W. Walsh, R. W.
Weldon, and M. H. Whitehead, juniors.

HOOVER'S
Hair Ciitthiii Parlor

Where ALL engineers
come for their haircuts.

I'NION ARCADE BI.DG.

FOR

Quality Groceries
and

Meats

See Your Nearest

KROGER STORE



Neics of Scientific Achievements
Rapid Advances Being Made

A New Check on Renovated
Car Cylinders

Mi'thods of chookins up on tlio j;ara,sp

mechanics who rebored car o.\linders

have, in the past, been incompetent.
Many of the jobs turned out proved to

1)0 more of a detriment than a benefit.

.\ freshly bored cylinder is roush and
needs expert honing. Elimination of
the honina operation results in a change
of the initial and Ion-time \ ear. in-

I'reases the oil consumption and causes
a general motor depreciation. The phys-
icists of the Uifiversity uf Michi.gan,
Department of Ensineering. have de-
vised a "profilograph" which accurately
detects roughness in the smoothest ap-
pearing surface. A delicate diamond-
pointed finger records the irregularities
which hitherto have not been satisfac-
torily measured. Even mirror-smooth
finishes of new cylinders show pro-
nounced distortions when subjected to
the test. E. J. Abbot, research phys
icists, suggests that mechanics .secure
.sections of cylinders who.se smoothness
has been previously determined and use
them for a comparison with the job
they turn out.

The camera consists of three main
.sections. On top is the film magazine
and operatin.g mechanism. Below this
is the chamber containing the nine ver-
tical len.ses. and underneath that are
the ei.ght astronomical type mirrors,
one for each of the wing- lenses. In-
<UviduaI electric motors actuate the
shutters ,a.ssuring simultaneous opera-
tion. The negative is 23 in. square
while the composite prints made from
this negative are 35 in square. The
camera is equipped with an automatic
telescopic sight. Hair lines formin.g the
grid determine the plane's "drift" and
serve as a means of keeping the cam-
era turned to the right degree for
comiien.sation. .\ movin.g wire over the
grid area automatically operates the
switch controllin.g the shutter action of
the camera.

New Nine-Lens Camera
A new nine-lens aerial camera will

make the present national mapping
program a good deal easier than has
been anticipated. The camera, mounted
with nine vertical F 4.0 lenses, stands
3S in. high and weighs 636 lbs. ready
for use. Its automatic control and low
operational costs add to its effective-
ness. An expert and lengthy labora-
tory procedure by which photographs
are assembled into mosaics in accord-
ance with the ground control points, is

facilitated by the elimination of radical
line plot adjustments. \Vorkin.a from
an altitude of 30,000 ft. above .sea level,

the camera covers about bOO sq. mi. at
one exposure. Since it has only one
film, there is but a single transforming
process necessarj'.

New Test Series For Rigid
Frame Bridges

Series of tests in structural hinges
for use in rigid frame bridges have been
started at the Materials Testing- I,ab.

The work will be a continuation of
the tests that have been conducted
during the past year by W. M. Wilson,
research professor of structural engi-
neering, and F. E. Richart, research
professor of engineering materials.
"In the new tests we propose to study

the effectiveness of hinges of six or
.seven different types," said Richart.
"Some of these hinges have been used

in bridges in Europe. Comparatively
few have been used in this country.
The rigid frame bridge is a rather new
t.vpe of this highway bridgpe,"

Beg Your Pardon
Our attention was called to an error

in the February issue of The Techno-
graph in which we stated that a new
$50,000 Mining Laboratory would be
started soon. The new lab will be a
Metallurgical Lab instead of a Mining
Lab as stated.

— Loiirtcs\y Scientific Ainerican

Iniversitj- of Calif'Urnia Kartluiuake
Apparatu.s

Earthquake Reproduction
A recent development at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology is ex-
pected to reveal much concerning the
reactions of structures to destructive
earthquakes by duplicating the earth-
quake motions directly from the seis-
mograph records. The picture shows
the machine duplicating the actions of
the Long Beach. California, earthquake
of 1933. An electric eye serves as the
connection from the shaking table hold-
ing- the model to the duplicatin.g device.
The driving- mechanism, consistin.g of
an oil-actuated piston moving- the table
under the control of a very .sensitive,
quick-acting valve, can be seen in the
background. The model, although only
5 feet high and containing 40 pounds
of water, shows what would have hap-
pened to a full-size structure of like de-
sign in the Long Beach earthiiuake.

—Courtesy Scientific

('iil)le Saddle oti Golden (Jate Hri<lge

17

Giant Saddles Used to Support
Golden Gate Bridge Gables
The picture showing- the milling ma-

chine operating- on the liridge saddle is

indicative of the immense size of the
brid.ge. Each saddle consists of three
.segments bolted together and weighs
approximately 150 tons. The inner
grooved surfaces provide smooth sup-
ports for the cable. Since the sag in
the cables is lessened as the work pro-
gresses, it was necessary to place the
saddle on rollers a few feet from its

intended position. The shifting shore-
ward continued until the saddle reached
the desired position and then "killed."
The plain carbon steel used in pouring
was taken from the two open hearth
furnaces by large ladles which poured
It into the pit molds, .\fter removing
the risers, the segments were annealed
to remove internal .stT-esses. The rou.gh-
ly machined castin.gs were then shipped
to another company for the final finish-
ing operation.
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St. Pat's Ball Is Great Success

Ed Post Crowned St. Pat

"I'crfect." "Best dance on the cam-
pus this year" and "Couldn't be better"

are just a few of the comments, all

favorable, that came from some of the
35(1 couples that attended the St. I'afs

Ball on March 27. Though the attend-
ance was lower this year than it was
last, the dance was a great success.

For the first time in three years, old

man weather smiled on his children
from north of Green Street and pro-
duced flawless weather conditions for

the dance u-hich was held in thf (;\in

Annex.

The Ensineerins Council wa.s prai.sed

hifjhly for its selection of Emil Flindt

and his orchestra to supply the music.
Flindt, a veteran in the entertainment
world, seemed to know just exactly
what to play at the most appropriate
time, presenting a perfectly balanced
repertoire of rhythm from dreamy
waltzes to the hottest of swins num-
bers. His waltzes were very sugges-
tive of Wayne King.

Tile hiahli.ght of the evening' was the
crowning of Ed Post, senior E. E., at

St. Pat the third. He was elected by
the dancers as the most popular engi-

neer in the C^'ollege of Engineering. The
crowning was done in unbeatalile fash-
ion by Prof. J. S. Crandell in his inimi-

table specially adopted Irish brogue.
Post won over Winnie Black, C. E.,

Fritz Heinig, M. E., Bill Wheeler, Cheni.
E., Stan Sheldon. Cer.E., and Gene Rob-
ertson, Min.E. When asked to say a
few words to the crowd after the coro-
nation. Post, Treasurer of the E. E.
Show, retorted with, "Don't forget the
E. E. Show on April 16, 17, and 18."

Several of the faculty attended the
dance, among whom were the patrons
and i)atronesses, President and Mrs. A.
C. Willard, Dean and Mrs. M. I>. Enger,
and A.ssociate Dean and Mrs. H. H.
.Jordan. A committee dinner held be-
fore the dance was attended by Dean
and Mrs. M. L. Enger, Associate Dean
and Mrs. H. H. Jordan, Professor and
Mrs. J. S. Crandell, and Professor J. .J.

Doland. Mrs. Doland was unable to at-
tend because of illness. Profe.ssors

Crandell and Doland are faculty ad-
visors of the Engineering" Council, spon-
sors of the dance.
The committee consisted of Rex New-

comb, general chairman ; Tom Schole.s,

STRAUCH'S
25 Years of Service

cit the Campus

PHOTO FINISH IN(;

THKSIS PHOTOS
OK PHOTOST.\TS

PKTI KK Fl{.\.MIX<i

\V.\r( H, -IKWKLKV
AM) PEN KKPAHJINt;

(iil'ls and (ireeling Cards
For All Oi'casioiifi

l'"ine Stati<iiier.>' and
< Olleye Supplies

STRAUCH'S
At 709 S. IVright

PARIS
Cleaners

Rugs and Drapes

Gleaned

Use Our Cold Storage

Vault for your

Winter Garments

Phone 4204

ERNIE'S RESTAURANT
A Good Place to Eat

STEAKS, CHOIRS, C^OOD COFFEE
On The (uimfyiis

Champaign616 E. Green

EI) POST
Most Popular Ensineer

tickets; George Austin and Rog Bene-
dict, programs and printing; AI Bitter,

decorations; Curt Talbot, orchestra:

,Iohn L,an.g will, arrangements ; and 1 lave

Harris and Bill Hendricksen, pulilicity.

Terzaghi Lectures Here
Mr. Karl von Terzaghi. noted pro-

fessor of Vienna's Technische Hoch-
schule and the world's foremost author-
ity on soils mechanics, presented a se-

ries of three lectures on soils mechanics
here to eager audiences of faculty men,
practicing en.gineers, and students, on
ilarch 3n, 31, and April 1. Mr. Terza-
ghi came here from Harvard Univer-
sity where he is a visiting" professor
this semester.
"Theory and Practice in Soils Me-

chanics" was discussed by Mr. Terzaghi
in his first lecture. He told of many
of his interesting" experiences and ob-
servations in construction work thiou.gh-

out the world. He emphasized .strong-

ly the close co-operation necessary be-
tween theory and practice.

In his second lecture, Mr. Terzaghi
discussed Mohr's diagram, and the

stress conditions for the failure of sat-

urated, porous materials. The third

talk was devoted to "arching" in soils,

a neglected aspect of earth pressure

Iihenomena.

Technograph Staff

As we put out the last issue of the
year, we wish to thank the many staff

members who worked so hard and co-

operated so W(>11 with us in luitting out
the 1935-1936 Technograidi. We want
to especially thank Gordon Jeppesen for
his splendid editorials and special arti-

cles. Gene Schubert for the .same type
of work, Harold Goeke for Who's Who.
.lim Stein for College News and feature
articles. Bob Zaborowski for National
News and cuts, Carl Milner for special

articles. Bill Hobaii fur College News,
Bob Cline for feature articles. Rex New-
comb and .lohn Sherman for Campus
Snaps, Ray Purl for Faculty write-up.s,

Harry Nagle and Jim Skorcz for Teck-
nokiiaks,Wally Depp for special articles,

Ed Hong for Mr. Chu and many pic-

tures. Herb Goltz and Irv T.,ewis. Col-
lege News, Walt Renner and Dean
Kingman, for their work on the busi-
ness end.
We also wish to thank the many con-

Iriluitors without whose help the issues
\\"<inld have been very poor.
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Kaptain Klean Says:

I want to thank each and every student

of this great University who has used

WHITE LINE SERVICES
during the school year and to call atten-

tion to

FRATERNITY and SORORITY
SUMMER STORAGE

Just call 4206 and let us tell you about this.

100% Service!f

UK-
(HLIIISK

;: CO.

"^^CCCOMPLETE SERVICE

• HALFTONES

• ETCHINGS

• COLOR PLATES

• CREATIVE ART WORK
•'ELECTROTYPES

• STEREOTYPES

• A\ATS

«:HA>4l>Alfl;K II. I.
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"I wish vvt'd set a few shipwrecked
sailors washed ashore," mused the can-
nibal chief. "What I need is a soo<!

dose of salts." TECKNOKRAKS
l.indle.v says that he prefers

blonds because of the liahter over-
head.

Ringrquist : "That hair tonic you sold

me was no sood. Look at thr bumps
on my head."

DrusHist. looking at the laliel on the
bottle: "Oreat Scottl I've made a ter-

rible mistake. This is a bust developer."

She: Can you direct me to the ladies'

rest room?
Bellhop: It's just around the corner.

She: Young; man, I'm looking for
rilief, not prosperity.

.\ Kirl who can read the hand-
writin:; on Ihe wall usually picks
up a lot of naujjhty words.

Engineers

A Safe Investment Is

LIFE

INSURANCE

R. G. HALLAM
IJepi-esentative of The New York

Life Insurance (ompan.v

21-.' VV. Hish— I rbana

Wm. A. WILSON

Flowers Wired by
Telegraph Delivery

Service

FLORIST

Fresh Flowers From Our

Own Greenhouses

Telephone 7-4750

1202 N. Goodwin
Urbana

ENGINEERS! — Don't Miss This Opportunity!
Be Sure to .Attend the

Philadelphia Symphony Concert
Saturday, April 18 — 8:15 P. M.

Men's Gyninasinin — Tickets T5c, .SI.OO, S!1..5(», %1M
and also

THE ST. m.W .\ ( AI'KIJ..\ (HOIK ( ONC'KKT
Wednesday, .\pril Tl — «:!.-) P. M.

Tickets on sale for .50c, 75c, Sl.OO at Star Course Office, Student Center

THE MAID-RITE SANDWICH SHOP
Regular Meals

Those Better Shakes
THE Maid-Rite Sandwich, of Course!

For the Highest Quality Foods Prepared
hy Women Cooks

Eat MAID-RITE Eats

I'ruitt: "Give me a sentence with
the word 'di-screpancy' in it."

llauck: "Read discrepancy how you
like it."

Kush:
Reeves

:

dreams."
Kush:

"Is this candy pure?"
"As pure as the girl of your

'("live me a package of gum."

Rhet instructor: "John, take this

sentence: 'I led a cow from the pas-

ture.' What mood?"
Ivaska: "The cow. sir."

* :' *

Webster says that taut means
(iuht. There are plenty people who
have been taut quite a bit in col-

ics e.

* * *

Eastern profes.sor: Now here is a
house without a flaw in it.

Bill Kahl: "What do you walk on?"
* * *

Then there was the youn?; enKi-
neer who was named opium be-

cause he came from a wild popp.y.

* * *

Professor Espy ; "You should have
been here at two o'clock."

Boyd: "Wh.v. what happened?"
* * *

The E. E. Show gives out the follovv-

in.s' whiskey test:

Connect 20,000 volts across a pint. If

the current jumps it. the product is

poor.

If the current causes a precipitation

of lye. tin, arsenic, iron slag and alum,
the whiskey is fair.

If the liquor chases the current back
to the generator, you've got good whis-
key.

We suppose that the reason for

so much water around the statue
of liberty is that her upraised hand
wasn't noticed soon enouuh.

One b.v one the contestants dropped
out of the annual spelling' bee until

only two remained, the town lawyer
and the stableman.

Ever.vone waited breathlessly for a
word that would decide the match. It

came.
"How do you spell auspice'?"
The stableman lost.

* * *

She used to be a school teacher,
but she has no class now.

* * *

T.ittle Audrey and her mother went
to Ethiopia last month. While they
were there an Italian Bomb hit .Audrey's

mother on the head. But little Audrey
just lau.ghed and laughed 'cause she
knew that Italian Balm was good for
the skin.

.f ;^ *

Voice from passin.g auto: Engine
tn>uble. Bud?

Voice from parked car: Nope.
First voice: Tire down?
Second voice: Didn't have to.

She was only an optician's daiish-
(er, but two glasses, and what a
spectacle she nuide.
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ttet . . otecauie ITS WELDED

The appearance, sturdiness and cleanli-

ness of the modern ahiniinui;i tea kettle,

illustrate why many good products are bet-

ter if they are welded.

The word "welded" is packed with mean-

ing. It means light-weight without sacrifice

of strength. It means sturdiness and rugged-

ness that can never shake loose. It means

invisible joints as strong as the base metal.

It means smooth surfaces with no place for

corrosion to start. In short it means all that

one piece construction can mean plus com-

plete design freedom from the limitations

of most other methods of metal fabrication.

Tomorrow's engineers will be expected to

know how to apply this modern metal-

working process to a wide range of metals

—

steel and iron, aluminum, copper, brass and

all other alloys and metals, even platinum.

Technical booklets describing t lie applica-

tion of the oxy-acetylene process of welding

and cutting are available without obligation

from any Linde Office. Write to the Linde

Air Products Company, Unit of Union Car-

bide and Carbon Corporation, New York

and principal cities.

hveviithinif For Uxij-ncetijlene HelJinq anJ Cu

LlNDE OXVCEN • PRESTO IITE ACETYLENE • OXWiLJ APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES

ene

FROm

ma ana f^uffinq

LinoE UNION CARBIDE



THE Tfchnogiaph continues its poIic\'

of bringing before its readers articles

of interest, news vital to the engi-

neering student, and a well balanced se-

lection of non-technical material. Read The

Technograph, enjoy it, and let lis hear

your criticism for its improvement.
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THERE WERE GIANTS IN OLDEN TIMES—AND THERE ARE TODAY
At man's command 100 tons of liqiiiii pig iron is being poured into the open-hearth furnace.

—Courtesy of V. S. Sl(
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A Message from Dean Enger

HE College (if Engiticcritig welcomes

new students and extends cordial greet-

ings to students old and new. We hope

that you will take full advantage of the unusual

advantages here provided.

The engineering curricula are designed to

require the major share of the student's time.

However, time should be found for general read-

ing, for University lectures and concerts, for de-

partmental technical societies, and for extra-cur-

ricular activities,^ such as the Student Engineering

Exhibition and The Technogruph. Y our develop-

ment will depend upon your use of time.

Best wishes for a busy and fruitful year.

M. L. ENGER.

Dean M. L. Knger

Faculty Changes for the Conning Year

Dr. Harold M. Wcstcrgaard rcsi{;iK'd froui the

faculty as Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

effective September 1, 1936, to accept the Gordon Mc-
Kay professorship of civil engineering at Harvard uni-

versity. Professor Westergaard had been a member of

the University of Illinois faculty since 1916.

He has been succeeded here by Dr. Clifford Proctor

Kittredge as Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Ap-
plied Mechanics.

Dr. Kittredge graduated from Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology in 1929 and is Doktor der Tech-
nischen Wissenschaften of the Technische Hochschule,

Muenchen, Germany, 1933. During 1930-32 he held

the Freeman Travelling Fellowship for graduate study

abroad in the field of hydraulics.

Two new positions have been created in the College

of Engineering this year to provide for increased enroll-

ments.

One of these is an instructorship in civil engineering

which has been filled by the appointment of James G.
Clark, class of '35. Since graduation Mr. Clark has

been with the Bureau of Reclamation in Denver, Colo.,

except for the first semester of 1935-36 when he was an

instructor in civil engineering at Oregon State college,

Corvallis, Oregon.

The other instructorship is in the Department of

General Engineering Drawing, to which Mr. Stanle\

Holt Pierce '32, has been appointed.

Mr. Pierce has been working with the Chicago

Rapid Transit company since September, 1933.

Professor Frank W. Stubbs, Jr., of the department

of civil engineering has resigned to become professor of

civil engineering at Rhode Island State college, Kingston,

R. I., and Mr. E. E. Ambrosius, associate in mechanical

engineering, has resigned to become assistant professor of

mechanical engineering at the University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Oklahoma.



Engineers Attempt New Field in

The Passamaquoddy Tide Control Project

Feasibility of Plan Discussed

THE PassamaqiKjddy project is one
wlikh is not exactly new in the

minds of engineers, but it has
been made possible, as have many other

engineering enterprises, by the Public

Works Administration. This job has not

received as much publicity as the other

large power projects of the last few
years, but it is possibly a little more
interesting- because it is so different

from the work with which we are ac-

quainted.
It is not the first tidal power project

in the United States, or rather in the

area of the present United States; for

there was a small tidal plant con-

structed in Brooklyn. N. Y., in the year

1736—two hundred years ago! There
have been other small plants in use.

both in the United States and EXirope,

although no large capacity plants have
been erected. Major investigations have
been made for large tidal-power de-

velopments on the Breton coast of

Franco and on the Severn river in

England.

I^ocatinn of Fro,je(t

The l'as.samaquoddy project is lo-

cated on the extreme eastern tip of

the United States, in the Eastport dis-

trict, in the state of Maine. Cobscook
Bay is the position of the present ex-

tent of the work, although if the pro-

ject becomes international in nature

—

as some who are interested, hope—Pass-
amaquoddy Bay will also be included.

The main portion of the Bay of Fundy,
of which Cobscock and Passamaquoddy
are branches, is directly east of Cobs-

cook Bay, President Roosevelt's sum-
mer home is on Campobello Island

which is opposite Eastport, on Moose
Island.

The reason for the choice of this lo-

cation for the plant is the large range
of tides in the Bay of Fundy and its

adjoining waters. The tides in the

Bay of Fundy are the largest in the

world. Cobscook Bay has 18.1 feet for

its average range, while in one of the

other arms of the Bay of Fundy, there

is a maximum range of 50.5 feet. As
the tidal waters rush through the more
narrow channels, the great amount of

available energy is easily conceived.

Perhaps a brief outline of the history

of the development of the plans for

this job, will help in making the dis-

cussion of the actual work less in-

volved. The originator of the idea was
Mr. Dexter Cooper, whose summer
home is situated on Campobello Island

where he has had ample opportunity to

study the problem. In 1919 he put for-

ward a plan, international in character,

to harness this power by building dams
and sluiceways in the openings in the

Bay of Fundy, and powerhouses in the

openings between Passamaquoddy and
Cobscook Bays. Pas.samaquoddy Bay
was to be used as a high level pool,

filled at high tide, and Cobscook Bay
to be emptied at low tide and main-
tained as a low level pool. Water, flow-

ing through the powerhouses from thr

high jiool to the lower at varying
heads, was to be the source of power.
The plan was certainly one to grip

the imagination, but the cost estimates
made by the most optimistic propon-

ents, amounted to almost $100,000,000.

However, no one knew just where all

this power was to be marketed and the

international aspect greatly compli-

cated matters.

Charters Granted

Despite many obstacles, Mr. Cooper
secured a charter from the state of

Maine in 1925, to construct and oper-

ate such a plant, and in 1926 he ob-

tained a similar permit from the Dom-
inion of Canada. Interested concerns
than donated $400,000 to investigate the

possibilities of a tidal power plant.

With these funds Mr. Cooper main-
tained a staff at Eastport to collect

data upon which he could base his

plans and estimates. In 1929, due to

opposition to the international plan, he

develojied a second scheme which

placed the whole i)roject within the

boundaries of the state of Maine. It in-

volved only Cobscook Bay and a

pumped reservoir.

In 1934 Mr. Cooper tried to obtain

a loan from the Public Works .\dmin-

istration for the construction of his

second scheme, but was refused. In the

meantime a board, appointed by the

governor of Maine, recommended thi'

work as a Federal project in the inter-

ests of work relief. Accordingly a com-
mission appointed by Harold L. Ickes.

Public Works Administrator, reviewed

and reported favorably on the project.

An allotment of .$10,000,000 was then
maile from the Emergency Relief Ap-

propriation of 1935, but this was cut
to $5,000,000 when it developed that

work on the construction could not be

started at once. However, since that
sum was largely spent or obli,g:ated by
the end of 1935, $2,000,000 of the origin-

al allotment was reallcicated to the
work.
When tlU' PWA look over the work

of the I'assamaquoddy project, they im-
mediately turned it over to the army
en.gineering corps for the supervision

and technical work necessary. Lt. Col.

I 'hilip B. Fleming' was assigned as dis-

trict engineer to Eastport. On arriving

at the site of the work, the engineers

found the plans and specifications were
only general, and that much work had
to be done to get the necessary infor-

mation to complete the design of the

various structures. In addition, facili-

ties for living- and working- were very
poor, so one of the first things done
was to build a small city for housing
the help and providing- offices and
drafting rooms for the staff. This town,

called Quoddy Village, was built in two
units—the first to care tor the emer-

gency needs, and the second to provide

for expansion and more comforts for

the men.

l-"inal Plans .\greed Upon

With the plan which was finally

adopteil by the engineers in charge.

Cobscook Bay will be used as a high
level pool filled at high tide and
emptied through the power plant while

there is a difference in head, between
the pool and the outside water level, of

514 feet or more. This will give about
57 per cent operating time for the

plant. Originally a pumped reservoir

at Haycock Harbor, to form a carry-

over for this slack period, was planned,

but due to the perviousness of the soil,

this site was abandoned to keep the

water supply pure. However, other sites

are being- investigated. Possibly the

whole idea of the reservoir will be

abandoned and a .steam or deisel sta-

(Continued on Page 21)



Research an In\aliiable Aid

The Thermal Conductivity Hot Plate
Accurate Results Provide Many Practical Applications

THE apiiaratus sliuwn in the ac-
companying illustration is used
Ijy Pittsburgh Testing l^aburatory

for determining the thermal eonductiv-
ity of such materials as eork. fibre

boards, plywood, wood, glass wool, por-
ous concrete, rock-wool, porous rubber
and hairfelt.

Briefly, the apparatus consists of a
Ihin flat electric hot plate between two
identical specimens of the material tu

be tested. This combination is saml-
wichcd between two plates, cooled by
circulating water, alcohol or other
liquid. Provision is made for maintain-
ing constant the current through the
hot plate winding, and, therefore, its

temiieratiu'e, and the temperature of

the cooling plates.

Principle Explained

The principle of the apparatus is

simple. Heat flows only where there is

a difference in temperature. Therefore,
heat flows from the hot plate through
each specimen to its cold plate; and,
since the specimens are identical, it is

assumed that half the heat flows
through each. The heat supplied to the
central area of the hot plate, which
equals the amount of heat flowiuL:

through the central areas of the speci-

mens, is determined by measuring the
electrical energy consumed by the hot
lilate. Results of the hot plate tests are
expressed in British thermal units per
hour, per square foot, per inch of

thickness, per degree Fahrenheit tem-
perature difference between the two
sides of the material.
The construction of the apparatus is

not so simple as its principle. The heat-
er is made of nichrome ribbon wound
diagonally on thin fiber board. On each
side of this is placed an insulating
sheet of mica. Outside this on each
side is a copper plate. The hot plate

is exactly the same on both sides, so
that heat flow will be the same each
way.
Each copper plate consists of two

parts, a central area six inches square
and a rectangidar guard ring outside
this, the whole plate being 12 inches
square. The two are separated by an
air gap of three thirty-seconds of an
inch. Provision is made in the construc-
tion of the plate for maintaining the
guard ring at the same temperature
as that of the central area, so that
there will be no heat flow laterally in

the central area of the test specimens.
It is in this central area that all mea-
siu'ements are made. The electrical

heating element also consists of a cen-
tral area and a guard ring, the central
heater being eleven inches square, with
the guard ring in the outer half-inch.

The cold plates are identical. Each
consists of a copper plate twelve inches
square, on the back of which is soldered
a ribbing of rectangular copper tubing,
to conduct the cooling liquid in this

case, alcohol. The alcohol flows from
an overhead tank into the bottom of
each plate and out at its top to a small

collection chamber. It is then pumped
back to the overhead tank which is

cooled by a small refrigerator com-
pre.ssor. The compressor is adjusted to

produce a temperature slightly below
that required in the cooling jdates

—

.say zero Fahrenheit. An electric heat-
er and thermostat maintain the exact
desired temperature.

All this apparatus is thermally insu-
lated by being placed in a box lined
with six inches of cork. In addition to
this, each cold plate is encased in cork,
except on the side in contact with the
test specimen.

- C 01(1 li l\ I I alHir,il<n-y

Interior ot Testing .Apparatus

Eight different temperature readings
are made at frequent intervals during
a thermal conductivity determination
as follows: The temperature at the
center of each face of each specimen,
the difference in temperature between
the faces of each specimen and the dif-

ference in temperature between thi-

central area of each face of the hot
plate and its guard ring. The latter

temperatures are zero when equilib-

rium conditions have been attained.
They are used in adjusting the electric

current flowing through the central
heater and the guard ring heater.

All temperatures are measured with
copper-constantan thermocouples. .\

thermocouple consists of two insulated
wires of different metals, or alloys,

welded together at a junction, which,
when heated, produces a feeble electro-

motive force proportional to its temper-
ature. In this apparatu.s, these electro-

motive forces are measured with a pre-

cision, potentiometer to .001 of a milli-

volt. Temperatures at the faces of

specimens can be measured to .05 de-

gree F. The thermocouple arrangement
for determining- the temperature dif-

ference between the central heating
area and the guard ring is especially
sensitive for sixteen thermocouples,
eight on the central plate and eight on

the guard ring, are connected in one
series making possible the detection
of a temperature difference of .006 of
a degree P.

Test Requires t'areful Control

Operating the apparatus is no more
simjile than its consti'uction. The test
specimens, which measure twelve
inches square and may be of any thick-
ness less than three inches, are first
dried to constant weight. Then the hot
and cold plates are thoroughly dried
and the samples inserted. The cold
plates are held firmly against the
samples by springs, to eliminate any
air gap and to provide uniform and
good contact. Then the current is

turned on and flows continuously dur-
ing the test with such adjustments as
are necessary to bring about steady
heat flow through the specimens, and
allowing no temperature difference be-
tween the central heating- area and the
guard ring.

Thermal conductivity determinations
are usually made at about the same
mean temperatures that would exist for
a heat insulating- material in actual
use. Mean temperature is the average
temperature between the warm and the
cooler side of the insulation.

After steady heat flow has been
established, temperature and hot plate
current measurements are read at in-

tervals over a definite length of time.
Current readings are made with a
shunt and a millivoltmeter. All this is

quite a lengthy process. To attain
steady heat flow conditions requires
from twelve to sixteen hours, and cur-
rent and temperature readings must be
taken for a period of about eight hours.
The ultimate object sought in using

the foregoing described apparatus,
namely, the coefficient of thermal con-
ductivity of the material tested, is cal-

culated from the data obtained as
follows

:

The square of the amperage of the
current supplied to the central heater is

multiplied by the electrical resistance
in (ihms of that jiortion of the heater
circuit behind the 6 inch square central
area. This product is then multiplied
by 3.412 to convert it into British ther-
mal units, B. t. u.'s. Then with the
equation or formula for heat flow

—

Q = k.l(t, — i,)/,/J

the coefficient of thermal conductivity
is computed, where

Q = half the B.t.u.'s.

.-V ^ area of the central area
t, = temperature of the hot plate.

t» ^ temperature of the cold plate,

h = time in hours.
d ^= the distance between the plates,

taken as the thickness of the
specimens,

k =: coefficient of thermal conductiv-
ity of the material being tested.

Thermal conductivity is used as a
measure of the heat insulating- value of
a material, the lower its conductivity,
the better it is as an insulator.—M.K.C.



Have You Asked the Question:

WHAT IS THERE IN RADIO?
A Well Balanced Criticism Offers an Answer

IN THK l)Onai\/.u days of radio, theri-

would have bfeii little need for an
answer to the title question; but

now, however, the industry has become
stahlized to a sreat extent, and it is no

longer possible to extract the best of

nuggets without a great deal of effort

and education.

Servioins

I'robably the first branch that should

be considered is that of servicing, for a

minimum of capital and past experience

is necessary to set up a business. As
long as there are radios, there will be

a need for expert service men, yet the

prospects should not be thought of as

too rosy. In the first place, there are

more men interested in maintenance
work at the present day than are actu-

ally needed. Even so there are still a

few almost vir.gin territories open to

the enterprising man.
.At the present time the radio set

industry is at a peak. Staggering out

of the depression's wake, it has sur-

passed even the year of 1929 in output

of receivers for use in the home. It is

doubtful whether this height can be

maintained : there are logical argu-

ments indicating- a decline within

the next few years. It is evident that

perfection, per se, can not be surpasseil;

furthermore, the ai>proach to pc-rfectioTi

is assymtotic in nature. Already the

industry is well out on the curve; the

more expensive sets on the market are

almost perfect as far as accoustic re-

])roduction is concerned. A degree of

sensitivity and selectivity often appre-

ciated only in the laboratory has been

made possible by use of newly devel-

oped tubes and crystal filter circuits.

In fact, methods of attenuating the

action of the latter for suitable broad-

last receiver use have been sought.

Even the "bugbear" of ra<lio, static,

is being successfully combated by the

use of high power transmitting sta-

tions, suppressor circuits, and short

wave lengths. Is it not logical to sup-

pose, then, that .good receivers pur-

chased today will still be in modern use

eight or ten years hence? Once the ob-

solete battery sets are replaced, along

with the first all-electric sets, the sale

of radios for the home is very likely

to taper off.

All of this reasoning indicates that

the servicing end of radio will not be

an expanding one. Nevertheless, as has

been pointed out. there are still good
opportunities, and good money can be

made, esijecially if side lines, such as

public address work, are followed,

Ka<lio Operators
There has always been a sort of

l>sychological glamor surroundin.g the

I'adio oijerator, esi)eciall.\' the marine
operator aboard ship. Glowing are the

pictures of "Spark.s," a swanky young
man walking the decks with a beautiful

maiden on either arm, seeing the world

in luxury and comfort. Too often, the

true picture is distorted by schools ad-
vertising and playing up the ranking
as an officer, and the long shore leaves.

As it often happens, the poor operator

must help with the loading, oi- make

himself otherwise useful when his other
specific duties do not demand him.
Furthermore, he is often refused the

association of passengers on the ship

and is sometimes compelled to .stay on
ship instead of being granted the much
desired shore leave.

As for new positions—they are

scarce. When even the first class liners,

such as the Queen Marie, employ only

a handful of radio men (ordinarily no
more than three), it can be seen that

there is little chance of being placed

for the completion of a liner is not an
everyday occurrence. Though not quite

as appealing, the position as operator

aboard some freighter ordinarily will

pay as well as or better than that of

chief-operator on some lar.ge trans-

.Atlantic passenger ship.

If it is not required liy law, the

steamship lines usually require their

operators to hold first class licenses.

To make matters worse, it is impossible

to obtain a first class licen.se (commer-
cial radio operator) w-ithout having had
at least eighteen months' of previous

exi>erience on board ship or some costal

or land station. Hence, there is a vicious

circle than can hardly be broken into.

To complete the rather pessimistic

outlook for the ship operator, it should

tie borne in mind that the pay is never
handsome, one hundred and fifty dol-

lars a month being near the peak. Fur-
thermore, there is no possibility of ad-

vancement. If one would seek an oppor-

tunity for this, he must leave the rank
of shiji operator.

Opportunities are \'arie<l

More encouraging is the picture of

the coastal station operator or the point-

to-point operator. Though difficult to

obtain a position, there are possibilities

for advancement, especially if the

operator holds an engineering degree.

The pay is much better and the work
more varied. Here as before, only men
of experience are wanted.

A word must be said of radio as ap-
plied to the aeronautical field. Most
airway companies train existing pilots

to handle the radiophone equipment on
the planes. There is only one organiza-
tion which employs code operators and
that organization is Fan American Air-

wa.vs. The only reason for this is that

the long distances travelled from the

bases make phone work impractical

and at times impossible. Of coiu'se a

few men are employed at the ground
stations, but even so, the field can not

be considered open.

l.,et us turn our attention now to the

broadcasting field. Here it is possil)le

to make a fair wage as a .skilled oper-

ator with a large company. It can be

said that chain network organizations,

such as NBC, pay well. On the other

hand, the author knows of a case where
the chief engineer of a good local sta-

tion gets no more than forty dollars

a month. With many stations it would
seem that the wages are very poor.

It is not proliable that the number of

stations will increase. The trend, in

fact, is in the opposite direction. In

1924 there were over a thou.sand hroaii-

casting stations in the United States;

today there are only some six hundred.
With the advent of hig'her jiowered

transmitters and chains, the utility of

the small local station has ilropped con-

siderably. Then too. theie are even now
more stations operating than would be
desired from a standpoint of inter-

ference.

Of the useful frequencies, only one
small band of some forty kilocycles in

width remains unused by the United
States. International treaty has al-

located the other frequencies for vari-

ous other uses. In this small band only
about ten modern stations could be

operated successfuU.v. Whether or not

the ultra short waves will prove use-

ful for commercial broadcasting re-

mains yet to be seen.

Salaries are Modest

As for the announcer—that glib man
who can enthusiastically recommend
any product from .soup-to-nuts and be

entirely unabashed all the while—not

too much can be said. A good announc-
er often gets paid well: as a rule, the

wage of the usual small station maji

is nothing extraordinary.
The script writer should not be left

out of the picture. Writing script is an
art in itself and requires a person
especially talented in that line. Though
not connected directly with broadcast-

ing, writers of radio magazines, both
technical and non-technical, are em-
plo.\'ed.

Though by no means the only branch
as yet unnamed, radio engineering
holds a prominent place in the field.

It is perhaps one of the most stable

branches and hence is very favorable

to the .graduates of our universities.

The engineer who has had four years,

at least, of study is well prepared to

meet the opportunities of various na-

tures that jiresent themselves. He has.

Iiy the time he has received his "sheeri-

skin." acquired an insight into subjects

which can be of use to him no matter
what line of work he finally follows.

Most colleges and universities offer

radio courses for students in their

third and fourth years. As it usually

happens, the radio engineer is also an
electrical engineer, for seldom is a de-

gree in radio engineering given as such.

The graduate is therefore prepared to

fall into any of a number of types of

work. L«irge companies such as General
Electric and R. C. A. employ many men
for research purposes alone. Other com-
panies use engineers for design work.
Thus, even though the time requii'ed

and the money spent for education as

an engineer are large, the chances of

getting worthwhile positions in radio

are good.
.\nd so it goes. Not all of the

liianches of endeavor have been named;
there are others, but certainly it is this

very flexibility that makes the radio

industry outstanding and interesting.

It is hoped that the author has not

painted too dark a picture in places;

for. notwithstanding these, there are

many bright spots to make the outlook
pleasant.— H. McS..W9DPD.



CARROUSEL
Summer Job is Interesting but Tough

CiriusfS have tout/ s'tnct' hffu a

jniiljul soiircf of material far "he-

hind the scene" story ii-riters. Carni-

vals, ivhite laekinii tlie host of enter-

tainers and eonsiderahly smaller,

provide just as enyrossinij subject

matter in the experiences of the men
ivho do the "setlin</-iip" and "tear-

inti-dovon."

THE boys having- had the day be-

fore oft were in excellent spirits,

bandying words back and forth,

as they finished loading the last few
boxes oi\ an already heavily loaded

IriH'k. It was early morning and still

refreshingly cool. Al. a young lad and
boss of the crew, was giving a hel|iing

hand.
"If you hurry, I think you'll make it

before the sun gets too damn hot!"
Rememl)ering his experience working

in the intense heat, each man renewed
his efforts. The sun had been intoler-

ably hot for the jiast week and showed
little sign of respite this morning.
Secretly, in spite of their grumbling,
the men were quite proud of the fact

that they could "take it."

Chuck, the driver, a university grad-
uate, had already started tieing the

load. His laborious efforts were charac-
teristic of his dogged slownes.s, yet he
managed to be good-natured about the

sarcastic jibes of the crew.
"Expect to .get done today?" asked

.\1, good-naturedly, as he went over to

give Chuck a hand.
With the final preparations for de-

riarture, there was always confusion.
.Someone lost his hammer, anothei-

could not find the apron he had .so

carefully put away, still another hunted
for his lunch.

"All set?" Without waiting for an
answer. Chuck swung the sputtering

truck slowly out into the street.

"Don't forget to get back !" yelled Al

as he banged shut the warehouse door.

After an hour of uneventful riding,

the truck pulled into the lot where the

men were to set-up the carnival. The
merchandise was quickly unloaded and
carried into the church hall where the

driver was to check it in.

Pencil and checking-book in hand,
Chuck lumbered away towards the hall.

Cries of "See you tonight ! . . . Don't

get lost! . . . Need a few men to help?
..." followed after Chuck. He turned,

looked back quizzically, and then,

shruggin.g his shoulders, disappeared
into the doorway.

Tliere was lumber enough for seven
booths, a milk-bottle and balloon-dart

game, a corn game, a refreshment
stand, and a big-top. Each piece of

lumber from the huge tent poles to the

short ball-game braces has a definite

place as it is unloaded ; it is upon this

knowledge, primarily, that a carnival

man's worth depends. The equipment
was tiuilt for rough usage and for ease

in setting-up. All of the lumber is

hinged, so that the only hammering
necessary is to force the spikes into

ill-fitting hinges. The big-top with its

some thirty odd stakes is the most
arduous job; everyone lends a hand in

putting it up before any of the other

work is started. The knack of setting-
up dejiends upon one's endurance and
not upon his intelligence.

With four men unloading, the carni-
val was soon spread about the lot in

its intended position. The sledge ham-
mers were brought out. and, in a few
minutes, the first .stake was happily
disposed of. The ground was hard and
the svin was becoming hotter. After
about ten stakes had been driven in,

the men were drenched with perspira-
tion. It was dangerous working with
slipjiery hand.s.

"Whoa!" cried Hurks, a young mem-
ber of the crew. His sledge missed the
stake and sent him sjjrawling almost
directly under his iiartuer's ne.xt blow.
I>uckily, the sled.ge liid not finish its

intended course.

"Hell! I'm tired, l^et's get a drink!"
exclaimed John, the outfit's carpenter.
No further encouragement was needed.
Kverything was dropi)ed as the men
shuffled off in search of water. The
I>rairie was ankle deep with dust, and
the men presented a pitiful pietuie as
tliey trudged along.

Chuck returned, to everyone's sur-
prise, just as the men were resuming
their work.

"Here, let me have your sledge, I'll

liound for awhile." offered Chuck.
.lohn needed no further coaxing.
A minute later there was a sound of

splitting wood as the handle of Chuck's
sledge crashed down upon the stake.

.\nd so. three men finished driving the

stakes. The tough part of the job over
witii, the remainder, tieing the ropes,

jiutting up the center tent poles, side

poles, and drops, followed in rapid suc-

cession. At this time, another call for

water was heard.

A huge crowd of children had as-

sembled to watch the carnival grow.
They were of all ages. Some quietly

looking- on. while others beseiged the

men with questions.

"When does it start?"

"When ya goin' to put up the ferris

wheel?"
"Ain't there goin' to be no horses?"
"Hey, mister, kin I help you'?"

Then there were comments the.\-

made to each other,

"Boy, look at the muscles on that

guy!"
"You know, Johnjiy, my dad's goin'

to gimme a quarter to spend. Maybe
I'll win one of those wagons, huh?"
One little girl of about nine had just

7

pulled her toddling sister from under
.John's foot. She gave Lucy a withering-

look and then smiled sweetly at John.
With all of the grace she could sum-
mon, she said, "1 think that little chil-

dren should be at home. Don't you?"
And without waiting- for a reply, added.
"1 told mamma not to lei lier out."

Little L.ucy looked op, smiled, and
then .said. "Nuts!"

•
It was Sunday morning. The crew-

had been working- the entire night on
an out-of-town tear-down. Tired and
dirty they had started loading- the
truck for the huge day's work ahead.
The boys would be given a chance to

make a little extra money today by
rvinning the concessions for the Joyville

Centennial.
Al, who had spent the night sleeping

in the warehouse and still in his under-
shirt, was giving the last few orders.

"See that you got everything. Find
out what time you have to make the
I)ii-k-ups tonighl. an<l rinieinber. no
stalling !"

The men were too tired for com-
ments and sullenly got into their regu-
lar iilaces on the truck. John was now
driving. He had caught a bad cold, and
his deep cough implied immediate at-

tention. The two men on the back of

the truck were sprawled on the can-

vas, asleep. Tw'o others sat in the cab
each sucking on the charred remnants
of his two-for-a-nickle cigar.

This was Joyville's Centennial and
the town's officials were even more of-

ficial as they ordered their assistants

about. After considerable controversy
they a.greed on the location for the set-

up. Just as the crew finished, the man
in charge arrived and decided to have
everything- moved !

A few minutes later they were all

at the water hydrant washing off some
of the dirt accumulated during the

past thirty hours. Clean clothes had
been taken along. By noon, Al had as-

signed the men to the various booths
and ever.\-one was ready to start the

ilay's work.
Throughout the entire hot afternoon

more and more people crowded the

carnival. They spent freely as they
jostled about aimlessly, stopping- at an.v

place that a barker was able to interest

them. It was impossible to distinguish

any one particular sound; the din was
that .great!

From one corner came Chuck's voice

calling, "Here it is. Chuck-o-Luck. that

old army game. Six numbers ! . . .

three winners! . . . you lay 'em and wi-

pay em ! . . .

"

From aci-oss the ficM could lie heai-d

.\rs loud-speaking s.xstem at the corn
game.

"Bingo, Corno, Screeno, they're all

the same. Every game there's a winnah
here. Just a few more ..." the rest

was lost as the organ on the merry-go-
round started its twentieth, tin-panny,

repetition of "I'm Just a Va.gabond
bover." About this time the dance or-

chestra decided to give the people some
good music. A few runs by the pianist

and they were off to a flying start on
"The Tiger Rag."

(Continued on Page 22)



Material Selection is Important

Mechanical Engineering In Aviaition

Field Provides Promising Future

As FUTURE engineers, in wliat-

iver Ijranch of engineering you

may be. you are going to be in-

terested in the materials used in and

the methods of fabricating a desired

pruduot, whether it may be an elect rie-

al motor, a bridge, an automobile, or an

airplane. I have chosen to write about

material selection methods of construc-

tion in the factories of the aviation in-

dustry as tieing illustrative of a field

of the mechanical engineer. It should

be quite clear though, that the same
discussion modified only in detail would

be applied to almost any industry.

The aviation indu.stry even as recent-

ly as 1933. when the first of the high-

speed transport ships were appearing in

scheduled operation, had an annual in-

come which from the dollar-volume

standard would seem to indicate that

aviation is still less important than the

five-cent candy-bar industry. What-

ever industrial importance air trans-

portation may have, probably depends,

not on its worth today, but on its pos-

sibilities tor growth. This is indicated

in the history of the indu.stry which

has continually shown growth year by

year.

The ultimate product of the aero-

nautical factories is transportation. The
present standards in transportation,

from the standpoint of speed, have been

made possible in part by the production

of better power plants with every pass-

ing year. The original Wright engine

weighed 21 pounds per horse power.

Today commercial radial air-cooled

engines developing as much at 1,160

horse power at 2,700 revolutions per

minute weigh as little as 1.2 pounds per

horse power and are much more

reliable.

Alloys Have Widespread I'se

The widespread use in modern engine

construction of strong, tough, and de-

pendable alloy steels has made possible

the present low weight-to-power ratios.

A conception of the amount of such

steels used in a modern engine may be

had by considering the following data.

If an engine of the Wasp type were to

be melted down and the various dif-

ferent materials separated, it would be

found to have been composed of. by

weight: 48 per cent alloy steels; V>

lier cent aluminum alloys; 6 per cent

magnesium, copper, brass, and bronze;

along with 1 per cent of rubber, as-

bestos and other miscellaneous ma-
terials.

Mention of some actual applications

of some alloy steels will serve to illus-

trate some of the considerations neces-

.sary in the choice of materials. The
bolts used must not only be .strong and

lough but must be resistant to stresses

such as are caused by vibration of the

engine. A straight nickel steel having

a composition containing 3% per cent

nickel is commonly used for such en-

gine bolts. Cam .shafts demand a ma-
terial which has good machining cjuali-

ties along with high resistance to wear.

The steel used (or these shafts must
have properties such that after machin-
ing the cam shafts can be heat-treated

alon.g with case-hardening without dis-

torting the shafts. A steel having a

composition including 5 per cent nickel

with a small amount of carbon was
found to suit the purpose. Steels used

for crankshafts must exhibit higher

elastic properties along with resistance

to growth at the high temperatures

existing in engines, l^vo alloying ele-

ments, nickel and chromium in small

amounts, were used in the steel foimd

satisfactory for such crankshafts.

Interesting^ Problems are Met

The choice of the steel, principally

used for tubing in aircraft fu.selage

con.struction, illustrates very well a

primary consideration in making the

final determination of which material

should be used for a given purpose. A
steel having sufficient strength was
obviously necessary, but the tubing had
to finally be joined together in some
manner to form a rigid structure. A
chrome-molybdenum steel was found
which could easily be welded and had
the necessary final strength. Here, not

the final use. but the method to be

used in fabricating the desired struc-

ture determined the material to be used.

It should easily be noted that this con-

sideration is just as important in ma-
terial selection in thousands of other

industries. Whether you are building

a skyscraper or a tine watch, the same
question of how am I going to put it

together arises and part of the answer
lies in the material chosen.

There are. of course, many other al-

loys besides those of steel in common
use. Eiich of these has some special

characteri-stic which makes it valuable

for some particular use. Two fairly

common alloys belonging to this group

are Monel metal and Allegheny metal.

Monel metal, an alloy of 70 per cent

nickel and 30 per cent copper is used

in parts of engines and auxiliary drives

subject to corrosive or erosive attack.

Seaplane fittings are generally made of

this material to resist the corrosive ac-

tion of the salt water. Allegheny metal

is a stainless steel alloy containing 18

per cent chromium and 8 per cent

nickel. It not only exhibits corrosion

resisting properties, but also non-mag-

netic characteristics. It is found in air-

craft used for parts of the control

equipment located near the compass
because of these non-magnetic prop-

erties.

Welding Fundamental

The mention of welding brings an op-

portunity to mention another field of

the mechanical engineer, machine de-

sign. The aviation industry sought

some method of joining sheet metal

without the use of rivets. Engineering

was given a chance to do its job of

finding a better way to get the desired

(Continued on Page 17)

Hydraulic Press liaviiii; <(l(l tons pressure, for heavy sheet aluminum parts.
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THE RETURN OF MR. CHU
Offers Friendly Philosophy to All

CHOO-choo-ooooooooo ! The wheels
squeak while the train pulls in

and stops at Champaign, the

home of the University of Illinium.

Alas: The Hon. Mr. Chu returns from
vacation to be active with fellow class-

mates. The school builiiings and spe-

cial book sales at the co-ops give a

most unpleasant welcome, but over-

shadowed by special soda sales at the

favorite coke shops jiresently. There
and around all University grounds, Chu
sees new and old faces. Chu much ab-

sorbed as others by the actions of

freshmen walking' aimlessly and foolish-

ly about. Finally. Chu observes sun-
burnt faces and familiar fig:ures roam-
ing hither and thither. Greetings sig-

naled by Chu and vice versa. Much
happy over friendship rejuvenation

and Chu exchanges vacations vocally.

It was very interesting and so enjoy
scenery and mountain air very im-
mense.

Chu R«ady for Big Year

Vacation proclaimed over by board of

directors, Chu ready start big year. He
hop on famous two-wheeled limousine
and have big peace and conce.ssion talk

with Prof. Chu, no play but talk busi-

ness; tubing, you understand. Art is

very difficult, maybe catch on fast and
maybe slow; very unfortunate for Chu,
no catch at all for last three years but
perhaps better luck coming year. Prof,

hinted art not very sviccessful; suggest

burn midnight oil and concentrate on
text book, not story book or maga-
zines. Chu think very noble idea but
practice not what he believe. He make
change for this year, study two-thirds

of time and sleep rest of time. Prof,

return compliment for alteration and
say Chu might catch up and po.ssibly

have honor to make freshman honor-
ary. Phi Eta Sigma ! ! !

Chu bowed and thank him for noble

foresight and ask how Chu may make
use of time for best advantage. Hon.
Prof, not bored, but Chu find him quite

unhappy in hot office, no ventilation,

squeaky floor, and antique furnishing

in upper floors of Engineering Hall.

Wiping sweat off brow and cheeks,

Prof, replied, "Very excellent question

asked. More important, you have
sought advice from competent sources.

All students should give thought to

this, especially freshmen."
Smiling and happy. Chu patted self

on back and say to self, "Pull wit to-

gether, maybe magic charm of tubing
catch finally." Jovially, Chu say,

"Thank for compliment, please proceed
on advice."

Prof. Offers Advice

Prof, turns on old revolving chair
and taking puff from pipe continued,
"Much is going on all the time. For
instance every fall smokers are held

so that students may get acquainted
with the different societies and make
new friends."

"Yes, very nice of the societies. Al-

ways furnish plenty of donuts and cider

for the poor students at smokers and
also broadens one's mind with interest-

ing talks and speakers throughout
year. Very good idea to join them, eh
I'l'of. ?" interrupted Chu.
While Chu removes coat and roll uii

sleeves to catch more air and ventila-

tion, the Prof, commented, "These so-

cieties are doing wonderful work in try-

ing to help students by their programs.
Talks on current developments are
very helpful in giving knowledge to

students, as they can not acquire it

from text."

Chu commented, "They understand
activities give large benefit but hesi-

tate pay membership fee and so ex-

cellent speakers could not be obtained.

Kindly suggest way to overcome fear

of gold-digging on .students."

Very sympathizing, I'rof. looked at

ceiling and say. "Very unfortunate, in-

deed, perhaps they can be persuaded
by suggestions from faculty wisdom."

"True, but not many advisers are

active in student affairs," commented
Chu, "most of them are non-committal;
like the L,. A. S. student, they loaf

and sleep."

Prof, shocked! Snaps up in chair

and .sound off. "You got idea like nail

hit hammer but must remember, he
got much work to do and have no
time !"

Chu replieil. "That maybe thing

wrong. Prof, concentrate and think too

much of liimself. Maybe wake up some
day."

Technosripe Hoiioral)le Magazine

Reclining back on chair, Prof.

answered, "Very astonishing statement
indeed, perhaps story in honorable
magazine, Technogripe, about faculty

inactivities may bring inspiration."

"Hope they feel same." say Chu.

"but what are other activities to make
use of time?"

Prof, sighed and glad relief from
topic of faculty comments, "Weather
very beautiful, students should indulge

in games and sports and build up re-

sistance to infections and sickness. Re-
ward maybe offered by Hospital asso-

ciation for good health. Save doctor

and hospital expense."
Chu comments, "I catch; all work,

no play, doesn't make Johnny. Very
clever proverb. Prof.?"

"Clever indeed, but no work, all play

doesn't make Johnny either," retorted

the Prof. "All these students think
about is romance and drama, but inter-

est not in learning and labor, A sad

story for the instructor who mu.st meet
up with them."
"Maybe University like matrimony

factory," Chu compared. "Student find

maybe wife or husband."

Prof, smiled and feeling happy, tor-

gets heat and carries on, "Excellent
comment, maybe very true, I found my
wife same way. Younger generation not
so bad after all, perhaps even more
progressive than us old timens. They
aren't as bashful and work probably
much more efficient. Mm . . . mmm
now, wait a minute. I'm jumping at

conclusions too quick. Now. that's bad,

1 guess I'm changing into one of these
modern youth, quite intriguing, I

should say, uh huh ..."

China <;irl .Makes Chu Homesick

Subject put Ch\i in remorse, think of

China girl away. Chu get homesick
and turn seriously to thoughts of going
home but blood shot through head and
ask self question, "Are you a man or

mouse?" Very grave question and after

deliberating decides self as man, so

again thought turn toward school. Chu
bids Prof, farewell while he sits in of-

fice dreaming" of his schoolday romance.
Chu walks out into campus and, with
brains in high gears, dreams of happi-

ness and good time for coming school

.year by participation in activities. The
final resolution is: "Don't be a book-
worm or a gold-bricker, but be both."

—E. H.

Petroleum Option in Step with
Oil Development

The recently established option in

Petroleum Production Engineering
lieing offered by the Mechanical Engi-
neering Department is finding increas-

ing interest among the student body.
Concurrently, a new oil boom is about
to develop in the southern part of the

state, and which may subsequently
place Illinois again near the top in oil

production and new field development.
During the past summer, no loss than
eight major oil companies have been
employing seismograph crews in ex-

idoring the vast region west of the

older Illinois fields, a region which,

according- to the Geological Survey, has
good possibilities for hidden oil fields.

As a result of their work about one
and one-half million acres of land have
been definitely leased for oil develop-

ment purposes. Among these companies
are Carter Oil Co., Shell Petroleum
Corp., The Texas Co., Gulf Oil Corp.,

Pure Oil Co.. and Standolind Oil and
Gas Co. Active drilling of test wells

may soon start.

Should a large producing field result,

a number of graduating petroleum engi-

neers may find employment in an
active field close at hand. A number of

engineering students are planning to

register in the new courses, M. E. 35.

and 36, the coming year. These courses

were taught to a group of students

during the past year and are being
handled by R. F. L.arson. associate, 10.5

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.
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The Diarv of

Elmer Q. Cornerstone
Offers Good Example

CIIIC.ICO, III.. -/».'/ /-^. 197x—{Sf;--

,;rt/)— (T/ii- follnii.-inii remarks, laknt

from the diary of Elmer O. Cnrnerslonc,

ivere in-rlllen by Mr. Cornerstone 'u./iile a

student in the Department of Cii-il Eniji-

neerinq, Colleiie of Enf/ineerini/, Vni-ver-

sily of Illinois, during the years /9jV

through 193S. Mr. Cornerstone was killed

last Wednesday ix-lten he was erushed

under a huge hueket of molten herryllium,

durini/ his annual inspeetion of the Cht-

tago hranih of the Great International

Aluminum and Berryllium Works. These

excerpts, which deal mainly with the ac-

tii'ities of Mr. Cornerstone, show why he

rose from the position of a common

laborer in the shops of the corporation to

the position of president of the I. .1. &

n. w.)

Sept. IS. iy3J.—Ah—at last my
hunger for knowledsc is to be appeased.

I am now fully enrolled as a student

in this great university ! Personally I

think one should he given a degree if

he can successfully get through the

work of regristering in one day.

Oct. 3.—The work is piling up on me.

If 1 did all that the instructors expect

of me, I wouldn't have time to keep up

on my bowling and ping-pong, let alone

date all those beautiful Alpha Gam and

Delta Gam pledges I met last night.

(Editor's Note: Mr. Cornerstone's

handwriting was blurred at this point.

The correct interpretation is in doubt.)

Oct. 9.—Had a long talk with my
G. E. D. instructor today; he said that

my work wasn't nearly up to my abil-

ity, that if I want to be a good engi-

neer. I must get down to work and get

more out of my classes. He had cer-

tainly ought to know.

Oct. 11.—Heard about Phi Eta Sigma,

freshman scholastic honorary, for the

first time. As I understand it, if one

gets an average equivalent to half A's

and half B's, or 4.5 or over, he will be

eligible for initiation into the society.

One fellow was telling me that Phi Eta

Sigma didn't mean much, that he

wouldn't ever join it. Very true, he

wouldn't ever join it. I happen to know
that he is getting by on a three point.

Nov. 13.—Midsemester grades came

out today. I'm not doing as well as I

anticipated. 1 think my average is a

little over 3.7. I would like awfully to

get a 4.5 at the end of the semester.

It would mean a lot to my folks. Maybe

if I dropped my ping-pong and bowling,

and only dated on week-ends, I can

do it. Is it worth trying?

Dec. 22.—I am leaving for home to-

morrow noon for vacation. I think 1

had better take my trig and algebra

books home with me. 1 have a fair

chance to get A's in those courses it I

work hard enough.
Feb. 2, 1035.—Well. I made it. Most

of my instructors .said that I just got

by, with the grades 1 was given. Those

first two months of slacking almost

kept me out of Phi Eta Sigma. 4.71

isn't so bad.

Peb. 9.—Tried out for Pershing Rifles,

crack military drill team. I get a big

kick out of good drilling, .so I hope I

made it.

Feb. 11.—Was bid and pledged into

Pershing Rifles. I can get my blue

shoulder cord any time next week.

Feb. 16.— Phi Eta Sigma initiation

look place last night in Bradley hall.

It makes me want to rate Tau Beta IM

and some of the other honoraries 1

will be eligible to in a couple of years

if I keep my scholastic average up to

where it should be.

.lune 1.—Working hard didn't hurt

me any last semester. 4.82 to be exact,

n—m that rhetoric!

^ppt. 19.—Finished my registration

lliis morning. Resolved to work hard

this year in an attempt to get the Chi

Epsilon award to the sophomore C. E.

having the highest scholastic average

for the two years. Working hard hadn't

ought to be especially difficult this

year—most of the sorority .girls I knew

flunked out. I really didn't think they

were that kind of girls either.

Sept. 24.—I heard today that Jim won

the Phalanx award to the freshman

doing the most outstanding work in

Military in addition to having good

••rades. I haven't heard who got the

Hazelton award, the University Gold

Medal, or the other military awards.

Sept. 25.— It was recommended that I

join mv departmental society so I con-

nected myself with the student branch

of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers.

Oct. 4.—A. S. C. B. meeting this aft-

ernoon. Besides having cider and dougn-

nuts and a good time, I heard a swell

illustrated lecture on super-highways.

If the rest of the meetings are as prof-

itable as this one, I had ought to get

something out of my A. S. C. E,

Nov. 19.— I went to the A. S. C. E.

meeting again this afternoon and heard

a dandy talk on modern trends in

bridge building by a well-known au-

thority on the"^ subject. The more meet-

ings 1 attend, the more I value my
A. S. C. E. membership. The person

who recommended that I join a de-

partmental society certainly knew what

he was talking about. One can certainly

get a lot, both personally and profes-

sionally, from associating wdth others

studving the same profession. It broad-

ens "one's knowledge and interest in

his chosen field. Sometimes 1 wish I

could get into A. S. M. E. and A. S.

E. E. too.

.Ian. 11, 1936.—Tau Nu Tau, Kng\-

neiM-ing military society, published the

names of the ten sophomores to win

the T N. T. awards for being the best

in military drill in the unit. I would

have liked to win one of the awards.

May 19.— I was informed unofficially

this evening that my glades are siif-

ficientlv high to win the Chi Epsilon

award. That's something to write home

about

:

^,.pt. 17.—Registrati.in. 1 have some

nice stiff courses this year. It looks

as if 1 will .go to about ten less dances;

Scptciiihcr, 1936

well, at least five less. A fellow cant

study all the time. All work and no

play may make Jack, but it isn't much
fun.

Oct. 23.—I^ast night I was informed

that I had been elected into Chi Epsi-

lon. The upper ten per cent of the

C. E.'s are eligible for initiation into

this Civil Engineering Society. I was

also told that Bill made Pi Tau Sigma,

Mechanical Engineering Society, and

that Johnny made Eta Kappa Nu,

Electrical Engineering Society.

j^'ov. 21.—Had invitations into both

Scabbard and Blade, and Phalanx, Mili-

tary Fraternities. Can't decide whether

to join either.

Dec. 4.—Bid into Tau Nu Tau, Engi-

neering Military Fraternity. I'ledgcd.

Initiation in four weeks.

Jan. 15, 1937.—Had a date with a

town girl la.st night. Got home about

twii-thirtv. Had an hour exam this

morning." Flunked it. I thought I had

learned 1

May 3.—I was told last night that 1

am eii.gible to take the examination for

Tau Beta I'i, all-engineering honorary.

Theoretically the upper 25 per cent of

the members of the junior and .senior

classes in the College of Engineering

are eligible, but usually an average of

4.5 is required of juniors and a little

less for seniors.

May 11.—Twelve fellows passed the

Tau Beta exam. Four of the twelve are

from our house.

Sept. 18.—Well, this will be the last

time I'll register at this institution.

But it appears as if it will be a busy

year to top off the other three. I sure-

Iv hope I get oft on the right foot and

then keep in step with Tommy Shedd.

Hardy Cross, Jimmy Doland, and

Fiankie Stubbs. Oh me!
Feb. 19, 1938—Sigma Xi, National So-

ciety for the Promotion of Scientific

Research, published their list of eli-

gibles this morning and to my surprise

my name was among the others. I cer-

tainly would like to find the money to

join the society.

.\pril 29.—Bill made Phi Kappa I'hi,

fraternity honoring highest scholarship

among seniors, and will be initiated

next week. I don't know what average

they demand, but I guess mine must

have been too low.

May 1.—Well, about a month more to

go. Made University honors and Bronze

Tablet, and as a result was up on the

stage at the Honors Day Program. If

1 can find some cash anywhere, 1

think I shall invest in a scholarship

key.
May 24.—Representative of the Great

International Bridge and Iron Works
interviewed fifteen fellows today. 1

casually hung out ray nine keys and

got the job. Don't say that hardware

doesn't mean anything. 1 am to start

in one of the shops so I can learn the

fundamentals of the industry.

June 10.—Graduated with honors.

Things look bright with a degree and

a job.
:;= * ^

(Editor's Xote: In the industrial shake-

down of IQItO, when steel began to he

replaced by aluminum and herryllium,

Mr. Cornerstone was one of the leaders

to instigate a ihange from iron and steel

to the newer industrial metals. Soon after

this Mr. Cornerstone was made president

of the corporation, which position he held

until his untimely death last week.)
—T. M.



Employed Engineers Point Towards Better Times

A Summer's Snooze
Engineering Campus Active During Regular Vacation Period

IK ONE had jilanned a trip to visit all

thr piisineering students during their

summer vacation, it would have taken
him over a large part of the country,

and he would have found the students
working' at many interesting and in-

structive occupations. Here are a few
typical examples:

One of the most interesting of the

occupations was the position, held by
IjiuliN Kristof of laiioratory assistant in

the Hydraulic Researcli Laboratory of

the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation. Louis
was located in Montrose. Col., where he
was helpin.g- to test a model of the

Imperial Valley Dam and the All-

.\nierican Canal Works, which was
built with a .scale ratio of 1:40.

In another part of the country David
Cole was working for the Ford Motor
Co., in Dearborn. Mich. He was highly

pleased with his job. as it afforded him
a great deal of valualjle experience, and
he hopes to be able to return there

next summer.

.\ little nearer home was I^aVerne
EUhiilm, employed as a research a.ssist-

ant to a dentist in Rockford. He was
working on the developmtnt of dental

ajipliances.

Ralph Batt remained in Urliana for

summer school, taking- a course in T.

& A. M. He was also working- under
Mr. Phillips in the reconstruction of the
University Radio Station WILL to its

new frequency. This includes the build-

ing of a new transmitter on the south
farm, the erection of two directional

antenna towers, and rebuilding the old

transmitter.

At the International Harvester Co..

Farmall Works, in Rock Island, Car-
roll Kunn was employed in the inspec-
tion department, Carroll's job was to

inspect various tractor parts. He liked

the work, and felt he gained a large

amount of experience in industrial

engineering.

Harr.v (irier found a summer job ot

pinch-hitting- for vacationists in the

Executive offices of the I'an-American
Wallpaper and Paint Co., in Chicago.
Not much engineering, but he says it

was interesting- work.

Down in Mis.souri .lohn lirouk had a

couple of jol)s. F^irst he was in th<' re-

frigeration department ot Stewart-
Warner Corp., in St. Louis. He then
accepted a job with the A. P. Green
Fire Brick Co.. of Mexico. Mo., where
he expected to gain some practical ex-

perience in his chosen field—Ceramics.
John also did considerable swimming to

keep in shape for the coming water-
polo season at Illinois.

Ijloyd DanlelNon .got an early start in

an upand-coniing branch of mei-hanical

engineei'ing. namely, air conditioning.

His work consisted of making air-con-

ditioning- estimates, special sales work,
drafting, and machinery installation for

the Mr Conditioning Co., of Russell.

Kan.
John Teiher is another engineer who

turned commercial and spent the sum-
mer helping' out at office work for va-

cationists in Chicago.

EIGHTY-SKVEN engineering stude]ils

enjoyed the novelty of a summer
session. During the day heat records
wavered ; evenings brought the haras-

sed students lectures, readin.gs, con-

certs, or plays for relaxation. The at-

tendance at the concerts .given by the
Summer Session l^and and orchestra
bespoke the engineers' intent to make
up for time lost during the rest of the

year. A highlight of the music season
was the concert given by the Illinois

S.vmphony Orchestra. The engineers
had further chance for "culture ab-
.sorption" with a jiresentation of tour

Shakespearean dramas by the Univer-
sity Theater. A few more ambitious
engineers upheld the honor of their col-

lege by exercising their versatility in

the acting and producing of the plays.

The Jitney and Coffer-Miller Players,

and the Tattertown Marionettes, pre-

senting "The Taming of the Shrew,"
provided an interesting comparison
with the campus plays.

The strengthening influence of a

technical mind jiermeated one ot the
regular Sunday evenin.g summer Ves-

per Services when Professor H. F.

Moore presented "An Engineer's View
on Religion." For those seriously inter-

ested in "star gazing," the Observatory
held open-house a tew nights a week.

After a week of exhausting study,

the Skating Rink with its mixer was a
welcome retreat. ISngineers spent many
fruitful houi'S jiolishing the maho.gany.

In spite of the terrific heat, there
were always a few restless individauls

who had to have their tennis and golf

tourneys; those poor souls who could
not "take it" foimd relief in the re-

freshin.g- waters of the University pool.

Croquet, soft ball, horseshoes, and arch-

ery helped as fillers-in.

Considerable construction went on
<luring the summer, especially on North
campus. Work on the new metallurgic-
al laboratory progressed with such
speed that the second story construction
work was completed by the middle of

July ! Considerable remodelling was
done on the room heating and testing

plant. The mechanical engineering de-

liartment installed a complete air con-
ditioning unit. The University installed

a new phone system and rejuvenated
the .\uditorium and the Woman's
buildin,g'.

The actual studying incurred diu'ing

the summer session presents the same
problem that does the regular semes-
ter. Time is at a premium, and the
student must study harder, theoretic-

ally at least. It is interesting to note
that summer school students are more
mature, as a group, than those vaca-
tionin.g. and they are really in earnest
about getting their work. Perhaps the

fact that they are mostly instructors,

helps explain the situation. All in all,

the Summer Session i>roved lialf as

lon.g. twice as hot, and twice as en-

joyable as the re.gular semester.

Grace and l)eaul.>
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WHO'S WHO IN ILL

• Robert Hastings

• Norman Schoeppel

• R. C. A. Purl

ROBERT HASTINGS enrolled in Architectural En-
gineering at Illinois in 1933. Since that time his

scholastic average has been high enough to make him an

Honor's Day student and a member of Gargoyle, the

architectural scholastic honorary. The law of averages

must have been passed for him. Bob is vice-president

(at last, a vice-president people hear about) of Alpha
Rho Chi, and also vice-president (A connoisseur) of the

A. S. C. E. Bob's hobbies are cabinet making (which

is not so far from making blondes as it sounds), adding
to his woodwork shop, and working catchy math prob-

lems (you see, he is good at figures). Traveling in the

northern states is old stuff to Bob. His favorite spot,

which he has hit for the last 10 years, is in northern

Wisconsin. We can't say offhand what the attraction

is, but 10 years ought to be proof enough.

NORIMAX SCHOEPPEL'S fame on campus is so

legendary you probably thought he was dead. This

year Norm has made his best grades, and, at the same
time, he has had the most dates. This was accom-

plished by a subtle blending of mind and emotions. As
far as his scholastic record is concerned, he passed the

proficiency exam in Rhetoric, and made College Honors
twice (to prove that the first time was not an accident),

,'md was the honor junior chosen the first semester for

Tau Beta Pi. Norm is a member of Phi Eta Sigma,

Keramos, and the student branch. Last year he was
secretary-treasurer (two in one) of Keramos and will hv

president (do not envy him) of Keramos for the coming
year, and president (he certainly can take it) of Tau
Beta Pi for the first semester. He also finds time to

devote to committee work at Wesley foundation. While
at school Norm painted the town, but this summer he

was kept busy painting his home (not red, I hope).

Norm's hobb\', most men of intellect have them, vou

know, is building home-made machinery like jig-saws

and lathes, and using them just long enough to find out

their faults.

R. C. A. PL'RL, who is not hooked up with Radio
City, spent the first two years of his college career

studying to the exclusion of most everything else. After
this naive interlude Mr. Purl began his college capers.

Was he a man or a mouse? He was not! In his junior

year he joined a flock of honoraries and found that study
and play go very well together. This past semester he

hit all the big dances, made good grades with his

heaviest schedule, and got plenty of sleep during finals

(Editor's Note:?????). Purl is vice-president of Tau
Beta Pi and will represent them next fall at their annual

convention in the East. Ray is treasurer of Theta Tau
and Scimitar, the fencing honorary (probably collects

(lues at the point of a sword) ; he has a recorded mem-
bership in Phi Eta Sigma, Scabbard and Blade, and Tau
Nu Tau. Ray received the Sigma Tau Award (just one

more Tau and I'll scream) for the highest grades in the

freshman engineering class. Ray spent the summer of

1935 with the Pullman Company, gaining \aluable

practical experience. Six weeks of this summer were
passed at Camp Custer. At the age of nine Ray had

traveled most extensiveh', having already visited 31

states! Since then he has done much repeating and has

al.so included a few Canadian provinces. Before the

voice of wisdom told him to come to Illinois, he had

attended 12 schools in fi\e widely separated states. His

wanderlust can be attributed to the roving nature of his

parents' stage career. At the tender age of three he (R.

C. A. remember?) toured the country playing a speak-

ing part in "East Lynne." Ray simply revels in at-

tending such sporting events as the All-Stai' baseball

game, the World Series, football games, and the In-
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dianapolis races. He enjoys collecting theatre stubs and

dance programs, and to whistle-Iike-heli all of the time!

TED HACKETT passed through the sweet innocence

of high school days out at Wheaton, and graduated in

June, 1930. L nemployment was not for him, so he got

a job with the Western Electric Co. working on air

conditioning units. Ted entered the mechanical engi-

neering department at Illinois in the fall of 1933. He
played freshman football, but found that he did not

have time for the varsity (tough break for the varsity).

After seeing some of his prospective opponents, he de-

cided to tackle the books instead. Running track brought

him his freshman numerals and then a varsity "I." Ted
is treasurer of Triangle, and is a member of Pi Tau
Sigma and Tau Nu Tau (look upon him with respect).

In the spring of 1936, for some luiknown reason, he

became a member of the Tribe of Illini. Ted devotes

most of his leisure to sports; he especially likes ice

hockey. Music as played by Fats Waller, Cab Calloway,

and Ted Lewis is tops with Ted. Also, Ted has an

anti-hobby, he is a full-blooded uomnri hater. (Editor's

XoTE: This is an excellent stand to take during leap

year). In the summer of 1932 Ted and three friends

dro\e a 191f-i Dodge to the west coast and took in the

Olympic games at Los Angeles.

GEORGE LOGAX in his freshman year was elected

to Phi Eta Sigma. There is the statement, make of it

what you will. When he advanced into that state of

coma politely referred to as the sophomore year, Mr.
Logan (George, to his mother) joined up with Pershing

Rifles to improve his tantalizing optics and to provide for

himself a handv method of defense in case of—well.

just in case. When George attained the lofty perch of a

junior, he really went to town, in a manner of speaking.

He signed up in the Advanced Corps, and joined Tau Nu
Tau, the engineering military organization. By fate or

design, he was made president (the fellow who gets all

the credit) of A. S. M. E. for the first part of this

year. George's hobby is model building, and it takes

form in ships and coaches. George took to running (not

away, and only for exercise) and "rasslin' " to build up

the well known physique. He was born in Vancouver,

but came to Chicago when five years old, which was
good judgment for such a yoiuig kid. George spent the

summer in doing general machine shop work for his

pappy, preceded by six weeks at Camp Custer.

HARRY SKINNER who claims Aledo, 111., as his

lionie-town (whether the town claims him is a matter

for conjecture) is president of Triangle. Although

Harry never took the trouble to determine the stresses

in his chain, it is rumored that the keys he has been

wearing have caused considerable strain. After winning
the Chi Epsilon Award for being the sophomore civil

engineer with the highest average, Harry was pledged

and then made president. Continuing in rapid strides,

he soon made Tau Beta Pi (even more quickly, thev

made him treasurer). Since he does not make a habit

of avoiding trouble, Harry joined the Advanced Corps

and became a member of Tau Nu Tau. To coiuiteract

the effect of too many Greek-letter societies, he is busy

proving the might of the pen as secretary of the student

branch of the A. S. C. E. Baseball and wrestling would
be Harry's hobbies had he the time to indulge. His usual

summer as a farmer was interrupted this year by six

weeks spent at Camp Custer exercising his commission

as second lieutenant.



THE RIGHT ANCLE . . .

answer. The
disappointing

;

Personal Inventory

Have you students of

engineering ever asked your-

self the question, "Just

what am I getting out of my
college education?" Whether
you have or haven't, in all

prohahility you never did a

\ery thorough job of answer-

ing yourself. This is a sug-

gestion that you investigate

the subject and anive at an

results may be gratifying; they may he

they cannot fail to be enlightemng!

Visualize a problem ; one from school-work, or one

from everyday life. Do you attack it along these lines?

"What are the given facts, the known conditions, the

expected results? What methods are available? Which
is the best method? This solution is the most direct."

With more complex problems, the procediu'c is often

not so straight-forward, the outline is the same. In-

sofar as your mind functions along these lines, you have

absorbed from your studies what your instructors were

attempting to instill in you by requiring .solution of

problems and exercises that often seemed artificial,

tedious, even exasperating. Unfortunately, many stu-

dents make no attempt to understand why a particular

instructor or course doesn't fit into their idea of how
things should be. They merely dub the instructor

too cranky, or the course too theoretical. They would

do well to look beyond the actual material of the course

and think of possible gain through the mental develop-

ment alone before condemning it in its entirety.

Our college undeniably presents difficult curricula.

Many find them too difficult. Nearly all experience ex-

hausting periods of study ; often they must forego pleas-

ure, and sometimes they must lose sleep. When, how-

ever, this analytically inquiring attitude becomes a part

of our mentalities, difficulties decrease to the vanishing

point and our studies become a routine storing of points

of interest. Not a small part of the improvement is due

to the fact that, incidental to the true grasping of the

fundamental idea, vastly increased powers of concentra-

tion are developed. The student finds himself able to

accomplish his tasks in surprisingly short periods of time

b\- the simple expedient of allowing no extraneous

thoughts to enter his head.

All students are hampered by the lack of this atti-

tude, because the work becomes harder as they advance.

The freshman's work, so difficult for him, would be

child's play for the jimior, even if the upper-classman

lemembered none of the material of the freshman

coiu'ses. The junior's own work requires his best

efforts. Whatever his standing, as soon as a student

thoroughly digests this idea, really the most sound basis

of any exact knowledge, he will find his work readily

surmountable. He will be ampl\' repaid b\ spare time

to be spent preferably in advantages other than book-

learning that a great university such as ours offers.

Some students reach this goal early; some never reach

it. Probably most reach it as juniors or sem'ors. It is

to be hoped that this presentation of the subject will

hasten the attainment for many.
Whatever your walk of life in this scientific age of

ours, this analytic method of attack will get results.

The college presents the opportunit\- to acquire it. It

is up to you to develop it in yourself. Have \ou? It

\ou have, impro\e it! If vou ha\en't, cvdti\ate it!

—

K. C. A. P.

No Jobs?

During the past several

years, college students—per-

haps engineering students

most of all—have been

rathe ] pessimistic and cyn-

ical regarding the value of

their higher education and

its financial meaning after

graduation. True, during

the first years of the depres-

sion not all graduates from professional schools secured

remunerative positions immediately, but the present

trend, in engineering at least, is to refute these ideas

still held by many.
Correspondence with the heads of the departments

in the College of Engineering reveals that practically all

graduates are now employed. A sin'vey conducted by
the department of electrical engineering showed that 90

per cent of each class of the last two years was employed

by October following its graduation. Further, in in-

vestigations of the salaries of one class, it was shown that

the graduates monthly earnings progressed about as

follows: first year—$125; second year—$150; third year

—$175; fourth year—$190; fifth year—$225. These
figures represent the average of the entire class, not

merely the superior students. Indeed, according to Pro-

fessor E. B. Paine, it has been difficidt to find men with

the qualifications necessary to fill positions brought to

his attention during the last eight months. Professor

Paine also says that his surveys point to 1932 as the real

bottom of the depre.ssion, and that engineering salaries

have been climbing since then.

Information from other departments is not quite so

complete, but indicates the same general situation. The
mechanical engineering department reports all its gradu-

ates employed at present. The starting salaries of the

last class averaged slightly more than $119 a month.

All graduates of the 1936 class from the civil engineer-

ing department had secured positions before the end of

school. Their salaries run from $100 to $180 a month,

and average about $125. Also, all of the classes of the

last 10 years are 100 per cent employed, according to

Professor W. C. Huntington. The railway engineering

department brings a similar report, and while the other

departments have no information compiled, it is believed

that the same condition prevails throughout the college.

So there seems to be no foundation for the old giipe

that study is worthless because there are no jobs. The
thing to do is graduate with flying colors so that the

head of \our department can give you his highest recom-

mendation. Then it is certain that there will be a place

in the world for iiou, and another Illini engineer will

be making his mark. The records show that our pre-

decessors are nuining the engineering world from New
England to the Oolden (late. Let's keep up the reputa-

tion of Illinois!— F. B. H.
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First the Pencil and Slide Rule
ON ALL ENGINEERING PROJECTS

6I@ C. DANIEL ST.

202 S. MATHEWS^iC

Read What a Successful Engineer Says
ABOUT A SLIDE RULE

H. V. Putman, manager of switchgear engineering, Westingliouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company says: "Next to pen and pencii,

tlie slide rule is the engineer's most useful tool. Occasionally a man
attains success without it; but far more often engineers reach po-
sitions of responsibility through activities made possible by their

knowledge and use of the slide rule." For
helpful buying of a slide rule come to one of

these two stores. 202 South Mathews, next
to the Transportation Building, is the offi-

cial headquarters for engineering supplies

and G. E. D. sets.

JUST SOUTH OF THE TRANSPORTATION BUILDING

001
STORES



Work and Pla\ Pleasantly Combined

A City Slicker In An Army Camp
Six Weeks at Camp Custer—an Unforgettable Experience

IN an attpmpt to capture and convey
in mere rold words the "human in-

terest," side of the six weeks R. O.

T. C. camp as endured liy B Company
in the arid, sandy wastes of Camp
Custer, the following items are set

forth.

p'or the first week, everyone fails in

for all formations punctually and with

anticipation. This state of affairs may
be due to inexperience and, in an.v

event, ceases to exist as .soon as we
learn the ropes; thereafter, most of tis

have to Vie extracted from bed forcibly

and a number habitually fail to appear
for reveille, with no apparent evil con-

setiuences. Roll-call becomes a farce and
the platoon sergeants vie with each
other to see who can finish calling his

list of names first.

We all tire exceedingly of camp sur-

roundings and seek diversion in Battle

Creek, Kalamazoo, Gull Lake or Lake
Goguac and its Rendezvous dance hall,

with varying degrees of success. Tlie

Rover Boys on Gull Lake, Weldon.
Eilertson, and Turner, capsize their

canoe and receive a good soaking. God-
frey, Fay, Lamb, Whitehead, Evans,
Siegel, and Olson bid fair to be known
as the Harmony Tavern Hoods due to

their frequent visits to that Battle

Creek dive.

Weldon comes in late to mess, which
is usually just too bad, hut triumphs
over circumstances, eats more than
even Lipscomli and Snodgrass, and
then pilfers an entire apple pie under
his hat as he walks out.

And then there is moral-uplifter Fer-

guson—later to be known as the man
with the finger. We confidently predict

that this earnest young reformer will

someday replace Evangeline Booth as

head of the Salvation Army. Ask his

companions in Tent 20.

Cadet-Colonel Neidhardt personally

leads the Michigan State horse marines
in a sand raid on the peaceful, inoffen-

sive engineers.
Bill Renner and the irrepressible

Weldon go on a prolonged week-end
binge, forget their identities, forget to

return to camp until Monday afternoon,

and incur the righteous wrath of Ser-

geant Mount. For a couple of weeks
thereafter they don't leave the com-
pany street, for some reason—probably
remorse.
The third Saturday Lieutenant Dau

names Tent 20. comjirising Milner, Fer-

guson, Elden, Dewan, and Larson, the

best tent in the company, but this

claim is hotly contested by Logan,
Slonneger, and a.ssociates.

Siegel talks a good type "A" fire

trench, but is overshadowed by the
steam-shovellike activity of Fritz Hei-
nig and Gano. Siegel makes up for this

inactivity, however, by carrying his

horse back to camp when the engineers
go riding.

Milner and Fritz chase three unlucky
CCC boys out of the tree behind the
Post Theater and view "Under Two
Flags" gratis. (What a scene in the
oasis!).

Most of us attend the annual R. O.
T. C. dance in Battle Creek with dates
obtained by Committee Godfrey and
Gunn and, despite the torrid weather,
manage to enjoy ourselves. John Mc-
Conkey, V. F. ('., nets a profit of $L2.'i

from an impromptu taxi service, but
wakes up the next morning with a
hangover and no $1.25.

We go on the range for a couple of

weeks in the hottest weather of the
summer, and, while everyone enjoys
firing the Colt .45. the .30 Springfield
rifle is more like work. Lindley, Turner,
and Renner come out with bruised and
bleeding countenance.s, but qualify
nevertheless.

The chief bolos are Person of V. of

M., and Mattiello of Michigan Tech..

and receive the tin-can covers ^graved
by charge-of-quarters Siegel.

The Michigan fellows who will prob-

ably be remembered the longest are
"Jag" Cosgrove, Cowboy Real, and
Moon Mullen. Here's to you, fellows

!

Sergeant Mount deserves something
or other for his .gallantry in picking
up two nurses who were "walking
home" and subsequently defying speed
laws in getting them to the Sanitarium
on time—according to his story.

Kush brings forth the disciplinary
measures of Sergeant Mount by at-

tempting to be first sergeant, K. P..

and private of the guard all on the
.same day. He is confined to camp for
the remainder of the camp period, but
this fails to daunt our hero, who sets

out for the Rendezvous the following
evening. It turns out to be a rendez-
vous, all right, with the doughty Ser-

geant there to keep it ! Was your face
very red, Ku.sh?
We depart on the long-awaited hike,

and carrying 40 pound packs and our
rifles we follow the infantry over a
circuitous route for eleven miles to

finally make camp at Eagle Lake. The
engineers run aw-ay with the R. O. T. C.

swimming meet and represented by
.\nderson, Fritz, Siegel, Gunn, and
Kush of Illinois, Williams and Person
of Michigan, and Sweder of M. C. M.
T., dominate about every event. We
learn during the afternoon's downpour
that our shelter-halves are not very
sheltering and eat our evening meal in

the rain. I^ater the rain ceases and wo

build fires and dry out. Brother Stoner
is tossed in a blanket by willing hands,
but cannot equal the height attained
by Dixon and "Uck" Bay. Many yarns
are .spun around the fires until we re-

tire to our damp blankets only to be
awakened at 3 a. m. We strike camp in

inky darkness and follow our guides
about four miles to the other side of
camp, only to find that the infantry
attack has been successful and that we
may go back to breakfast. The same
afternoon we turn in our packs and
rifles and have our last inspection the
next morning, which is Saturday. It is

found that Weldon, as u.sual, needs a
shave, and Dewan, a haircut.

On Monday we go out on demolitions,

and, while at first there is some diffi-

culty about generating enough voltage,
we later succeed in shearing off a rail

and dropping a pair of concrete posts
with T. N. T. In extinguishing one of

the ensuing .grass fires, Fritz puts his

nose in the path of Briner's elbow and
R. C. A. I'url has the hair on his man-
l.v chest .slightly singed.

In the afternoon we turn in all our
famed G. I. equipment except our fa-

tigues and beds and blankets, and then
have the rest of the day off. On Tues-
day we loaf, except the butt detail of

Milner and Renner, who have to work
in the pits in the morning. In the after-

noon we turn in the remainder of our
G. I. equipment and spend the time
until Wednesday morning in various
ways. Those unlucky enough to be in

camp Tuesday night draw one blanket
and a mattress and sleep between
shivers and sneezes on the rather
hard tent floors.

On Wednesday morning we draw our
pay minus 35 cents paid to McConkey
and Lieutenant Naylor for missing
equipment, and then everyone sets out
for anywhere that is not on the Mili-

tary Reservation. That is, except W. R.

Elden, who sta.vs a couple of nights

longer in Battle Creek. What was her
name. Bob? Priscilla?

We leave camp with mingled memo-
ries of the .good and bad aspects, but
with experience and adventures we
would not have gotten anywhere else,

and we will view with more apprecia-
tion and enjoyment as the years roll

'.py.—C. M. M.

Student oH'ifers getting prat'tical military bridge building experience.
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Mechanical Engineering

in Aviation
(I'oMtimied from Pagx' S)

result ; two sheets of metal permanent-
ly attached. Spot welding was the
answer to the problem. A machine wa.s

designed and built and is now being
used in some of the largest aircraft

factories in this country. The advant-
age to the aviation industry of this

new method of fatjricating was quicker
and more economical assembly, reduced
wei.qht. which always means better per-

formance, and better aerodynamic effi-

ciency due to reduced air resistance.

Tills same machine is not only doing
work for aviation, but it is also work-
ing in ever.v other industr.v where sheet

metal is used.

A finished structure, machine, or
piece can be put together by such
means as welding, riveting, bolting, or

clamping, but the job before assembling
is to get each part correctl.v shaped
and prepared to be joined to other
parts by some means or other. Here we
are entering another field of the me-
chanical engineer, that of production.

Production demands the use of tools.

The tools necessary are dependent on
the materials being- used, and, once
more, the effect of material selection

on the tools being used is noticed.

Traiisitiun of Materials

In aeronautical history it is possibli-

to trace the transition of materials as
can be done with every other progres-
sive industry. In 1922 stick and wire
construction typical of World War
planes was still in use by one of the
largest manufacturers of planes in this

countr.v. By 11125 the bolted dural, an
alimiinum alloy, tube fuselage had been
developed. Wood and fabric wings were
still being u.sed with the metal fuse-

lages. The first successful smooth-skin
all metal commercial transport ap-
peared in 1931. The transition from all

wood construction to that of all metal
was complete.

What had happened in the shops
during this time of transition? Wood
working tools had had to be replaced
by metal working tools. Riveting guns,
metal drills, and portable welding out-

fits had appeared in the assembly de-

partments. Such machine tools as
lathes. shapers, milling machines,
grinding machines, and drill presses
had replaced band saws, rip saws, wood
planers, and joiners. Equipment for

handling sheet steel was installed in a

new department. Punch presses, square
shears, rotary shears, vertical spindle

shaper.s, and a draw bencli for f<jrming

any desired section of .sheet metal were
installed.

The factory manager of a company
found that the use of forgings in place

of built up parts offered many times
an improvement in strength and dura-

bility. He also found that the cost of

the forged pieces was in many cases
higher than that of the built-up parts.

In this situation the improvement in

the part had to be balanced against the

increased cost.

In this article I hope I have given
examples enough to illustrate for you
a few fields of the mechanical engineer
and to show some of the considerations

being made every day which effect, not

only airplanes, but every manufactured
article.—M. E. H.

SEWAGE TREATMENT EQUIPMENT

EXCLUSIVELY SINCE 1893
For forty-two years we have specialized in the developing and

building of sewage treatment equipment, and today offer a com-
pletely engineered line of Floating Cover Digesters. Rotary Dis-
tributors, Sprinkling Filters, Flame Traps, Waste Gas Burners,
Alternating Siphons, Screenings Digesters, Twin Tank Controls,
and other specialized Sewage Treatment Equipments.

Several P. F. T. Equipments are made under license of Univer-
sity of Illinois Patents.

Sewage Treatment K(|iii|)menl K.\clusively Since 1893

PACIFIC FLUSH -TANK COMPANY
4'.'4I Kavenswoiid .Avenue, t'hicago

New York • C'liarloUe, X. ('. • Los Angeles, Calif.

L. E. REIN, Illinois '06, President

H. E. .SCHLENZ, Illinois '27, Vicc-Pn-Mciit

\.. E. LANGDON. Illinois 'if). Secretary

Illiislnitcd above:

The Ea-sterly Sewage Treatment Plant, Cleveland, Ohio, employs twelve
95-foot hexagonal P. F- T. Floating Cover Digesters with a total digestion
capacity of 2,nnn.nnn cubic feet. George B. Gascoigne, Cleveland, Consulting
Engineer.

IlhisiratcJ behne:

Two 7.^-fuot P. F. T. Rotary Distributors with P. F. T. Dosing Siphons at
Beltsville, .Maryland. Engineered by IT. S. Public Health Service.



FOLLOWING THE PROFESSION
Earthquake Proof Watertower

In the earthquake-stricken area of

Southern California, the problem of

adequate water-towers has sprung into

the foresruund. This interesting prob-

lem was recently solved in Pasadena,

Cal., by the design and construction of

a new type water-tower having a large

capacity.

Overshadowing the architectural de-

sign in importance, was the problem of

having the tower structurally stable.

.\llowing- for stresses due to i)ossible

earthquakes, the laterial load was fig-

ured to he 20 per cent of the vertical

live and dead load. The tank is 75 feet

high and has a capacity of 150.000 gal-

lons of water. The toj) and bottom of

the tank were made symetrical in

shape, being: .semi-parabolic in contour-

False plates were used to accentuate

the eight legs that were used to sup-

port the tank. It was found neces.sary.

due to the exceptionally heavy interal

loads, to use diagonal members in-

stead of the usual rods and turnbuckles.

.\nother unusual feautre of the struc-

ture was the use of ring girders on the

inside of the tank at the junctions of

the columns and the tank. During con-

struction a .special fin was welded to

the bottom of the column shoe. It fitted

into a specially made recess and was
free to move during construction. When
the tower was completed, the fin was
fastened into place. This fin was used

in addition to the large tower anchor
and helps to efficiently transmit any
lateral load that might occur.

To insure that the next severe hur-

ricane will not tear down their homes,

l-'loridans have built their homes of

reinforced concrete tied in to the rock

below by means of steel connecting'

rods.

Forty Ton Ocean Clipper

Speaking before the Aero Club of

Washington, D. C. Igor Sikorsky made
the prediction that 40-ton clippers will

be a reality within two years. He esti-

mated that daily United States-to-Eu-

rope service can be established at a

cost between $t.500.000 and $5,000,000.

The large flying boat is the lo.gical

traft for ocean flying because of its

greater speed, efficiency, and greater

independence of operation in bad
weather. This plane must have a non-

stop range of 4,500 to 4.800 miles to

provide at least 1,000 miles reserve for

overcoming storm conditions, and speed

i-uought to bridge the Atlantic in 21

hours. .\t least thirty passengers, and a

crew of ten could be carried. Foui- to

six engines would be u.sed. All vital

liarts and power plants should be ac-

lessible from the inside of the ship for

routine maintenance and repairs while

in flight. The 40-ton ship w^ill have
liassenger accommodations far better

than those' of the best railroad trains.

Sikorsky is said to be well along with

the designs and preliminary engineer-

ing data for a 40-ton idipper.

—Courtesy American City

Tower designed In niee( neeils ol eartlKiuake-stricken region.

The Car of Tomorrow
What will the car of tomoirow lie'.'

Will it be the sleek auto of today, or

will it be .streamlined like a turtle? Ac-

cording to one of the country's leading

design exjierts. the car of tomorrow
will be the shape of a tear-drop, com-
pletely air-conditioned, and have self-

inflated tires. Let us look about ten

years into the future.

It is now the summer of I'.ltB. and
we are driving along one of the super-

highways of tomorrow. Not a billboard

in sight, no cross-roads to worry about.

The design comfortably accommodates
three passengers in the front and two
in the rear. The luggage is out of sight

in the bulbous front of the car. Equip-
ped with six wheels, placed so that

there are two in the front and four for

power in the rear, there is no possibil-

ity of flats with the new self-inflating

tires that always remain filled with

air. Another feature is the self-filling

battery.

The most interesting improvement is

the development of two fuel tanks. One
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contains a highly volatile fluid that is

used to start the car in cold weather,

while the other contains ordinary fuel

for the course of the day's run. When
the weather is very cold, the car auto-

matically changes from the ordinary to

the high-test fuel. High-test fuel is

u.sed when the car starts, but is cut

off directly sufficient heat of com-
bustion is produced. Air conditioning

eliminates the need of a water-cooling

system for the motor or brakes. The
liashbnard of the modern car will not be
cluttered with instruments as might be

expected. Two instruments decorate the

dashboard, the speedometer and the gas
gauge. The oil pressure, the motor
temperature, and the amperage will be
indicated by red and green lights; the

green light shining when everything is

all right and red when there is danger,

Like a few of the 1936 cars, the gear
.shift will be on the dashboard. This is

the car of tomorrow. What it will look

like, no one really knows, but for the
sake of a few of us, may it have a
rumble-seat

!



Helium Suggested As New
Preventative of the

"Bends"

Hflium, now used to lift men into

thf air. is suggested for use in tlie

battle against the "bends."

The "bends," a painful malad.v, is

contracted by men who go undur
ground or sea as a result of being- ex-

posed to air at high pressure. It is

caused by the blood absorbing much
nitrogen from the air. When the man
conies into normal air pressure, bubbles

form in his veins and may result in

permanent crippling or death. Even
most modern methods do not obviate

the danger of caisson disease.

Helium's solubility in the blood is

reported by Drs. J. A. Hawkins and C.

W. Shillin.gs of the Experimental Div-

ing Unit at the U. S. Navy Yard.

Helium is like nitrogen because they

are both inactive gases and play no
liart in the actual requirements of the

body. The former, however, is less

soluble in water. Under pressure, there-

fore, less would dissolve in the blood

and what did would be dissipated

(luickly if helium were substituted for

nitrogen in the compressed air supplied

to divers.

The use of helium was fully tested,

and experiments and results show that

it is just as soluble in blood as in

water. Its use in preventing "bends"

is possible.

Artificial Excels Natural

For the fir.'^t time in history, a syn-

thetic rubber has invaded a natural
rubber-producing country to perform a
function which the natural product
cannot perform. The shipment of Du
Prene, a synthetic rubber, to New
(iuinea in the South Seas is an actual
necessity. This product is used as an
outer jacket for about 700 feet of heavy
cable used in the gold-mining opera-

tions. It is also interesting to note that

the gold is being mined in the jungles

so far from civilization that there are
no roads and no surface transportation

facilities available; hence, the machin-
er.v had to be transported by airplane,

anil the refined gold is brought out in

the same manner.

Road Testing Machine
In Harmoiulsworth, England, the.v

have a unique road-testing machine.
At the Road Research Laboratory there,

a large twelve-ton truck is held on a

circular track 110 feet in diameter by
means of a steel box-girder extending'

from a central concrete post. The truck
is driven by means of an electric motor
with the power supplied by a cab
mounted on the mooring' ai'm.

A constant speed of forty miles per
hour is controlled from the laboratory
by the men conducting the experiment.
Recent tests performed at the labora-

tory have proven that by running the

truck steadily for several days the road

is worn as much as it might were it

used for several years.

Flywheel Explosion
Tlicie was trouble ahead, no doubt,

rrr'liaiis it was merely a pi-emonition.

liut wlicii proci'ssing machines in a

.Southci-ii textile mill several months
ago began to suddenly speed up, oper-
ators thou.g'ht it best to shut them
down.
The reason became obvious a few

seconds later when the fourteen foot

fl.\'wheel on a Corliss type steam engine
exploded because of the over-speed.
The damages amounted to some $12,-

(100 since parts of the large wheel scat-

tered ever.vwhere. A piece about seven-
ty ixninds in weight was found 1.600

feet away from the engine. The engine
was wrecked : the shafting, belting,

sprinkle pipes, walls, roofs, and every-
thing else within its region tasted the
explosion.

It was an unusual accident since the

fundamental cause was not apparent.
The most likely and possible explana-
tion was attributed to the failure of the

governor belt.

- Li'iirU'sy Hartford Loconttili'.T

.Scene in southern textile mill after flywheel explosion.

New Type Watercraft Has
Aerodynamic Features

Incorporatin.g both aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic features for the first

time on a watercraft, V. W. Strode, a
Portland, Oregon, inventor, seems to

have accomplished a unique feat. He
has built a craft that is both non-
sinkable and non-capsizable, a unique
feature of any kind of boat.

The boat is radical in design since it

is not only fuU.v streamlined but has
many airplane features. The hull is

similar in construction to the wing of

an airplane. It also has extending from
its sides a wing-like structure of air-

tight compartments. "Lift" is given to

the boat by these wings when it oper-
ates. A stock light car engine is used
and the boat is said to have a hull

efficiency more than one-third greater
than an>' motor of pervious design.

The speed of this ne\A' craft is tops
at 40 miles an hour but additional de-

velopment will extend it. It has perfect
riding- ease on account of its aerody-
namic features.

.\t present the city of Portland has
taken over the boat for ambulance and
first aid service on the Willamette
river.
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Double-Decker Graft to Cruise
Long Distances

The European military airplane race
has given added interest to the new-
Mayo composite aircraft being studied
by the British Air Ministry. It is the
purpose of this plan to make available
direct trans-Atlantic crossings and
long-range bombing raids.

A giant flying-boat like those in the
Carilibean Service would take off with
a 4-niotored, pontoon fitted, sea-plane
mounted above it. As the composite
craft gained flying altitude, it would
use the fuel of the flying-boat. After
traveling for some hundreds of miles,

the units would be detached; the sea-
plane finishing the flight while the
flying-boat returned.
Mechanical Engineering- makes the

following comment:
"The fact that the Air Ministry

se<>ms to be officially interested in the
exix'riment (with an eye possibl.v on
the use of a similar combination to fa-

cilitate the start of a heavily laden
long-distance bomber) suggests that
the scheme has more aeronautical mer-
its than are obvious at first sight. It is

i-xpected that flight trials of the com-
posite airi-raft will start in .\ugust."
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Campus Snapshots

JOS. KUHN & CO.

•

The Odds
Are 1,000

tol
The variety in styles,

colors, materials, and pat-

terns in our new Fall Suits

is so extensive that the odds
are 1,000 to 1 that you'll

find exactly the Suit you
want, at a price consider-

ably less than you'd expect
to pay.

KUHN'S
. . . DOWNTOWN . . .

(' humpui^n

Fibrous glass is spun at the rate of

260,000 feet per minute, which is 50

miles |)er miiiutr, or 3,000 miles per

liour.

STRAUCH'S
Directory

Pens anil Pen Kepuir
Zipper Note Books

Study Lamps and IJulNs

Slationer,^ and Supplies

I^aundr.v Cases
LocUer Locks

Ink

—

S<ri|i—()uinK
'!'.> pewriter Papers

Alarm CloeUs
Drawins Supplies

Physics Note Hooks
Kodak l<'inisliinK

Watch and Jewelry Kepair
Pen Kepair
Kadio Kenlal

STRAUCH'S
at Campus—70!) S. W rinlit

Be Sure Rather Than Sorry

IN spite of the increase in motor ve-

hicle deaths in the United States
during- 1935, the National Saftey Coun-
cil is going forward with renewed vigor
to reduce traffic accidents 35 per cent
by 1940. Since the population increased
approximately one per cent, the death
rate per 100,000 population was 28,5 in

1935, the same as 1934.

It is significant that auto registration

advanced 4.3 per cent from 1934 to 1935

while gasoline consumption went up to

almost 6 per cent. It is logical to as-

sume that there was an increase in

the number of miles the average motor-

ist was able to travel without an acci-

dent.

Had fatalities increased directly as
the motor car registration, the 1935

death toll would have been 37,500 in-

stead of 36,400, and had they kept pace
with gasoline consumjition there would
have been over 38,000 deaths.

The eastern states, including New
Kngland, reduced their fatal accidents

by three per cent as compared with the

year previous. Mas.sachusetts and
Rhode Island showed the most promin-
ent decreases of 19 per cent and 15

per cent, respectively. Of the mid-

western group. North Dakota, Illinois,

and Minnesota led with decreases of

23, 12, and 8 per cent respectively.

B'lorida and Mississippi were outstand-

ing in the South, while in the West,
Oregon, Utah, Wyoming, and aiontana
all showed reductions of more than 10

per cent.

— C oiirtcsy Better linawclimi

DEATH BEGINS AT FORTY!

Kroger Grocery and Baking Co.

203 North Neil Street, Phone 4626

For Quality Meats and Groceries at

Economy Prices

Meet Your Friends at

20 TAYLOR TAVERN
BEST BEER . . . COLDEST ALE

FINEST STEAKS

20 Taylor Street Champaign
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The Passamaquoddy Tide Control Project
(C'lintimieil from Page 4)

tion may he used tci supplement the
tidal plant. Alons with the possible
auxiliary station: the power house, a
series of rock fill dams, filling gates,
and a navig:ation lock comprise the
project.

Work .Accomplished
One of the must intere.stins parts of

the preliminary investigation work is

the core drilling in deep water, to de-
termine how well the clay covering,
which varies from a few to 100 feet
over the underlying- rock, will be able
to stand up under the enormous pres-

sures which will be exerted by the
rock fill dams. This information is

necessary, because, if the clay should
squeeze out from under the dam. il

will take three or four times the cal-

culated amount of rock for the con-
struction, and in addition, there will

be no way of determining when the
settling will cease. For this informa-
tion, undistributed core borings were
necessary. Under the vigorous natural
conditions that these borings were
made, unusual equipment was required.

The dams will range from 30 to 150
feet in height and up to appro.ximately
3,-500 feet in length. Due to the great
velocity of the water during the tides,

the rocks which form the face of the
dam from elevation -30. and upward,
will have to be approximately 5 to 20

tons in weight. These large rocks will

probably need to be granite, which is

transported about twenty miles by

water. The local diabase rock supiil.\

will not break up into these huge
blocks.

The powerhouse will have 10 units
of l.S.OOO KW capacity for the initial

installation. These are designed to

operate at about 40 R.P.M. with heads
varying from .5 to 25 feet. The esti-

mated annual production is about
336,000,000 KWH. Due to the great ex-
pense, and the uncertainty of its suc-
cess, a completely automatic system
for the operation of the Quoddy plant
will not be used. Rather, a semi-auto-
matic system will be installed to aid
the operators in running the plant most
efficiently.

Along with the other preliminar>'
studies, much experimentation is going
on to determine the most satisfactor.\

materials for use in the turbines of

the power house, as well as for the
other parts of the job.

The funds for carrying on this pro-
ject are practically exhausted, and, due
to the animosity of Congress, no more
money was voted to continue work on
the scheme. Therefore, the whole plan
seems doomed unless President Roose-
velt succeeds in getting more money
appropriated. At present, the work
which has been completed consists of

building Quodd.v Village, excavating
material at the site of the navigation
locks, and building the small dams
which connect Moose Island with the
mainland. Even if the project is

abandoned, these stuall dams will re-

place the present trestles of the Maine
Central railroad line to Eastport. They
also fit into any plan which may be
adopted if the work is continued. Much
information has also been secured on
materials and foundations for the va-

(Continued on Page 24)

For Good Meals

at

REASONABLE
PRICES

Try

Morris' Cafe
OPEN ALL NIGHT

BEER . . . ALE
LUNCHES

Fountain Service

lrl£-

JCOMPLETE SERVICE
• HALFTONES

• ETCHINGS

• COLOR PLATES

• CREATIVE ART WORK
• ELECTROTYPES

• STEREOTYPES

• MATS

• :HA.>ii>Aifl;K II. I.

THE

CO-OP

Complete Supplies

for

All Courses

Buy Here and Save Money
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FREE!
Stop at the

WHITE LINE
LAUNDRY
DEPOT

808 South Sixth

and net your

DESK BLOTTER
Also Ise Our 100 Per Cent

Laundry, Urj ('leanin«, and

Pressing Service.

Phone 3030

BRESEE BROS.

GLEANERS
DYERS

4i,4

Hatters . . . Tailors

CARROUSEL
(Continued from Paee 7)

With the coming of evening, there

was an influx of young couples who
had come for the dance. John and
Chuck were at an advantageous po.si-

tion near the gate and found time to

watch the girls as they came in.

"Boy, look at that dress!" exclaimed
I'huck. A formal made of printed voile

hrcmght the comment.
"Ya. and look at that blonde!" lom-

monted John as he jerked his head in

the direction of a girl just entering.

She wore a long black satin formal

that hung tenaciously to her bo<l,\

.

accentuating- some breath-taking curves.

It was not only the appearance of the

girls that drew comments, but rather

that they were dressed so inappropri-

ately. Their long formals dragging
thrnush the dust lent a grotesque at-

mosphere to the carnival.

By midnight, most of the crowd IuhI

loft, and the men were awaiting thi-

word to tear-down. Standing the entire

day left them with little ambition to

work, but even the tear-down would
offer some relaxation.

"O. K. ! Start tearing down!" ordered

A I.

In the twinkling of an eye, two
booths were down and the merchandise
ready to be checked-in. After Al fin-

ished settling for the bill (it had been

a good day), the big-top was taken

down. The feeling that soon they wouM
be finished was stimulus to the men.
The truck was loaded in total darkness.

The only casualty was the bump on

John's head where Chuck erringly

swung a two-by-four he was carrying.

At 2 a. m. Chuck pulled out with his

load of "dead-tired" men and equip-

ment. His tw'o companions in the cab
dozed, while the other two sat in the

back silently watching the road slip

quickly from under them. All of a

sudden, they found themselves thrown
fcirward as the truck swung off the

road and stopped

!

"What the heck?"
John jumped off and ran to the

front. Chuck was excitedly looking

about him. He looked at John and
grinned sheepishly.

"I guess I must have dozed oft. and
when I awoke, I thought that I saw
a car crossing right in front, so, 1 tried

to avoid it
!"

The men did not sleep coming in the

rest of the way! It was three before

they pulled in, and four before the

truck was unloaded. Half asleep, barely

standing, the men started for home.

Get the MAID-RITE Habit

Early and enjoy the finest quality foods prepared

by women cooks who know how.

REGULAR MEALS . . . SANDWIGHES
BETTER SHAKES

MAID-RITE Sandwich Shop
516 East Green Street

Societies Announce

New Officers

TAl BETA PI

N. Schoeppel Pres.

E. W. Hough Sec.

H. E. Skinner. Treas.

A. I. (. K.

H. A. Hashbarger Pres.

R. Ci. Pcnner Sec.

J. G. Hunter Treas.

THETA TAU
II. n. Townsend Pres.

<;. R. Johnson Vice Pres.

R. F. Batt Sec.

R. C. Purl Treas.

SVNTON
H. M. Flora Pres.

R. Kempf Vice Pres.

II. McSkimin Sec.

n. Chinlund Treas.

CHI EPSILON
H. E. Skinner Pres.

F. B. Henderson, Jr P'ice Pres.

W. E. Willard Treas.

W. A. Renner Sec.

R. Zaborowski issoc. Ed. Transit

PI TAU .SIGMA
j. \V. Spalding Pres.

C. H. Logan Vice Pres.

T. N. Hackett Sec.

R. E. Donnelly Treas.

KERAMOS
N. Schoeppel Pres.

W. M. Turner Vice Pres.

La \'erne F.kholm Sec.-Treas

P. M. Wheeler Herald

A. S. C. E.

\i. G. Robbins Pres.

R. F. Hastings Vice Pres.

II. E. Skinner Sec.

R. H. Gade Treas.

A. I. E. E.

J. G. Parnell Pres.

J. M. Miller Vice Pres.

\V. P. Hohan Sec.

E. Cwiklo Treas.

R. I.. Hull Pub. Man.

A. I. M. M. E.

E. C. .\dams Pres.

J. W. Sherman Vice Pres.

M. Retonde Sec.

L. Tnfft Treas.

A. S. M. E.

G. II. Logan Pres.

R. E. Honnellv Vice Pres.

E. J. Wellman Sec.

W. W. Peters Treas.

C. W. Tarpley Pul>. Mgr.

,S. |{. A. C. S.

F. Hummel Pres.

M. L. Cowles Vice Pres.

A. K. Porter Sec.-Treas.

RAILWAY CLUB
R. ]. Kir>ten Pres.

C. F. McCann Vice Pres.

M. I. CJoers Sec.-Treas.

\V. H. Janssen Puh. Rel.

There is an average of one filling-

station to every mile and one to every
half-mile of surfaced highway in the

United States.
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SAVINGS
^

from Sears

ISeeds

Highest Quality Equipment

for the Student Engineer or Draftsman

Post's "Corona" Drawino; Set $17.95

A $20 VALUE! Approved by Engineering Department!

Log Log Slide Rule~$10.85 Value $9.85

Student Slide Rule $L39
Vest Pocket Slide Rule (with magnifier) $2.59

Slide Rule (with C, L and K Scale) $4.30

24 inch "T" Square (celluloid edged) $L39

10 X 17 inch Drawing Boards (approved) __45c
No. 14 Irregular Curve 45c
Post's Drawing Inks (Carmine or Black) __18c
19 .\ 24 inch Drawing Paper (buff or white) 19c
Pencil Pointers 07c

43 M.\IN STREET PHONES 4223-24 CHAMPAIGN, ILL.

Engineers i
t

For protection, safe in\ estment, and general

security, in\ estigate the contracts of the New
York Life Insurance Compan)'.

Safety has been the first consideration for over

91 vears of ser\ ice.

R. C. HALLAM
Representative

212 West Hioh Street. Urbana, Phone 8577
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"I can't marry him, mother, he's an

atheist and doesn't believe there is a

hell."

"Marry him, my dear, and between

us we'll convince him that he's wrons."
TECKNOKRAKS

.'Scotchman—Now then, son, doubli-

ii|i yuiir fist tishtly, like this.

His Wif(— Say, teaching our bcjy how-

to fight?
Scotchman—No, I'm teaching him

how to carry a penny to Sunday school.

Soph—Why don't .mui nia.ior in

|)harinac,v'?

Diimh Kroih—Oil, no I I <ouldn'l

(liliik ot livln;; on a farm all nl.^ life.

In the olden days little girls worked
knights, too !

Till- difference between a prelly ijirl

and an old maid is tlial the ijirt always
lias a lot of liandsomi- men in her wakr
white the old maid only has them in her

sleep!

Welcome lUini

PARIS

CLEANERS

Rugs and Drapes

Gleaned

Use Our Cold Storage

Vault for Your Winter

Garments

Phone 4204

./ pedestrian is a rase nf survival u)

the flittest.

"My wife ran away with my best

friend."

"Was he good-looking?"

"I don't know. Never met the

fellciw:"

"Tile lroui>le with you is, ,\ (m're see-

ing crooked."
"That's strange. I'm full of siraighl

whiske.v."

"Waiter, there's a fly in my soup."

"That's quite all right, sir. it can

swim."

Some girls arc like roads, lots of curves,

soft shoulders, and you can't tell where
Ihey will lead to.

Inuring dinner one day a father spoke

to his son: "Sonny," he said, "I want
to talk to you after dinner. I want to

discuss with you the facts of life." So

after dinner when they went into the

other room, the son quietly closed the

door behind him and .said, "Well, Dad,

what is it you would like to know?"

"Viola. 1 love you. I want you tuba

mine. I lav my harp at your feet."

"For Particular Engineers"

—

BOOTS . . . POLISH
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING
Military Insignia and Accessories

TOM MERLO
404 East Green Street, Champaign, Illinois

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
206 South Mathews, Hours—8:00-6:00

"Where Engineers Meet"

LEE'S SERVICE IS SURE TO PLEASE

"Aw, quit stringing me along. Vou
ilon't get to first bass with me."
"Say not this: 'I'm tired of i)laying

.second fiddle I' You've got too many
gujs bowing- you around."

oil, w'nat a violin sinuation 1 What
Iprass: Why did you piccolo thing like

that to say to me? I ought to give you
a baton the head !"

"Veah? Gee, I'm trebling all over!"
"You'd better tremolo- ver what you

said, I'm liable to drum you yet."

"Oh, but, suite, let's give this a

rest."

"Oh ! Trying to snare me in double
quick time, eh? Well, quit horning in.

Gwan I Blow!"
"Well, fife not been a chump ! After

all the do I've spent a music you

!

That's a scaly trick!"

"Say. I'm tired of listening to your
chorus language. Y'ou're not so sharp.

I'm leaving' you flat."

"Well, 111 be !"

Some girls are temped to show off their

figures, while others show off their fig-

ures to be tempted.

Must girls embark upon the sea of

matrimony because some man gave them
II sails talk.

"Now that I've told ycju about my
past, do you still want to marry me?"

"Yes, beloved."

"I suppose you'll expect me to live it

down."
"No, 1 expect you to live up to it."

"I let Barry ki^s me last night."

"l<"or shame!"
"Nu, no, no, lor enjoyment,"

Barmaid—Oh yes; I married a man
in the village fire department.

Soldier—A volunteer?
Barmaid— No, pa made him.

Passamaquoddy Project
(Continued from I'age 21)

rious dams and other structures needed
for the project.

The cost of the undertaking' and ma-
terials necessary to complete it are
not at all certain. The closest estimate
that can be made for the present plan
will be around $40,000,000. With this

cost of construction, the interest on
this money at 4 per cent per annum
will amount to about five mills per
kilowatt hour—not counting deprecia-

tion and operating expenses. This ex-

cessive cost will not permit transporta-
tion of power for two hundred miles
or more to industrial centers, nor will

it attract industries to it, since a

modern steam plant can wholesale
electricity at the switchboard for ap-
proximatel.v three miles per kilowatt
hour.
With these facts before us, which

show that the work is not economically
.sound, it is hard to predict whether we
will see the dawn of a new kind of

power, or whether we have seen the
liassing of Passamaquoddy.—H. E. G,
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• Welding is essential in the modem air-

plane gasoline tank because high strength,

lightness and freedom from leakage are

paramount considerations.

Welding has made many good products

better—gasoline tanks, stoves, automobiles,

radios, refrigerators, streamlined trains and

a thousand other things. This modern

method of manufacture is applicable to the

widest range of materials—steel and iron,

aluminum, copper, brass and all other

alloys and metals, even platinum. It is ideal

for use where strong, smooth, invisible

joints are necessary for enameling, for

cleanliness or for appearance.

Tomorrow's engineers will be expected

to know how to take advantage of this mod-

ern metal-working process. Several valuable

and interesting technical booklets describ-

ing the application of the oxy-acetylene

process of welding and cutting in design,

construction and fabrication are available

from Linde offices in principal cities. \S rite

The Linde Air Products Company, Unit of

Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation, 30

East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

JlueriifhiiKi rorUxij/AcetijIene Weiainif anJCutfinq

FROmIINOE OXYGEN • PREST-OIITE ACETYLENE • OXWELO APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES LinOE UNION CARBIDE



EVERY engineering student is inter-

ested in research, particularly in his

own field. The Technograph gives

you an intimate depiction, hardly compre-

hensive, but certainly interesting, of inves-

tigation being carried on by the different

departments of the College of Engineering,

• No doubt all readers of the Techno-

graph will be interested to know that the

erstwhile Mr. Chu offers the results of his

intensive study on Factors of Success in

the story entitled, "Mr. Chu Probes Lives

of (jreat Men." While the suggestions may
be indefinite, the reading is certainly enter-

taining.

• How many students are aware of the

importance of Ceramics? Surely, not over-

many. In bringing you an absorbing article

about the versatility of ceramic products,

the Technograph continues its policy of

being the college magazine and not some

one departmental organ.

• (^nce again Illini engineers made their

traditional inspection of industry. Instead

of one story covering the entire trip, the

Technograph brings you short but intimate

accounts written by actual participants of

the four biggest departments. According

J:o these men, industry is encouraging.
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ENGINEERING RESEARCH
Extensive Study Benefits State as Well as Industry

WHAT is bfins done at the Uni-
versity "f Illinois along- research
lines in the College of Engineer

ing? Every student in the college should
have some idea of the specialized ex-

perimentation that is being- carried on
with the daily instruction. Most of us
have some i)articular field which inter-

ests us most, and we keep well informed
about the latest developments in

that field, but what about worl<

in related departments? Many
times information secured from
other lines of work helps us in

the solution of our own proo-
lems. A brief survey of research
work being- carried out in some
of the departments of the college

should give every student some-
thing to investigate.

All research in the College of

Engineering- may be said to be
carried out with the Engineering
Experiment Station. The purpose
of the station is . . . "to conduct
investigations and make studies
of importance to the engineering-,

manufacturing, railway, mining-,

and other industrial interests of

the State," In order that the out-
side iiublic may have easy access
to the results of its scientific in-

vesti.gations, the station publishes
and distributes bulletins. To date
284 bulletins and 26 circulars,

I>resenting information of timely
interest, which is not readily se-

cured from other sources, have
been published. Nearly $100,000

is spent by industry every year
in carrying- out investigations.
All of the College of Engineer-
ing, from the imposing Materials
Testing- Laboratory to the most
secluded shop, is the Engineering
Experiment Station.

Because most of us like to see

what we are working: with, ma-
terials testing- on a large scale
proves very interesting. If the anal-
ysis is carried far enough, however, it

is easily discovered that miscroscopic
crystals and invisible molecules arc
actually being dealt with rather than
steel I-beams or reinforced concrete
bridges.

One of the most recent problems to
be attacked b.v the research staff in

the Materials Testing- Laboratories is

that concerning- reinforced concrete
bridge slabs. This work is especially
important in relation to concentrated
wheel loads on bridges. The procedure
used in carrying- out this work consists
of a preliminary mathematical analysis

and subsequent laboratory tests. This
project has been taken in co-operation
with the Illinois Division of Highways
and the United States Bureau of High-
ways. The investigation of rigid frame
bridges undertaken in co-operation with
the Portland Cement Association is

composed of two divisions: (1) tests on
a series of rigid-frame bridges, and

sketch of M. T. L.'s three inilUun jiiiund

testing machine

(2) tests of a large number of knee
frames. These rigid-frame bridges find
a varied application in highway grade
separation projects. Bridges with spans
of thirty feet will be tested in the
southwest coiner of the crane bay. The
"C" shaped pieces of concrete, which
will be seen on the southeast side of

the crane bay, are the knee frames be-
ing tested. Separate testing of these
knee joints permit the study of a great-
er variety of corner shapes, such as
fillets and brackets of various kinds,

than could be taken care of with the
bridge tests. Different types of hinged
and fixed bases are used with the bridge

structures, which have other variations
in design as well, in order to de*"rmine
the effect of such variations on the
strength of the bridge.
On the east side of the basement of

the laboratory will be found a machine
which at first glance makes one think
of a walking beam engine, but this

machine is an in,genious engine of de-

struction. Kepeated-load tests of
riveted joints are made with it.

The action of riveted steel mem-
lici's under alternate stresses of

tension and c(^mpi-essi(jn is being-

investigated. This work is done
in co-operation with the Cali-

fornia Department of I'ublic

Works from funds made avail-
able in connection with the build-
ing of the San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge.
Welding- is becoming more and

more a tool of industry, but much
work over a period of many years
has not brought the welding- op-
eration under complete control in

many desired applications. Inves-
tigations of welded structures are
lieing- carried on in order to de-
termine the possibility of welding
the steel skelton frames found ill

liuilding- construction for com-
plete continuity. Five types of
connections are bein.g studied.

This work is done in co-operation
with the Hollup Corporation. An-
other type of welded construction
is being examined in the testing-

bay. Those tall cylindrical shells

around the testin.g machines in

the crane bay are having their
strength tested by M.T.L.'s 3,000,-

000 pound testing- machine, the
second largest in the world. These
specimens vary in size, the di-
mensions for one are: length,

thirty feet; diameter, four feet;

and thickness, one-half inch.

These test cylinders were fabri-

cated by butt-welding- with a shielded-
arc electrode four belts of steel seven

and one-half feet wide. These relatively

thin cylindrical sheels were considered
as supports for an elevated water tank.

During the past ten years tests on
cast iron pipe and fittings have been
sponsored by the American Standards
Association. The objects of this experi-
ment were to study the resistance of

the pipe to bursting, bending, and im-
pact; and to study and compare the
strengths of pit-cast and centrifugally

cast pipe. Another investigation which
has been worked on over a long period,

is the Rails Investigation. The most
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recent problem set upon by these re-

search workers was the failure of rails

in service. At the present time their

work has reached the point of deter-

minins that the cause of the failures

was minute amounts of hydrogen in-

cluded in the rails during: the process

of manufacturing.

Ceramic Glass Kxperiment

After reading; about the largest te.st-

iiig jobs in the E.xiieriment Station,

it might be some relief to move to the

east side of the engineering campus
where the ceramic stucients spend their

days and nights learning to handle

the molecules and atoms of their ma-
terials. Research work in that depart-

ment is directed toward measuring the

physical properties of glass of various
chemical compositions and subjected to

various initial treatments. In the lab-

oratory will be found several different

types of electric furnaces. These furn-

aces have their heating units made of

a molybdenum alloy wire that is sur-

rounded by a medium of pure hydrogen

to prevent destructive oxidation which
would occur at the high operating

temperatures if oxygen were allowed to

come into contact with the wires. A
very interesting instrument in this

laboratory is a polariscope. This instru-

ment helps us to form a concei>tion of

what a material in a strained condition

feels like. Such instruments find appli-

cation in industry for determining if a

piece of glass or other material is ini-

tially strained when leaving the fur-

nace. In one type of glass, a strained

condition is intentionally sought. In the

manufacture of non-breakable lenses

for shop goggles, this condition in the

face of the glass lens makes it hard,

so that particles impacting on its sur-

face are caused to bounce off again.

Another one of the physical properties

of glass measured, is the thermal coef-

ficient of expansion. This is measured
by an interferometer, an instrument de-

veloped in the laboratories of the

United States Bureau of Standards.

This coefficient is of value in de-

termining what gla.ss shall be used

in lamp bulbs to hold the lead-in wires,

since both the glass and the lead-in

wire must have the same coefficient of

thermal expansion in order to prevent

the breaking of the air tight seal.

While we are on slight speaking
terms with the electron and proton, it

would be a good idea to see what the

Electrical Engineering Experiment Sta-

tion is doing. The experimental work of

this station is centered around a num-
ber of problems in connection with

electrical oscillations and viljrations.

Mechanical and mining engineer.s. as

well as electrical engineers, would be

interested in the first problem. It is

concerned with the practical applica-

tions of Piezp-electricity. This electric-

ity is produced from quartz and other

crystals wTien subjected to mechanical

stresses. It is somewhat remarkable
that this little known jirciperty of cer-

tain minerals which was discovered over

fifty years ago should become indi-

spensable now for the operation of

radio broadcasting stations. Self-sus-

tained vibrations of quartz and plates

in flexural and longitudinal vibrations

are being studied at the station at the

present time.

Corona Discharge

The second problem is connected with

corona discharge which is usually pro-

duced on wires and in cables subjected

to high electrical potentials. These dis-

charges are always the source of loss

of energy and of deterioration of in-

sulation. It was discovered in the Uni-

versity of Illinois laboratories that these

discharges are often accompanied by
electrical pulses and oscillations. Re-
search has led to the utilization of these
rapid electrical variations of current

for the purpose of detecting the pres-

ence of corona discharges in cases

where they cannot be perceived by
visual or audible methods. The phys-

ical properties of these corona oscilla-

tions produced by applying continuous
potentials are investigated by means of

cathode ray oscillographs and wave
meters.

In the third problem electro-mechan-

ical vibrations are utilized in connec-

tion w-ith a fundamental question of

magnetism : What is the value of the

smallest, indivisible, and ultimate unit

of magnetism called the magneton?

The theoretical value of this unit of

magnetism is known, but a precise

determination is still lacking. An at-

tempt is being made to measure the

precise value of the magnetic moment
of a hydrogen atom which theoretically

should be equivalent to one magneton.
This investigation is of fundamental
value in the advancement of our under-

standing of the magnetic circuit. The
work is being done by the Electrical

Engineering Experiment Station in co-

operation with the Physics Department.

E. E, Research

In the east basement of the E. E.

Laboratory. a large electromagnet,

vacuum pump, and other apparatus

have been set up to perform the ex-

periments necessary for the solution of

this research problem. The procedure
of the experiment is to produce an

atomic ray of hydrogen in a vacuum,
and transmit it at a speed of about

3,300 feet per second, or about 2,200

miles per hour, between the poles of a

strong magnet where the ray is split

into two equal parts. From the amount
of deviation of the rays from each

other and the velocity of the atoms,

their magnetic moment may be de-

termined. The given problem has then

been changed into the problem of de-

termining the speed of the atoms and

of selecting those atoms which have a

definite known speed. An apparatus

called an atomic velocity selector was
constructed in order to solve the two
problems. Two moving slits having a

frequency of 9,000 vibrations per sec-

ond move in opposite directions past

each other. From the known frequency

and the distance between the vibrating

slits, the velocity of the atom can be

determined. All atoms having velocities

different from the required one will be

detained by the solid material around

the slits.

The writer has made no attempt to

cover every research project on the

engineering campus, but he has at-

tempted to touch upon those projects

which the student sees and wondeis
about and upon tho.se he does not see,

and, therefore, cannot know about

without reading. The writer is very

much indebted to many of the research

staff for their time and effort in .sup-

plying much of the information con-

tained in this article and especially to

Professor .1. T. Tykociner of the E. E.

Department for the discussion of re-

search in the Electrical Engineering
Department.

—M. E. H.

British weather men have sent in-

struments to America to collect samples

of air from the American atmosphere.

An automobile that used moth re-

pellent for fuel was turned out in the

eighteen-ninetios, but the fumes made
it unpopular.

The Materials Testing Laboratory—Heart of Engineering Research

Italy is getting various by-products

from tobacco, including an edible oil,

an industrial oil, stock feeds from to-

bacco seed, and paper from tobacco

stalks.
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Utilization of Ceramic Products

REVEAL

ANew Engineering Field

Survey of Ceramic Industries

Shows New Products Gain

ill Popularity

HUNDREDS of new products have
ontPietl the field of ceramics
within the past tew years, some

of which are ah'eady tamihar to lis,

and many of wlilch have yet to malic
a public appearance.

All over the country today, there is

a sweepins' movement of rejuvenation
and beautification of store fronts, fill-

ins' stations, and theater facades. Since
modern busin<*ss is accustomed to usins
modern structural materials, it is not
St ranee that porcelain enamel sheets
are chosen for these improvements.
Notable iirosre.ss has been made since
porcelain enamel entered the architect's

office through the "kitchen door" in

the shape of household appliances and
kitchen utensils. It has found yet an-
other field in buildin.s' construction. One
has but to look about to see the
aesthetic and utilitarian uses to which
this modern material has been put.

Store fronts and building- entrances are
prominent among these installations.

Many of them are marked by the
generous use of colors since the porce-
lain enameler's palette is as unlimited
as that of an artist's.

A modern version of the pre-fab-
ricated home was seen at the 1II3J

World's Fair. It was a porcelain
enameled, frameless steel house. Built

without a single rafter, stud, or joint,

this unusual house illustrated two new
developments in building. The first is

the pre-fabricated frameless steel

method of construction, while the other
is the use of enduring porcelain enamel
as an exterior finish that needs no
paint. With its seven large rooms, two
baths, ample closet space, garage,
laundry and heater room, and a so-
larium and sun-deck on the roof, this

modern home demonstrates what the
home buyer of today can e.xpect in the
five thousand dollar class. The thought
of being able to bathe the house with
the garden ho.se to restore Its original
freshness is interesting.

Excellent Properties

Porcelain is an ancient material in a
new service. It is extremely durable;
its colors do not fade; it will not crack
or chip easily, and quick changes in

temperature do not affect it. The
frameless steel house is fire resistant,

termite and vermin proof, lightning
.safe. shrinkles.s, highly wind resistant,

and extremely strong. This type of

house can be erected in one week.

As a decorative feature, porcelain
enamel has climbed to new heights. On
the facade of the Music Hall in Kadio

City are three ornamental porcelain
plaques which depict the song, the
dance, and drama. These plaques are
eighteen feet in diameter and are
fa.stened to the wall of the building
sixty feet above .street level. They are
comparable to the finest pieces of
jewelry, and, with the lavish display of
brilliant colors that are a part of the
decorative comjiosition, they lend an
enchantment of beauty to the facade of
the Music Hall that could not have
been achieved by any other material-

Further proof of the versatility of
porcelain enamel can be had by re-
ferring to an exhibit at the Fair in
1934 which aroused the envy and
cupidity of all the women visitors

—

the model kitchen—complete in every
detail even to the built-in enameled
clock. The shining- white porcelain
enamel of the stove, kitchen cabinets,
sink, and refrigerator reminded the
spectators that this represented a rev-
olution in kitchen design. It was the
last word in just what that important
room should be.

Bricks Find Uses

In the brick industry, a great
amount of work is being- done on re-
inforced brick slabs and prefabricated
walls for the purpose of building-
cheaper homes. Many new types of
design have been brought to the atten-
tion of the public through the need of
new modei-ately priced homes. This
demand has also developed a new kind
of veneering which is actually brick
slab. The production of thin brick
slabs has enabled remodehng of a frame
house without the expense of complete
rebuilding-.

A new building- material with a shale
base has been produced and manu-

factured under the name Rostone. It

is a synthetic product which resembles
Portland cement mixtures in appear-
ance and color. Rostone is being- used
for store fronts, interior walls, ceilings,
floor construction, hollow tile, brick
and block, vases, and lamp bases.

Structural (ilass

One of the latest products in the
structural field of ceramics was first

introduced in Europe as a glass brick;
it was brought here in 1929 and was
exhibited at the Century of Progress
as the Owen-Illinois gla.ss house. These
gla.ss blocks will withstand a pressure
of 72,000 pounds per Ijlock. In addition
to that, they are excellent sound in-
sulators, and clean. Furthermore, they
transmit light without a glare and arc
fireproof.

Today glass blocks are being used
more and more in various places; how-
ever, it is the contention of the build-
ing authorities that glass bricks will
find their real place in the homes of
ten years hence. Perhaps the most
outstanding structure built with glass
blocks is the Owen-Illinois all-.glass

laboratory at Toledo, Ohio, which is a
structure two stories high with no
windows. The glass blocks permit an
abundance of light to all parts of the
building, and the modern air-condition-
ing system which uses glass wool to
filter the dirt makes it a most pleasant
laboratory.

Gla.ss is also being used for the man-
ufacture of glass wool. Glass wool
and yarn are now being used as in-

sulators for electric wiring and large
cables, for it is fireproof and non-con-
ductive. It may also be used as a
vermin and moisture-proof blanket for
l)uildings.

Advances in the field of ceramics
have been innumerable within the last
few years, and the new products which
have been mentioned are representa-
tive of the entire industry. With
many new products and methods of
production, ceramics is, year by year,
and day by day, encroaching- on terri-

tory heretofore thought unavailable.

—J. H.

There are over 6,000 sizes and .shapes
of tin cans.

—Courtesy of Better Enameling

A Striking I'tilization of Ceramic Products



ARCHITECTURE vs. ENGINEERING
How Misunderstanding Undermines the Efforts

of Both Professions

"They are approaching thr cmtrr of

the riiKj folks! Both an- <nmintj mil

sivini/intj
—laeh heni on knoikinii the

oilier out 0} the county in the first round.

Kid Afurphy sivin/js from his kneees, hut

Killer Kelly counters with a straiijht left

to the Kid's ear. They go into a ilinch.

. . . H'oit:! What a fight this has been

folks. Every round just the same, both in

there pitching for all they're ivorth. If'on't

they ever let upf There's the gong! The

figlit is over, and I'll miss my guess if

it isn't a dra'v:. Ten rounds and still

nothing has been settled beliveen tliese

tivo stubborn, fighting fools."

A SIMILAR situation has existed

for years in tlie fields of bridge

and buildins construction — the

c-nsineer and the architect each strug-

gling to get along- independent of the

other. Every time the battle has ended

in a draw. The engineer works in his

methodical way to desi.gn economical

structures, convenient in design, and
strong in construction ; the architect

continues to put all of his inspirations

into the design of a .structure that sat-

isfies the eye of the most critical artist.

Like most stubborn people, each real-

ized that he was probably wrong, but

did not wish to admit it. Nevertheless,

when they found an opportunity to co-

operate without embarasament to them-
selves, they were glad to accept. So,

today, although appearing to be work-
ing independently of each other, the

engineer and the architect are combin-
ing more and more to produce a

greater number of beautiful, well-engi-

neered structures.

Answer—Complete Cooperation

What is the argument about then?
Here is the answer. Although the two
profes.sions are cooperating unusually
well, e.\ceptions are still too common.
There are too many structures being
built either from purely an architec-

tural viewpoint, or else entirely from
the viewpoint of the practical engineer
to whom appearance matters little.

Today there is a greater necessity than
ever before for complete cooperation;
partial cooperation being little better

than none. When the engineer can de-

sign structures that will stand for

countless years, it becomes very con-

venient to have the architect give the

structure an appearance that does not

become ugly or out-moded in a few
years.

What is holding these two profes-

sions apart? What is keeping them
from working together and reachin.g

the peak of their efficiency?

Those I^ight-Headed Architects

There is still a strong tendency for

the hard-boiled engineers aroinid most
industrial concerns to greet the ap-

jiroach of an architect about the way
a dancing master would be greeted in

a lumber camp, or a bathing suit sales-

man in I^ittle America. Nor can the

engineer be l)lamed when you think

how often in the past these men have
had to stand the gaff when the design-

er's pretty pictures have failed to turn
into practical structures — structures

which would serve utilitarian purposes
instead of merely satisfying someone's
craving for beauty. There have been
so many slips 'twixt the architect's

pencil and the engineer's slide rule,

that it is natural for these practical

men to stiffen at the mere mention of

calling in an architect to fashion a

shell for the engineers to fill with a
scientifically designed skeleton.

Those Greasy Ensineei-s

So the engineer pulls his hat over
his ears and goes on the best he can.

In the meantime, what is the opinion
in the enemy's camp? Shuddering at

the mention of those "greasy engineers"
who have none of the aesthetic in their

souls, the man who has spent years
learning to transfer his "natural .sense

of the beautiful" to paper, gracefully

waves his wrist and murmurs, "Ah
me!" If the engineer is incapable of

building the handsome structure which,
according to the designer, "will make
the world a better and more beautiful

place in which to live," why should the
architect worry? He has finished his

job. So, with a "Ta-ta, old man," he
dismisses the hairy-eared engineer from
his mind.

Mind me now, lest I be condemned
unfairly of having an erroneous con-

ception of the whole matter. The above

chatter is intended merely to show the

tendency to exaggerate the contrast

between the ideas and principles for

whic'h both sides stand; the engineer

with his demand for physical perfection,

and the architect with his pa.ssion for

beauty.

Let's put a little reverse English on

the ball and take a look at some of the

masterpieces of the past. The Greeks
built the Parthenon, an engineering

feat of the "first water" in their day.

Not only did they solve the problems
of engineering the structure, but

they left a building that has seldom
been surpas.sed in beauty. In the three

oi- four centuries following the crusades,

there were erected in France, Italy, and
Germany great cathedrals- Who was re-

sponsible for the design and construc-

tion of these masterpieces? They could

not be called engineers, because it was
not until years after the completion of

the original structure that, through
the trial and error method of repair, the

buildings would stand for any length

of time without collapsing. They could

easily be called architects. These med-
ieval cathedrals are considered by many
to be the most beautiful buildings in

the world.

Today, this type of construction is

not necessary. Architects specialize in

a beautiful bridge, building, or sky
scraper. The engineers specialize in de-

signin.g the same construction so that

it will be strong enough to withstand
the loads put on it and at the same
time economical enough to be practical

enough to warrant its construction.

The i)roblem lies in getting' these two
specialized professions to exert their

energies in the same direction. When
this is done, we will have more struc-

tures like the Washington Monument,
the Mormon Temple, the Empire State
Building, and the new San Francisco-
Oakland Bay bridge. The optimum of

perfection of these two professions is

reached when ever.v new structure has
the quality of these! THAT should be
the goal of both the engineer and the
architect!

—T. M.
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Principal Applications of

Thermodynamics In Engineering
Power, Refrigeration and Heat

DO YOIT know the meaning of the
term thermodynamics? Probably
most students have a liazy idea

that it has something to do with heat.
All engineering students take courses
of study that require a little knowledge
of the subject. The actual courses in

thermod>'namics, however, are rather
complicated and require a considerable
knowledge of mathematics, so that most
students shun them. Thermodynamics
may be defined as the science dealing
with the applications of the law of con-
servation of energy to a study of the
thermal properties of different ma-
terials.

Most of the difficulty in studying
thermodynamics lies in the intan.gibil-

ity of the thermodynamic properties of
matter. The properties of volume and
jiressure may easily be seen and felt,

but the meaning of such terms as
entropy, enthalpy, and specific heat is

very hard to grasp. The applications
and uses of thermodynamics in en-
gineering, however, are many, and are
certainly tangible.

Power Production

The most general applicatiim of
thermodynamics is in the production
of power. Of the three great sources
of power today, two—the production of
power from steam and from internal
combustion engines—are direct applica-
tions of thermodynamic principles.
Water power, the third source, is not
related to thermodynamics.
Because of the wide usage of steam

as a source of power, much research
has been carried on to determine its

properties, and it has resulted in the
steam tables that we have today, which
tabulate the various properties of steam
for easy reference. Other fluids, such
as mercury, have been used to replace
steam, but because water is so plenti-
ful, steam is used almost exclusively.
Three international conferences have

been held for the purpose of improving
and extending international agreement
upon the properties of steam. The
latest of these conferences was held in

the United States in September of 1934,
and the present International Skeleton
Steam Tables were produced then. The
tables, in skeleton form, show accepted
values for the properties of steam and
give the limits of accuracy of the data.
Research is still being carried on. iioth
in America and abroad, in an iii-

deavor to learn more about the proper-
ties of steam.

Kfl'ioiency Increased

The result of all this investigation
is the increasing efficiency of steam
power plants. In modern plants, higher
pressures and higher temperatures are
being- used than formerly, so that the
steam tables are necessarily being ex-
tended. When the steam engine was
invented, practically nothing was

known of the .science of thermody-
namics. Most improvements and de-
velopments in the field of .steam power,
however, have been made as a result
of the application of thermodynamic
theory.

The efficiency of internal combus-
tion engines has been greatly increased
by the application of thermodynamics
to their construction. The two types
of engines now in use. the Otto and
the Diesel, are both developments re-
sulting from thermodynamic research.
Knowledge of the properties and ac-
tions of gas mixtui-es under the condi-
tions of gas mixtures under the condi-
that exist in engine cylinders is rather
limited at present, but as it is being
extended, the efficiency of internal
combustion engines is increasing.

Kefriseration

Outside the field of power production,
the most important application of
thermodynamics is in the refrigeration
industry. In producing power, energy
in the form of heat is added to water,
forming steam which drives an engine
and thus the heat energy is converted
into mechanical energy. In refrigera-
tion, heat is removed from the cold
chamber by the evaporation of a fluid,
and is released outside the cold room
from condenser coils. It is possible to
use steam as a refrigerant, but other
fluids which evaporate at lower temper-
atures are more practical. Ammonia
is most used in commercial refrigera-
tion plants and sulfur dioxide is the
most common refrigerant used in
household appliances. The thermody-
namic properties of almost all refrig-
erants have been investigated and
tables, similar to steam tables al-
though not so comprehensive, have
been compiled. The efficiency of any
refrigeration unit is not expressed as
percentage, but is called the co-
efficient of performance. The co-
efficient of performance is equal to
the heat energy transferred from the
evaporation coil to the condenser coil
divided by the energy needed to operate
the compressor. This is often more
than one.

New Method of Heating

An interesting development in the
field of refrigeration is known tech-
nically as the heat pump. The con-
uenser coil, which gives off heat, is

used to heat a building, and the evapo-
rator coil is placed outside the building
to pick up heat from the outside air.

.\ir, at any temperature, has consid-
erable heat content, and this heat is

picked up by the evai>orator coil and
released inside by the condenser coil.

This heating method has two distinct
advantages over the usual methods.
One is that the coil connections may be
reversed and the building air condi-
tioned in the summer with the sanii'

equipment that heats the building in
the winter. The other advanta.ge is
the high coefficient of performance of
the heat pump. A great deal more
heat energy is released inside the build-
ing than mechanical or electrical
energy is used in operating the com-
pressor. With our usual processes of
heating, more energy is expanded than
heat energy is released inside the build-
ing.

This type of heating equipment is not
merely a theoretical development, for
several installations have been made.
One of the best known installations is
in a building in Los .\ngeles, and an-
other is used to heat a building in
Salem, New Jersey. While acting as a
heating unit, the system in Los Angeles
has shown a coefficient of performance
of from 1.45 to 1.98. That is nearly
twice as much energy in the form of
heat was released inside the building
as was supplied to the compressor.
The installation in New .Jersey is later
in design and has shown a coefficient
of performance of about 2.3 in cold
weather. This type of heating is best
suited to moderate climates, since very
cold weather lowers the coefficient of
performance. .Although these units are
now in the experimental stage, it is
expected that they will come into com-
mon use in the near future.

•Air Conditioning

.-Vir conditioning is still another of
the numerous applications of the
science of thermodynamics. The heat-
ing or cooling of a building are direct
applications of thermodynamic prin-
ciples. The regulation of the humidity
of the air is also studied from a
thermodynamical point of view. The
thermal properties of moist air have
been compiled in the form of psy-
chrometic charts which show the re-
lationship of temperature and humidity
to the heat content of the air.

•Another interesting application of
thermodynamics is the commercial
manufacture of oxygen. It is made by
the fractional distillation of liquid air.

Industry is now using pure oxygen in-
stead of air in many combustion pro-
cesses because higher temperatures may
be obtained, greater economy of fuel is

realized, and less combustion space is

required.

On the surface, thermcjilynamics may
seem uninteresting and difficult to
understand, but further investigation
shows it to b>_' not (jnly inteicsting, but
also a very important field in modern
engineering.

—B. N. McD.

Tests show that an automobile that
will travel 18 miles on a gallon of gaso-
line at a speed of 30 miles per hour,
uill travel 12 or 13 miles on a .gallon
:it (111 miKs iii-r Iioui-.



SOUND PICTURES
Beginnin«; and De\ elopment

THE motion picture came into

Ijeing- about 1890, when a man
named Ellison, famed as an in-

ventor, decided that he could do the

.same for iiictures that he had done for

sound. His first motion picture

machine greatly resembled the phono-
graph in principle, and was combined
with it, so that the first movie was a

sound picture. When his invention

finally reached the market, in ISill. it

was in the form of a peep-show. The
spectator deposited his money, slued

his eye to an opening, and turned the

crank. He was rewarded by .seeing'

and hearing a very short, poorly acted,

and iioorly reproduced show. The
motion picture was not a success until

years later, when means of projecting

pictures onto a screen were perfected.

.\t that moment our modern movie

came into bein.g. However, the sound
fi-ature was necessarily dropped; the

mechanically reproducing phono.graph

did not have sufficient volume. Modern
sound pictures had to await the devel-

opment of the radio tube and modern
electrical reproduction apparatus.

When you next attend a picture

show, notice how much of your en-

joyment depends upon the sound fea-

ture. Also notice how nearly perfect

the sound reproduction is. It was not

until thi- middle of the last decade that

sound again became a part of motion
picture shows. Thus, amimation has
been developing for the past forty

years, l)ut sound has been used only

during the last ten years. Both, how-
ever, are now in approximately parallel

stages of development.

bike all inventions and developments,
sound pictures did not spring into

being overni.ght. Men have been work-
ing for years in the laboratories, per-

fecting sound recording and repro-

dviction to accompany pictures. The
sound picture, in its first commercial
venture, was a short- Then, because
the public approved, it progressed to

feature films with partial sound effects

or a musical accompaniment. Finally,

some enterprising iiroducer used sound
throughout the entire picture. He did

not, however, take the chance of wast-
ing a good picture. The first all-tallc-

ing movies were notorious for their

poor plots and ratln'r low character, but
the public would rather see a poor
sound picture than a good silent one;
.so sound became univer.sally incorpo-
rated Willi tile motion picture.

Two Types

Since the beginning, theri^ havr- been
two types of sound pictures, llisk re-

cording became practical first. In the
past few years, however, it has given
way to the yihotogiaphic type in which
sound is recorded on a sound track of

the picture film.

The disk recording is similar to the

familiar pliono.graiili record. The fine

quality of our modern records is a re-

sult of the developments made by the

motion picture industry. .\11 modern
recording is done electrically. The

sound is picked up by a microphone,
which converts the sound waves into

electrical energy. This is amplified
many times by an electric amplifier.

This current is then transformed into

mechanical energy by an electro-mag-
netic reproducer which cuts a record
in wax. An impression is made of this

wax record, and the hard surfaced
records are made from the impression.
There are two t.vpes of sound records
cut into the wax by electro-magnetic
reproducers. One is termed a lateral

cut and the other, a vertical cut. The
variation of the groove of the latei-al

cut is from side to side, but that of the
vertical cut is in the depth of the
groove. In reproducing from a di.sk

recording, the variations in the groove
vibrate a phonographic needle, which
in turn, vibrates a coil in a ma.gnetic
field, or changes the pressure on a

crystal of Rochelle salt. This pro-
duces a varying electrical impulse,
which is magnified and converted into

sound by loud speakers.
The photographic method of sound

reproduction is also of two types. One
is called the variable density, constant
width method, and the other, the vari-

able width, constant density method.
In the first ca.se, a varying electrical

impulse from the amplifier is used to

li.ght a lamp. The intensity of the light

given off from the lamp varies as the
current. This light is shown on a
moving film, and thus exposes the film

to a varying degree. When a print of

this film is made, the places represent-
ing a sound are lighter tlian the rest

of the print. In making a variable
width sound record, the electrical ini-

K LOUD SPEAKER\ CONVERTING
Nj

I

ELECTRICITY
1 INTO SOUNDEARS OF

AUDIENCE

AMPLIFIER

PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

REPRODUCER CONVERTING THE
VARIATIONS IN TRANSMISSION
or THE FILM INTO ELECTRICAL

ENERGY

DEVELOPMENT
ETC OF THE
POSITIVE

pulse vibrates a mirror or .shutters, and
the width of the beam of light reflected

onto the film is varied. The portion of

the film upon which the light is cast

is transparent in the print, and the

rest of it is opaque. The same re-

production machine can be used for

both varialile density and variable

width recordings- A light shines
through the sound track onto a photo-
electric cell. This cell sends out a
feeble current, which when amplified,

is reconverted into sound by hnul

speakers.

I'roblems Created

Sound created many problems for the

motion picture industry; so many, in

fact, that only a few will be listed

here. In the first place many of the

actors and actresses did not have good
voices and many of the rest of them
could not act well when reciting their

lines. Directors had to learn to be
silent during .shots. The scenarist had
to learn to make the dialogue natural,

for people were more critical of what
they heard than of what they saw. All

of these were easier to overcome, how-
evei', than many of the technical diffi-

cvilties that presented themselves.

Studios had to be sound-proofed. Also,

they had to be made more nearly per-

fect, accoustically. to prevent any re-

verberation of sound. Cameras had to

be synchronized with the recording ap-

paratus. In many cases this meant
using a power camera for the fir.st

time. The cameras had to be silenced,

in fact, the industry is still searching

for a truly silent camera. Direct cur-

(Continued on Page 2,3)

MICROPHONE
CONVERTING
SOUND INTO
ELECTRICITY

MODULATOR
CHANGING THE
INTENSITY OF A
LIGHT IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE ELECTRICAL
INTENSITY

FILM RECORDING THE
LIGHT INTENSITY ON
THE SOUND TRACK
OF THE NEGATIVE

DEVELOPMENT
ETC OF THE
NEGATIVE

PRINTING THE NEGATIVE
ONTO THE POSITIVE FILM
CONTAINING THE PICTURE

Courtesy Society of Mutii'ii I'ictiirc luujiueer^ Juiinial

Steps in .Sound Hecording and KepriMhKliiiil
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MR. CHU PROBES * * * *

* * * LIVES OF GREAT MEN
RECLININC; on i-hair of Techno-

sraph office. Chu relax and make
self eonifortable- Soon aoorl editor

lvicl<s door witli big uproar and barges
in with bad mood. Chu overwhelm by
cyclone, fall off chair and almost lose

consciousness. Editor start fireworks

and order set story for big" magazine
of engineers. Big boss say Chu lazy,

advise Chu get good article. During
interim Chu exercise muscles through
yawning and stretching, but as sudden
as earthquake, Chu get urge and tell

editor, '"Very noble idea. Chu start work
immediately and be rater in Who's
Who."

Surprised editor comment, "What
you going to do?"
"Chu go find famous men, what they

do. Chu do and so be famous. Also give
you good .story on men. How about it,

you like?"

"Excellent, get ,goin.g." reply editor

and Chu jump off window onto iron

horse to seek famous men.

SUatins on Boneyard

After reconnoitering several days,

Chu find boneyard frozen and as he
approach E. E. Lab., find Prof. Paine
enjoy skating on historic river. Alight-
in,? from iron horse, Chu start research
of great men by beginning with Hon.
Professor of E. E. Dept. Chu first com-
ment, "Nice place for skate, think so?
Very good exercise, too."

Professor answer. "Very good, indeed,
maybe Mr. Chu like join."

Chu take opportunity with Hon. Prof,

and join party. Chu then start conver-
sation. "Chu like imitate famous men.
How about Hon. Prof, give desired in-

formation."

"Yes. Perhaps you are interest in my
education? I .go country .school at Wood-
stock, Conn., and go high school at
Willimatie, Conn. Then I receive B. S.,

M. S.. and professional degree in elec-

trical engineering from Worcester Poly-
technic Institution," reply the Hon.
Professor Paine.
The .skate give Chu big workout and

cause perspiration to occur so Profes-
sor ask, "Maybe you like swim to cool
off? I find helpful and am fond of
swim."

.Swininiing in Boneyard

Professor Paine talk into "mike" of
poitable transceiver and advise a.ssist-

ant shut off current of refrigeration
and start machine thaw ice. Immedi-
ately, Chu see ice disappear and con-
versation resume self during swim. The
professor tell Chu of experience in
testing department of G. E. and as an
electrical engineer of Lehigh Valley
Coal Co. Leaving commercial field. Chu
find Professor Paine as teacher at
School of Technology. Stetson Univer-
sity and Professor of E. E. and Physics

at North Carolina State College. Fort-
unate for Chu and E. E. students, the
I'niversity of Illinois ,eet him in 1!KI7

and make him head of department in

1913.

The scenery of bone.vard get tire-

some and exercising- scientific knowl-
edge, the professor turn on infra-red

rays and e.xpose to Chu his hobbies of

raising oriental puppies, callomine, and
lily flowers on banks of boneyard. The
flowers beautiful, but Chu bothered by
goldfish emanating from lily pond into

boneyard so Chu bids Professor good-
day and thanks for information.

Chu Beuildered

Swimming away through boneyard,
Chu see Professor Goff of thermo-dy-
naniic fame. Chu wade out of boni'.\ard

and apjiroach profes.sor for advice. The
professor busy in electrical prospecting
and because it electrical, Chu stick

nose into instruments and find it per-
tain to paleontological surveys. As
things get deeper, the professor analyze
the above effect by mathematics and
the magnetic susceptibility of core-drill

sample from data of electrical magnet-
rometer. Chu say to Professor Goff after
pulling self together, "That deep stuff,

maybe give Chu idea of your back-
ground so Chu can receive same and
be famous"

Professor stop work and relate, "Why
of course. I go grade .school at Boulder,
Colo., and Hi.gh School at Wheatend,
Wyo., two years, but graduate from
Colorado City High School. After that
I go Colorado .Vgricultural Colle.ge two
years and graduate from University of
Illinois in 1'I21."

"Very good," say Chu and after more
questions find that professor start

teaching with late Professor Goode-
nough in fall of 1921 and receive M. S.

degree in '24 and Ph. D. in '27. As Chu
become more inquisitive, the humble
Technograph reporter find the profes-
sor once work for the Linde Air Prod-
ucts Company on design of interchang-
ers for production of liquid oxygen. In
1929, he go to Westinghouse Research
Laboratories to work on problem re-

lating to steam turbine design and
general thermodynamic problems. Upon
death of Profes.sor Goodenough in 1929,

he return to University as head of
Dept- of Thermodynamics but is still

retain by Westin,ghouse as consulting-
engineer.

Brushing technical aspects aside, Chu
ask Professor of favorite doings in pas-
time. Professor reply, "Oh, I read, and
sleep mo.st of time like students, but I

do students one better. I learn play on
piano."

"Maybe play nursery rhyme." com-
ment Chu. Music inharmonic and un-
pleasant, so Chu leave famous person
in search of others.

(Ihi Learns .VII

Chu attracted by big fire in ovens of
Ceramic building so run over with fire

extinguisher but on arrival find every-
one cool and calm. Amidst group of
observers, Chu see big man with mus-
tache smiling happily. Chu think to self
and say, "That must be big shot. May-
be get explanation from him." Chu
approach and ask, "What is magic
material? You oblige and give Chu
li,ght on subject?"
Man reply, "That product you see is

Dolomite Brick. We ju.st find efficient
way of making better and cheaper."

"Ver.v important discovery. May Chu
ask name, sir?" add Chu.
"My name A. I. Andrews and I . .

."

Chu interrupt and say, "Oh, Profes-
sor Andrews! Of course Chu hear of
great person. Maybe like help Chu in
his research?"
The professor answer, "Sure. What

can I do for you?"
Chu start, "I wish material on lives

of famous men. How about brief re-

sume of Hon. Prof.?"
"Well, I have not very much to say

except was born in Baraboo, Wis., go
public schools at Oshkosh, Wis., and
graduate from the Oshkosh high school
in 1915. I enter University of Wisconsin
1915. I enter Universit.v of Wisconsin
next fall but big war come along- and
I join U. S. Naval Reserve in 1918.
Upon release in 1919, I go back to

.school and receive B. S. in chemistry
in 1920."

"Exactly what Chu desire, but how
about other works?" inquire Chu.

".\fter that I teach at University of
Wisconsin and receive M. S. degree in

1921. Then I receive fellowship of U. S.

Bui-eau of Mine's Ceramic Experimental
station and Ph. D. from Ohio State
University. My thesis about makin.g- of

Dolomite Brick. Then I am research
ceramic engineer for Dolomite Prod-
ucts Company, and in 1925 come to
I'niversity of Illinois. I act as consult-
ing- engineer for A. O. Smith Co., since
1919 and year ago la.st summer I go
to Europe for DuPont on special work,"
the professor add.

Chu then ask, "Maybe Professor will

shed light on greatest work and en-
jo.vment of spare time?"
The professor then say, "Perhaps

the most important, research on subject
of acid-resisting- enamels and effect of

.gases on enamels. Maybe you know
they can make tanks forty feet by
twelve feet in diameter all in one piece.

But as regard to spare time, I like fish-

ing- and spend time at cabin over in

Danville and also take home-movies."
"Very excellent hobbies and interest-

in,g work. Chu thank noble figure for

light on research."
Chu now write notes up and imitate

famous men. Maybe reach top someday
but hope vou enjoy story now.

—E. H.



AMONG OUR SOCIETIES
Ml' SAN

At till' first mcctiii«- of the year, on
Octolxr L'2, Mu San, municipal and
sanitary cnsineering: fraternity, elected

thr follcivvins: officers:

President H. W. Atkinson
\'ice President K. K. Wisely
Serretary J. (". Deisenrotli

On October 25 the fraternity held a
dinner at which Dean Knser and H. R.

Thomas, research assistant in sanitary
cMminecrini;. spoke. Also at this meet-

ins the first issue of Mu San News was
distiil5uted. This paper is beins inaug-
urated this year to keep the fraternity

in touch with its alums. It is planned tn

make this a monthly.

A. S. A. E.
President F. Andrew
Vice President R. V. Skeltim
Sexretary-Ti-easurer R. Boardnian

The Student Branch of the American
Society of A.eiicultural Kn.aineers. com-
bined with the Asricultural Ensineerin.a
Club, held their first meeting on Sep-
tiniber 30. At this meeting Frank An-
drew gave an account of his trip with
four other students to Estes Park, Col-

orado, for the national meeting of the

A. S. A. E. He also demonstrated a

development in electric fencing'. On No-
vember 3 Professor S. A. Poison of the

M. E. Department discussed Diesel En-
g:ines; and on November 18, C. W.
Veach talked on the "Principles of Seed
Cleaning: Machine.?." The Program Com-
mittee is planning to have several out-

side .speakers and a few discussion

meetings. The Agricultural Engineers
are al.so formulating plans for the na-

tional meeting of the A. S. A. E. to

be held at Illinois next summer.

S. I!. A. ('. S.

President K. Ilinnmel
Vice President M. Combs
Seeretarj-Trea.surer A. K. Porter

On October 8. Professor Clark of the
Chemistry Department inaugurated this

year's program of the Student Branch
of the American Ceramic Society with
a talk on what the ceramist should
know about X-rays. Among- their speak-
ers in the near future will be F. C.

Flint, president of the A. C. S., with
a talk on "Personalities in a European
Tour," an<i Professor Richart of the
the T. .\. M. Department with a talk

on cements. On November 18, they held

a meeting- devoted entirely to student
speakers.

A. I. E. K.
President J. (;. Parnell
Vice President I. IM. .Miller

Secretary W. P. lliiban

Treasurer E. Cwiklo
Publicity Manager R. L. Hull

With an attempt to stress student
talks because of their importance in

student development, the A. I. E. E.
will have .several during: the coming-
year. About one-half of the remaining-
talks will be of a non-technical nature.
Speakers from General Electric and the
.\merican Telephone and Telegraph
Company are e.xpected.

A. S. C. E.

President E. G. Robbins
Vice President R. F. Hastings
.Se<retary H. E. Skinner
Treasurer R. H. (Jade

The Student Branch of the .\merican
Society of Civil Engineers started their

year's program with a smoker on Sep-
tember 24, at which Professor Wiley.
Gordon Jeppeson. and Professor Cran-
dell spoke.
On October 7 they presented as their

first speaker F. D. Chase, a prominent
engineer and architect of Chicago. He
di.scussed the manners and morals of

an engineer. October 22. one of Illi-

nois' most prominent graduates. John
N. Chester, spoke on "Some Highlights
of 15 Years of Engineerin,g- and Travel."

T>. D. Gayton spoke about an engineer's

opportunities in the field of city man-
agership on October 2!). H. C. Hobble
discussed political conditions in Spain
before the society on November 18.

Other speakers the C.E.'s expect to

hear .soon are Col. J. P. Ho.gan. C. W.
Breed, and Albert Smith.

A. S. M. E.

President O. H. Losan
Vice President R. E. Ilonnelly

Secretary E. .1. VVellnutn

Treasurer \V. W. Peters
Publicity Manager C. E. Tarpley

On October 14 the M.E.'s presented
three motion pictures entitled "Four-
cycle Gas En,gine." "Magnetic Effects

of Electricity." and "Refining Crude
Oil." and on November 18 they pre-

sented a four-reel movie, "Steam." Em-
phasizin.g- student participation, they
will present a talk by M. S. Wilson on
his trip through a steel plant and one
by C. F. Erikson on his experiences

in a ball-bearing- factory.

The -society's tentative program also

in(-ludes: Professor F. R. Watson in

c-on.junction with a sound film called

"Sound." and Charles M. Wilson of the

Scientific Crime Detection Laboratory.

•An insfiection trip of the Danville zinc

lilants is being- planned.

RAILWAY ClAH
President R. J. Kirsfen

>ice President C. F. Mct'ann
Secretary -Treasurer M. J. (Joers

Pul)licity Inf W. ('. .lanssen

The Railway Club started its program
with a talk by C. H. Chang, on October

13. The club plans to have speeches

by faculty members on high speed brak-

ing- and railway economics. Other talks

will be on high speed trains, rail test-

ing, and intenu-ban transportation.

SYNTON
President H. M. Ik>ra

\ ice President K. Kenipf
Se<-retary H. .McSkiniin

Treasurer I), (iiinlund

Synton. professional radio fraternity,

held an open meeting on October 13, at

which G. K. Green of the Physics De-
partment, talked. Besides the regular

weekly meetin.gs, Synton will sponsor
code instruction classes and classes in

amateur radio. Other activities of the
fraternity will include operation of the
transmitter and handling of traffic.
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A. I. C. E.

President M. A. Hashbarger
>i(-e Piesident F. Winter
Secretary R. <i. Penner
Treasurer J. B. Hunter

The American Institute of Chemical
Engineers started their year's activities

with a smoker early in October, at

which Dr. Comings, new member of

the Chemistry Engineering Department,
was introduced. Dr. D. B. Keyes lec-

tured on the aims and activities of the

Institute. .\t the first regular meeting
a moving- i)ieture. "The Manufacture
of Whiskey." was shown. They expect

to havi' Professor Fink, of Columbia
University, talk on electro-chemistry,

soon.

THETA T.Al

President H. I>. Townsend
Vice President (>. R. .lolinson

Seorelary K. F. Bait
Treasurer R. ('. Purl

Theta Tau, professional engineering
fraternity, recentl.v pledg:ed the follow-

ing men: W. M. Nagel, M. K. Carr,

sophomores ; and L. C. Atwood, and F.

Usalis, juniors. The fraternity has
among its aims the promotion of the
principles of professional integrity and
personal honor. .\t present the chapter
here has members from students in the
electrical, mechanical, and civil engi-

neering departments.

PI TAU SIGMA
President J. W. Spalding
\ice President (i. H. I.,ogan

Secretary T. N. Hacket
Trea.surer R. E. Donnell.v

Pi Tau Sigma, the mechanical engi-
neering honorar.v fraternity, is plan-

ning a smoker and several dinner meet-
ings for the .vear. The pledging- of new
membei's was held on November 18.

ETA KAPPA NU
President E. (wiklo
>i<e President R. Hull
Treasurer H. J. MoSkiniin
Secret ar.v .\. Smeskal
Branch Correspondent -R. A. Kenipf

.\t its first meetin.g of the ^ear. Eta
Kappa Nu. honorary electrical engi-
neering fraternity, heard Professor E.

B. Paine head of the Electrical Engi-
neering- Department, talk on the foun-
dation of the society and the advan-
tages of belonging-. The fraternity's

pledges for this semester are: A. S.

Grown and F. A. Ghiselli. seniors; Ij.

Bleuer. D. Chinlund. R. E. Jeffries. S.

Ryder. D. Schick, Edmund Zawistano-
wicz, juniors.

KERAMOS
President N. Sclioeppel

> ice President W. M. Tiu'ner
Sec. Treasurer I,a Verne Ekholm
Herald P. M. Wheeler
-At one of the initial meetings for

the year, the honorary ceramics so-

ciety decided to initiate one or more
honorary members from industry. The
individuals are to be selected b.v a fac-
ulty committee. It was also decided to

sponsor the publication of a Ceramics
Department yearbook, and to sponsor
.several social affairs for ceramic stu-
dents.
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FLASH! The hi-avens are split hy
a blinding streak of light. There
is a violent clap of thunder and

then silence. The phenomenon of

lightning' has passed. There may be
damage in its wake, or there may be no
visible trace of its passing, but after it

has gone, the question as to what
really happened enters our minds.

Lightning- is the visible flash accom-
panying an electrical discharge between
two clouds or a cloud and the earth.

The lower part of a thunder cloud can
be visualized as one plate of a physical-
ly huge condenser, the air the dielec-

tric, and the ground or some other part
of the cloud as the other plate. The
cloud itself is not a conductor, but it

consists of many water droplets sus-
pended in an insulating medium, the
air. The charge is not on the surface
of the cloud as many believe, but it is

distributed in the water and the air

throughout the cloud.

As the cloud moves through the at-

mosphere, it attracts opposite charges
to the ground beneath, and a field is

built up between the ground and the
cloud, as between the plates of a
regular condenser. This generation
.goes on until a discharge occurs in the
form of lightning. When the discharge
has taken place, the cloud is left with
no appreciable amount of electrical

energ\', and the process of condensing
must be repeated. If the convection
currents which build up the charge are
not especially favorable, the cloud does
not continue to discharge. Some other
cloud may be subject to more favor-
able conditions and charge quicker,
thus forming- a new center of lightning
discharge. In this manner the center
of electrical discharge shifts through-
out the storm area.
The severity of an electrical storm

(HI EPSII.ON
President H. R. Skinner
\i(e President--!''. 15. Henderson, Jr.

Treasurer W. E. Willard
Secretary \V. A. Kenner
Assoc. Kd. Transit K. Zahorowski

Chi Epsilon, honorary civil engineer-
ing fraternity, held its first meeting of
the year on October 22. The rushees
for this semester were asked to this
affair at which one of the speakers was
Professor T. C. Shedd. M. L. C.ossard
and .\. B. Bourgo, seniors; and the
following juniors: L. L. Brivak, H. E.
Goeke, L. K. Marcus, .1. M. Robert.son,
L. B. Salch. and T. S. Scott pledged the
fraternity soon after the meeting.

LIGHTNING

MINEKAL INDISTRIES SOCIETY
President E. V. Adams
Vice President J. VV. Sherman
Secretary M. Retonde
Treasurer L. Tol'ft

The Mineral Industries Society is an
affiliated society of the A. I. M. E. On
November 4 they had as speaker Dr.
George Otis Smith, former president of
the A. I. M. E., former director of the
IT. S. Geological Survey, and member
of the world power congress. Other
speakers will include John Jones, safety
engineer for the Old Ben Coal Com-
pany, and representatives from the Chi-
cago and St. Louis sections of the A. I.

M. E.

The society is also planning to have
several movies similar to those entitled
"Mining, Smelting, and Refining of Cop-
per" and "Making, Shaping, and Treat-
ing of Steel," both already shown.

-Courtesy General Elcilr Kevi

depends upon the extent and violence
of the convection systems, which in

turn depend upon the temperature and
velocity of the air movement. By de-
termination of these conditions, the
severity of a potential storm may bo
predicted.

Lightning occurs in three distinct
forms: forked or zi.gza.g lightning,
sheet lightning, and ball lightning. Tlie
forked lightning- is the vivid streak of
white which appears to be runnin.g
in an irregular direction and some-
times ramifies in branches or the limbs
of a tree. Although it appears to bo
zig-zag. photography shows it to be of
irregular sinuous character. Sheet
lightning is the rosy red tint on the
horizon that lights up the clouds. This
is the most common form of lightning,
and it is usually concealed from direct
view by clouds. Ball lightning is the
small globe of brilliant light moving
through the air at a short distance
above the ground or often on the
ground "rolling." It has been known
to "roll" through open doors and win-
dows. It breaks up with an explosion,

but is not of destructive nature. Of
the three kinds, forked lightning is by
far the most destructive.

The visibility of lightning is due to

the electrical energy which forces its

way acro.ss the interval of air being
converted into heat, and the particles

of air are set in such violent motion
that they become luminous. The white
hot air expands suddenly, and then
contracts setting- up a series of air

waves along the line of flash. These
vibrations reach the ear and are known

as thunder. The extended rumblings
that follow are the echoes and the
reverberations of the initial vibrations
which may be miles in length.

In the progression of a storm, a light
sprinkle is usually followed by rain
and heavy lightning which gradually
abates, and a stea(iy rain sets in with
very little electrical di.scharge. Rain
and certain "lightning conductors" dis-
charge the elcctrii'ity of the clou('s
(luickly to the earth and usually pre-
vent electrical storms lasting for a long
time. The fact that the discharge
limits of a cloud are very small ac-
counts for the rapidity with which
an electrically charged area disappears.

Lightning- has the potential power to
inflict great damage. The belief that
it will strike only once in a particular
place is entirely unfounded. Lightning
has been known to strike the same
object time after time. Damage to

buildings in rural .sections is five times
that caused in urban areas. Structures
built on chalk or marl are less like-

ly to become the target of a bolt of
lightning- than those located on sand
or clay. In wooded sections the oak
is most frequently hit, while the beech
is seldom injured. Human beings are
frequently struck or injured by light-

ning; twenty-five per cent of such
cases prove fatal. There is no abso-
lute safeguard from the destructive
power of lightning although lightning
conductors or lightning rods on the top
of buildin,g-s serve to equalize the
potential of the earth and the clouds,

and prevent a disruptive discharge.

—L. S.

TAll NU TAU
President H. I). Evans
\iee President M. Lamb
Se<'retary R. Purl
Treasurer E. Olson
Sergeant at Arms B. Larson
T. N. T., honorary military engineer-

ing fraternity, initiated the following
juniors on November 16: S. W. Ryden,
J. C. Sharav, B. T. Schwar, C. H. Dunn,
G. R. Fonts, J. D. Dayton, M. V.
Adams, L. J. McCleish, C. L. Wells.
R. J. Houkal, J. C. McKibbin, H. W.
.\tkinson, C. O. Fahrnkopf, R. W. Dal-
rymple. S. C. Henninger, E. H. Holt,
R. O. Beitel, J. M. Ericson, C. E.
Wright, R. W. Benoliel, H. E. Goeke,
R. D. Rodwell, J. B. Vernetti, and P.
A. Nilsson.

TAl> BETA PI
President N. Schoeppel
\ ice President R. C. A. Purl
Secretary E. W. Hough
Treasurer H. E. Sliinner

On November 3, Tau Beta Pi. hono-
rary engineering fraternity, pledged the
followin.g seniors: E. Cwiklo, E. E.; M.
Harvey, M. E.; H. J. McSkimin, E. E.;

H. E. Oehler, Met. E. ; R. E. Stampfle,

Gen. E.; E. J. Wellman, M. E.; E. W.
Zelnick, C. E. ; A. Zmeskal, E. E.; and
R. Zaborowski, a junior, C. E. M. P.

Vore, Engineering- Physics, was pledged
as the junior -with the highest scholastic

record. The national convention of this

society was held October 8 to 10 in

Ithica and Syracuse, New York. R. C.

A. Purl represented the student chapter.



WHO'S WHO IN ILL

JVes Spalding

• Harlan Har.slihargt'r

• Dick hirsti'ii

WES SPALDING may have taken advantage of his

fellow M. E.'s, for back in his carefree pre-University

days he used to tinker with motorcycles and under-slung

speedsters. For this reason, or possibly because he's just

naturally smart, he has really done things scholastically.

He's in Phi Eta Sigma, of course; he's the Master of

Initiation of Tau Beta Pi ; and he won the Pi Tau Sigma
award for having the highest average among sophomore

M. E.'s. Incidentally, this didn't terminate his con-

nection with Pi Tau Sigma; since then he has not only

joined the organization but has become its president.

Wes has done quite a bit of canoeing; some on the lakes

of Wisconsin and more on the Fox River. He thinks

it's great ! For two years he expended his athletic en-

ergies as a member of the gym team (possibly the demise

of the IVIan on the Flying Trapeze had something to do
with his stopping this activity). And oh, yes! Wes can

give you authoritative information on what's wrong with
the University; you see, he works at the Health Service

Station.

HARLAN A. HASHHARGER likes his military. He
is Lieutenant-Colonel of the Coast Artillery Corps and
has a chest full of medals for military achievements, prin-

cipally for rifle and pistol marksmanship. Last Military
Day he was presented with the (irand Army ^lemoriai
Saber, an award which distinguished him as the outstand-

ing cadet officer of his class other than the Student
Colonel. He's a member of Scabbard and Blade, the

Coast Artillery Club, and Pershing Rifles. But don't

accuse Mr. Hashbarger of being one sided. You must
consider, for instance, that he's an up and coming chem-
ical engineer; in fact, he is president of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers. He is a member of

the Junior Board of the Student Alumni Association.

He played freshman baseball and plays intramural basket-

hall, tennis, and golf. Some might claim we are revert-

ing to his first love by mentioning that he was a member
of the Intramural Championship Rifle team in 1934;
but we are lertaiuly going into a new field by telling you

that he is president of his fraternity, Sigma Phi Sigma.

Our hero is nuim about his hobbies, but it is a safe bet

that he likes to put the old eagle eye behind a good
sporting rifle, and woe betide anything that even re-

motely resembles a bull's eye!

DICK KIRSTEN, even under his more dignified ap-

pellation of Richard J. Kirsten, doesn't sound French.

In fact, he is not French. But he is a full-blooded

Parisian nevertheless, because 8,781 inhabitants of

Paris, Illinois, can't be wrong. Dick had a hard time

tearing himself away from his native night life, for he

didn't enter the University imtil Februar\'. 1Q32, al-

though the Paris High School said, "F^nough" to him in

1930. In the interim, Dick worked in the Cummings
Car and Coach company of Paris. The year 1933

saw him out in the fierce and frigid world again get-

ting some more of that valuable product called ex-

perience. In 1934 Dick played prodigal, and he has

been with us ever since. It is interesting to see what a

man of experience thinks of our outside activities. Dick
has been in the Railway Club for four years, and now
as president represents the society in the Engineering

Council. He is also a member of Sigma Epsilon (rail-

way honorary). As a freshman and a junior he helped

with the E. E. show, and as a sophomore with the En-
gineering Open House. Dick is in advanced military

with the Signal Corps. His hobbies are varied and
various. Chief among them are wood-working, tennis,

and puzzles. He will probably get ahead on his own
merits, because the chances are he wasn't spoiled back

in Paris—he is one of seven children.

i
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Ernest Adams

Jiihit Panu'll •

I'lovd lliiitiDicl •

FLOYD HUMMEL hails from way up northeast—the

Ceramics Building, to be exact. Although he delights

in collecting arrow heads and old American coins, he

has torn himself away from these intriguing pursuits

long enough to do at least a few things here at the

University. For instance, he hit the books so well that

he rated Phi Eta Sigma and Keramos, and kept hit-

ting them so well that he was initiated into Tau Reta

Pi. After a long membership in the Student Branch of

the American Ceramic Society, Floyd was elected presi-

dent. Somehow he manages to get in a dash of intra-

mural baseball and basketball, too. Each summer, in-

variably, he works for some firm manufacturing ceramic

products. Floyd is so quiet a lad that it is hard to be-

lieve the folks back in ALinvood ; they say he's a devil

in his own home-town. The only local endeavor that

disturbs his characteristic calm is his fervor in the in-

terests of the Student Branch of the American Ceramic

Society. He wants to make the society known and re-

spected throughout the University. Considering his

general efficiency, Floyd probably will do it!

JOHN G. PARNELL certainly gets around. Very
latest figures show that only fifteen of our glorious

forty-eight states have escaped his flying feet, and he

bids fair to hit these before long. Ever since he attained

the lofty age of four, he has journeyed to far-ofif Ontario

each summer. Perhaps it was on the way there that he

went to Mexico. Anyway, he did get to Mexico, and

it is said that the sight of an Aztec monument there so

impressed him that he hastened to become an Illini the

instant he became aware of our Indian tradition. It is

surprising that John finds time to keep up with the com-

paratively local yokels, but lend an ear: As a junior

he was secretary of the A. I. E. E. ; this year he is chair-

man of the organization ; and furthermore, he is the

president of that august body, known as the Engineering

Council. We feel duty bound to add a note of realism

to the Parnell saga by stating that he vmdcrwent a year

working in a grocery store before deciding to end it all

and come to this, our alma mater. His first love among
hobbies is a natural one for such a travel-minded young

man ; he has a yen for following very closely all the

changes and improvements in succeeding models of auto-

mobiles.

ERNEST ADAMS, E. C. to the boys, is so versatile

and proficient that we present him, for the benefit of

dubious freshmen (and possibly upperclassmen), as a

living example of "it can be done." To wit: Mr.
Adams is a member of the American Institute of Mining
and Metallurgical Engineers, and is president of the

Mineral Industries Society. He belongs to Phi Eta

Sigma, and is Cataloger of Tau Beta Pi. He is not

only a Major in the Engineer Corps of the R. O. T. C,
but attends meetings of Scabbard and Blade, and former-

ly those of Pershing Rifles. Add to these the fact that

E. C. has found time to work his way through school

and, as the saying goes, you have something there. Before

coming to the University, Mr. Adams did everything

from working on a stock farm to teaching in a country

school. He hasn't had a great deal of practical experience

in the engineering field, but no doubt he gleans consider-

able knowledge during off moments in the Engineering

Library where he has been employed for some time. E.

C. doesn't possess any hobbies in the true sense of the

word, but he enjoys hunting and riding, and indulges in

all the usual sports upon occasion. He dubs himself

"about normal" socially, explaining that he hits all the

big dances, and gets at least a bit of recreation each and

every week-end.



THE RIGHT ANCLE . . .

The Engineer
and Culture

it is time for the en-

gineering student to

realize that he cannot

escape the scorn of society

hy halanciiig his ignorance

of culture with the title

of his profession. Culture

is not an addiction of a spineless or insipid person, but

rather the mental discipline and moral enlightment of

a truly intelligent being. Beauty of thought and ex-

pression is made light of by the average engineering

student, not because he has reached a premeditated

decision, but, rather, because of sheer thoughtlessness.

These individuals should wake up, for their fraternity

is rapidly losing members

!

A proper definition of cvdture is difficidt to give.

Exxellent books such as John Cowper Powys's Rlcaning

of (hiltiirc ha\e been devoted to its detailed discussion.

Hut what about its applicability to the engineer?

The engineering student is expected to undergo
rigorous mental efforts. His ultimate success depends

upon the extent to which he has developed his reasoning

ability. Mental flexibility is vital to any technical

analysis. What better way of developing this dexterity

is there than to think intelligently about a wide variety

of subjects?

Some engineering students might be surprised to know
that there is music different from that which can be

heard at the local dance halls every week-end. Just as

many, however, enjoy and appreciate the more thought-

ful music: the opera and the symphony. Mr. Sigmund
Spaeth, an authority on music, said in a lecture on this

campus two years ago that music could be divided into

three classes: (1) music of the foot, (2) music of the

heart, and (3) music of the mind. It is to the latter

that the symphony belongs, llie time spent in learn-

ing to appreciate its abundant beauty and expression is

well worth while.

Art, too, consists of more than the full-page photo-

graphs on thumb-worn magazines. In every truly

artistic production, there is an expression of thought,

imagination, and an example of technical skill. It might
be of interest to note that one of history's greatest men,
Lenardo do Vinci, was both a great engineer and a great

artist. One of his most outstanding paintings, The Last
Supper, lives on while many of his engineering feats have
been forgotten in the obscurity of time.

When art and music is complemented with philosophy,

literature and religion, then one can be reasonably sure
that he is fortified to attack any technical analysis with
the mental alertness it deserves. A sound philosophy will

enable one to maintain a sane perspective of fundamentals
even when in the midst of a whirl of subordinate applica-

tions.

Everyone should help in stabilizing this process of
cultural expansion. There is excellent opportunity for

it at this university. The instructors can show their

co-operation by relieving some of the student's harass-

ment
; the student can show his appreciation by the

thoughtful utilization of his time.

Laboratory
Learning

The relative educa-

tional value of laboratory

work and other manual
exercises as compared
with the more passive

types of learning activity

has long been a subject

of investigation and con-

tention among psy-

chologists and pedagogues.

Here at our own Univer-

sit\' of Illinois there is

ample material for con-

sideration, especially in

the College of Engineering. Each department offers a

variety of laboratory courses, all designed, no doubt, to

afford the student valuable practical experience as well

as a better understanding of the machines, instruments,

and procediu'es of which he reads and hears.

Undeniably, in some fields, laboratory work of some

nature is indispensable, because it affords the only avenue

of correlation between theory and practice that is avail-

able to the majority of students. But in other laboratory

courses this point of view seems to have been lost sight

of, or perhaps has never appeared. The objective in

courses of this latter type seems to have degenerated to

the engendering of mere manual skills; rather than re-

maining on the higher and broader planes of orientation

between related fields of engineering, presentation of a

perspective view of the profession, and inculcation of

certain general patterns of what might be called engineer-

ing outlooks or philosophies.

One might readily defend the thesis that the degree

of development of a philosophy of engineering which
could be achieved in a length of time comparable to that

spent in bringing about a certain amount of manual pro-

ficiency, would have more permanent, desirable, and far-

reaching effects than the acquisition of a specific habit,

the influence of which would necessarily be confined,

more or less, to the sphere of activity in which it was
developed. The crux of the matter lies in the decision

as to the purpose of a university engineering curriculum.

Is it to attempt to provide specific manual skills, or to

give a general background upon which any necessary

future abilities can readily be built? The generally ac-

cepted ans\\'er seems to be the latter, and from that point

of view the actual valuable knowledge to be gotten from
.some laboratory courses is deplorably disproportionate to

the time spent on them.

The purpose of this discussion has been simply to

crystallize opinions which are more or less prevalent

among engineering students, and it merely touches the

surface of the problem it suggests. There exists, how-
ever, in some places, this undesirable state of affairs

w^hich seems to have acquired a sort of inertia through
the years, and bids fair to continue indefinitely, just as

a habit persists even though it is no longer suitable to

new needs. As a step toward solution of the problem,

one might suggest a poll of engineering vipper-classmen

to obtain their opinions and rating of various laboratory

courses. The results would indubitably prove very in-

teresting, if nothing more, to all concerned.

14
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His job is to look for trouble before it happens. He is one of many who inspect tele-

phone apparatus regulary, even when nothing is wrong. His work is called "preventive

maintenance."C This work is of the highest importance. It helps to prevent interruptions

to the service; often forestalls costly repairs, or replacements; helps keep telephone

service at highest efficiency.C To plan this work requires management with imaginative

foresight and the ability to balance the many factors involved in the maintenance problem.

BEIX TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Tonight— call up some-

one in the old home

town—after seven,

when rates to most

points are lowest.
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Packases Wrapped

WATTS' SPECIALTY SHOP
I'JOJVlj W. California Avenue

GIFTS
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Attractiveness, and to fit

Every Purse

OPEN EVENINGS
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You will like our
Christmas Greeting Cards
—and they are not

expensive

Gifts Engraved or

Stamped in Gold Leaf

Strauch's
AT CAMPUS

The House of Many Gifts

709 South Wright

M. E.'s VIEW
PRODUCTION

Tlic spiiior Mechanical Engineering'
stmients, along with four faculty mem-
bers iif the department, spent two and
one-half days tramping through three
manufacturing plants, a steel mill, and
;i power iilant. It should also he said
that about three or four nights were
spent in iiroving that the engineer is

able to find the white lights, as well as
the play-boys on South Campus.

The Wisconsin Steel Works and the
Crane Company were the places of in-

terest during the one day in Chicago.
Some idea of the importance of steel

to industry can be obtained from the
fact that, even in this relatively small
steel plant, huge ladles, twelve to fif-

teen feet deep, and holding as much as
\Z^> tons of steel, were in continuous
use. filling' train loads of ingot molds.
A 7.000 horsepower motor, one of the
largest used in all industry, was seen
in the plant supplying the power for
the rolls of a rolling niill where ingots
a foot and one-half thick were squeezed
to one-fourth of their original thick-
ness.

Alter lunch at a south-side Y. M.
C. A., the afternoon's trip through the
Crane plant was undertaken. Old ac-
quaintance was renewed with some 11-

lini grads among' the g'uides. The con-
tinuous processes used in the casting
of small valves and fitting's, and in

the nickle-plating- of small plumbing'
fixtures, such as are commonly used
in homes, were interesting' as examples
of mass production methods. Some min-
utes were taken in walking through an
immense storeroom, holding in its bins,

parts for, and, assemblies of, some
40,000 products. Ingenious machines
which required a human hand only to

feed them, kicked out of their jaws
hundreds of small fittings every hour,
and gave the students an idea of what
mass production means.
The M. E.'s arrived in Milwaukee in

the early dawn of a Thursday morning
with sleepy eyes, but with a good
breakfast in their nether regions. All

reported present at the Allis-Chalmers
plant in West Allis after an invigorat-

ing: ride in an ancient street car. Allis-

Chalmers was remembered for the size

of its manufacturing equipment, and its

manufactured products. Men in Ihe
erecting shop were busy setting up a
mine hoist having coni<'al drums fifter^n

feet in diameter mounted on a shaft
a foot and one-half in diameter and
thirty feet long. In one end of this
erecting- shop is one of the largest
boring mills in the world, with a table
forty feet in diameter. In another part
of the plant, a .'i.OOO ton hydraulic pre.ss

shapes red hot steel forgings three feet

thick as easily as you would shape a
piece of clay.

After a generous lunch from .\llis-

Chalmers. in the I'mployee.s' club house,
the students spent the afternoon in the
Kearney and Trecker plant a few
blocks away. After spending the eve-
ning with the belles of Waukegan. and
the following morning inspected the
Public Service Company of Northern
Illinois power station at Waukegan. all

members of the party were ready to

officially disband in Chicago, at noon,
Saturday.

CERAMICISTS SEE

OPPORTUNITIES

Amidst singing, shouting, and a gen-
eral atmosphere of unconcealed gayety,

the senior students of the Ceramics De-
partnient returned Saturday, November
7, from a four day inspection visit of

Ceramic plants in various parts of Il-

linois and Missouri.

They had good reason for their .gay

behavior, since every plant visited, with
the exception of one, was working' to

capacity and several were rushing along
on a 24-hour day schedule. On every
side they received enco\iragenient and
invitations to "come back and see us
after you graduate, we'll be very glad
to see you." One can hardlj' blame
them for their ill-concealed delight at

Make Plans to Select Your Suit . . .

Your Overcoat . . . Your Christmas

Gifts

from our large and varied stock

JOS. KUHN & CO.
Downtown Champaign
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the excellent prospects of a Job after

graduation.
The inspection trip took them thruuiih

five different cities into eleven ceramic
plants, manufacturing- everything from
small glass bottles to large stoves and
ranges. Amon.g the organizations visited

was the A. P. Green Firebrick Com-
pany, "the showplace of the ceramic
world," now a $11,000,000 concern, al-

though only- eleven year old. Here all

types of refractories are made, linings

for locomotive boilers, bricks for blast

furnaces. hi,gh temperature kilns, and
special shapes for both domestic and
foreign trade. Here the students were
the guests of the company for lunch-
eon, and were agreeably surprised when
they were joined by former students of

the l^niversity of Illinois now employed
hy the firm.

Among the other plants visited, was
the National Enameling and Stampin,g
Company, the world's largest producers
of enameled kitchen ware.
The remaining plants visited included

Blackmer and Post Sewer Pipe Com-
pany, the Winkle Terra Cotta Com-
pany, the Illinois China Clay Company,
and several large refractory- plants.

These gave the ceramic students a well-

balanced picture of what the Ceramic
world has to offer to its men. And the
fella's think it is a "four-star thriller."

E. E.'s ON TOUR

An impatient group of Electrical En-
gineering seniors finally left Champaign
a half-hour late on the first lap of their
long-awaited Inspection Trip. The three
hours were passed in sleeping and talk-

in.g, with the exception of a few card
games, one of which Al Zme.skal broke
up by his disgusting haliit of turning
up eight or twelve Aces in every hand
of a certain pinochle game. Profes.sor
Brown was seen looking furtively about,
as though contemplating the possibility

of installing a short-wave transmitter
in place of the lavatory at the end
of the car.

All were up bright and early Thurs-
day morning—well, early anyway.—and
over to the G. E. X-ray Corporation to

view the manufacture and testing of

various X-ray units. Here we were
treated to a view of lireakfast foods,

candy bars, and baljy foods as the>'

passed over an X-ray beam, enabling
the startled onlookers to see such pe-
culiar in.gredients as nails, buttons, and
.glass in supposedly pure products. After
the tour of the plant we had an illu-

strated lecture on the api^lications of

X-rays to the fields of medicine and
engineering. This proved very interest-

ing, but not enough .so to keep Mehren,
Carson, and Hull from nodding in syn-
chronism, so to speak.
Then by bus to the Franklin Build-

ing of the Illinois Bell Telephone Com-
I)any where we saw some motion ]iic-

tures on the manufacture of cable and
history of the telephone. Then an emi-
nentl.v satisfactor.v luncheon, with mil-
lions of beautiful operators in the Com-
pany cafeteria, and the remainder of

the afternoon was spent in a tour of

the building. This included the long-

lines department, repeaters, automatic
dial systems, broadcast department, tel-

egraph and teletypewriters and the
power plant. We weie fortunate enough

when viewing the teletypewriters to get
some encouraging stock reports and
al.so a juicy item concerning the mys-
terious dive of a wealthy bachelor from
a fifth stor.v window. Mr. Skroder at-

tributed his fall to nervousness.
Then over to the Ijighting Institute

for an interesting lecture and display,
and also a marvelous view the loop

from the 36 floor of the Civic Opera
Building. We thought our hardest day
was over, but little did we know—

.

Early Friday morning a so-called
non-sway ride on the North Shore to
.Milwaukee and thence by Toonerville
Trolly to the Harnischpfeger plant, the
home of gigantic excavators and cranes.
After spending- the morning viewing- in-

teresting manufacturing- operations, we
viewed also a very interesting luncheon
provided by the corporation, with
Brown, Mauch, and Williams feeding
their tapeworms on seconds of luscious
apple pie.

The afternoon found us at the Allis-

(Continued on Pa,ge 20)
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FOLLOWING THE PROFESSION
Thiokol

Tht! demand for a material to replace

rubber has led to the development of

Thiokol by the United States Army Air

Corps.
Thiokol, a product of synthesis, dif-

fer.s s'reatly in chemical composition

from crude rubber, but its processin.a

is similar to that of rubber. It can,

however, be carried out at reduced costs

because of Thiokol's controlled chem-
ical composition. Thiokol shows jirac-

tically no chemical decomposition or de-

terioration over long periods of time.

The fact that unprocessed Thiokol

costs fifty-five cents a pound, while

crude rubber is only fifteen cents a

pound has not prevented the wide-
spread u.se of Thiokol.

The major property that so recom-
mends Thiokol is its resistance to cor-

rosion by oil, gasoline, chemicals, and
o.xidizing agents. Its major use is in

the aviation industr.v, having been
adopted by the United States govern-
ment and by many airlines. The present

government specifications for the inner

tubing of airport fuel hose require

that it be made of 1000 parts of Thiokol
and 80 parts of compounding material.

The old type rubber tubing was rotted

away by the gasoline, but Thiokol is

not, and the danger of a plugged fuel

line is less imminent.

Thiokol has been made to retain its

shape at 250 degrees F., a temperature
at which other plastics become soft.

This makes it possible to use Thiokol
in airplane motor construction in place

of metal tubing which often rusts.

Since Thiokol is not affected by any of

the liquids used in the cooling system
of motors, it is now used in place of

the old rubber tuliing.

The llepartment of Commerce has
recommended the use of Thiokol in the
relining of gasoline tanks and suggests
its use in the original construction of

such tanks. The British government
makes the same recommendations. They
claim that its use reduces the fire

hazard in case of a crash. Tests have

Courtesy Electrical En(iinecriu(j

Illuminated Plaque at the Texas Centennial Kxposition

been made on tanks lined with Thiokol

by dropping it from a height of four-

teen and one-half feet. The tank did

not break, and the only leak was at a
cemented joint.

The Navy is experimenting with it in

lighter-than-air ships, and is finding' it

very useful.

Thiokol is also being used to water-
proof the outside of planes, and to seal

the cabins for more effective air con-
ditioning.

Today, wherever there is use for a

Courtesy

Raw ThiiiUol He;

Aero lyiijest

uly fur Manufacture

light, waterproof substance that is un-
corrodible, and which can be used for

sealing joints. Thiokol is adopted.

Aesthetic Engineering

The success of such an exposition as

that now being held at Dallas, Texas, is

highly dependent upon electricity for

illumination, power, sound equipment,
and communication systems. The illum-

ination of this great fair of the South
is especially interesting, for every
known device is used to make the light-

ing attractive. A characteristic of this

exposition is the absence of windows in

the buildings, thus necessitating the

use of artificial lighting. Since exposi-

tions are primarily show places, and
since shows are made more effective

by proper illumination, artificial light-

ing was developed to its best.

All buildings are illuminated ni.ahtly,

both outside and inside, floodlights be-

ing used almost exclusively in outside

lighting. It has been found by experi-

ence that the use of floodlights tends
to reverse the shadows of certain types
of architecture, and for that reason
special care was taken in designing
the buildings of the Dallas Exposition
so that reversed shadows would be
eliminated. By concealing all of the
floodlights, interesting lightin.g effects

are produced.
.V tower, 175 feet high, located at

the entrance to the Federal Building.
is illuminated by white light which it



reflects in such a manner that the tow-
er is visible for many miles.

Many of the main exhiliit builiiinus

have colored liase reliefs near the en-

trances. These reliefs are illuminated

nightly. The murals stand out promin-
ently at nisht. because they are prop-
erly lighted. Much care was exercised

in the selection of the paint pigments
u.sed in these murals, because it was
necessar.v that they should retain the

same color under artificial illumination

that they had in natural light.

An Ineaiidescent Screen Grid I^anip

The new improved lOOO-watt Mazda
lamp can be easily mistaken for a new
t.vpe of radio tube. Lamp blackening.
a factor influencing inefficiency, has
been minimized with a newly-perfected
screen. The lamp is constructed so that

the tilanient .sulilimates during burning.
The tung.sten metal vapor rises with
the heat and condenses on the surface

Courtesy Electric Journal

Incandescent Lamp

of the wire mesh. The lamp, because
of its new bi-post construction and
ii.se of Pyrex glass, is about one-half
the size of regular lOOO-watt lamp. The
lamp is always mounted base upward.

Afloat on the Filth of the City

Twelve years ago the city of I>os

Angeles built a large six-mile sewer.

It is ten and a half feet high and
twelve inches thick, lined with vitrified

clay, and has narrow contraction and
expansion joints of Portland cement.
Recently, after heavy rains, large wet
areas appeared directly above certain

parts of this sewer. Upon sinking sev-

eral test pits to the sewer, it was found
that these wet areas occurred only

where the cement joints of the sewer
had cracked. The city could easily fix

these cracks by putting a heavy layer

of concrete over them, but they decided

to find out to what extent the sewer
s.vstem had suffered from earthquakes
and the effects of .gases.

The inspection trip was made by one
of the city en.gineer's staff, in a non-
sinkable boat, built especially for the

purpose. The trips, usuall.v a thousand
feet in length, were made in the early

morning, Ijefore the sewage stream had
time to rise very high. One exceptional

trip, a half mile long, was neccs.sary

where the sewer passed through a hill.

The Ijoat was controlled Ijy means of

cables and winches passing- throu.gh

holes that had been cut through the
top of the sewer at every thousand
feet. These openings provided some
ventilation, but it was still necessary
to use a forced draft. However, such
quantities of hydrogen sulfide, gasoline
vapoi's. and other poisonous gases were
found, that it was necessary for the
inspector to wear an oxygen helmet
most of the time. Earth induction tele-

phones were used to keep the inspector
in constant touch with his shore con-
trol. Every precaution was taken to

avoid ignition of the explosive gases in

the sewer. As an added precaution, the

boat carried a radio telephone as well

as the ground phone. A strong electric

search light furnished illumination for

taking photos and for the routine in-

spection.

4,000 Feet of Rail

The longest rail ever laid in one pieci>

on any railroad system, was placed in

the Blossberg tunnel throu,gh the
Rockies, just east of Helena, Mont.- It

was four thousand feet in length. In
order to facilitate imloading, the rails

were welded together on rollers and ex-
tended a distance of ninety gondola
cars. Unloading- was accomplished by
parting the train in the middle and
pulling- out half the cars at a time,
thus permitting- the rail to settle onto
the road bed.

Courtesy ll'ctding Engineer

Weld Testing' Machine
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The Longest Rail

Inspection and Testing of Welds
The art of welding has progressed

only as fast as the methods of testin.g

welds have been developed. Several of

the more commonly used tests are
unique, because the characteristics of a
weld are quite different from those of

a solid piece of metal.

The tests used in the inspection of

welding- are of two types: the destruc-
tive and non-destructive. The destruc-
tive tests give more complete informa-
tion, but. of course, cannot be used in

most commercial work. The destructive

test most used is the tensile stren.gth

test, in which, if the weld is good, the
metal often gives way before the weld.

To determine the brittleness of a welded
joint, a bend test is used. Variations of

this test reveal how much the weldin.g

operation affected the base metal, and
also, how well the two pieces have been
fused together.

The non-destructive tests, used mostly
in commerce, are very different from
those just discussed. The specific .grav-

it.v of a joint is often determineil. and
thus porosity, or freedom from it, is de-

tected. The doctor's stethoscope is often

used in the investigation of welds, for

different properties of a weld can be
determined b.v its sound transmission.

Electrical resistance tests and magnetic
tests have been used successfully. Ves-
sels, such as steam boilers and storage
tanks, are often tested by hydrostatic
methods.
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Seniors Inspect-
(Cuntinucd from Page 17)

Chalmers plant, where we saw manu-
facture of large turbines, seneraturs,

hoists, flywheels, and similar machin-
ery. We also saw the winding of field

and armature coils and testins and a.s-

semblinf; of large electrical machin-

ery; A rumor was being circulated that

the" Company operated its own power
plant, but this was not verified, ap-

parently much to the relief of some
of the suides.

Supper in Milwaukee with the dele-

Kates to the Teachens' Convention and
then back on the North Shore I^ine.

Carson wanted to date up the blonde

hostess at the Triansle restaurant (no

advertisement), but Milner (Ohl You
Puritan) finally managed to tear him
away to the train.

At Waukegan an automatic mercury-
are rectifier sub-station was fruitfully

visited and at Glencoe. after some delay

because of the appearance of Link and
Williams in another train containing

charming female inspectors of sodium
vapor lighting, a rotary converter type

.sub-station was inspected by an al-

most awe-stricken group who were be-

ginnin.g to realize how much they

didn't know about electrical engineer-

ing.

Saturday morning to the Crawford
Avenue power plant, one of the world's

largest, where the first thing that

caught our eyes was a mountain of

360,000 tons of coal. What a treat for

the eyes of Van Slyck and Campbell!
Brown and J. M. Miller started to cal-

culate the calorific value of the fuel,

but we had to go inside to view 425,000

KVa in the iirocess of generation by
1!,U00 volt alternators, and positively

gi.gantic high-speed turbines. We view-

ed the control gallery, from where the

entire station was controlled, all read-

ings taken, and frequency kept con-

stant.

Back to the hotel in the buses, and
then Chicago was ours. It is suspected
that many of our engineers did a little

inspecting on various nontechnical
projects along State, Clark, Van Buren,
and Michigan streets. On the whole,
the trip was well worth the time and
expense involved, as it gave many of

us our first view of large manufactur-
ing plants and methods, and provided

a very neces.sary link between theory
and practice.

Piofes.sors Reid, Keener, and Brown,
and Mr. Skroder, deserve our vote of

thanks for their tolerant and helpful

attitudes.

C. E.'s HIT THE TRAIL
Four o'clock, Wednesday afternoon,

November 4 : senior civils arriving from
all directions and carrying an assem-
blage of luggage that would do an
ocean voyage, clamored around the

buses at Engineering Hall trying to

produce insurance policies and ticket

receipts with both hands occupied. The
two coaches left on time (as Professor

Shedd warned they would). The first

stop was for dinner at Decatur.

The ride to Decatur involved a
lengthy discu.ssion between Muhlen-
bruch, Slaymaker, and Brierton as to

the best route to St. Louis. MuhUn-
bruch won (he sat next to the driver

and talked loudest), and it is claimed
that we took the longest and roughest
road. Eats put the boys in a singing

mood, and when all the songs that

engineers sin,g were exhausted—sleep.

By some chance the ride ended in

front of the Mark Twain Hotel. Every-
one went up to bed (and most came
back down again, dressed in evening
clothes). When Skinner came in for

sleep, he left "call at 6;15" with the

desk clerk, but Profes.sor Shedd had
left "call all at 5:45."

Thursday, at seven, we "embused"
for U. S. Dam, No. 25, built for navi-

gation purposes across the Mississippi,

to inspect the partially completed lock

and gates. Vibrated concrete was being
poured in a portion of the lock wall

from five-yard buckets. At the mixing
plants all aggregate is heated by live

steam to produce concrete at a tem-
jierature of 70 degrees from two mixers.

At noon the group was in St. Charles
eating an excellent lunch as guests of

the Wabash Railroad, after which we
walked across the one and one-half

miles of truss and viaduct. The going
was slow, having no hand rails alon.g

the single track with the river in view

rrlL*|jlllllill4:CO
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CONVENIENT
You'll find everything you
want to buy for your Christ-

mas Gifts right here at the

campus' most modern store.

Save both your time and
your money, look over our
wide and varied stock first.

You won't have to look any-
where else to fill up your
list of wants.

Schumacher and

Kaufman
619 East Green On the Campus
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100 feet below through the ties, and
the end span was welcome to many.
The ride back to St. Louis Included
stops at several Wabash Railroad grade
crossings.

In the evening Mr. L. A. Pettus, Di-
vision Engineer, City of St. Louis, de-
scribed the city plan and the new ex-
press highway. Surrounding the down-
town section are large lighted areas,

and the aim of the city plan is to de-
molish section.s of this area and erect

modern civic buildings, and thus en-
courage private individuals, who might
hesitate to be the first, to do likewise.

The express highway is a flve-lane

pavement extending from the city lim-
its, and eventually, to the municipal
bridge. Grade separations are used at
all intersections, and the roadway is

illuminated by means of sodium-vapor
lamps. A five foot protection fence par-
allels each side of the street, making
it impossible for pedestrians to cross,

except at the pedestrian overpasses
provided.

Friday morning was spent inspecting
the city plan work. Points of interest

were the Municipal Auditorium (in

which we heard jiart of a rehearsal of

the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra),
Court House, and Soldiers' Memorial
(now under construction). The boys
had great .sport sliding on the ice

rinlv while viewing the Lamella roof of

the .\rena, a light-wei,ght wood con-
struction of unusual design developed
in (Jermany.

The afternoon saw us at the Missis-
sippi Valley Structural Steel Company,
where two large steel girders were be-
ing fabricated, and at the Scullen Steel

ENGINEERING SMOKER A SUCCESS
SOME .six hundred engineering stu-

dents jammed Bradley Hall the eve-
ning of October 21, thereby, proving
conclusively that the announced pro-

gram provoked unusual interest. They
were not disappointed.

John Parnell, president of the Engi-
neering Council that had sponsored the
affair, formally opened the meeting, and
then introduced L. L. Smith, associate

of Electrical Engineering, who, judgin.g

l)y the applause that his comments
{Irow, proved a ver>' capable master of

ceremonies. Dean M. L. Enger, with his

discussion concerning the cost of edu-
cating the engineering student; and
Professor F. B. Seeley, speaking of the
vitalness of engineering campus .soci-

eties and the Technograph to the stu-

dents' life, expressed the purpose of the
meeting.
Captain .\. C. Matthews, whose talks

before student audiences have made
him a favorite campus speaker, gave
the boys, in his uniquely suave man-
ner, an intimate picture of "The Ar-
chitecture of Parisian Cafes."

After a short discussion of the neces-
sity of greater student support for stu-
dent activities, Robert Zaborowski com-
menced the eagerly anticipated slide-

rule raffle. Maurice Harvey, a member
of the Technograph .staff, won the first

drawin.g officiated by Dean Enger, him-
self. Very generously, Mr. Harvey of-

fered the slide-rule for re-raffle to

those who became subscriljers to the
Technograph that evening. Of some
tifty new subscribers, D. C. Manston
proved the luckiest.

The boys ended the meeting by cap-
ably reducing to nought, twelve hun-
dred doughnuts, half a barrel of cider,

and an uncounted number of cigarettes.

Company, where old rails were being
converted into concrete reinforcing bars,

a fascinating sight to watch as the
glowing hot rods were snaked from
roll to roll and drawn down.
Saturday meant leaving for home,

via Springfield, where we spent the
morning going through the new water
luirification plant and looking over the
dam that creates I.ake Springfield for

a water supply and recreational pur-
poses. The plant contains the most
modern equipment obtainable, and is

calibrated in metric units so that read-
ings can readily be compared with lab-

oratory work.
The disposal plant reeks WMth effi-

ciency. The sewage gases, including all

odors, are collected and used to run
two loO horsepower internal coml>us-
tion engines. The engine exhaust is

used to heat water, which together with
the cooling water, is circulated through
the sludge tanks to hasten digestion of

the material. From the total heat con-
tent of the gas, approximately 80 per
cent is utilized. As we left the plant,

Professor FJabbitt tossed up dried sludge
for olfactory inspection; despite any
absence of odor, the boys were reluc-

tant to touch it.

Our faculty members. Professors
Shedd, Babbitt, Pickels, and Bauer, .saw

us safely back in Champaign.

CAMBRIDGE
POT GALVANOMETER
• This galvanometer is --N^

an inexpensive instru-

ment with the sensitiv-

ity of a reflecting gal-

vanometer and the
ruggedness of a milli-

ammcter. It requires

no levelling or clamp-

ing and is accordingly

well adapted for gen-

eral laboratory use.

It is fitted with both

a pointer and a reflect-

ing mirror suitaltle for

"null"' point indica-

tions as well as for use

with a lamp and scale. It is only one of many Cambridge
Galvanometers.

OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
Moisture Indicators and Recorders Physical Testing Instruments

Surface Pyrometers Laboratory Insts. for .\.C & D.C.
Galvanometers EnfiineerinjS Instruments

Gas .Vnalysis Equipment Ptiysiological Instruments
and otlier Meciianical and Electrical Instruments

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CP Inc

3732 Grand Central Terminal, New York City

WHERE ENGINEERS

MEET!

•

GOOD FOOD
STEAKS— CHOPS

Vegetable Combinations,

Sodas and Sundaes

•

HANLEY'S
"Where Friends Meet"

THE SOCIAL CENTER
OF THE CAMPUS
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AN ENGINEER'S IDEAL
Whi'ii one considprs with what sense-

less and unconsidered repetition the
whole idea of womanhood is beins
grossly misunderstood in our time, it

would not he untimely for the engineer
to consider in what higher relationsliip

woman will influence his work when he
is ready to leave school.

After the dates and the dances are
done, after the four years are past, in

what light does the engineer see wo-
man? Let us assume that work should
be his guiding passion. I'-or, is it not

through work that we achieve? There
is so little time, there is so much to

dol If the engineer considers his work
in this light, the place of woman in

the scheme of his existence takes on a
higher meaning. In consequence, his

place in the scheme of civilization will

develop a larger meaning.

Man's primary reaction to woman is

emotional. But, if an emotional reaction

is not superseded by a higher spiritual

solidity, the relationship between the

sexes has not progre.ssed beyond the
brute stage. Even if the engineer is

fired by that rare spirit of altruism
that has made this world a finer place,

he undoubtedly feels the need of some-
thing more immediate, something clos-

er, to arouse in him the unfathomed
powers that he possesses. Here the

woman enters the picture. If a woman
is a good housekeeper and begets
children, is that enough? Is that a svif-

ficient incentive to arouse a man's
ideals and make them reality? I believe

not. What sort of a woman, then, will

help and inspire the engineer? Before

going into that, let us considei- the en-

gineer's place in civilization.

Selfishness is to play a dominating role

in our modern world. Selfishness is un-
known to the Creator. Selfishness and
personal gain did not build the San
Francisco Bay Bridge, llnselfishness of

attitude erected it. But, you will .say,

selfish people will travel it. The un-
scrupulous and the un-thinking will pass
over it. Is the effort worth it? If the
effort were in vain, what a mockery
man's efforts would be? The engineer
must be an idealist in a world of lost

ideals. He must look to the future. He
must think of the greatest good for

the greatest number. He must be a
dreamer amid the welter of commer-
cialism.

The engineer, then, has his goal. Now
he needs incentive. The right woman
will provide it for him. She should
be ambitiou.s, not for personal .glory,

but for the success of her mate. This,

accoi'ding to present standards, is an
admirable trait in woman. Too many
women look to their men for moral
and spiritual support. What they don't

realize is that the men look to them
for these same things. Failing to re-

ceive this support, marriage becomes
a liurden. The engineer should have as
his mate a woman whose love of ma-
terial things is never overshadowed by
her love of the things of the mind
and the heart. She must be a woman
who knows the .goal her mate is striv-

ing for, and keeps her eyes upon it

without deviation. If she is that sort

of a woman, people will pause before

an edifice of stone and steel, mind
and spirit, erected by her mate and
say, "Look what man has achieved!"

But over it will hover the spirit of a
woman. .\n unknown woman, but who
can say. perhaps she was the bene-

factress of humanity.
—M. R.

Professor E. E. Bauer of the Civil

Engineering Department has recently

been appointed a member of the Com-
mittee on Bituminous Waterproofing
and Roofing Materials of the .\merican
Society of Testing Materials. He has
al.so been made .\ssistant Chairman of

the Committee on Foundation and Soil

Mechanics of the Civil Engineering Di-

vision of the Societ.v for the Promotion
of Engineering Education. He attended
the meetin,g of the First International

Conference on Soil Mechanics and
I'"oundation En,gineering held June 22-

26, 1936, at Cambridge, Mass. This
meeting was sponsored by Harvard
University as a part of its Tercentenary
Celebration. While on leave of absence
last semester, he was at Harvard Uni-
versity doing study in the field of Soil

Mechanics and Foundation Engineering.
Professor E. E. Bauer was in Wash-

ington, D. C, November 17-20 to attend
the 16th annual meeting of the Hi.gh-

way Research Board of the National
Uesearch Council.

When the 1940 Olympic games are
helil in Tokyo, Japan hopes to have
television so advanced that Japanese
homes will get television views of the
events.

Engineers—
ENJOY YOUR

EXERCISE

BOWL
at the

ILLINOIS UNION
BOWLING ALLEY

UNION ARCADE

The Technograph

staff wishes you a

Merry Christmas

and a Happy New

Year . . .
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SOUND PICTURES
(Continued from Page 8)

rent had to be made at the studio
because the available alternatins cur-
rent fluctuated too much.
Sound not only added new dilTiculties

to motion picture production, but it

also added new men to the industry.
Many new positions were created.
Trained men had to be called in to

operate the recordins apparatus. The
important and ilifficult job of monitor
was created. The monitor listens to the
sound, as it is produced, and he adjusts
the controls until it sounds best. If

several microphones are used on the
set. he can vary the volume of the
sound that each picks up and thus
produce different effects in the record-
ing. Sound cutters, musical directors,

and song writers were all added to the
staffs of the studios.

Sound recording' and reproduction
have improved a great deal since the
first shorts. The older microphones,
carbon and condenser, have lieen .great-

ly improved. New microphones, such
as the velocity and the crystal types,

have beeen created. Reflectors are used
to catch faint sounds. Much better
amplifiers and mixing panels have
been constructed. In fact it has been
.said that the radio follows the movies
in the perfection of sound apparatus.
Alternatin.g current apparatus has
taken the place of much of the direct

current apparatus, thus cutting the
cost of production. New and better
films have been discovered and better

printing processes developed, so that

now, the photographic sound track is

almost perfect. Methods of splicing the
film have beeen so improved that there
is no audible click as the splice passes
the scanning slit. The art of placing
the microphones, so that the greatest
efficiency in picking up the noise re-

sults, has been perfected. When colored
pictures first made their appearance,
the color affected the sound, but a
solution of that problem has now been
made.
Marked improvements have also been

made in the theater apparatus for the
reproduction of sound. New photo-
electric cells are more sensitive- The
hard of hearing have been aided by
placing headsets for them at the seats.

The outstanding improvement is in the
quality of the amplifiers and speakei's.
The modern speaker, placed behind the
screen, reproduces the very highest
and the very lowest of tones. The
average efficiency of the theater equip-
ment, however, has shown a tendency
to lag- behind that of the recordin.g ap-
paratus. In the past two years, most
theaters of the country have brou.ght

their equipment to date, and there can
be very little complaint about the
quality of reproduction in nearly all

theaters.

Some far-seeing man has said that
animation, sound, color, and depth, or

three dimensional animation, would be
the four great developments of the
motion picture. When one goes to the
movies now. he can find very few im-
perfections in the animation and sound.

Color is already growing out of its in-

fancy. There remains only the giving
of depth to the motion picture.

—M. K. C.

I.. A. Pfaff. a graduate of the class
of '33 in Civil Engineering, returned to

the campus for the U. S. C. football

game. Mr. Pfaff is chief chemist of the
Uubberoid Company of Joliet. Ill,, and,
mixing business with pleasure, he con-
sulted Prof. Bauer of the Civil En.gi-
neering Department on the layout of a
new laboratory for his company.

M. T. L. may soon blos.som forth as
a ITniversity of Illinois Monte Carlo if

a certain C. E., 35 class, continues its

activities. To while away the time be-
tween the testin.g of concrete cylinders,
a pool was or.ganized to handle bets on
the breaking points of the specimens.
Everyone enjoyed the game, and the
only thing- wrong was that the charter
members ended uj) in the hole.

Zinc can now be deposited over steel

or iron to protect it with a surface
that is brilliant, rather than the well-
known dull color of ordinary galvaniz-

Green glass blackboards are now be-
ing made, with the claim that they
eliminate glare and lesson eye strain.

It is reported from Germany that
road tests show that certain artificial

rubber tires are capable of giving
double the road performance of tires

made from natural rvdiber.

Where Engineers

DANCE
Conveniently located above
Prehn's on Green. Easy to reach
by bus and inexpensive to reach by
cab. Beautifully decorated in the

modernistic style. Comfortable
davenports on which to rest be-

tween dances. The largest floor on
the campus gives you plenty of

room to dance. Large ventilating

fans keep the ballroom cool enough
for comfortable dancing. The finest

orchestras on the campus, and a

new one each weekend, complete
your enjoyment of the evening.

PARK
ABOVE PREHN'S ON GREEN

I

FINE
BREAP

9tMtl^^'^
FRESH

At Your Grocers
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Old lady: "I wouldn't cry like that,
my little man."
Boy: "Cry a.s yon damn plea.se, this

i.s my way."
* * *

He: "I suppose you dance?"
She: "Oh, ye.s, I love to."

He: "Oreat! That's better than
dancing."

* * *

Teacher: ".Jimmie. can you tell me
how matches are made?"

.Jimmie: "No ma'am, but I don't
blame you for a.skinpr."

Teacher: "What do you mean?"
.Jimmie: "Well, my mother says you

have been tryins to make one for
twent.\' years."

* * *

Doctor: "You must avoid nil

forms of excitement "

R. ('. A. Purl: "(ice, Doc, caii'l I

even look at them on the street?"

Huildy Reid: "It says here that a
replica of a Voltaic Pile has been built

which will keep a bell rinsing- continu-
ally for years. Why couldn't it be used
on a door bell and save money .spent on
batteries?"

Paul Kaar: "It would be ringing all

the time and you wovildn't know when
.somebody wasn't there."

TECKNOKRAKS

Ask
your dad
to give
you
a

slide rule
for
Christmas.

Ask him

!

L

book
STORES

Bill: "The girl I am married to has
a twin sister."

Mac: "Gee! How do you tell them
apart'.'"

Bill: "I don't try. It's up to the
other one to look out for herself."

* * *

Vera: "What color dress will yon
wear to the ball?"

pjdna: "We're supposed to wear
somethin.g to match our boy friend's
hair, so I'll wear black. What will ymi
wear?"

Vera: "I don't think I'll go. My boy
friend's bald."

.\ man can be tied for life and
still have someone else on tlie

strins'.
* * *

Krivo: "You shouldn't pound your
head against the floor. Do you want
to injure it?"

Berman: "Don't be silly! This floor
is concrete!"

* * *

l!)3(i VRKSION
(ieorse Washington: "Father, I

cannot tell a lie. I cut your sherry."
* * *

A well known farmer met his hired
hand carrying a lighted lantern and
asked him where he was going.
"A sparkin'," was the reply.
"When I was young," said the farmer.

"I always went in the dark."
"Yes," replied the hired man, "and

look what you got!"
* * *

During their stroll they passed a
negress, and the little boy, very much
interested, asked: "Daddy, whv is she
black?"

"That, my son, is nature," replied
the father.

"Is she black all over?" asked the
boy.

"Yes," said the father, "she is."

"You sure do know everything, don't
you. Daddy?"

* « *

"Jiu'kie, the stork has .jusl

brought you a l)ran(l new sister.

Want to see her?"
"Nope, but .vou hold onto that

stork, will you?"

Angry instructor: "You mis.sed class
yesterday, didn't you?"
Oale Jones: "No, sir, not in the

least."

'C'MON FELLOWS LET'S EAT"
"Where?"

a
Charlie's Place"

Why?" "Best food for the price paid"
202'/2 South Mathews

"Hurry up. wifey, dear, or wi'll be
late for the theatre."

"I'm just trying my reducing
machine. I'll be rcuily in two hundreil
shakes."

* * *

"Hey, get out of hiMe. That's my
bathtub you've ju.st used."

"I thought it had a familiar ring to
it."

* * *

DID vol KNOW
1. .Mud, if thrown into a pitcher

of water, will settle to the bottom,
but you can't liasten the process hy
pushing il down with your hands?

?. The conuuon, ordinary bourd-
ing-liouse bed-bug hasn't a very
highl.v developed appreciation of
musi<' and can never be taught to
pla.v a piano?

.'i. King Louis XIV wore clothes
that are now considered very old-
fashioned?

4. The dodo bird is now extinct?
.). That this stuff is not the least

bit Iiuniorous?

* * *

"What do you do with your old razor
blades?" questioned Sam. And Sandy
replied, "Try to shave with them."

* * *

"Darling, how would you like for me
to dress for the dance tonight?" cooed
the girl friend. And the boy friend
whispered, "As quickly as possible."

* * *

Ragman: "Any old clothes? Any
old clothes?"

Goeke: "No. Get away from here.
This is a fraternity house"
Ragman: "Any old bottles?"

* * *

Doctor: "Pat, your wif«''s .just

presented you with (piadruplets."
Pat : "Four cryin' out loud."

* * *

Retonde: "What do you do when you
get tired of hearing- a girl's empty
chatter?"

Carr: "I give in and take her to a
restaurant."

* * *

"Men," he cried, "there is an an-
nouncement I want to make. Last
night my wife presented me with a
son."

The men broke ranks, cheered, threw
their hats in the air, and general
pandemonium reigned for nearly five
minutes. When order had been re-
stored, the Colonel, pleased with the
enthusiastic reception of his announce-
ment and the congratulations, indicated
that he had another announcement:

".Men and officers." he said, clearing
his throat. "I thank you."

* * *

Ulieii >()u knock at the door and
lind hul(b.\ home, then, brother, sell

sonu'diinu.
=i= * *

Ask a girl to lalk ... if she's
talkative;

Ask a girl to walk ... if she's
walkative;

.\sk a girl to dance ... if it's

permissible;
Hill never .ASK to kiss her ... if

she's ki.ssable.
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ttet . . DCecau^e ITS WELDED

Weldinfj eliminates overlappin"; joints in

tlie modern lank car. This materially re-

duces dead weight and makes the car easier

to clean and maintain. It completely pre-

vents loss or contamination of the contents

from rusted joints.

Tomorrow's enj^ineers will he expected to

know how to apply the oxy-acetylene proc-

ess of weldinii and cutting; in design, con-

struction and fabrication to give similar

sales advantages to many good products.

The word "welded" is packed with mean-

ing. It means light-weight without sacrifice

of strength. It means sturdiness and rugged-

ness that can never shake loose. It means

invisible joints as strong as the base metal.

It means smooth surfaces with no place for

corrosion to start. In short it means all that

one piece construction can mean plus com-

plete design freedom from the limitations

of other methods of fabrication.

Technical booklets describing the a|>pli-

cation of this modern metal-working proc-

ess to a wide range of metals—steel and

iron, aluminum, copper, brass and many

other allovs and metals are available, with-

out obligation, from anv Lin<le Office. Write

to The Linde Air Products Company, Unit

of Union Carbide and (Carbon (.orporation,

New York and principal cities.

tiveniih'tna ror LfxuAcefulene Weiainq and Luttinq

FROmLINDE OXVGEN • PREST-OLITE ACETYLENE • OXWELD APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES LinOE UNION CARBIDE



PERHAPS those of you who take the

time to read the Teckiiokraks will

notice that the page number is 32 in-

stead of the usual 24. This is in line with

the policy of the magazine to give the

readers more for their money; only the

finest cooperation of the whole staff has

made this addition possible.

• The buildings of the future will be

dominated by glass . .
." states Julius

Horelick in his story, "A Galaxy of

Glass," which may be found on page 10.

It is a good article on which to relax and

become "educated" at the same time.

• Harry Atkinson gets most eloquent

about the many jobs just waiting for the

sanitary engineers to take them in his

article, "(Overlooked Opportunities."

• If you're feeling ill. run down, or

just plain "lousy"—turn to page 11 for

information on how to obtain "Health
from High Frequency" by Herb IVIc-

Skimin.

• "Radiography in Industry," by Mau-
rice Harvey, is an article which was in-

spired by a talk given before the Student
Branch of the American Ceramic Society

by Dr. G. L. Clark of the Chemistry
department.
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Just Around The Corner
Problems Confronting Television Nearing Solution

WITH till.' assurance of television

in the home by 1937. it is of im-
portance for the person having

an engineeiing trend of mind to become
acquainted with the general aspects, at

least, of picture transmission. Not only
will he be able to discuss the subject
with intelligence, but he will also pos-
sess that inner -satisfaction that comes
from knowing the various "how's and
why's" that pertain to it. It is hoped
that the following article will in some
measure remove the mysteries from an
engineering' development which has all

too long been "just around the corner."

The paradox of moving pictures may
be said to be possiljle for one good
reason, because the human eye tends
to retain an image some little time
after the light rays forming it have
been removed from the retina. Thi.s

inertia effect is so f)ronounced that an
image will persist for over one-sixteenth
of a second. This retentivity is made
good use of in television.

Scanning is a fundamental operation
of great importance- If a small spot of

light is made to completely traverse
an object in a definite manner, thi.s

object is said to be scanned. It is easily

seen that the intensity of the light

reflected from the object will vary ac-
cording to the physical surface, shades,
and colors of the object. If. then, this

reflected light is allowed to fall on some
device that will respond to the different
intensities, and thereby control a certain
transmission circuit, we have in effect

a television transmitter. In one of the
more simple systems, a disc having
holes punched in a spiral progression
is used for the scanning. .\ strong
lamp is placed behind the disc, which
is rotated with a constant angular ve-
locity, and the light, in passing through
one hole at a time, is reduced to a
small beam which traverses the object
completely, once for every revolution
of the scanning disc. The reflected light
is allowed to fall on several sensitive
photo-electric cells which produce an
electric current in proportion to the in-

tensity of light striking sensitive ele-

ments. This variation of current is

amplified by means of vacuum tube
circuits, and made to vary or modulate
the continuous wave sent out by an
ordinary radio transmitter. The similar-
ity between this type of transmission
and radio speech transmis-sion is ap-
parent, for in the case of the latter,

the radiated wave is merely modulated
in accordance with sound variations
acting- on a suitable microphone, instead
of light variations acting on a "light
microphone," the photo-electric cell.

In order to reconstruct the image at

the receiving end, it is necessary to go
through the inverse of the operations
performed at the sending end. The
modulated wave is picked up by means
of an ordinary radio receiver tuned to

the frequency of the incoming wave-

—Courtesy R. C. A.

Television Camera

Detection takes place in the ordinary
manner, an electric current being pro-
duced which varies in accordance with
the light reflected from the object at
the transmitting end- This current is

made to operate a neon lamp (or to
modulate a light beam produced by an
ordinary incandescent lamp) which re-

sponds almost instantly to the varying
current- If this light, changing in in-
tensity all the time, is made to pass
through the receiving and scanning-
disc, the object will appear recon-
-structed to a person looking towards
the neon bulb through the rotating
disc- In order for the image to appear
complete at all times, the object must
be completely traversed at least sixteen

times a second so that the natural re-

tentivity of the eye will make it aiqiear
as though all parts of the object had
been illuminated at once- Furthermore,
the receiving end .scanner must be of
similar construction to the sending end
.scanner and must rotate at the same
speed-

The following, then, are fundamental
to a televLsion system:

1. Scanning of the object.

2. Production of an electric current
which varies in accordance with the
reflected variations.

3. A transmission system.
4. A receiver.

5. A device for producing- light varia-
tions in accordance with the receiving
end currents.

6. A synchronous scanning system at

the receiving- end for reconstruction of
the image.
There are other television systems

which have proved successfid- The
names of Baird, Jenkins, Farnsworth,
and others, stand associated with them.
Fundamentally, however, the systems
.ire quite similar. It might be pointed
out that the mechanical scanner can
effectively be replaced by a cathode
type, the spot on the fluorescent screen
tracing out the image. The advanta.ae
of this type is apparent, for the pencil
of electrons comprising- the cathode
ray may be easily and instantaneou.sly
controlled, thus making- possible a high
definition image. The two factors, posi-
tion of spot and intensity, remain im-
portant- Obviously the matter of syn-
chronization must be worked out- In
re.gard to the intensity of the spot, a
.grid is placed in the cathode ray tube,
the potential on this grid being con-
trolled by the output of the receiver
amplifier- The traversing of the spot is

accomplished by means of electrostatic

deflation plates or magnetic deflection

coils- The frequency of the carrier wave
received can be made to effect perfect
synchronization.

Since the photo-electric cell plays an
important part in television, it might
not be out of place to discuss them.
Whcn light strikes most substances,
especially metals like potassium, rubid-
ium, and cesium, many electrons are
.given off- It is interesting- to note that
this effect, the photo-electric effect, was
responsible, in a great measure, for the
adoption of the corpuscular theory of

radiation- If a metal plate is made of

these light sensitive substances and
placed inside a glass tube from which
the air has been exhausted, and if

another plate is also put inside the
(Continued on Page 6)
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Geophysical Exploration

UXTll, ntciitly. man's knovvk'iiKC

iif the earth beneath him has been
very Hmited. He could study the

stars and planets and discover their

physical laws, but his science was able

to evolve no laws soverninfi: the suc-
cessful penetration of the earth's crust.

Only through mines, caverns, and
special drillinss could he determine the
composition of the earth. These
methods barely scratch the surface of

the earth's great mass of material.

Geophysics is the science which is

aiding; man in solving: many mysteries

of the interior of the earth. The science

itself is rather young-, although the
principles involved are similar to those

which have been used in studying' other

physical bodies. Geophysics is funda-
mentally based upon man's knowled.ire

of the mechanics and properties of

physical bodies. The progression from
the earth's surface into the crust is

scientifically accomplished by one of

these four methods: (1) gravitational,

(2) magnetic, (3) seismic, (4) electrical.

The gravitational method uses the

natural gravitational field of the earth.

It is a known fact that the earth's

pull on bodies varies with the density

of the particular material. The denser
the body, the greater will be the force.

If a body of ore is surrounded by a
material of different density, its effect

upon the period of a pendulum or
Eotvos torsion balance can be noticed.

This work is highly sensitive, and it

requires a great deal of time to make
the measurements. For this reason its

field of use is limited.

Magnetic Method
The magnetic method is the oldest

application of physics to sub-surface
exploration. The principle involved con-
cerns the effect of a magnetic field

upon the needle of a compass. The
earth's magnetic field will cause a
torque to act upon a freely swinging
compass needle. If a magnetic body is

producing a field, the needle is affected.

It is known that the magnetic dip of

the needle varies over different parts
of the earth. These variations have
been found very accurately by the
United State Geological Survey and
other such or.ganizations. Any devia-
tion from this known value obviously
indicates some unknown force. By this

method, the ore bodies which have a
magnetic field can be discovered. This
process is useful in prospecting in

magnetic iron fields. It is of interest

to note that placer gold deposits have
been found in tlrls way, since gold is

usually associated with magnetite.
The seismic method is receiving most

interest in the commercial field. The
general procedure is to explode a
charge of dynamite near the surface
being explored. The compression waves
travel down until they hit a reflecting
layer which sends the waves toward
the surface where they are picked up
by detectors that convert this me-
chanical energy into electrical im-
pulses. These impulses are amplified
and recorded on a moving strip of

photographic paper. On this same
strip of paper, the waves caused by
the dynamite are recorded around a

cylinder which is timed to a hundredth
of a second. By determining the time
necessary for the reflecting wave to

travel through the earth, the depth of

the reflecting layer can be found.

Used for Oil Discovery

The oil industry has used this method
of exploration considerably in the last

few years. The East Texas oil fields

are at present being actively explored.

The oil of this region is in a reservoir

of salt domes. Those salt domes act

as the reflective layer in the seismic
method. Since oil is so often found
connected with these salt domes, the
procedure is to explore for the salt

domes in hopes that they contain oil.

In this way all guessing has been
eliminated, thus giving the oil industry
more security.

The electrical method of geophysical
prospecting is one which is being used
more and more. New and portable in-

struments are being developed. Some
ore bodies, particularly sulphides, under-
go oxidation and cause a difference of

potential in the body. This will cause
a current to flow tending to neutralize

the potential gradient. The current
spreads through the ground for quite

a distance. By tracing this current,

the body can be found. Unfortunately,
this method is limited to special types

of deposits.

Other Applications

Geophysical exploration is not ap-
plied to the mining and petroleum in-

dustries alone. The civil engineer is

using it to a great extent in locating

foundations for dam sites, in river

work, and in tunnneling. One can
readily see the economy of this type
of exploration compared with the cost-

liness of drilling test holes. The re-

sults, too, are much more gratifying.

The future of geophysics is promis-
ing. The methods now employed are

fundamental, but improvement is

necessary. Since the mineral wealth of

our country is being rapidly consumed,
and since the chances for finding de-
posits are lessening, the hope for the
future depends upon careful and
scientific exploration of the earth's

crust. —M. R.

(Continued from Page 5)

gla.ss envelope, electrical connections
being made to both plates, we have a
u.sable photo-cell.

If the sensitive element is connected
to the negative terminal of a battery
and the other electrode is connected to

the positive terminal, a current will flow

when light strikes the cell, the emitted
electrons being attracted to the positive

plate. The output from a photo-cell, be-

ing used for television is always put
into a vacuum tube amplifier so that
enough power can be obtained to mod-
ulate the transmitted wave.

A few words might be said regarding
both systems. Mechanical scanning, pro-
duces large white and black pictures

with less definition than does the elec-

tronic scanning. On the other hand, a
large cathode tube is expensive, espec-

ially if the price of the auxiliary ampli-
fiers and power supply is included. Each
system is fairly free from troubles in

operation and repair, and each system
has commercial representation.

Television on a commercial basis is

assured us (if we are to believe such
men as David Sarnoff, president of R.
C. A., and Philo Farnsworth). It is the
writer's opinion that at best, only a few
programs will be presented, the variety

being limited to the few channels avail-

able. Since the modulation frequencies
are quite high, the side bands
of a transmitted wave will neces-
sarily be large. For best reproduction,

frequencies above the audible range will

be needed. The width of the channel
required for transmission might be five

or even twenty times that required for

the transmission of sound. Except in

the very high frequency spectrum,
there would be room for only a limited

number of stations. From this discus-

sion, it would seem that the use of

short waves is imperative. Only time
will tell the entire story.

—H. McS., W9DPD.
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Saint
Pat's

THE CORRIDORS of Engineering;
Hall are quietin.? down after in-

tense reverberations from the
strains of "I'm In a Dancing Mood."
This ditty, with original arrangements
and unique variations, issued forth
from a pair of lusty lungs belonging
to one of our mighty engineers—"ju.st

to give a little atmosphere for the
occasion," he says.

The occasion? We wonder, but not
for long, because this song murdering
trouiJadour from Chambana is a mem-
ber of that augiKst body of gentlemen
(?) — the Engineering Council, better
known as "The Voice of the Engineers"
—whose foremost problems are cen-
tered, at present, around the comple-

tion of the final plans for the annual
social splurge of the engineers — St.

Pafs Ball. (That is. they are taking
care of making the arrangements for
the dance itself, but you—my fine,

feathered friend—must be responsible
for the "home work").

WHO'.S WHO
\V. D. Orr, a former E. E. and now

a law student and the Illinois Union
representative on the council, has taken
over the gavel of presidency since J.

G. Parnell, we regret to announce, was
compelled to resign by order of Dr. A.
Illness. The new prexy is very ably
taking over the fine beginning made
by his predecessor and is carrying on
to complete the final plans for a St.

Pafs Ball which will be the ball of
balls. In plain words, this affair will

surpass by a wide margin any other
engineering fete ever attempted here-
tofore.

Professors Crandell and Doland are
the persons who have willingly volun-
teered their ser\ices and advice for
the good of the council. The credit for

the work and accomplishments of this

organization for the year should go to

Ball
the men who compose the group. E.

C. Adams is the vice president and
G. H. Logan watches out for the social

and financial obligations with the of-

fice of secretary-treasurer. The other
members on the council are F. An-
drews. H. A. Hashbarger, P. Hummel,
R. J. Kirsten. E. G. Robbins. R. Zab-
orowski and E. L. Cornell.

SOJIETHING GOOD
Just in case you are beginning to

wonder what this boloney is all about
—Listen, youse guys and you shall
hear, of the night of nights for the
Engmeer: forget about wires, bridges,
and all: remember naught but our own
St. Pafs Ball. (Xow, please, no cracks).
With the provision that you liring a
date (for the information of the back-
woodsmen returning from a survey of
South Campus), you are all invited to
enjoy a night of dancing to the music
of genial (I guess he is) Lang Thomp-
son. Lang and his boys ran away with
the contest last spring for the most
popular band on campus. This fall he
has been enjoying an extended en-
gagement at St. Louis. The date for
this evening of swinging, waltzing, and
great hilarity has been set for Friday
evening on March 12. Just tell the cab
driver (unless you have a permit for
your own cab) to let you out at the
New Men's Gym and you'll be all set
for the big time in store for you.

SOMETHING NEW
Now, here's where the big news

comes in ! This dance is going to be
different—entirely different ! It's going
to feature for the first time in the
history of L^niversity dances a real,

honest-to-goodness floor show. Among
the features will be a dancing and
singing chorus from the pick of the
sorority women. Of course solo num-
liers will be on the program as well.
In addition, certain of the Union Jlin-
strel Show performers will do their
stuff for your exclusive entertainment,
(If you want your own little pride
and joy out on the floor to do her strut,
he sure she goes up to the Park for
the tryouts during the week-ends).

Judging will be done by the .students
dancing in the said place—and you
engineers surely ought to be able to
find .some real "ability girls." Especial-
ly the civils should do a good job
.since they make an especial study of
curves—highway curves, of course!
Don't forget, also, to see that your

favorite is elected at the next society
meeting to be your candidate for wear-
ing the crown of old Saint Patrick
himself. Presentation of the crown will

be made with appropriate ceremony at
the dance.

SOMETHING FOR YOU
The big surprise of the evening will

be the programs. They are entirely
different from any ever befor distrib-

uted. They are something which you
can keep and which will be more than
"A swell dance, honey. Love, Clem-
entine." They are really a permanent
record of your fun. They are . . . whoa.
I almost told, but that is for you to
find out when you fork over the dough
for that little piece of cardboard which
is defined as a ticket

!

ST, PAT'S FOR .^LI.

"Well. I'll be—! What in the—!
Do I hear "Won't Dance?"—and after
all my hard work trying to tell you
mugs what a swell time you're going
to have ! Well, there's just one thing
for a gTiy like that—into the Boneyard
with him boys! No slackers in this
crowd that stay dry ! Stop ! He's chang-
ing his mind, so put him down, fel-

lows. We'll all meet at the gym at
nine o'clock. So long, and don't for-

get."—H.G.

Faculty Men Receive High Awards

Ox January 20, at the annual meet-

ing of the American Society of Civil

Engineers in New York City, two mem-
bers of the faculty were honored with
the presentation of medals. The J.

James R. Croes Medal was presented to

Wilbur M. Wilson. Research Professor
of Structural Engineering. This medal
is given annually by the .society for the
technical paper which is judged worthy
of special commendation for its merit
as a contribution to engineering serv-
ice. Prof. Wilson's article was on some
laljoratory tests of multiple span arches
which he supervised as part of an ex-
tended investigation being conducted at
the Engineering Experiment Station. In

IStSt this medal was presented to H. M.
Westergaard, who was Professor of

Theoretical and Applied Mechanics liere

until this year when he became a pro-
fessor of civil engineering at Harvard.
The other award was the presenta-

tion of the John Fritz gold medal to

Arthur Newell Talbot, Professor Emeri-
tus of Municipal and Sanitary Engi-
neering. This medal, which is the high-
est professional engineering award
given in this country, is given yearly
in recognition of notable discoveries in

industry and science. Prof, Talbot was
selected as the thirty-third recipient of

this award l^y a board consisting of

sixteen past presidents of the A, S, C.

E.. A. S. M. E., A. I. M. M. E., and A.

I. E. E. Other notable persons who
have received this award are Lord Kel-

vin Goethals, Orville Wright, Gu.glielmo

Marconi, and Herbert Hoover. Professor

Talbot has been very active on the

campus here for the last half century

in teaching and research work. He is

noted for his pioneer research work in

plain and reinforced concrete, research

in railway track stresses, and investiga-

tions on structural parts. He has also

done much work in the design and
construction of waterworks, sewerage
systems, brick pavement.s, and as con-

sulting engineer on reinforced concrete

Ijuilding, bridges, and dam construction.
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Overlooked Opportunities

LEAVE OPENINGS IN SANITATION

SANITARY KNCINEEKING! The
very words connote, in the minds of

most people, offensive odors and

slime Those very words call forth a

picture of sewers and the filth passing

throush them. But sanitary ensmeer-

ins'. far from bcins restricted to the

study and construction of these usually

repusnant sewers, has, since its begin-

ning with early water and sewer works,

progressed far beyond the original fields

until today it includes .so many diversi-

fied activities that no one person can

hope to become expert in all phases of

the profession, no longer simply a

branch of civil engineering.

First Course Here—1892

The sanitary engineering course,

established here at the University of

Illinois in 1892, was probably the first

of its kind in an American college,

Columbia university and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology soon following

with similar courses in 1896 and 1899.

Former Professor Ira O. Haker. in an

unpublished history of the College of

Kngineering-, tells of its beginning:

"In 18S2 the Department of Mu-
nicipal and Sanitary Engineering

was instituted;—Professor Arthur

N. Talbot—was placed in charge as

Professor of Municipal and Sani-

tary Engineering. He had previous-

ly given instruction in municipal

engineering subjects for civil engi-

neering students, and it was be-

lieved that a formal curriculum pri-

marily for training prospective city

engineers would serve a public need

and attract many students."

However, the course has never at-

tracted a great many students. At first

it was supposed that the lack of inter-

est was due to the uncertainty of the

tenure of office of city engineers, but

today it is assumed to be a result of a

general ignorance of the opportunities

in the profession.

8.5 (iraduates Ter Year

In 1928. Mendelsohn of the United

States Public Health Service made a

survey of the sanitary engineering

courses offered in .\merican colleges.

Of only 16 colleges offering courses in

sanitary engineering, six offered a reg-

ular course and the other ten offered

an option in the civil engineering

course. The total number of graduates

of all the sanitary engineering courses

(1928) has never been greater than 85

per year. This figure has probably not

been exceeded since 1928.

Until 1926 municipal and sanitary en-

gineering courses at the University of

Illinois were under a separate depart-

ment, but in that year Professor A. N.

Talbot retired from active teaching and

Professor H. E. Babbitt became Profes-

.sor of Sanitary Engineering, teaching

the course as a senior option in civil

engineering. Under this plan the stu-

dents do not decide on their branch

of specialization in civil engineering

until the fourth year and the field of

sanitary engineering is rather obscured

behind the broad scope of civil engi-

neering. Thus sanitary engineering re-

ceives little publicity and potential col-

lege students who might be interested

know very little about the work. It is

the object of what follows to point out

some of the opportunities open to grad-

uates of sanitary engineering courses.

C'ivils .\ttack Health Problems

Civil engineers have long been

charged with the design and construc-

tion of water and sewage works, and it

was a natural step, as the public health

interest developed, to attempt to edu-

cate them to the relation of their work

to the public health. As public health

work became more complax, an increas-

ing number of en.gineers entered the

field to handle the technical details of

the work. The number of water and

sewage treatment plants continued to

increase as well as to become more

complicated in their operation, requir-

ing trained operators; and in addition

the engineers were drawn into govern-

mental work to deal with problems of

garbage and other waste disposal, milk

and food supply, air supply, and dust

and odor control.

The engineering work connected with

the city, county, state, and federal pub-

lic health services is largely advisory,

regulatory and administrative; having

to do with surveys, inspections and the

establishment of minimum standards.

The design, con.struction, and operation

of the various plants falls within the

field of the private and consulting sani-

tary engineer.

The Public Engineer

The term •'public health engineer"

has been adopted for the sanitary engi-

neer in public service, dealing with all

phases of sanitation. Professor Hyde

of the University of California divides

the problems of environmental control

or sanitation as met by the public

health engineer into ten classes or cate-

gories of activities as follows:

"1. The quantitative and qualita-

tive control of the air supply.

"2. The quantitative, sanitary and

esthetic control of the water sup-

ply.

"3. The control of the milk sup-

ply; production, transportation,

pasteurization, sale and handling.

"4. The control of other food

supplies; production, transporta-

tion, preservation, sale and hand-

ling of raw food products; canning;

refrigeration.

'5. The control of liquid wastes:

sewage, trade or industrial wastes;

sewers, drains and treatment

plants; ultimate innocuous dispos-

al.

••6. The control of solid wastes:

collection. transportation, treat-

ment and disposal of municipal re-

Sewage Sludge Digesters and (ias Holder,

rjanesville, Wis.

Attractive Sewage Treatment
Geneva, 111.

'lant a(
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Airplane \'ie\v of Westerly Sewage Treatment Plant at Cleveland, 0.

fuse, including garbage, rubbisli,

ashes, street sweepings, night soil,

dead animals.

"7. The control of the animal and
insect carriers of infection : rodents,

dogs, goats, cattle, hogs, etc.
;
pre-

ventative and palliative measures
asainst flies, mosquitoes, fleas, lice,

ticks, etc.

"8. The provision of environ-
mental cleanness: street cleansing;

dust, soot and smoke control; swim-
ming pool sanitation; street paving;
camps and camp grounds.

"9. The provision of sanitary
conditions in factories, shops,

schools, churches, theaters, anil

houses.

"10. The control of nuisances and
other un.satisfactory conditions in-

cluding odors, obnoxious gases, ex-

cessive noise, and the like."

Of the above problems listed by Pro-
fessor Hyde, those in classes 2, 5, and
part of 6; namely, water supply, liquid

waste disposal, and garbage and refuse
disposal, are specificly dealt with in

Sanitary Engineering courses. However,
nearly all of the activities require some
engineering ability.

Present Opportunities

The college graduate of a sanitary
engineering course may find employ-
ment in the fields of water and sewage
treatment primarily with governmental
units such as county and state health
departments or municipal treatment
plants. With health departments, the
work consists principally of inspections
and reports relating to recommenda-
tions or regulations. All state sanitary
engineering departments necessarily
maintain laboratories and the engineer
needs a thorough knowledge of chemis-
try, biology and bacteriology. The oper-
ators of municipal treatment plants,
large or small, must usually be prepared
to make all chemical tests required and
also be able to perform minor repairs
to any and all machinery operating at

the plant. This requires additional
knowledge of fundamental electrical

and mechanical engineering.
In the field of private practice, the

mechanically minded designing engineer
has great opportunity to develop new
and different devices for use in treat-
ment plants. Many sanitary engineers
also hold hi.ghl.v paid executive positions
with firms manufacturing such ma-
chinery.

Pew cities, if any, design their own
plants, preferring to let the contracts to

private consulting engineers who have
had wide and varied experience. With
such firms of consulting sanitary engi-

neers, the college graduate has the
possibility of advancing from draughts-
man to a prominent executive position.

The field of research is comparatively
restricted to work in colleges or for

governmental agencies, but some manu-
facturers maintain well-equipped lab-

oratories and well-trained staffs to deal
with almost any problem that may oc-
cur in connection with the use of their
Iiroducts.

With regard to the other activities on
Professor Hyde's list : air supply, milk
supply, food supply, disease carriers
and general sanitation; some of these
are at present among the work of the
civil engineer, but in general the work
is done by chemists, chemical engineers,
mechanical engineers or merely ap-
pointed officers. Such men probably
achieve a fair amount of success, but
usually they lack a knowledge of the
proper relation of their work to the
public health. The graduate sanitary
engineer has a wide field of opportunity
in all these activities as well as in the
work covered by the formal engineer-
ing course.

In the field of sanitary engineering
today, there are few graduates of sani-
tary engineering courses. The greatest
number of the engineers have drifted
into the profession after receiving other
training, but the scope of sanitary engi-
neering is expanding so rapidly that
other fields can not supply the neces-
sary men and college trained sanitary
engineers are in great demand. As
Mendelsohn's survey indicated, too few
students elect the present courses, and
the field is far from crowded. The op-
portunities and the training exist—the
men are to be found. —H. A.

—Pltotoara/^hs Courtesy /'(ui/u /-iilui lank Co.

Airplane >iew of Sewage Treatment Plant at Durham, N. C.

To produce hydrogen needed for the
trans-Atlantic zeppelin service, an elec-

trolyzing plant is being built at Rio de
Janeiro.

Chemists find that if dye is to give a
fast color to cotton, the dye particles

must be smaller than one seven-mil-
lionth of an inch in diameter.

To keep a giant ocean liner free of

rats used to cost about $50,000 a year,

but now great ships can be built rat-

proof.

Russians today are attempting to use
silk and canvas soaked in a special

solution instead of the usual photo-
graphic paper.



A GALAXY of GLASS . . .

New Products and Developments

GLASS will dominate living in the

future. Cities will be constructed

of glass, furniture will be of

Slass, light will be filtered and projected

by special slass. Elevator shafts,

bridges, stairs all will be of glass. With
his imagination brimming over, one of

today's great authors presents this pic-

ture of the future in his latest work.

Glass will be King!

have been worked very successfully on
standard textile looms where the ma-
terial has been knitted, braided, and
felted for different uses. The time is

not far when you may e.xpect to wear
glass fiber sweaters and suits. Another
promising commercial application for

glass fibers is as a filtering material.

At the present time cotton cloth is used

for this purpose. In acid solution cotton

— Cuuitt'sy CcratiHi Iiuluslry.

Laboratories of Owens-Illinois Glass Co. Built, of Glass Brick. New Glass

Products Get Their Start Here

While the glass industry of today has

not yet achieved this idealistic stage,

glass has reached into new markets in

which its adoption has been enthusi-

astically acclaimed. New compositions,

new and more reliable tests, savings

through unique and improved designs,

and innumerable other milestones in

the development of this industry have

been passed to make the record of

the glass industry the most outstanding

in the engineering world.

Glass Fibers

Prominent in the host of new prod-

ucts is fiber glass. This material is

quite different from the product ordi-

narily known as glass wool. Glass fiber

has for a number of years held the in-

terest of ceramic engineers who were
attempting to study physical properties

of materials by use of fine fibers. Al-

though known for twenty years, glass

fiber is only now gaining commercial
consideration.

The length of these glass fibers is

limited only by the demand of the engi-

neer, individual fibers having been
made as long as 5,000 miles. In this re-

spect glass fiber is similar to silk or

rayon, since they are the only other
commercial fibers that are not com-
paratively short. In addition it is inter-

esting to note that these fibers have
the extra-ordinary tensile strength of

250,000 pounds per square inc'h. In
order to illustrate just how fine these
gla.ss fibers are drawn, picture to your-
self an ordinary quart bottle. If a con-
tinuous fiber were drawn from this

amount of glass, it would reach once
arcjund the world, or be about 25,000
mill's long.

In handling glass fibers commercially,
single strands are combined to give
threads of the desired size. These fibers

cloth has a very short life, whereas,

with the acid resistance of the glass, a
much longer life results. Filters of glass

fibers are made in two forms: a mat
form, in which a felt of the glass fiber

is impregnated with latex, and as a
woven cloth.

Further application of the glass fiber

has extended to the electrical world to

be used as insulation for cables and
wires where high temperature insulat-

ing materials are desirable. Glass fibers

have recently become available for a

multitude of new uses, which are as-

suming greater importance with each
passing day.

Ne»v Safety Development

Very timely among recent develop-
ments in the glass industry is Poloroid

glass. Poloroid ma.v be desciibed as a
.safety glass in which the polarizing ele-

ment is in the plastic between the two
sheets of clear plate glass. It trans-

mits light almost as well as ordinary
glass, but the intensity of the glare is

reduced by one-half. This material finds

its market in scientific instruments,
jihotography, manufacture of non-glare
glasses and goggles; but primarily in

the automotive industry where it is

being used for headlights. Coming as it

does on the eve of "safe driving cam-
paigns," and the fact that the major
portion of all accidents occuring at

night are due to glare from oncoming-
headlights, Poloroid is certain to be-

come a permanent feature in all new
car models.

Not to be outdone by other sections

of the glass industry, the plate glass

manufacturers have kept abreast of the
times b.v introducing "invisible glass."

This so-called "invisible glass," which
only recently made its appearance in

(Continued on Following Page)

Office Interior Built of Glass Brick.
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—Courtesy Ceramic Industry.

Noti^ Ceilinu Insulated with Fiber Glass



The Possibility of

Health From High Frequency
HAS PASSED RESEARCH STAGE

THE benefits to be derived from
the proper application of heat

to sore and aching- parts of the

body has long been known. Today the

sale of sundry heating jiads and hot-

water bottles will testify to the success

of such treatment. People will go so far

as to subject themselves to the discom-

forts of hot steam baths and scaldin.g

applications—all because of the curative
properties of heat. Even nature, whose
methods we are ever emulating and
amplifying, provides a fever to combat
disease and infection.

Uses of Hig^h Temperature

Raised temperatures can do several

things. They may kill foreig^i or para-
sitic life: and for that matter, if un-
controlled, they may bring about un-
wanted injury to living tissues. There
is also a decided effect on the solubili-

ties of the different compounds which
exist in the human body. This point is

of importance and will be referred to

again in connection with bursitis. The
influence of high temperatures on
chemical reactions should al.so be men-
tioned. It has been found that the speed
with which chemical reactions take
place is almost doubled for an increase
of ten degrees Centigrade. Take for an
example the cooking of food. A piece

of meat will cook more quickly if its

temperature is rai.sed more than usual
by means of a pressure cooker.

In the past the chief methods of

applying heat to the body have called

for a conductance of heat from the
outer surface of the skin down into

the tissues. In other words, the appli-

cation has been entirely external. The
whole art of diathermy has been based
on this principle, but there are certain
inherent disadvantages which are at

once apparent. In order for the tem-
perature of some deep-seated muscle or
tissue to be raised appreciably, it is

necessary that the temperature at the

surface of the skin be dangerously high.

The '-temperature gradient becomes
quite steep. The body at all times tries

to maintain a constant temperature
which is a little less than ninety-nine
degrees Fahrenheit. With the conduc-
tion method of therapy, the heat cannot
be localized, and the necessarily high
surface temperatures are dangerous.
The action of the heart is greatly in-

creased. Needless to say, the patient
is extremel.v uncomfortable while being
treated.

High Frequency Apparatus

Within the past decade or so, a new-

field has been opening, made possible by
the development of high frequency al-

ternating current apparatus. The older
methods of diathermy are being rapid-
ly supplanted as improvement of elec-

trical technique takes place. However,
let us first see why all of this is pos-
sible.

If a direct current is passed through
a resistance, heat is given off, being
proportional to the resistance and the
square of the current. Hence if a di-

rect current w-ere made to pass through
human tissue, heat would be developed.
The trouble is that only a very small
current can be tolerated by the body.
Intense muscular reaction and even
death result if the current is allowed
to become too high; this w-ay of pro-
ducing heat for curative purposes
would be impossible.

Muscular lieactions Minimized

An entirely different situation is

found when we come to a study of the
effects of alternating- currents. With
frequencies under 10,000 cycles per sec-

ond, the same drawbacks listed for di-

rect current apply. As the wave length
is decreased, however, the muscular re-

action decreases until, for frequencies
above 10,000 or so, it is practically zero.

A great deal of independent work

(Continued from Preceding Page)
America, may be the answer to the
merchant's prayer as a means of dis-

playing his wares in a new and start-

ling manner. Objects when viewed
through invisible glass have a realism
that is impossible with straight plate
glass. In addition it creates the illusion

of a g;reatly enlarged display space.
Invisible glass is made by using convex
plates which do not reflect confronting
images, making- for perfect vision.

There are special mirrors that transfer
to hidden light absorbing areas all light

that causes reflections. Thus a person
when viewing the display is imcon-
scious of the fact that there is a glass
in front of him unless he should be
tempted to touch the articles in view.
Invisible glass is being given trials by
leading- merchants all over the country,
and from the glow-ing reports that are
coming- in, it is probable that its uni-

versal adoption is a matter of a short
time. One merchant w-ho recently tested

its merits, laughingly remarked that

since people are unable to see their re-

flections in the glass, they will no long-

er use the window for fixing their hair

or arranging their clothing, but actu-
ally view the articles on display.

Not entirely new, but greatly im-
proved, is the heat resisting- Pyrex
glass now making- its debut in the field

formerly dominated by pots and pans.
Pyre.x; is now manufactured so that it

can be used directly over a gas flame
or an electric plate. The new material
is far more heat resistant than Pyrex
Oven Ware and somewhat lighter in

weight.
Glass marches on with new product-s,

new methods, new contributions to civi-

lization. Is it any wonder that men like

H. G. Wells visualize the time w-hen
glass w-ill be King! —J. H.
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has been done concerning the use of

alternating currents for healing. Expe--
riments have been performed upon
plants and animals, the work being
done both in the United States and in

Europe. George I.akhov.sky in 1924
showed that tumors produced in plants
by the innoculation of bacterium "tume-
faciens" could be made to disappear
by the use of high frequency alternat-
ing currents. His experiments on can-
cerous persons proved to be some-R'hat
successful. Dr. Schereschefsky in the
United States and Professor Esau and
Dr. Schliephake of Germany noted that
small animals such as mice could be
killed by a continued and intense ap-
plication of ultra short w-aves. Obvious-
ly, the heat developed was the cause of
their death. Jacques d'Arsonval per-
formed some interesting- experiments by
sticking two electrodes into a live rab-
bit's leg- and observing- that the muscle
was heated by the passage of the alter-

nating- current.

PartiiU Success Excites Interest

The early apparatus used for the
treatments of human bodies was of the
condenser type. That is, two plate elec-

trodes were placed so that with the dis-

eased portion of the body as a dielec-

tric, they formed a condenser through
which high frequency alternating cur-
rent -was made to pass. Due to dielec-

tric losses within the tissues and mus-
cles, heat was generated.

Dr. Harry Eaton Stewart is probably
the one man to whom credit should be
given for showing the applicability of
electric therapy to human needs. In
1921 Col. George B. Young of the U. S.

Marine Hospital Number 21 on Staten
Island called upon him to relieve the
sufferings of the sailors inflicted with
pneumonia. With i-ather elementary
equipment. Dr. Stewart tried out his

idea of applying heat to the sick lungs
by means of his high frequency ma-
chine. One electrode was placed on the
patient's chest and the other on his

back. Almost immediately after the
treatment began, breathing- became
easier and the pulse became more near-
ly normal. The electric heat widened
the small blood vessels around the sick

spots and allowed more and more pha-
gocytes to enter the conflict, giving- na-

ture a much better chance to win out.

This application of electric diathermy
is extremely important when it is rea-

lized that there are nearly three times
as many deaths due to pneumonia as to

automobile accidents.

Since the body acts as a dielectric,

as was mentioned before, the dielectric

constant and also ionization are import-
ant factors. Due to the fact that all

parts of the body do not have the same
constants, selective lieating may be ac-
complished. By choosing- the correct
frequency the heat may be more or less

concentrated in certain layers.

Recent tests, however, have shown
that there is a still better method of
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causing boat to be developed within the

body. Instead of having plate electrodes,

a magnetic field is produced and the

diseased part placed in it. Since the

field is alternating at the same rate as

the magneto-motive force producing- it,

eddy currents are set up within the tis-

sues as explained by Faraday's I>aw of

Eelectromagnetic Induction, and heat is

developed. It has been found that the

best results are obtained by using a
frequency of about 14,000,000 cycles per

second. The rate of heat generation, as

might be expected, is proportional to

the electrical conductivity. This means
that the method should lend itself ad-
mirably to producing heat in vascular

tissue.

Comparative tests have actually

shown that electromagnetic induction,

or inductothermy as it has been called,

provides the most effective method to-

day for producing heat in tissues. With
inductothermy, there need be no sur-

face electrodes; furthermore, fat is not
excessively heated as in the case of the
condenser method. The treatment of

obese persons is therefore made possible

without causing great discomfort.

Finds Many Applications

Inductothermy has been very success-
fully used to combat bursitis. Bursae
are small, flat, closed sacs lying be-
tween tendons and muscles. Normally
they contain a little thin liquid; how-
ever, due to certain types of fatigue, no
doubt, they become filled with a lime
deposit easily detected by means of

X-rays. The most susceptible spot for

a formation of this sort is just over the

sharp angle of the shoulder, which usu-

ally becomes very stiff and painful.

Formerly the only cure was the sur-
gical removal of the deposit; now, how-
ever, it has been found that inductro-

thermy will completely remove the Ume
with little or no inconvenience to the

patient. Ju.st why the method is suc-
cessful is not definitely known. There
is a po.ssibility that lactic acid formed
during fatigue dissolves calcareous ma-
terial from near-by bones and deposits

it in the bursae. The existence of sup-
ersaturated solutions which suddenly
precipitate out part of the solute might
also help to explain the action. Obvi-
ously the heat produced by the high
frequency currents affects the solubility

of the deposit, explaining in one man-
ner its disappearance.

Paresis is another malaise that is

helped by inductopyrexia. Intentional

use of malarial fever to effect a cure
will probably soon be entirely sup-
planted by the electrical method. The
possibilities of industrothermy have by
no means been completely discovered.

With the improvement of apparatus
and the increasing amount of data ob-

tained from research, much can yet be
expected. —H. McS., W9DPD.

Radiography Serves Industry
Applications Flourish Under Influence of Extensive

Research

IN THE present age the comfort and
even the lives of human beings are

dependent upon the performance of

man-made structures and mechanisms.

Any method which will aid in deter-

mining whether or not a given material

is suitable for the service for which it

is intended is not only a very useful

tool for industry but is also a gift to

society. Radiography is such a method.
Industrial radiography is the study of

conditions within materials by means of

photographic records made with X-rays
or gamma rays.

Applications Unlimited

The applications of this new method
of testing are not limited to those ma-
terials which are strictly called engi-

neering materials, for almost any ma-
terial in any form may be tested non-
destructively by the use of radiography.

No golfer would consider using a golf

ball which was not perfectly spherical,

yet they will use balls having flattened

cores that effect the play-ability of the

ball probably as much as the covers.

But how is it possible to actually see

this core without removing the cover
and thus destroying the ball? Exo-
graphs, pictures taken by means of

X-rays, will allow an inspection of the
core to determine the quality of the
ball.

Tooth paste is a very familiar materi-
al and is accepted as one of the neces-
sities of life, but for convenient use it

must have certain physical properties.

It must not be too stiff for it will

not flow from the tube. It must be
thoroughly mixed without being allowed
to become full of air bubbles which
would make a short weight tube. By
making studies of the condition of the
paste after it has been forced into the
container, a mix can be determined
which would give the paste more con-
venient physical properties. These

studies are made by the use of X-rays.
A well-known candy manufacturer

has installed fluoroscopes in order to

detect any inclusions of foreign matter
in the raw material as it enters the

plant or in the finished product as it

leaves the factory. The fluoroscope is

an instrument which takes advantage
of the penetrating ability of X-rays,
but does not make a permanent record

on film of what the X-rays show. The
application of these radiations came as

the result of an expensive suit brought
against the company by a customer
who had been placed in a serious con-
dition as the result of eating a piece

of fine wire which had been included
in a piece of candy.

Development Is Interesting

.\fter mentioning a few of the appli-

cations of X-rays which enter quite

intimately into our lives, it should be
interesting to trace the development of

this relatively new industrial tool. In
1895 Professor Wilhelm Konrad Roent-
gen was studying electrical discharges

through gases. One day, while working
on these experiments, he noticed that

a fluorescent screen which had been
placed on a table about ten or twelve
feet away from a cathode ray tube was
glowing brightly. The radiations from
this cathode ray tube which caused this

fluorescence were unknown ; so, for

want of a better name, they became
known as "X" radiations and later as

X-rays. The "X" indicating the un-
known quantity of algebraic fame.
Before 1912. X-rays did not find suc-

cessful application in any fields be-

sides those of surgery and dentistry,

but in these fields X-rays and their

cousins, gamma rays given off from
radium, have been of great use to man.
Now the X-ray department is an essen-
tial part of the equipment of every hos-
pital. The medical applications of these

rays are classified as diagnosis and
therapy. Broken bones have been set,

internal tumors discovered, foreign

bodies located exactly and extracted

without guess work, and tuberculosis

indicated or disproved with the use of

X-rays.

After 1912, the development of the

Coolidge X-ray tube revolutionized

radiographic technique. This tube could

operate under voltages high enough to

produce rays of satisfactory penetrating

power for industrial use. X-rays are

radiations that result from a high
velocity stream of electrons striking-

some dense metal of high melting point

such as tungsten. The electrons are

made to flow at high velocities by
keeping a great difference of potential

between the heated filament producing
the electrons and the target in -which

the electrons lose their energy. It can
be seen then that the voltage under
which an X-ray machine is operating
will have a considerable effect upon the
generated radiation. With the Coolidge

tube the penetrating power and the in-

tensity of the X-rays are increased and
each of these characteristics can be con.

trolled independently of the other.

World War Provides Many Applications

The World war brought about the
development of many useful applica-
tions of X-rays. Light wooden struts for

aircraft were photographed with these

rays and any serious defects in the

wood structure shown. Fuse assemblies
of high explosive shells were examined
by fluoroscopes. Much use of fluoro-

scopes was made in the examination of

packages and cartons suspected of hav-
ing- contraband concealed in them. Such
methods are still used today by the
postoffice department in the examina-
tion of parcels thought to have bombs
and similar contrivances concealed in

I
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them. Attempts made to apply the use

of X-rays in metallursical practice at

this time were not particularly success-

ful because the tubes available coultl not

be used with more than 125,000 volts;

and, as a consequence, unduly long ex-

posures were required for radiographs

through more than an inch and a halt

of steel.

Properties Discussed

In the preceding paragraphs the

properties of these somewhat mysteri-

ous radiations have been more or less

hinted at, so that it now remains to put

these down definitely and see what u.se

is made of them at present in some
iniiustrial processes. The visible electro-

magnetic vibrations or waves called

light vary in color according to wave
lengths. X-rays are like light in some
ways: they affect photographic film,

the.v are refracted in passing from air to

a solid, they may be reflected under spe-

cial conditions from mirrors, and they
can be polarized. There are, however,
marked differences Ijetween X-rays and
light. The most significant difference be-

tween them is that X-rays are able to

penetrate objects opaque to ordinary
light and reveal the internal structure,

whereas visual light is reflected from
the surfaces. It has been found that at

least part of the cosmic ra.vs, the gam-
ma radiations, X-rays, ultra-violet

light, infra-red or heat rays and radio

waves all have fundamental similari-

ties; they differ only in wave length.

All are electro-magnetic vibrations or

light waves; but where visual light

waves have wave lengths in the range
of 3900 to 7700 Angstrom units (one

Angstrom unit is equal to 0.00000001

centimeters), the x-radiations have
wave lengths in the range from 1000

down to .06 Angstrom units. Only those
having the lowest wave lengths can be
used in industry. Their penetrating

power is due soleb' to their short wave
lengths.

The amount of absorption of these

radiations is proportional to the density

of the material being examined; there-

fore, radio.graphs show differences in

density or lack of homogeneity. This
principle accounts for the variation in

thickness of different metals which can
be radiographed with a constant source

of X-rays. Aluminum six to eight inches

thick can be easily radiographed while

a % inch thickness of lead will absorb
almost completely the output of a 400,-

000 volt machine because it is so much
more dense than aluminum.
At first, the use of X-rays in in-

dustry was restricted to research pur-
poses alone, but now they are a recog-

nized means for controlling production.

Nearly every manufacturer has some
problem which lends itself to radio-

graphic examination.

Weld Inspecting

The earliest recognized application of

X-rays in industry was radiographic
inspection of welds. The voltage of the

earlier machines used in this work was
limited to 220,000 volts, and the exami-
nation of welds in plate more than 3

inches thick was not practical. Since

the A. S. M. E. approved fusion weld-
ing for pressure vessels in 1931, pro-

vided that the welds w-ere inspected by
means of radiographs, some 20 manu-
facurcrs have installed nearly 50 X-ray-

units. Some 800,000 feet of welded joints

in 7,000 pressure vessels having plates

% to 4% inches thick have been exam-
ined in this manner. The welded steel

penstocks at Boulder dam constituted

the largest single welding contract to

be subject to this method of inspection.

Approximately 75 miles of welding in

steel plate from 1 to 3 inches thick was
e.xamined. The penstocks of Morris dam
were tested in a similar manner.

AUTOMOBILES

^ The modern car is greatly aided by
the modern road which is a thing of

beauty and smoothness and is under
repair two miles ahead. To avoid repair

stretches, the driver takes curious
routes known as detours. A great
many people vi'ho have taken these

have never been heard of since, but
I have not as yet obtained statistics

to prove whether this is definitely or

definitely not a .good thing.

Automobiles nowadays have many
fine accessories which make them a
big Improvement over the old ones.

There is, for instance, a mirror on the

windshield which enables women sit-

ting next to the driver to see whether
they have put on too much powder and
lipstick. Sometimes men drivers fiddle

with these mirrors, and turn them so

they can see the road in back of them,
but inventors are working on a fiddle-

proof mirror which will only reflect the

visage of the fair occupant in the right-

hand front seat.

Another good accessory is the ash-

tray which is made very small so that

it will soon be full and people can
then go tossing cigarette butts into

passing cars or dry grass on the road-

side as usual. Radios are also in

many up-to-date cars and enable one
to learn in almost no time at all that

there is an awful traffic jam up ahead.

Without the present-day service sta-

tion you would get practically nowhere.
There you can get water, air for your
tires, candy, chewing gum, have your
wind.shie!d polished, get a manicure,
and even get gas if you insist on it.

We would be absolutely nowhere with-
out automobiles these days, and neither

would the traffic cops.

(XOTE: Reprinted by fermissioii of Coronet
and Parke Citmtniugs, author.)

Castings Examined

Castings may be examined by X-rays
to show such faults as gas inclusion,

sand and slag inclusion, cracks, pipes,

spongy metal, and shrinkage. This
method of examination can be used for

research towards the development of

proper technique, to aid in the salvage

of poor castings by welding, and to re-

duce the amount of metal necessary to

produce a given casting by better plac-

ing of gates, sprues, and risers with
possible elimination of some. By using
such means one company developed a
much better method of molding a large

casting with the result that their yield

is 78 per cent effective, where it was
only 39 per cent. All of the pipes, fit-

tings, and turbine shells for a 1,200

pound steam line for a large electric

power station were tested by X-rays to

determine their soundness.

Radio Provides Many Problems

Hi.gh voltage bushings for transform-
ers and oil switches can be radio-

.graphe I to determine the solidity of the

insulating material between the con-

ductor and the outer porcelain shell.

Plastic molded parts containing metal
inserts may be placed under a fluoro-

scope in order to show the exact posi-

tion of the inserts. A manufacturer of

tubes for wireless transmission radio-

graphs all tubes to make sure that the
filament and grid units are properly

placed. Mica sheets are examined for

the presence of foreign material which
would detract from their value as insu-

lators in heating elements. Investiga-

tions have been made on reinforced and
plain concrete structures where radio-

graphy offers a means of determining
whether there has been an internal rup-

ture while setting and whether the rein-

forcing members have retained the cor-

rect positions.

Radiography Used to E.xainine Paintings

Radiography has provided two other

interesting applications in what could

hardly be called a strictly engineering

sense. Real and spurious gems can be

distinguished. A genuine diamond casts

a barely susceptible shadow, a sapphire

a somewhat heavier shadow, while a

rhinestone presents a black silhoutette.

Real pearls fluoresce under the rays

while imitations remain dull and life-

less. Examination of paintings have
sometimes revealed clever forgeries and
also where a master has changed his

mind w-hile working. Exographs of

paintings can be made to suppress the

superficial work and bring out the

underlying picture.

In the story of X-rays is the story of

many developments. Discovered by acci-

dent, experimented with patiently for

years, theories developed and tested in

the laboratory, applied to research

problems, and finally used in industry

for the production of better and .safer

products. —M. H.

Germans today are trying to invent

a new type of internal combustion en-

gine that will burn gas as well as oil.

Since the beginning of mathematics,
professors have said that it is impos-

sible to trisect an angle. Despite his

professional rank, it took a Cohmibia
professor several weeks to disprove a

solution to this so called un.solvable

problem when it was submitted by an
eleven year old boy.



AMONG OUR SOCIETIES
GOODRICH TALKS ON SAN FRAN-

(ISCO-OAKLANU BAY BKIIHiK

The Central Illinois section of the A.

S. C. E. hold an open meeting- on the

campus the evening: of Thursday, De-
cember 10, 1936. C. F. Goodrich, chief

engineer of the American Bridge Com-
pany. pre.sented a non-technical talk

on the construction of the San Fran-
cisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. After com-
paring the bridge with other larg:e

bridges, Mr. Goodrich outlined the steps

in the fabrication and erection of the

bridge. Slides showing views of differ-

ent parts of the bridge during construc-

tion helped illustrate his description of

the cable spinning operations, the build-

ing of the suspension towers, the erec-

tion of the cantilever span, and other

interesting features. The talk was fol-

lowed by a sound movie taken of the

construction of the bridge. From the

two, Mr. Goodrich's talk and the sound
picture, an audience of over five hun-
dred faculty, students, and members of

the society obtained a very good idea

of the principal construction features

of this bridge.

The student chapter of the A. S. C. E.

presented Albert Smith, president of

Smith and Brown. Engineers, Inc., and
formerly professor of civil engineering

at Purdue university, on Wednesday,
December 9. His talk, entitled "Respon-
sible Charge," brought out the factors

which help a man advance in the engi-

neering profession.

MINKRAL INDUSTKIKS SOCIETY
The Mineral Industries Society en-

joyed movie talks by Mr. Soule, presi-

dent of the Coal Sales Corp. of Chi-

cago, and Warren Penwell, president of

the Penwell Coal Mining Co., at recent
meetings. An interesting talk on "Cop-
per and It's Alloys" was presented be-
fore the society by H. W. Butterbaugh,
technical supervisor of the American
Brass Co. The year's program, however,
is just begun, for the society promises
many more speakers to come among
who are : John E. Jones, safety engi-

neer of the Old Ben Mines, D. B.

Reeder of the Electro-metallurgical
Co., G. A. I^iilliequvist, resident metal-
lurgist of the American Steel Foun-
dries, Dr. M. A. Gro.ssmann, director
of research for the Carnegie Illinois

Steel Coip., and H. A. Zieler, president
of E. Leitz, Inc. The society innovated
an interesting feature during the past
semester's program with a successful
radio dance held in the new Metallurgy
laboratory. There was more than the
enthusiastic comment of those in charge
to prove its success, for the social was
well attended by both faculty and
students.

A. I. E. E.

Dr. Charles F. Hottes, head of the

department of botany, presented mov-
ing pictures of his recent trip to

Alaska at a social meeting of the

A.I.E.E. on December 16. Judging from
the reactions, many of the members
and their guests had a narrow escape

from the bite of the travel bug. At
another of the society's recent meet-
ings, L. P. Kingsley of the Anaconda
Wire and Cable company, showed mo-
tion pictures entitled "The Manufac-
ture of Paper and Lead Covered Ca-
bles." During the picture he explained

the manufacturing processes shown.
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A. I. C. E.

In its December meetings the Amer-
ican Institute of Chemical Engineers
presented talks on filtration and coal.

K. K. Kearby, special research assist-

ant in chemistry, discussed "Filtration

Processes." Besides illustrating his de-

scription of the various filtration meth-
ods with slides, he pointed out the

advantages of diatomaceous silica for

this process. Diatomaceous silica, 93

per cent pure silica, is the result of

deep-sea depositions of minute oxi-

dized marine organisms. Through geo-

logical disturbances these deposits are

brought to the earth's surface. Accord-

ing to Mr. Kearby, this material is

widely used by filtration engineering
companies. The other speaker was R.

C. Theissen, professor of geology at

Pittsburgh and of the Bureau of

Mines. He pointed out that the study
of coal as a subject required basic

knowledge of many branches of sci-

ence. Biology is especially important,
because coal is formed from ancient

plants of past geologic ages. With the

aid of slides, Mr. Theissen portrayed
the steps in the formation of coal

from peat bogs to anthracite.

A. S. M. E.

Student talks on current engineering
topics were sponsored by the student
branch of the A. S. M. E. at recent
meetings. The first of these were pre-

sented on December 9, whn J. H. Coul-
ter spoke on "Mechanized Cavelry"
and C. F. Erickson spoke on "Ball

Bearings." On December 16, C. H. Dunn
and D. F. Lannert discussed "Tractor
Breakdown Tests" and "Dye Testing
of Metals." respectively. The last of

this series was presented on January
13. when M. S. Wilson spoke on "The
Function of the Metallurgical depart-

ment in Inspection and Production
Control." The second talk at this meet-
ing was an illustrated one by C. E.
Beck on the "Progress in Design, De-
velopment, and Application of Diesel

Engines." Although the attendance at

these meetings was not as large as it

should have been, the talks were well

received.

Charles M. Wilson, professor of po-
lice .science and research engineer for

the Northwestern Law School crime
laboratory, spoke before the society on
January 13. His subject was "Crime
Detection by Scientific Methods" and
was interestin.gly illustrated by many
slides. On January 20 the representa-
tive of a large machine demonstration
house spoke about machinery.
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CERAMIC GLANCE.S
In lino with its policy of presenting

prominent speakers to its members, the
Student Branch of the American Cer-
amic Society was honored by the visits

of Dr. G. L. Clark of the Department
of Chemistry, and of Mr. P. C. Flint,

president of the American Ceramic So-
ciety.

Dr. Clark, who spoke on the subject

of X-rays, inspired the article. Radiog-
raphy Serves Industry, to be found
elsewhere in this issue.

Mr. Flint gave a non-technical and
highly amusing talk concerning his

visit to the recent glass congress held

in London. Twenty-three countries were
represented at this conference, the
United States having the largest for-

eign delegation of 24 members. All del-

egates were greeted very cordially, but
the manner in which the president of

the delegation was treated, compared
favorably with the treatment accorded
only the English Royalty. For two
weeks, Mr. Flint as president of the

V. S. delegation, enjoyed a prestige and
attention which he had never experi-

enced in America.
Exceedingly interesting and amusing

to the American delegation was the
extreme formality with which the
meetings were conducted. The opening
meeting will serve as an excellent ex-

ample. The Duke of Kent was the
presiding officer, but before he could
speak he had to be introduced by a
lord, who in turn was presented by a
proper introducer, an earl or his equiv-

alent. As soon as all introductions were
over, Mr. Flint was told that he was
expected to deliver an answering
speech, shake hands with the Duke of

Kent, and then take a seat in the first

row. He was visibly shaken and very
tense since he had no idea of what to

say, then a.gain ho had no desire to

sit in the "bald head row," and lastly

he was uneducated in the manner of

shaking hands with the Duke, having
had no previous experience.

When these obstacles were finally

overcome, Mr. Flint and the other
delegations were free to visit nearby
ceramic plants and indulge in the in-

evitable teas. However, there was one
factor that caused some very .solemn

discussion among the delegates pres-

ent, the question of war. No matter
what the European people do, they can
never forget the everpresent danger of

war. It was sincerely hoped that the
London congress would bring good will

and better understanding between na-
tions and help avert a repetition of the

1914 conflagration.

Electric switches that do not click

have been developed.



ENGINEER'S USE OF MODELS . . .

. . . As Experijnental Aid

ENGINEERING research is a valu-
able aid to the solution of design
problems in every branch of the

profession. Studying full-size materials
under actual field conditions is desir-

able; but, practically, impossible be-
cause of the expenditure of time and
money involved. The use of the model
has provided a broader scope for ex-
perimentation. Not all models are built

for testing-, however, for many are u.sed

experimentally to determine the design
easiest to construct and the best in

appearance.

San Francisco-Oaklaad Bridge

During the preliminary investigations
for the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge, the engineers made consider-
able use of a model. Now the model is

in the contractor's hands, being- used
as an aid in the economical erection of
the steel truss. The floor truss was
omitted, and the erection schedule of
the steel truss -was worked out to the
best advantage. After this the schedule
for placing the concrete paving -was
worked out. The predictions as to what
the actual reactions on the to-wers and
cables would be were found to be very
close.

One recent model study, by the Nela
Park Engineering Department, was car-
ried on for the study of highway illum-
ination. The model road was 250 feet

long representing 2.000 feet of actual
roadway. Five different types of pave-
ments were tested, and sodium vapor,
mercury vapor, and incandescent light-

ing systems were used individually
under each of these conditions. Very
satisfactory results were obtained from
the investigations carried on with this
model.
Even the foundries have gone in for

model building. To get satisfactory casts
they find that it is best to make a few
trials and test these trial castings for
imperfections. AVhen new types of cast-
ings are required, it is especially im-
portant that this be done in order to

turn out satisfactory work. However,
when big pieces are being made, the
full .scale trials are too expensive, so

scale models are used with very good
results.

Automobile Design

Automobile manufacturers have for
some time been making use of models
in designing their new cars. One of the
pioneers in this work first made a
small -wooden model, and then -n-hen a
satisfactory design was found, a full

scale model was made and everything
-worked out in minute detail. Another
company starts with a full .scale black-
board drawing. Their next step is to
make a full scale clay model, about two
inches of clay over a framework of
wood, and the body shapes are all

worked out into a good looking design.
A wooden model, accurate to the finest
detail, is then made: and, when finished,
it can be told from the actual car only
with difficulty.

In the design of the new fast trains,

model tests were first made to determine
the best designs for high speeds. Wind
tunnels are used to a great extent in

this work. The final appearance is also

aided by the results of the model de-

signs.

Aviation Research

From the ground we go up into the
air for our next story of models. All
model airplane builders are not just
passing away their time, because some
of the large airplane companies and
the government are making use of
models in testing new designs of ships.
The government is especially active in
testing models of new fighting and
transport ships in its large wind tun-
nels. Many things have been learned

—Courtesy Mechanical Engineering.

Model of Cape Cod Canal

through this type of aeronautical in-

vestigation that have done much to

cause the rapid advance of American
aviation. Everything from the propeller

to the tail-skid must go through rigor-

ous tests to determine the most effic-

ient design. Nothing is missed.
X Zeppelin corporation recently carried

on an extensive investigation studying
the stresses and strains that might be
expected in the structural members
under every po.ssible loading to be ex-
pected while the ship was in use. The
model was built of celluloid and fine

wire. Special strain gauges were devel-
oped for use in these studies.
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Tile marine designer emplo.vs models
in more than one way. Since speed is

a controlling factor, there is much work
carried on in selecting the hull that,

under the varying- surface conditions,
will pass through the water with the
least resistance. The pitch of the pro-
pellers is also subject to intensive ex-
perimentation. Finally, the shape of the
stern in relation to the currents set up
in the water is thoroughly investigated.

Studies of wind stresses have been
made on models of high buildings, gas
tanks, bridges, and other structures so
affected. In most of this work, the
models are constructed of thin celluloid
sheets. Polarized light, when directed
on a model, will reveal the varying
stresses in the members by a difference
in their depth of color.

Hydraulics furnishes a fertile field

for model study. Sewage disposal plants
are within this classification and con-
siderable investigation has been made,
especially in the design of the outlet

channels. Models were successfully used
in solving- the problem of building large
reservoirs. Here much is taken into

consideration—the topography of the
dam site, the placement of intake tow-
ers and gates, the design of outlet tun-
nels, stilling basin, outlet channel, and
spillway. The forces acting on the dam.
and the proper design of the various
parts of the -water-carrying channels
are among- the things being investi-
gated. The Massachussetts Institute of
Technology studied a typical problem
with Its model of the Cape Cod Canal.

In working out drainage changes
and erosional action, models can some-
times be used, but the disadvantage is

that a substance that will scale down
for sand is not very easy to find, and
consequently the carriage of sand by
the water in actuality is not the same
as it would be for the model. However,
models of rivers have been used in

studying various problems. For ex-
ample, the ravages of the Yangtze
River in China are being combatted by
a careful study of similar conditions in

a model river.

Plan Your "Dream House"

Models have even invaded the field of
architecture, for now the fashion of

planning your new home is to build a
cardboard miniature, complete to the
landscaping. This permits you to see

for yourself just about ho-n* the house
of your dreams will look before you
even take out the first shovel of dirt

for the basement.

Perhaps from this article, it would
seem that models are the ideal way to

conduct experiments and tests. How-
ever, this is not true because every
element of construction cannot be
scaled down to equal proportions, nor
can suitable materials for building the

model always be secured. Then, too,

there are limitations to the conclusions

that can be deduced solely upon the

basis of experimental results.—H. G.



WHO'S WHO IN ILLI

Amzi Gossard

Herbert McSkimin

Harlan Ochler

AMZI GARRISON GOSSARD is most aptly named,

for the uninformed often mistake his deep booming
voice for that of an approaching garrison ; and yet this

Mr. Gossard is surprisingly reticent on paper. All he

states about himself is this: "Born in Hammond, Indiana.

Lived in Peoria for 16 years. Went to Peoria high

school four years. After completing high school, went
to Bradley Polytechnic Institute for one year. Have
attended University of Illinois for the last three years.

I am in the coal mining option of the mining engineer-

ing curriculum. I am planning to attend the A.I.M.E.
national meeting in February in New York City as a

representative of the Mineral Industries Society." One
of his prominent fellow students, however, says of Gos-

sard: "Member of Mineral Industries Society and A.

I.M.E. since coming to school. Willing and aggressive

worker in connection with these and all departmental

affairs, and in studies. Grades good. Lots of energy.

Just now he is contributing largely to plans for a new
layout and construction to be proposed for the Mining
laboratory. Usually hear him before you see him (big

voice) although he is six feet and doesn't try to hide.

Knows grocery stores from the ground up. Worked at

Caterpillar plant last summer. Noted for his loyalty

to his unusually attractive girl friend 'back home.'
"

HERBERT McSKIMIN, whom the amateur radio

world knows as W9DPD, had all his schooling, includ-

ing two years at Bradley Polytechnic Institute, in his

home town of Peoria before deciding to pull up stakes

and become an E.E. at Illinois. His watch chain is

stressed with the best, for it supports emblems of the

following: Epsilon Phi Alpha (honorary science fra-

ternity at Bradley Tech), Eta Kappa Nu (of which he

is treasurer), Tau Beta Pi, and Phi Kappa Phi. Herb
is also a member of the A. I. E.E. and is secretary of

Synton. His pet hobby is amateur radio; he has been

licensed since 1931, and, before coming to the E^niver-

sity, was an active member of the Army Amateur Radio

system. He is also interested in photography, meteorol-

ogy, and good music (the latter probably being a reaction

to his own struggles on the violin). He states that he

has positively no pet peeves. He lives only two blocks

from the engineering buildings, but finds it pleasant

and profitable to ride a bicycle. Conveniently neglect-

ing tire wear, he estimates that the wheel has paid for

itself in the saving of shoe leather alone.

HARLAN OEHLER increased by one the population

of Dubuque, Iowa, back in 1913. In 1917 he moved
to Chicago, and in 1928 to far away Oregon. Then the

Middle West re-asserted itself, and Harlan was back

in Chicago before 1930 had expired. He worked as an

office boy for N.B.C. until 1932, then attended Crane
Junior college and later Chicago Junior college until

1935 when he came to the University of Illinois and

enrolled in mctalhirgical engineering. Harlan (whose

last name is pronounced Aylor) belongs to all sorts of

organizations. Gird yourself and listen: Alpha Chi

Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Mineral Industries

Society, Institute of Radio Engineers, American Radio

Relay League, American Society for Metals, and Ameri-

can Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers!

Harlan is interested in radio and has a commercial

license. Last summer he worked for the Carnegie-Illi-

nois Steel corporation and has a leave of absence at

present. He is doing senior thesis work under T. J.

Dolan, which has a most imposing designation, but

sounds interesting for all that. His work is on stress

concentration in bending fatigue due to holes, fillets, and

corrosion, and a continuation of Dale Streid's thesis on

torsional fatigue. Here's a prophecy that Harlan goes

somewhere in this world of ours. Watch for that name
Oehler—and when you see it pronounce it Aylor.
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Maur Harvey •

Frank W . Andrew •

Walter A. Renner

WALTER A. REXXER, of the Aurora Renners, is a

military man, being in the advanced corps and a mem-
ber of Tau Nu TaLi, but it must be added (with apolo-

gies for the doublfe pun), that Walt is a civil person

for all that, for he is not only most congenial, but has

been struggling these many years as a C.E. But Walt's
versatility isn't limited to plays on words. Aside from
battling his school work, which he has done so well

that he is a member of Tau Beta Pi and secretary of

Chi Epsilon, Walt earns his way through school by

being a student assistant at the Surveying building and
officiating as a meat cutter in a local store. At present

he is giving himself another lift by making a determina-

tion of the amount of water of infiltration in Cham-
paign sewer pipes ; and finally, in the summer he divides

his time between surveying for an engineering concern

in Aurora and inspecting street constructions in that

city. Walt's activity list tells us that he is a member
of the A.S.C.E. ; it should contain "business manager
of the Technograph," but he was forced to give that up
because of ill health. Walt's hobbies include fishing,

mathematics, and amateur astronomy.

FRAXK W. AXDREW is, unfortunately, little known
to the majority of Illini engineers, but he hopes to change

all this next semester by transferring from Ag Engineer-

ing to the College of Engineering. Frank started to

earn his way through school by beginning at the self-

help college of Blackburn at Carlinville, Illinois. As a

sophomore there he held the position of Work manager.

Upon coming to the University of Illinois, he and his

brother turned bachelors, wielding the skillet with much
grace. F.E.R.A. gave a helping hand and F.W.A. found

himself over in 3VI.T.L. making frames for laboratory

charts and pictures. Incidentally, luider the supervision

of Professor J. O. Draffin, he made the "Welcome"

signs seen in the Engineering buildings. Last spring the

Ag Engineering club and the Student Branch of the

A.S.A.E. elected Frank president. He also finds time

to be in the Men's Glee club, and to work for room,

board, laundry, and have a bit extra. Last summer he

farmed, worked in the refrigerator repair business, took

a trip to the national meeting of the A.S.A.E., spent a

month remodeling a farm house, and built a couple of

wind electric plants. This last is his pet hobby. He
likes to figure skate, although he holds the record for

the greatest number of falls per square yard of ice. He
thinks a bicycle, next to the slide rule, is the student

engineer's best friend, and even rides it to get his date.

MAURICE HARVEY is indeed a personification of

the true engineering spirft. He supplied the facts of

this sketch in a concise outline consisting of eight sub-

heads and entitled "data sheet." The Technograph
Who's Who Engineering Bureau here presents a dis-

sertation designed on the basis of the facts given and
sufficiently interspersed with conjunctions and the like

to allow it to conform to the requirements in evidence.

Ahem! SOLL^TIOX: Maurice Eugene Harvey was
born in Genoa, Illinois. He graduated from the Elgin

high school in 1933. As a student at the University

his memberships and activities are as follows: Phi Eta

Sigma, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, A.S.M.E., edito-

rial staff of the Technograph, and student assistant in

the Engineering Library. Experience: Laborer on con-

struction work, stock farm hand, salesman of electrical

appliances. Travel: Made week-end trips to Chicago

while in high school to visit points of interest; occasional

trips to Colorado; some years ago visited the high spots

of the East. Hobbies: Music in high school, model

planes, ice skating, and bicycle riding in the country.

Eccentricity: Xot much of a ladies' man.



THE RIGHT ANCLE . . .

Utility of

Reflection

Experience is ac-

claimed the greatest

teacher. Upon it de-

pends a creditable en-

gineering judgment.

Because of the potency

of experience in mold-

ing lives, it is impor-

tant that from time to

time one reflects a bit

in an effort to decide

whether or not his experiences have been vital. This
conscious effort to survey the past, to criticise personal

performance, and then to determinedly carry through a

revised program with two purposes in mind: (1) to

prepare one's self for appreciating the vitalness of each

new experience, and (2) to deliberately place one's self

in a position that will afford the greatest number of

worth-while experiences is effective mental discipline.

There are individual differences in a suitable definition

of what is worth while, but serious rctiospection is

generally conceded important.

One-half the school year is past. A new beginning

faces the engineering student. An opportunit)' for re-

flection is available and necessary. What questions pre-

sent themselves to the different students?

In the predominate category one fiiids the senior

who has gone through four years ot college with every

chance to develop his intellect. Yet, if he has success-

fully pursued but this one goal, he will not find his

profession welcoming him with outstretched hands. The
modern engineer is no longer a social outcast. Society

demands that he be a human being and not simply a

device for juggling formulae. The responsibility of his

work requires that he work co-operatively with other

men, presuming, of course, an understanding of human
nature so characteristic of leaders. Has the senior

demonstrated to himself the personal development of

these traits? Has he cultivated recreational habits that

will be permanently satiable?

The story of entering into activities is being told over

and over again, and with each re-telling attracts more
attention among the students. Why? Because it is

here that one may learn the meaning of diplomacy,

leadership, ingenuity, and perhaps earn a chance to exer-

cise executive authority. The editorial The Etiijineer

and Culture in the last issue of the Technograph makes
it uimecessary to re-emphasize the importance of the

engineer's cultural development. The entire university

is the engineering student's playground. Even the overly

popularized bull session adds to the student's social

training, although its contribution should not be imnec-

essarily magnified.

With these questions in mind the senior faces the

future. Four years have slipped by quickly enough,

too quickly for some. It will have been a profitable

time for those men, however, who now critically adjust

themselves to meet the future squarely.

The freshman, too, should face the future with an

eye to the past. If his \lews of college life were a bit

too colored, they are considerably toned since September.

He has learned the importance of putting solid founda-

tions under his dream castles. Hard work, sensibly di-

rected, will provide tangibility to his hopes. Upon his

initiative depends the expansion of his character. Now,
indubitably, is the time to plan an effective college career.

Four years poorly utilized will find the optimistic fresh-

man a disappointed senior.

The sophomore and the junior need little attention.

They are in a transitional stage between two groups ot

beginners, the seniors and the freshmen. Perhaps it

would be advisable for them to be cautious about that

feeling of expanding importance. This self confidence

should have some basis, either upon scholastic, social, or

cultural achievement, preferably upon the combination of

them all.

Although the questions and conceptions presented

may not agree with the reader's view point, he will

indulgently concede that reflection is healthy. It may
not always leave one in a pleasant mood, but certainly

it will invoke thought. Even if that were its only

merit, stagnancy in life would hardly be possible. A
young pup seizes a glove and tugs at it with every play-

ful, but determined, shake of the head. It is with thi-i

whole-hearted enthusiasm that life must be met if one

expects to be happy. This ability for self criticism is

difficult to master, but it will prepare the mind for

professional, cultural, and social expansion

!

Civil engineering students, especially those interested

in structural engineering, were sorry to learn that Pro-

fessor Hardy Cross is leaving the campus at the end of

this school year. Professor Cross, who has been at the

University for 16 years and is an authority in the field

of structural engineering, will become professor of civil

engineering and chairman of the department at Yale

university.

Engineering
Open House
Engineering Open

House was taken over by

the Engineering Council

two years ago and man-
aged so successfully that

it has become a feature

of the students' activity

calendar. This year Open
House will occur in the

middle of April. There were upwards of 6,000 visitors

attracted two years ago, and with the early start made
this year more are expected. Open House is not simply

a local event. Here is an opportunity for individual

cooperation. Every engineer may contribute his help

cither in preparing exhibits or in advertising the show.

It is the student's chance to show what his profession

offers. How he displays it depends upon his skill and

ingenuity. Open House, more perhaps than any other

smgle event, bears the importance of the adage. You get

out otily lihat you put in. Engineers should talk about

this to their friends at home as wxll as those in school.

People must be made aware that engineering is interest-

ing and important. The success of the show depends

upon you, who read this. Contact the Technograph,

your departmental society, or >our instructors, and offer

your services. If you are interested. Open House will

be interesting!
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...WHEN HE WAS VERY YOUNG

As small boys, many fathers now living knew the telephone only as a little used

curiosity. It grew into today's constantly used necessity largely because the Bell

System never ceased looking for the new and better way. It stayedjoung in itsthinking.

Young ideas developed "conference service", enabling several nearby or widely

separated persons to talk on one telephone connection. Young ideas steadily made

Long Distance service better, quicker, yet cheaper.

Young ideas are at work day and night to make sure America continues to get

more and better service for its telephone dollar.

Why not call Mother or Dad tonight?

Rates to most points are lowest after 7 P. M.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
19
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BY I^AW, radio broadcast stations

are operated "in the public inter-

est, convenience, and necessity."

If V)y any means a station can offer

better service to its listeners, mutual
benefits will be derived by both the

listeners and the operators of the sta-

tion.

Since the University of Illinois radio

station, WILL, was first built, it has

been continually in the process of revi-

sion so that the latest in prosram and
equitiment control methods are always

to be found there. However, there was
the realization, by University officials

and W. E. Phillips, Chief Engineer of

WILL, that better service might be

extended to WILI.. listeners by a major

change of the station layout. Therefore,

two years ago legal proceedings were

WILL

Strauch's
for

Valentines

School

Supplies

•

Watch
Repairing

e

Picture

Frames

•

Strauch's
709 South Wright

"JVe Aim To Please"

"On the Campus of the University of Illinois, at Urbana-Champaign"

New Site for Old Station

started liefore tlie Federal Communica-
tions Commission in Washington. D. C.
for the purpose cf securing a more ad-
vantageous frequency allocation, a
change of location of the transmitter,
and an improved transmitting antenna.
Permission for the above changes was
granted by the Commission this fall,

and for the pa.st several months Mr.
Phillips and several assistants have
been working out the engineering proli-

lems which the proposed changes pre-
sent.

The site chosen for the new WILL
is on the South First Street Road, one
and one-half miles south of Memorial
Stadium. At present a modern, frame
transmitter-building- with a floor size of

approxiinately twenty Ijy thirty-six feet,

is Ijeing erected. This building will

house the present broadcast transmitter
and its associated power supplies and
speech equipment.

Of course, one of the main reasons
for all the expense and trouble of in-

corporating improvements in the sta-

tion, is to increase its "primary serv-
ice area." The primary service area
of a broadcast transmitter is the area
reached by signals from the transmitter
of such strength that no trouble is

encountered by the listeners in receiv-

ing them, even under adverse condi-

tions, such as static or electrical inter-

ference.

The new frequency allocated to

WILL is 580 kilocycles, the present
frequency being 890 kilocycles. The
lower frequency will account for a con-
siderable increa.se in primary service

area, as will also the remote location

away from impeding buildings, trees,

and other obstructions to technically

perfect transmitting conditions.

Antenna System

One of the most interesting things
about the new station, both to the lay-

man and to the engineer, is the antenna
system. "Antenna system" to many peo-

ple means a pair of windmill towers
with a few wires strung haphazardly
between them. The WILL antenna sys-

tem, however, will employ an entirely

different method of radiating the sig-

nals from the transmitter. Twin towers
are being erected for this purpose, these
towers being known, technically, as
"vertical radiators." That is, the towers,

or vertical radiators, are the antenna.
They are insulated from earth by por-

celain blocks at the base. There are

no wires strung between them, nor are

there any guy wires used for support.

The radiators are each 325 feet in

height, which is more than twice the

height of the present towers back of

the Old Gym.
These vertical radiators are fed inde-

pendently from the transmitter by
co-axial cable buried in the earth. The
co-axial cable consists of % inch copper
tubing with the copper feed wire run-
ning co-axially inside the tubing and
insulated from it by isolantite bush-

MORRIS CAFE
Good Food—Reasonable Prices

WE'RE OPEN ALL NITE
Drop In After The Hall

711 WRIGHT STRKKT

JVhy Does An Old Customer Continuously Keep Coming Back?

For the Simple Reason They Receive a Better Quality and Quantity of

Merchandise for Their Money

!

YOU ARE THE JUDGE
For Typing, Letter, Thesis, Note, Onion Skin, Accounting, 100% liag

Papers, Job Printing or Book Binding, See

Wascher's
% Block North of I'rehn's-on-CJreen

SPEf'IAI, ATTENTION (HVEN TO THKSIS TITLES AND ABSTRACTS
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ings. After installation, the cable will

be connected to vacuum pumps and
the air exhausted. At the same time an
inert gas. nitrogen, is introduced. After
the cable is completel.v filled with nitro-

,gcn, the nitrogen pressure is raised

above atmospheric to prevent air leak-

age back into the cable. The nitrogen
atmosphere inside the cable prevents
voltage breakdown and deterioration.

Tlie ground system of a broadcasting-

station is of nearly as much importance
as its antenna system. The ground sys-

tem at the new location will consist

of 120 copper wires running radially

from the base of each vertical radiat-

ing tower. Each of these copper wires
is 350 feet long, 84,000 feet of No. 8

copper wire being used. As each of

these wires must be buried in the earth
for permanency, a special "plow" was
developed by the Physical Plant of the

University for the purpose of digging
the 240 trenches required for the wires.

While the above discussion presents
the physical aspects of the new station

it does not explain the "why" of the
two vertical radiators and their inde-

pendent co-axial feed lines. It so hap-
pens that radio station WIBW, of To-
peka, Kansas, operates on the same fre-

quency as WILL will eventually oc-

cupy. To prevent interference between
the two stations, therefore, it is neces-
sary that WILL, b>' some means, cut
down their signal strength in the di-

rection of Kansas to such an extent
that from the Iowa-Illinois state line

(roughly) the signals from WILL will

be so weak that those from WIBW
will completely override them. To ac-
complish this cutting down of the sig-

nal strength in a westerly direction.

the two vertical radiators are employed
as a directional radiating system. The
phase relation of the currents flowing
in them is then adjusted by varying
the phase relation of the currents at

the input end of the co-axial cable feed
lines. In other words, adjustments are
made in the currents flowin.g in the
vertical radiators so that people in Iowa
and Kansas will be unal^le to hear
WILL, while at the same time, anyone
in the state of Illinois will enjoy a
strong signal from the University sta-

tion.

To secure this state of affairs re-

quires the highest type of engineering,

as well as attention to innumerable de-

tails. The complete design of the new
WILL and the construction of the ma-
jority of the equipment used in its

construction is being liandled by Chief
Engineer Phillips, and other University
technicians.

When the transmitter is completed,
which will be sometime in the coming

spring, the complete arrangement of
the station will bo somewhat as fol-

lows :

Programs will originate at enlarged
stuiiios at the old studio-transmitter
building on Wright Street. These will

be connected by wire line with the new
transmitter building south of Memorial
Stadium, at which point the programs
will be broadcast. An exception to this

.sequence will be remote, or "nemo,"
pickups from points of interest on the
campus, such as Memorial Stadium,
Smith Music Hall, dance halls, etc.

If the program does not originate in

the studios, i. e., if it is a "remote,"

it will be fed to the studio building
where it will be monitored, and then
fed over the telephone line to the new
transmitter.
A future article is planned which

will explain in more detail this tech-

nically beautiful piece of engineering

which is now taking place on our cam-
pus. R.A.K.—W9DKP.
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Largest Hingeless, Box-Girder, Single-Arch Span in the World—HendriU Hudson Memorial Bridge, New Vorli City

Artificial Tunnel
For a long' time the tracks of the

New York Central railroad made an
unsightly gash in beautiful Riverside

Park along- the Hudson river water-
front. Soon, however, they will be hid-

den from view by one of the largest

construction operations in New York
City. The New York City park depart-

ment, together with the New York
Central, have planned to encase the

tracks between 72nd and 121st streets

in an artificial tunnel.

This unusual structure will be com-
posed of steel rigid frame bents, sheath-

ed in concrete slab and walls. Between
121st and 98th streets, a rigid frame
type of structure is being built. The
bents have a clear span of 66 feet, and
are placed on 17 foot centers along

the track. A traveler, which will be
set up on this steel, will move south,

erecting- the bents and floor steel. Be-
low 98th street, the structure will be
made with continuous retaining walls
spanned b.v heavy steel girders. It was

advi.sable to use the rigid frame struc-

ture between izlst and 98th streets

because this type places smaller loads

on its foundation. The completed tun-
nel will he covered with loose earth

and landscaped.

Electronic Multiplier
Few engineers will challenge the

statement that electronics is today the
most active branch of electrical engi-

neering. The extraordinary activity in

this field is due to industries, like radio

and sound movies, that are completely
dependent upon the vacuum tube.

There are few men in science who will

venture to state that an electron is

either a wave, particle or wavicle, let

alone say what it looks like.

When a sin.gle free electron is di-

rected at high speed toward a surface
of cesium-oxide silver, its impact is

sufficient to blast from the surface as
many as ten other electrons. Hence,
where once flew a single electron, ten
others appear to take its place. This

process has been given the name of

"electronic multipUcation" ; it is one of

the most direct methods of increasing

the strength of an electric current ever
devised.

In its simplest form, the tube con-

sists of an evacuated shell containing
two sets of flat metal plates coated

with cesium-oxide silver. The plates

are arranged in two parallel planes

facing- one another, and staggered so

that an electron can bound back and
forth between the two sets of plates,

hitting each plate successively. The
original electron is olitained by the ac-

tion of a beam of light on the first

plate, which is photosensitive, and,

therefore, frees electrons when illum-

inated. The first electron is attracted

—Couitesy i'.niiuii'rniia A i-t.'.

Artificial Tunnel Over New York Central Railway
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—Courtesy Technology Reviezv.

Electronic Multiplier

t(i the next place in order, because of

the positive charge placed on it by
an external battery. Hitting- this plate,

the electron frees an average of five

secondary electrons. This bounding
back and forth, from plate to plate,

continues for ten steps, producing- at

the last stage 1,953,125 electrons for

<'ach original electron.

This type of vacuum tube has found
a use in the reproiiuction <if the .sound

track fur motion picture films. The
modulated light beam from a sound
track falls upon the first plate. The
electron current leaving the last plate

is fed to a loud speaker where it de-
livers enough sound to fill an audito-

rium capable of seating 2,000 people.



—Courtesy IVcsteni Conslruction Nezcs.

Three-Hinged Wood Arch Bridge

Timber Bridge of Three
Hinged Arch Type

An unusual type of bridge has re-

cently been erected over Trout Creek
by the U. S. Forest Service. Trout
Creek is about ten miles north of Cas-
son, Washington. The bridge was de-
signed by the engineering- section of

Region 6 of the Portland Forest Serv-
ice, under the direction of R. W. Lin-
coln. It is the first one of its type in

this country and was opened to traffic

last May.
The bridge is a pre-fabricated three-

hinged arch structure using steel split-

ring connectors in all truss connections.
The main arch has a span of 113 feet

and a rise of 15 feet; it is designed for

the state highway official standard of

H-15 loading. The deck provides an
IS foot two lane roadway and a 3\i
foot sidewalk on the upstream side. The
lanes are separated by a beveled-edge
timber, bolted along the center of the

deck. Beneath the sidewalk, a six inch
water main is carried across the bridge
in an enclosed box.

Fabrication and creosoting was done
at the Forest Products Treating Com-
pany's plant in Oregon. Each half-

truss was completely laid out and fully

assembled at this plant before the
separate parts were transported by
trucks to the bridge site. There, un-
skilled C. C. C. laborers had no diffi-

culty in assembling and erecting the
structure. Each piece was match-
marked so identity w'as easily estab-

lished and field erection could be made
in accordance with the layout in the
initial fabrication. It was important to

connect corresponding pieces as the
truss members were not interchange-
able.

Ring connected timber structures
have been used extensively throughout
Europe for many years, but only re-

cently has this type of construction
been used in the United States. With

this type of construction a greater di-

versity of design may be obtained, such
as the use of timber suspen.sion
bridges and various types of arches
The rings are set in a groove, routed
out in the adjoining faces of the truss
members; when the truss members are
bulted together with the rings embedded
around the bolts, stresses are developed
similar to those in steel truss members.
The brid.ge was erected on pile false-

work and was assembled in place, and
when the arches were clo.sed the tru.sses

were swung free. After completion the
bridge was tested by two fifteen ton
tractors and carefully measured deflec-

tion of only H inch resulted.

—Courtesy General Electric Review.

Sodium Ijishted Higliway

Longest Stretch

Continuing our policy of the longest
—we present the longest stretch of
sodium lighted highway in the world
at the present time. The highway is

Route 7 leading- into the city of Sche-
nectady, N. Y., and is 18 miles long.

To date, Schenectady has about 60
miles of sodium-lighted highways.

—Courtesy Baldwin Locomotives.

Boiler and Firebox for Nortliern Pacific 4-8-4 Locomotive, Built 1934. I-engtli Overall 53 feet, 7 inclies
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A Woman Speaks—
HARKEN ye fairer ones who have

that deep interest in engineers!

What is your ideal? No, he need not

be a perfect thirty-six—oh, a good
stature, strong build, and a million dol-

lar smile do help—but the ideal is more
than a handsome hero.

The ideal engineer must be intelli-

gent, ambitious, and industrious. By in-

telligent I mean capable of reasoning

and of learning through experience;

by ambitious, eager for advancement
with a determination to succeed; by in-

dustriou.s, hard-working. He should be
afraid of no kind of work. He must live

within his income and .save, whether
a great or small amount, for the fu-

ture. He must be refined and cultured
in that he will enjo.v fine literature,

philosophy, art, music, and religion. He
should be broad-minded in all of his

views and ever ready to grow as times
change. His character must be unre-
proachably strong. He must be honest,

first with himself, and then with others.

He will be a man of finesse and
vision.

An article entitled, An Engineer's
Ideal, which appeared in the December
issue of THE TECHNOGRAPH con-
tains these statements: "Selfishness is

to play a dominating role in our mod-
ern world. Selfishness is unknown to

the Creator. Selfishness and personal
gain did not build the San Francisco
Bay Bridge. Unselfishness of attitude

erected it." The engineer usually is un-
.selfish as far as his work is concerned;
he does think of "the greatest good for

the greatest number," but along with
his vital interest in his work must
come a .sharing of this interest with
his wife and family. He should not feel

that he is a Ro.val Highness at whose
feet all for whom he provides must
bow, but he must be a steadfast friend

toward whom a woman may look for

high spiritual companionship. He should
hold womanhood on a high level. He
must see that his "ideal woman" is ever

FINE ARTS BALL
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THE MAID - RITE
516 East Green Street
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placing his success foremost by keep-
ing her eyes fastened to his goal; that

she is proud of his achievements; and
that she, too. gives the moral and
spiritual support which is essential to

happiness.
Engineers, here is your great op-

portunity! Remember that cooperation
is a keyword to success and happiness
with your mate. Be her ideal engineer,
and she, in turn, will be your ideal

woman. —E. S.

Greater Than All the Available
Radium

.\nnouncement of a new X-ray gene-
rator was recently made by Dr. Richard
Dresser. The new machine was de-

signed by Professor John C. Trump of

Technology and will soon be at the
Huntington hospital.

This new tool of medical science is

an electrostatic generator capable of

producing penetrating short-wave
X-rays at a potential of one million

volts, for use in medical research and
in the treatment of malignant diseases.

It has two distinct advantages over
existing equipment: First, it will make
possible the treatment of deep-seated
malignancy, because high-voltage
X-rays have greater penetrability than
low-voltage rays. Second, high-voltage
X-rays are more specific in their ac-

tion on diseased tissue. In this respect

the effect of the high-voltage X-rays
are similar to those of the gamma rays
of radium; however, the new generator
will be able to produce a greater in-

tensity of these rays than the com-
bined output of all the available radium
in the world. The potential can be regu-
lated from two hundred thousand to

one million volts.

The total power is around fifteen kilo-

watts—small compared to other types
of high voltage X-iays. Thus, w'ith the
target at ground potential, it is pos-
sible to treat patients with complete
safety at very short distances.

The X-ray tube is made of twenty
porcelain .sections, totaling ten feet in

length, with a diaphragm between sec-
tions in order to focus the stream of

electrons. The filament is so arranged
that its replacement will cause only a
short interruption in service.

—Courtesy Technology Rez'itnv.

Capable of PriKlucini; Potential of

1,()0(I,0()(I Volts
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WESTINGHOUSE
ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

W

April 8, 1935

Mr. E. S. Perrine
University Book Store
202 S. Mathews Street
Urbana, Illinois

Dear Mr. Perrine:

I have received your letter of April 3, asking for my opinion

of slide-rules for design engineers and I am very glad to give

you a short letter.

The practicing engineer could not get along without the

slide-rule as it is one of his most useful tools. There are a

few unusual men, like B. G. Lamme , who never used a slide-rule
because he could work out everything in his head by mental arith-
metic ; for example, he memorized the multiplication tables way
beyond the usual 12 x 12 limit of the ordinary school.

But for most engineers the slide-rule becomes second nature.

There is a story here, which is probably untrue, that Frank Con-

rad, our Assistant Chief Engineer, was explaining some problem

for a group of engineers at a blackboard and had occasion to mul-

tiply 2x2. Unconsciously he took his slide-rule, moved it

around a bit, and murmured "2x2 is 3.99," and put this result

on the blackboard. Whether this story is true or not, it illus-

trates how unconsciously an engineer uses his slide-rule even

though, like everything else, it has its limitations and its

proper place.

Yours sincerely.

F. D. Newbury
General Manager
Machinery Engineering

FDN:EB
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SOMETHING to
/*.MII) THE hurry and scurry of our daily routine

f~\ it .sometimes dawns upon us that after graduation

from college we are supposed to be more or less

ready to make our own way in the world. At such

moments we wonder if college is giving us as much
as it could. By the time we get part of our lessons

done, attend classes, eat, and get enough sleep to keep

us awake in at least half of our classes, there is very

little time left to think about such things as the quality

of our college. Whether you are enrolled in the LTni-

versity of Illinois or not, you shoidd recognize the value

and the importance of pausing at intervals in your regu-

lar routine and taking stock of your activities, both

present and future.

Is the college you are in, or the college you have

considered entering, able to give you the best possible

training for your life work, or have you chosen that

school only because of the conveniences it affords? A
pitfall that one should avoid is judging the value of a

school by its cost, that is, the higher the cost, the better

the school. When we realize that in the case of state

universities the state pays for most ot one's education, we
can readily see the fallacy of such reasoning.

It is now time to ask ourselves this pertinent ques-

tion: What has the L'niversity of Illinois, and, in par-

ticular, the College of Engineering, to offer, so as to

merit our choice as our Alma Mater? That question

I shall try to answer.

A little background is always good, and a brief his-

tory will give us that information. The College of En-
gineering was organized at the L^niversity in 1870, and
within a year definite four-year curricula were estab-

lished in Architecture, Civil Engineering, Mechanical

Engineering, and Mining Engineering. In 1892 three

new curricula were added, namely. Electrical, Munici-

pal and Sanitary, and Architectural Engineering. Dur-
ing the years that followed, other curricula were added

to from time to time until in 1933, in addition to those

already mentioned, the College offered the following:

Railway Engineering, Ceramics, Ceramic Engineering,

Cieneral Engineering, Engineering Physics, Agricidtural

Engineering, and Metallurgical Engineering.

The early years of the college were characterized by

steady growth, both in enrollment and in the develop-

ment of means and methods of effective instruction. This

steady increase in enrollment reached its peak in 1909

with 1,300 students. Following a period of 10 years,

during which unusual conditions brought about by the

World war caused great fluctuations in the enrollment,

growth again became steady until an all-time high of

about 2,000 students was reached in 1930.

It is of considerable significance that in offering

jobs to college graduates, the L'niversity of Illinois is

shown preference by a great number of engineering con-

cerns. For many years the Civil Engineering Depart

ment of the college has been rated by most authorities

as the most outstanding C. E. school in the country,

and the Department of Mechanical Engineering has a

world-wide reputation, especially in connection with

heating and ventilating. The College of Engineering

has also been accredited as having one of the most

complete Ceramic departments in the world. Without

exception, every department in the college is given first

class rating by professional men. In the rest of this

article, I shall attempt to point out why the LTniversity

of Illinois is given such high rank.
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THINKABOUT
In the first place, it is important that a school have

sufficient facilities for teaching the proffered courses,

for usually the available equipment means the differ-

ence between a worthless, too-theoretical education and

a practical engineering training. One of the newest

buildings on the engineering campus, and one which
ttie University has a geniune right to feel proud of, is

the Materials Testing Laboratory that contains many of

the Civil Engineering laboratories and all of the labora-

tories of the Department of Theoretical and Applied

Mechanics. Located in the main bay of this building

is the huge 3,000,000 pound testing machine, used in

testing the strength of building materials. In the diff'er-

bituminoiis laboratories, the soils laboratory, sanitary

ent wings of the building are the bituminous and non-

laboratory, and the cement and concrete laboratory.

In the several buildings used by the Department of

Electrical Engineering are located the dynamo labora-

tories, the calibration laboratory, the radio laboratory,

the electronics laboratory, the communication laboratory,

the meter laboratory, and the research laboratories.

The laboratory facdities of the Department of Me-
chanical Engineering, not including the design and
computation facilities, consist of two main units adja-

cent to the steam and electric power-generating plants

of the LTniversity. One is the Mechanical Engineering

laboratory, the other the Shop laboratories. The former
houses the steam power, internal-combustion engine, fuel-

testing, heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and refrig-

erating equipment. The Shop laboratories contain the

pattern and foundry laboratories, machine laboratory, and

the heat treatment laboratory*.

Formerly, all the laboratories connected with Mining
and Metallurgical Engineering were housed in the Min-
ing laboratory, but since the completion of the new
Metallurgical building last fall, a large amount of the

work has been moved into it.

The laboratory facilities of the Department of Cer-

amic Engineering and Ceramics include the following:

the general ceramic laboratories, a separate laboratory

for pottery, enamels, structural clay products, micro-

scopy, and drying; a kiln laboratory; research laborato-

ries; a museum; and a library.

I have tried to give you some idea of the facilities

that the college has for teaching its courses. During the

65 years of its existence, the college has been able to

build up its facilities, not only for student instruction,

but also for special research, until today the LTniversity

of Illinois ranks high in both, the Engineering Experi-

ment Station, the first in any college in the country,

being rated as one of the best in the nation.

The second reason for the outstanding rating of the

college is the fine personnel the school has had ever

since its founding, when Stillman W. Robinson, who
was perhaps the most outstanding educator in Engi-

neering fields at that time, was first head of the Me-
chanical Engineering Department. Professor A. N. Tal-

bot, who retired from teaching several years ago, al-

though he still maintains an office in the Materials

1 esting laboratory and is interested in the activities of

the various research departments, was recently awarded
the John Fritz gold medal, considered by American
Engineers the highest award attainable by members of

their profession.

Although many men could be named who have taught

in the College of Engineering and who were famed in
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OKONITE INSULATION
OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record

since 1878 is still generally recognized as the

acme of perfection for rubber insulations and as

"the best product possible" of its type.

The Okonite Company and its affiliates, how-
ever, have constantly kept step with the ad-

vances of the electric art.

Whether the wire or cable is large or small,

single or multiple conductor, high or low volt-

age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn-

thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or

armor of any type, Okonite can make it.

In all cases, whether the correct solution calls

for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam-
bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic

compounds, the policy still is and will continue
to be tfie best product possible.

—1 Foundtd 1878 £

HAZARD INSULATED WIRE WORKS DIVISION

THE OKONITE-CAILENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE:

PASSAIC
New Jersey

FACTORIES:
Passaic. N. J. • Paterson. N. J.

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

FINE
BREAH
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FRESH
At Your Grocers

tlu'ir respective fields, we must hasten on to those

who affect the immediate life of a student in the college

today; those men who, because of their proficiency in

their particular fields, are able to instruct students "in

the finer points." Because of lack of space, it will be

necessary to name only a few.

In Civil Engineering there are such men as Pro-

fessors W. C. Huntington, Thomas Shedd, J. S. Cran-
dell, H. E. Babbitt, and numbers of others well known
ill their fields. The \l. E. department can boast of

such men as Professors O. D. Leutwiler. C. H. Cas-

burg, and H. J. Macintire. A few of the many other

outstanding professors are E. B. Paine, in Electrical

Engineering, C. W. Parmelee, in Ceramic Engineering,

and F. B. Seely, in Theoretical and Applied ^Mechanics.

The final test of any school is to take a look at

the records of the men who have graduated from the

institution. I wish there were room to print the whole
list of the graduates listed in the history of the L^ni-

versity of Illinois College of Engineering, for no finer

tribute could be paid to a school than this list of men.
Here are a few of the earlier graduates picked at ran-

dom from this list: J. A. Ockerson, C. E. '73, chief en-

gineer of the United States Mississippi River commis-
sion for 20 years, and president of the American Societv

of Civil Engineers in 1912; Lincoln Bush, C. E. '88,

famed railway engineer since the beginning of the pres-

ent century, formerly director, treasurer, and vice presi-

dent of the American Society of Civil Engineers; and
William L. Abbott, M. E. '84, chief operating engineer

of the Commonwealth Edison company for nearly three

decades. Such a list could be extended for pages.

Again I repeat, what better tribute could be paid

to a school than such a record of graduates?—T.IVI.

BUY
Your Textbooks

Where You Sell Them

Engineering supplies, and textbooks

—

Bring us your used books early. Buy

others with cash received—We will

have your price ready 24 hours after

sale.

THE ILLINOIS UNION

Book Exchange
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The Largest Construction Job
Boulder Dam, rising 725 feet from

its base to its crest, has created the

largest man-made lake in existence, hut

a still greater engineering marvel will

be the Colorado river aque<luct, which
will carry a billion gallons of water
from Arizona to southern California.

This job is costing- $220,000,000. and.

at the ijresent time, has 8,000 men
working on it.

At the diversion site along the Colo-
rado river, Parker Dam is being con-
structed to supply the water for the
aqueduct. This dam is of the concrete
arch type and it is from here that the

water will be pumped into the aque-
duct, while four other pumping plants

along the route will force it along its

2.t0 mile path. For the first lift it

will be necessary to pump it to a
height of 1.340 feet, the maximum lift

on the route, while the pumping sta-

tions together will lift the water to an
aggregate of 1,617 feet at an operating
cost of $5,000,000 per month.
Almost 100 miles of damp, rock 18-

foot tunnels are being punched to

cany the water through the moun-
tains. Where rock structures are por-
ous and rotten, giant steel forms will

"shore" \\\> the walls to protect the
workmen: approximately 12,000 tons of
structural steel will be in this type
of support alone. Steel will be used in

the open for reinforcing the structural
backbone, as well as for the construc-
tion of siphons, transition sections,
pumping- plant buildings, etc. One can
easily see the part that steel will

have in this immense project.
In 1939 the people of southern Cali-

fornia will b(^ assured of a water sup-
pl.v of one billion gallons per day, that
will come to them from across deserts
and through mountains to the 40-

square mile reservoir in southern Cali-
fornia.

NOW
Is the Time to Subscribe

to

The

Technograph

See a Representative

TODAY

For What Are You Looking In An

OVERCOAT
WARMTH? LIGHTNESS? STYLE? DURABILITY?

All these desirable features offered in Kuhn's fleece

Alpagora Coats at $30 and Alperu Coats at $40.

JOS. KUHN & CO.
Downtown Champaign

BEFORE
that

DANCE
Come To The

Embassy
FOR

• Delicious Steak
Hamburgers

• Beer
• Ale
• Sandwiches

.MAIN .AND RACE, URBANA

HONORARY
SOCIETIES

Let Us Serve

Your Banquets

We have been on the cam-
pus fourteen years and
have always been noted for
our excellent food and de-
pendable service.

THE
SOUTHERN
624 East Green Street

/UFK/N Tapes -Rules -Tools

Best For All General Measuring Requirements

Designed Especially for Engineers, Surveyors,

Construction, Mine, Highway, Railroad,

Forestry and Precise shop work.

THEfUFK/NPUL£Co
SEND FOR CATALOG

Saginaw, Michigan lOe Lafayette St., New York
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THRIFT

!

The way to financial independence is to

save a part of that which you earn. Mem-
bers of this Association who in 1930 began

saving $10.00 per month, and who have

now paid in a total of $840.00, are this

month being repaid $1000.00 in cash.

A new series of shares in this Association

is now open. Why don't you start now to

accumulate a nice fund, for your later use?

URBANA HOME LOAN
ASSOCIATION

102 East Main R. W. Webber, Sec.

V\kTliTi (xEnORAVEK^

(^ornpi:

^f^e/Loice.

CHAMPAIGN ILL

Engineers on
WHEN I finished school a year ago in Febraury, there

were not many companies looking- for graduates.
Having- nothing better to do, 1 went home and sat

around fur awhile. Later, hearing that the state was plan-
ning on employing a number of engineers in the spring,

and having always envied the engineers when I was working
on the roads, I put in an application and went to work the
first of May. My first job was an inspector on a small
paving job. Later I was on a bridge job, which was a ver.v

interesting job, and since the middle of January this year
I have been out on survey as instrument man. Believe me,
it is cold work running a transit in zero weather with a
foot of snow on the ground.

You fellows that sit at a desk or drafting table all day
long- don't know what it is to be cold. It is rather a tough
job, being out in all kinds of weather and always moving
into a strange town, often not knowing a soul when you
alight, but in spite of that it's a rather fascinating life and
so far I've turned down every offer of another job that I've

had. There is a certain degree of satisfaction in being in

charge of men who formerly gave you orders, proving the
value of education in one way at lea.st, if not from a finan-

cial point of view.
M. B. CORLEW,
Highland, Illinois.

WALT has asked me to "Shell" out news for the first

edition recording- the conquests of the Invincible Class
of '35 in their first attach with Industry. Here 'tis.

In the above I have already given you an inkling- as to

where I have cast my anchor. To be sure, I've located with
Shell Petroleum Corporation and all I do is sleep, eat, and
drink "Shell." For the present I'm working in the Northern
Division Sales Office here in Chicago. I'm working as a
clerk in the Lubrication Department trying to absorb the
policies of the company and a knowledge of oils. One of my
duties is to write letters to the sales engineers out in the
field. I dictate daily to a dumb steno.grapher. However, she's

not the kind you'd care to take out cause it isn't any fun
to hold a dictaphone in your arms. Later after I have be-
come "oil minded," I will be given a chance to contact
Industry in the capacity of Lubrication Sales Engineer. Then
watch Shell stock take a rise. Just before I take over this

capacity I'll tip you off so that you can profit along with
us when the ole stock booms. Of course, I wouldn't suggest
that any of you play the stock market except on a sure
thing like this.

As to any other news about myself, I know of very
little else that I can tell except that I'm still single and I

was going to say "happy" but maybe some of these recently

married yotmg warriors or is that spelled "worriers" might
frown on such a comment. Anyway since I'm still single and
intend to stay that way 'til some gal asks for my hand

NORM BROWN,
Chicago, Illinois.

THIS letter almost puts mo in mind of a M. E. report.

That was somethin.g I knew I had to write but always
put it off till the last minute—just like this letter.

As you probably know I am working for General Motors,
but to be more explicit, I am employed in the Special Prob-
lems Department of the General Motors Research Labora-
tory. Most of the work done in this department is on static,

dynamis, and harmonic balancing- of everything imaginable.
However my job is of a little defferent nature, .\nother
young engineer—a Michigan graduate in E. E.—and myself
are working along with C. F. Kettering- on a pet bit of re-

search of his. You no doubt heard of Mr. Kettering—one of

the most brilliant experimental engineers and scientists of

this mechanical age. He is one of the most interesting talk-

ers I have ever known and a wonderful person to work for.

I can't give you the exact details of what we are doing
because in a competitive company like G. M. we are sort of

put on our honor not to talk shop. I think you will under-
stand what I mean.

The work is more of an electrical nature rather than
mechanical and what I have been doing most of the summer
is designing new apparatus, building- it—that is the part I
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the Loose
like best—taking data, drawing curves and analyzing thu
curves. We ran Into some nice calculus last week getting
an equation for the energy stored in a toroid coil of any size

with any number of layers of wire, of any size wire. At
present I am building a little machine for winding toroids

which we use in our work.
AL, FISCHER.
Detroit, Michigan.

WELL your lust letter has been put into shape for the

printer and now its my turn to take a crack back at

you in one big editor's note.

As you know, yours truly gravitated towards New York
City to give Columbia university a break and to let them get

wise to some of the things that are going on in the world's

greatest University— Illinois. Well last summer one mid-
night, I stepped out of a station into that world's busiest

corner—Times Square. Gee what a sight. Broadway and its

myriad of colored lights advertises its theaters in one direc-

tion and Seventh Avenue and 42nd Street run a close second
with the burlesques and other night life. For a moment,
I didn't know which way to turn, but a neon sign pointed

out a hotel, a welcome sight. Weeks have passed since then
and I now feel that I know- this city like a book.

Jly teaching experience has been confined to the me-
chanical engineering laboratory and to the machine shop
courses. My first two hour lecture on machine toools was a
thrilling experience, I assure you. For the second semester's

work, instead of shop practice, I have laid out a series of

laboratory experiments in shop work along the lines of re-

search and my students have gotten some fairly good re-

sults on even make-shift apparatus. This summer, I plan to

build other and better apparatus to improve the course for

next year. Columbia has given me unusual liberty with their

money in building apparatus, etc.. and the other day a notice

came around that the budget for the rest of the year was
MT, whereas in other years all of their budget was never

before spent. The only trouble is that I spend my salary

equally as fast here in New York. One week of the month
I am a capitalist and the other three I am a bolshevist or

what ever those thing are.

I spent several days in Urbana during the Christmas
vacation visiting friends and several members of the faculty,

amongst whom was Prof. Leutwiler, of course. The depart-

ment is managing to struggle along, but I understand that

the class of '36 is coming nowhere near the standards set

by their predecessors. Yes sir boys, we have one real bunch
of fellows in our class who are not only a damn good bunch
of fellows, but are also damn good engineers as well. Watch
our smoke just as soon as we get a good hold on the wheels.

Ye Olde Editor,

"WALT" JOHNSON,
New York City, N. Y.
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It's NOT to Early to Get

Your New
TOPCOAT — $25.00 up

SUIT — $25.00 up

HAT — $5.00 and $7.50

Bostonian Shoes for Men
$7.00

WILSON SHIRTS
TIES SHORTS AND SHIRTS

SWEATERS—SLACKS

Schumacher and Kaufman
The Campus' Most Modern Store

Slide Rules
The name Keuffel and Esser signifies

quality. Quality at the price you can afford

to pay. That is the reason we sell Keuffel

and Esser Slide Rules.

Log Log Duplex $10.85

Polyphase Duplex $9.35
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Midget, 5 Inch $2.00

Supplies for All Engineering

Courses.
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Green and Wright Streets

The Co-Op On the Square
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TECKNOKRAKS
Lou Shift': "IJo ycni think tlien. is

such a thing as a really good hair

tonic?"

Barber: "Yeah. I know one or two

that are all right it you add a Httle

li-mnn juice."
* * *

.\tkinson: "I know you did not read

this report and yet you hand it back

for correction. I stuck pages five and

six together and I see that they are

.still that way."
Prof. Babbitt; "At breakfast when 1

open an egg I don't have to eat the

whole egg: to discover that it's bad."

* * *

Sadik (arrested for speeding) : "But.

Your Honor. I am a college boy."

Judge: "Ignorance does not excuse

anybody."
* * *

They had been sittin.s in the

swing in the nioonliuht. alone. No
word hrolie the stillness for half

an hour, until

—

"Supi>iise you had money," slie

said. "W lull would ymi do'?"

He threw out his chest in all

the .ylory of youns manhood: "I'd

1 ravel."

He fell her warm, .>ouni; hand
slide into his. When he looked up,

she had gone.

In his hand was a nickel.

+ * *

She: "1 ought to leave you and go

home to mother."

He (angrily) : "Well, why don't you?"

She: "I can't. She'.s left father and

is coming here."
* « *

The uirl who's a live wire when
it comes (o dancinu is always ex-

posed.

Co-ed: "1 want you to tattoo a cat

on my knee."
Tattooer: "Nope, a giraffe or noth-

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
206 South Mathews, Hours^8:00-6:00

"Where Engineers Meet"

LEE'S SERVICE IS SURE TO PLEASE

ENGINEERS —
We thank you for Good Oil, Good Gasoline, Good Automo-

biles, Good Roads

THE CAMPUS CAB COMPANY
Phone 3424

AGAIN! We ask that we be priviledged to

SERVE YOU as in the past.

Your Favorite Food and Fountain Drinks

AT

McDANIEL'S
5 Years of Service to Campus Trade

OPPOSITE PHYSICS BUILUING (JKKKN .AM) IMATHKWS STS.

.V wealthy client insured her valu-

able wardrobe while traveling in Eu-
rope. Upon reaching Paris she found

an article missing and immediately ca-

bled her broker in New York: "Gown
lifted in Paris." Her broker replied,

after due deliberation: "What do you

think our policy covers?"
* * *

'Twas midnight in the parlor,

'Twas darkness everywhere;

The silence was unbroken

—

There was nobody there.

* * *

.\ colored man doing a hauling job

was informed that he could not get his

money until he suVjmitted a statement.

.\fter much meditation, he evolved the

following bill: "Three comes and three

goes at four bits a went—$3.

A married couple were sleeping

pea<'efully when the wife suddenly

shouted out in her sleep; "(iood

Ix)rd, my husliand'."

The husband, waking suddenly,

.lumped out of the window.
* * *

"Are you going to take this lying

down?" boomed the candidate.

"Of course not," said a voice from
the rear of the hall, "the shorthand
reporters are doing that."

* * *

The slogan for a nice night's enter-

tainment: So-fa and no-father.

* * *

McCarthy ; "Did you protest against

the movie that represents the Irish as

lieing disorderly?"
Murphy: "Did we? We wrecked the

Iilace."
* * *

"Where is the little cocktail shaker
this year?"

"Oh, she transferred to another
school."

Schoeppel (translating a passage
in (lierman) ; "I fell to (he ground,
humble, alas, and clasped her by
the knee—and that's as far as I

got, professor."

* * *

"Mister, if you think you can kiss

me like that again, I'll have something
to say about it."

"Well, I'm .going to, so start talking."

"The electric li.ght switch is ri.ght

next to the piano."
* * *

PALS
Krivo; "A vaudeville manager offered

me $5,000 a week if I'd make personal

appearances, but I declined."

Berman: "Yes, why risk your lite

for that little?"

* « «

"Certainly I respect your legal advice,

Mr. Bell, but what .good is alimony on

a cold night?"
* * *

The Human Race—the only race

which is never over and which no
one ever won. Kach succeeding
generalion is a new relay. They
travel 'round nature's course neck
and neck and usually end up tied!
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Checkmates Corrosion
Welding aids modern metallurgy to produce completely
corrosion-proof assemblies

EQUIPMENT is subject to corrosive

attack and consequent deteriora-

tion by three forces: chemical attack, elec-

trolysis and erosion. Chemically active

gases, liquids, pastes, or solids eat away

the more easily attacked portion. Dissimi-

lar metals often set up galvanic currents,

which cause pitting and corrosion. High-

velocity steam or solid particles in a slurry

add mechanical abrasion to the ravages

of chemical and galvanic attack.

Welding Prevents Dets-rioralion

Welding is a valuable aid to users and

fabricators of equipment for corrosive ser-

vice. By welding, equipment can be made

smooth, jointless—one-piece. Valves and

necessary fittings can be faced with cor-

rosion-resistant metal welded in place.

Chemical attack can be further prevented

by making welds of material similar to

the body metal.

Welded assemblies present a smooth,

unbroken internal surface. No pockets

are formed in which concentration and

consequent deterioration can occur.

Galvanic attack, which occurs with

other types of assembly, ceases to be a

factor in welded equipment. In a welded

assembly, the same or similar metals are

fused together. Perfect electrical contact

prevents the damage due to galvanic ac-

tion. Abrasion by steam, water, or solids

is prevented by welding on hard alloys at

constrictions and bends.

\X'eltlinfi Stops Corrosion Losses

Abrasion, chemical attack, electrolysis,

are defeated on a thousand fronts by

welding. New equipment, designed to

resist corrosive conditions and fabricated

by welding to assure satisfactory perform-

ance, is achieving enviable records in ser-

vice. Equipment which would otherwi.se

be scrapped is renovated and protected

against further deterioration. Many cor-

rosion problems, localized in extent, are

conquered through the application of re-

sistant materials to the affected parts by

welding.

As a result of the successful applica-

tion of welding to check corrosion losses,

industry is saving money. Repair and re-

placement bills are cut. New machinery

and supplies have a longer life, and thus

amortization charges are lowered. Less

valuable production time is lost through

shutdown and accident.

A few of the many ways by which weld-

ing checkmates corrosion, selected from

actual case histories, appear in the column

at the right. These and many other smiilar

welding applications may be utilized in

your future business.

#%J^'
In the textile industry, stainless steel is used

for Jye-vats, tanks, buckets, dippers, and many
other purposes. Tfie equipment, welded

throughout, resists chemical action, is smooth

inside and therefore easily cleaned, and is

strong and durable.

* * *

Wear by sandy water had pitted the surfaces

of two 42-inch diameter balance needle valves

so seriously that the valves would no longer

operate efficiently. Twenty-two hours of weld-

ing saved these expensive semi-steel castings,

which otherwise would have been scrapped.

In redesigning several "OO-gallon tanks for

food storage, it was necessary to eliminate an

unsanitary and corrosion-ridden condition. The
tanks were redesigned to be made from stain-

less steel with welded joints. The inside and

outside are now permanently free from unde-

sirable laps where germs might lodge or corro-

sion might start.

Sea water had seriously corroded the impel-

lers of cargo pumps on an oil tanker. Five hours

of welding repaired this damage at a fraction of

the cost of new parts. Resistant metal used for

the repair will prevent recurrence of trouble.

Welded piping in the floor of a skating rink

successfully resists severe corrosion in addition

to mechanical stress. No mechanical joint could

withstand this service. The piping carries alter-

nately refrigerating brine for freezing the skat-

ing surface and steam for melting it.

Hi if: $

Milk storage tanks for a chocolate manufac-

turer were welded to prevent corrosion and un-

sanitary conditions. These tanks were fabricated

entirely of .stainless steel. They were welded to

prevent corrosion at the seams as well as off-

taste in the milk. The smooth, flush, inside sur-

face left no pockets for chemical and bacterial

action to produce spoilage.

Hi 3i: $

A container for caustic soda solutions, made
of Monel metal to resist corrosion, had a cast

iron plug in the base. Corrosion troubles were

imminent. By welding this and all other joints,

corrosion was successfully prevented.

* * *

Tomorrow's engineers will be expected

to know hoiv to take advantage of this

modern nietalworking process. Many
valuable booklets describing the oxy-

acetylene process are available without

obligation. For further information write

any Linde office.

The Linde Air Products Company
l^nit of Uniitn Carbide and C.arbatt CtirjKtrattnn

THIS ALL-WEI.DED KITCHEN UNIT in.lu*Its sink, aisIiwu>I.or, (liaiiihoard, working
spacf. ami rlo>i't>. It is u\.u\v of stainl(>> .-.Irrl, welded iiilo a ioiIltl^^^ unit \vhi<h '\> >lr()nti,

easy to cleun, and resistant tu corro^siun. Many of tlie uteii?<ils ulsu art* uf stainless steel.

This is a Business-News Advertisement .

New York ;md l*rinrip;d Cities

In ('anada:

Dotninioiit K\ j;en< !o i ri pa ny. Lin died,Toronto



TAKE YC)LR ease, gentlemen, and

hark to the words of wisdom uttered

by our own inimitable Captain

Matthews as he leaves his parting words

to befog our vision and cover his retreat

from our barracks. The fifty-minute ses-

sions of B. S. are almost over.

• It is with much regret that we have

bid goodbye to our one and only Hardy

Cross. For 16 years, Illinois has had the

privilege of this man's imassuming and

clear thinking mind. The Technograph,

long one of his interests, presents a part-

picture of this great man.

• Jobs are foremost in the thoughts of

many as the semester draws to a close.

Take some hints and be "choosey" after

reading "And Now What?"

• Frontispiece: ((Courtesy Architectur-

al t nrum ) Rockefeller Apartments, a

modern, well-lighted and well-ventilated

apartment house, financed by Mr. Rocke-

feller. They are rented by wealth\" New
York commuters.
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Engineers Play Host
Students Display Fascinating Array of Exhibits

TODAY. April seventeenth, nine-

teen hundred and thirty-seven,

the University of Illinois campus
nnith of Green street is overflowing

with people. Sidewalks, passageways,
and streets are filled with moving
erowds. Thiiu.sands of persons are pass-

ing through the buildings composing:
the physical plant of the College of

En.gineerin.g. What could l)e the cause
of such a crowd on North Campus?
There are some students, to be sure:

but too many in the crowd appear to

be in strange surroundings, unfamiliar

halls with new noises constantly dis-

tracting their attention, for us to be-

lieve that they are all engineering
students.

Usually only one thing is of suffi-

cient interest to cause such a large

number of people to be together in one
place, a movie. That is exactly what
is being- shown, a 10 reel movie; the
scene, a laboratory: and the actors,

the engineering students themselves.
These 10 reels of the engineering stu-

dent's laboratory life will place such
a multitude of scenes before your eyes

that it would be impossible to describe

even a good part of them in a book.
Each reel covers the activities of one
branch of engineering as represented

by each of the departments making up
the College of Engineerin,e.

The Engineering Council, whose
members are the officers of the stu-

dent engineering societies, revived Open
House two years ago after a four-year
interval during which exhibits were not
shown. With the help of many stu-

dents, and the advice and assistance of

the faculty, the council put on a grand
show two years ago. This year's exhibit

is expected to surpass the show of two
years ago.

We can now pick out just a few
of the many scenes to be shot.

Perhajis in deference to the fact that
civil engineering is probably the oldest

field of en,gineerin,g, havin.g grown out

from the military en.gineering of the

ancients, we will start with a few
glimpses of the interesting work of civil

engineers. Models of various dams re-

presenting power and irrigation devel-
dliments. financed and designed by the
governmiiit. are set up in Engineer-
ing Hall. The names of many of these

projects are familiar to us from news-
paper accounts, and it is really inter-

esting to see some of the workin.g
details. One field of civil engineering
which is so familiar to most of us that
velopment in various sta.ges of con-
struction can be seen in the lecture
we usually do not recognize it as such

is highway engineering. Results of

work done at the Universit.v in con-
nection with highway markers, visi-

bility of license plates, and traffic

movement surveys can be seen.

As part of the entertainment of-

fered to visitors, a real movie shcjw-

ing progress of the Cirand Coulee di'-
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room of the Electrical Engineering
building. It may also be mentioned
here that a skit written by two promi-
nent faculty men and enacted by stu-

dents is shown alternately with the
movies.
The next scenes will be clipped from

the reel covering the activities of the

mining and metallurgical en.gineers.

These students are especially lucky in

havin.g a new laboratory, with new
equipment being installed as fast as

])Ossible to aid them in their work. In-

dustrial processes through which our
copimon metals have to pass laefore

they are ready for the fabricator are
being demonstrated on a laboratory
scale. Models showing mine construc-

tion and operation, pieces of mining
equipment, crushers, stamping mills,

flotation process equipment, and fire

assaying methods are a part of this
fascinatin.g reel. In general, the min-
ing demonstration covers the work of
ti eating the ore before it reaches the
reducing furnaces. Metallurgical con-
trol of the operations necessary to pro-
duce the final product, the castin.g.

are being explained and illustrated with
the aid of micro.scopes, treating furn-
aces, and test castings.
Our next pictures will be taken from

the trip through the ceramics depart-
ment. There w'e are not entirely limited
to pictures, for the students have pre-
pared a useful souvenir in the form ot
a U. of I. monogiammed and enameled
ash tray. Automatic brick making ma-
cliines .show the mass production of
bricks tliat permits our cheaper and
better built houses and shops. The cer-

amist demonstrates his art in prepar-
ing the clay and treating it in the
kilns to obtain desired properties. Pot-
ter's wheels .show the hand shaping of
beautiful pieces of pottery. The cer-
amics research laboratories carry out
studies on glass and its properties, so
that various types may he developed
to meet the demands of its many uses.
An integral part of the- exhibit is the
picture showing enamels.
Perhaps the students who act on our

next .set are just carrying out an often
recurring boyhood ambition to play
with trains, but being trained as engi-
neers, the railway students go into
many details of railroad operation. The
locomotive testing laboratory attracts
much interest because an actual en-
.gine is being given a run test without
its moving an inch. One of the tech-
nical problems which railway engineers
have worked on is the balancing of lo-

comotive drive wheels in an effort to

decrease the "no.sing" of locomotives
that disturbs tlie speed and smoothness
of your ride. .\ model used to do the
balancing- is on displa.v. Apparatus used
in the testing- of brake shoes, as well
as results of some of the tests, appears
interesting. Models of signals and au-
tomatic blocks, as well as a few full-

size pieces of signalling apparatus help
explain how train movements are con-
trolled.

Our next films are concerned with
liictures. Here we .see the results of the
General Engineering department's ef-

forts to train the student to put the
ideas in his head on paper where others
may look at them. The latest time-
.saving drafting- equipment, the many
methods of reproducing- original dr,"iw-
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ings. and special equipiiifnt used in

various t.vpfs of liraftinff work are on
display.

M. E.'s Exhibit Air ConditioninK Init

The next succession of acts ai>pear

on the Mechanical Ensineerina set. Va-
rious types of engines run by the stu-

dents will be in operation or the floor.

Here we see and hear steam, die.sel,

sas. and auto engines. One piece of

equipment drawing much attention to

its results is the new air conditioning

unit installed on the south side of the

laboratory. This plant is available for

both undergraduate work and the study
of research problems, such as air clean-

ing by filtering or washing, air humidi-
fication. and precision measurements of

dry and wet-bulb temperatures. One
part of the exhibit on this floor should
he especially interesting to people from
the sections of this state where oil

has been discovered. The department,
in cooperation with the State Geologi-

cal Survey, has exhibits illustrating

the location of oil pools by scientific

geological study. Pieces of drilling

equipment and models illustrating op-
eration procedure help round off this

absorbing exhibit.

The shop laboratories will have stu-

dents working in them just as they
do in class time. In one section we
find a miniature gas engine, built by
the students, turning over 5,000 revo-
lutions per minute. The heat treatin.g

laboratory has its furnaces in opera-

tion with temperatures as high as 2,400

degrees Fahrenheit. Many of us will

probably get our first sight of molten
iron in the foundry where castings are
being poured at regular intervals. Ox-
yacetylene welding, one of the great

aids to modern production, has its dem-
on.stration by illustrating its application
to details of manufacturing fabrication

prolilems.

:i,nOO,(M)0 Pound Testing Machine
Operates

The Materials Testing T^aboratory

gives us a good many opportunities for

snaps of engineering testing in action.
The great .'1,000.000 pound testing ma-
chine, second largest in the world, is op-
erated every hour exerting two-thirds of

its capacity on concrete test specimens.
The hydraulic laboratory is being op-

erated by students studying problems
concerning pumps and piping losses.

The .second floor provides us with ex-
amples of tests on steel, cast iron, and
timber. A feature not to be mis.sed is

the research work of the department,
concentrated on the third floor, where
fatigue testing is done.

The student electrical engineers put
on their great show in alternate years
with Open Hou.se, but almost too many
interesting things now present them-
.selves in the- laboratories. The short

wave transmission equipment, the talk-

ing tape, and automatic telephone ex-

change will contribute several scenes.
In the laboratories, students are carry-
ing out regular laboratory work on
electrical equipment. Cost of common
household appliances can be easily de-
termined by a meter set up in the
laboratory to read the co.st d.irectly.

Since so much of our time is s|ient in

working or playing by artificial light,

the exhibition in the illuminating lab-

oratory should be especially interesting
in showing the conditions which good
lighting must fulfill. Effects of glare
and differences between ordinary arti-

ficial light and daylight, as well as the

PAVL REVERE ....

RIDES AGAIN
THE "STREAMLINE" fad has

produced a myriad of undeniably
smooth-looking vehicles for road,

rail and air. According to their re-

spective creators, these mechanisms are
the ultimate development of .scientific

design, the completely successful union
of iiower and beauty, the symbol of

modern civilization—in short, the ex-

pression of perfection. But — ARE
THEV?
The modern .Vmerican is hardly com-

petent to judge. Buffeted about by bus.

train, and plane these many years,

he greets any improvement with open
arms and accepts with it the insidiou.s

propaganda that undermines his rea-

.son. If not a man of this era. who can
adequately pa.ss judgment on the trans-
portation of today? One man in history

stands out suited for this task, for he
was not only -i great American pa-
triot, but is the mo.st famous rider of

all time. Ever ready to answer his

country's call, he is with us now: and
— I'.\UI. REVERE RIDES AGAIN!
Our first glimpse of Mr. Revere

St likes us with dismay, for those ever-
watchful transportation officials have
apparently already poisoned his mind.
There he stands on a crowded New
York street before a gaudily-painted
travel bureau. His pockets bulge with
brightly-colored pamphlets which
scream out a .succession of superlatives
about modern travel. Paul is obviously
impressed; but. true to his resolve, he
decides to put the matter to a test.

Striding to a corner, his frock coat
a-trail, he boards a low, sleek, street

-Couttcxy St ii'xtifii- .htu

A New Model With Ivich Year

effects of color in lighting will be
brought out.

The chemical engineers will contri-

bute much to our film pack with a
mechanical cow fed with chemicals,
and delivering "milk, " Liquid air ex-

periments may at first seem dangerous
but will prove harmless as long as the
cannons are charged with cork and
w,- are not asked to eat the prepared
meal, A laboratory scale demonstration
of the high temperature electric spark
process for the fixation of nitrogen
ma.v he seen.

The agriculturally-minded will find

the earliest and latest types of har-

vesting equipment, modern corn pick-
ing machinery, and terracing equip-
ment on display. Methods u.sed in the
government's Soil Conservation pro-
gram will be demonstrated along with
the equipment u.sed. One of the latest

types of earth moving machines is in-

cluded in the machinery display and
explained by .soil conscivation engi-

neers.

Now that we have given you this

random clipping from that great fea-

ture picture, Illinois Student Kngineer-
ins Kxhibition, we urge you to com-
Iilete it with a personal visit. See it

for entertainment, .see it foi' education,
.see it for one of any number of rea-

sons, but be sui'e that you do not miss
"I SEE" of 19.'!7I

T/i<- ivriti'r is inJihtiJ to t/ii- many
jaculty min and stuiiints intimately con-

(frni'd ivitli till' priparatinn oj the exlii-

hition for their co-operation in supplyinij

information. There is little doubt that in

the course of the <u,'eeks follou-ini/ the

preparation of this article unmentioned
exhibits icill have been added.—M. H.
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tar. As till' snn)Oth. powerful, motors
are energized, Paul begins to realize

why there has been such a scramble
fur the last available seat, for he fimis

himself curled up under the rear- seat

of the car. much entansleii in the le^s

of fellinv |iassen,aer.s. His profuse ai'ol-

oi;ies are cut short, however, for Paul
has scarcely doffed his hat than the
smiJOth. powerful brakes grip the rails,

and Mr. Revere finds himself \vhi.sked

away to the front end of the car and
hopelessly enmeshed with the much-
befuildled moturman. Following' the ex-
ample of the other- adventurers in the
car. Paul grasps a shining pole and
arrives at his destination without fur-

ther mishap; but it is with a sigh of

relief that he alights at the starting

point of his next excursion—a bus stop.

A few minutes later we find him
aboard a shiny new bus. As it wends
its way through the city. Paul i-eflects

that it IS somewhat less abrupt than
the street car. and. since he is seated
this time, is rather enjoying the ride.

A half hour later tinds his spirit at

low ebii again, for he alights at the
bus terminal with an upset stomach
and a heaiiache—the combined result of

.stiff springs and motor fumes.

Pau! Takes To Open K<ia«l

Soon he boards another sleek travel

unit : a powerful, new. interstate bus,

bound for Chicago. An hour later, on
the open road. Paul finds that his

headache has vanished, but that his

stomach is even more upset. Fortu-
nately a sympathetic traveller who has
been riding- near the front of the bus
reaches his destination, and upon
alightin.g-. advises Paul to leave his

seat in the rear of the bus and try the

one further forward. Paul takes the
advice and is soon feeling fit again,
but he pauses to reflect that SOME
ONE has to ride in the rear half of

the bu.s.

The next evening- Mr. Revere ariives

in Chicago. The rest of the bus triii

has been rather uneventful, except that
the mighty monarch of the road is six

hours late because of motor trouble in

the mountains, and a blowout.

Mounts Iron Horse

After a night of well-earned rest Paul
starts westward on the next leg of his

inspection trip. His steed this time is

nearer to his heart, for it is the iron

horse. 1937 model. Just before the long-,

low train is due to pull out of the
station, there is a slight jolt through-
out its length. Paul, always inquisitive

and by now a little .skeptical, goes to

the door and looks to the head of the

train. He is indeed disillusioned, for

there in front of the rounded, gleam-
in.g nose of the great streamliner is

a black, panting hulk which hardly
looks capable of attaining the 120 miles
per hour that the travel bureau cir-

cular claims for the flyer. The con-

ductor soon clears the matter- up: he
informs Paul that the mighty power
units of the streamliner have not been
functioning- for nearly two weeks, and
that the train is to be pulled by the
reliable, but very commonplace, steam
engine. Of cour.se the trip to Denver
is a disappointment, for the train is

many hours behind schedule and what-
ever futiH-istic intei-ior of the train

furnishes is promptly dispelled by a

glimpse of the laboring steam locomo-
tive as the train roiuids a curve. And
as if that is not enough, the atmos-

—Courtesy Scientific American

Skiiuiiiing ,the Tops of -Mountains, Like Walking In .Seven fjeagiie Boots

jihere of the car. which for some hours
has been vei-y delightful, gradually be-
comes humid and stalte. and almost
stifling. It is finally made known that
the air- conditioning- unit is not operat-
ing.

It is a rather ernbittei-ed Mr-. Revere
who boards a modern giant of the air-

ways at the Di-nver airport. Once in

the air. he notes that the flight is

rapid and pleasant, aside fi-om a little

noi.se and rather limited space in the
cabin : but he is not surprised when
the great bird is forced to land by a
bad storm, after- being tossed around
in the heavens for .some moments be-

fore finding- an emergency field.

Paul learns later that the pi-ecedrng

plane, caught in the mountains, had
crashed. Indeed, he reflects, this trip

leaves little to be said for- modern
transportation. However-, he very fairly

concludes that he has been the victim

of an unusual chain of events and
decides to travel more extensively be-

fore rendering his decision on modern
transportation. Here we shall leave the
presence of the gi-eat patriot. Suffice

it to say that in the course of his

journeys he had many fine trips on
land and in the aii'. but in his epochal
best seller. "Ye Impressions of Travel,
.v. D.. 1937," Mr. Revere has taken into

account the imperfections of that first

jovirney. Here are Paul's final words
on the matter: "The day of the horse
is gone forevei-. The transportation of

today is wonderful in many respects,

and is worthy of much praise. It is

ni>i perfect ! The men who have
brought it to its present state of de-
velopment must not rest on their laur-
els, but must continue to improve an<l

develop this fit-Id, whi(.-h is so vital to

the advancement of a civilization."

—R.C.A.P.

PARADE REST! . . .

The Last Chapter of the Cap'ns Rumblings

Editor's Note: After very success-

fully completing five years of work
on campus, Capt. MatlJieivs txitl he

leaving us in June to report for July
elseiv/iere. He lias given in tlie

following article a fevu pertinent hits

of last minute advice to liis younger
"partners in crime."

THE ITXDEHC.RADl'ATE student
of engineering necessarily and
traditionally pursues a curriculum

pr'incipally concerned with the discov-

ery, elucidation and inculcation of

methods of engineering design and re-

search. The embryo engineer learns, we
hope, why engines function, motors
turn, and bridges stand up. He lulls

himself to sleep with thermo and tries

differential equations on his girl prob-
lems. To the immense relief of the fac-

trlty and family, he eventually gradu-

ates and departs from the cloisters,

svhence he goes busting out to face his

first job, much impri'ssed by his own
great knowledge.
On the job, he is confronted not by

the old familiar steiotyped "why's" of

the da.ssroom. but by the "how'.s" of

actual fabrication. He lear-ns that a

gap, often unbridgeable, separates the

design engineer from the superinten-
dent of construction. He begins to sense
that there may be more to engineer-

in.g than the computation and diafting-

of a pietty design. In time he may
realize that a 10.000 foot cantilever
bridge on tracing cloth is after all

only rather expensive raw material for

paper dolls, w-hile a 20 foot king post

timber brid.ge is a useful physical struc-

ture, a concrete fact, and a complete
accomplishment.

It is the alleged purpose of this ob-
viouslv hastily a.sserr-rbled article to
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treat very generally of these "how"s"
of our mutual profession. This subject

was chosen on the grounds that since

the editor, the readers, and the writer

were all equally ignorant on this mat-
ter, the discu.ssion would be untram-
meled by annoying truths ami unhamp-
ered by intrusive facts.

The efficiency of the construction of

any engineering work is naturally a

direct function of the abilities of the

engineer in charge of construction. To
do an efficient job, he must have the

ability to organize, deputize and su-

jiervise; tii inipiovise .sound solutions

to emergency problems, to control and
coordinate the activities of his sub-
ordinates; in short, to stand up on his

hind legs without braying and give a
convincing imitation of a real engi-

neer.
Why Organize?

Without being too technical, it is

desired to detail some of the matters
mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
The organization of any job ]>roceeds

generally along the following lines.

First, a simple one sentence statement
of the purpose of the proposed organ-
ization, and a very brief resume of fav-

orable and unfavorable factors are for-

mulated. This sounds .silly and is un-
doubtedly superfluous in some cases.

However, most jobs are not uncom-
plitated, and such complications fre-

quently give rise to comple.v and con-

fused organization when the prime
purpose of the organization has not

been held clearly in view. For ex-

ample, the Panama canal project was
inefficiently carried on for many years
by various French and American or-

ganizations. The air was filled with
learned arguments concerning features

of design. Finally, a clear thinking,

hard-eyed, very red-necked engineer
was sent on the job, who .saw that it

was not a question of lock level or

-sea level canal, earth dams or concrete
dams, army or civilian control, but
primardy a problem in movin.g half a
billion cubic yards of dirt. In order to

do this efficiently, three things were
necessary: digging equipment, trans-

porting equipment and men to operate
these machines. In order to have men.
certain epidemic diseases, which killed

them oft like May flies, had to be con-
trolled. The diseases could be controlled

by certain extensive draining and
clearing measures, properly charge-
able against the cost of the canal.

These sanitary measures accomplished,
the dirt came out and the canal be-
came an accomplished and u.seful fact

instead of a French proniotei's golden
.sales talk to a gullible pvdilic.

Schedule of Operations

The next step in organizing the work
is to plan the coordination and se-
quence of operations, with a .schedule

of completion for various items. In
most cases, it is difficult to start the
superstructure before the foundation
has been completed, but frequently
false work can go in, hoists be erected
and material storage, etc., be provided
during the foundation period. So the
.scluine of operations for any t.vpe of

construction tends to become stereo-

typed and grooved.
With the analy.sis and the scheme

of operations in hand, the superin-
tendent of construction then picks his
assistants and delegates to them the
authority they need to handle their

functions. He goes over with these
assistants his scheme of opciations and

fixes the number and qualifications of

men for each component. The balanc-
ing of these crews is often es.sential

to the smooth progress of the job, so

that the work of one crew is not de-

layed by- reason of having to wait on
another gang to complete its portion

of thi' Work. For instance, a too large

riveting gang working behind a too

small or inefficient erection crew would
be held up because the steel would not

be in place for them to rivet.

Supplies Present Difficulties

About this time, in this discussion,

it is desired to point out that most
painstaking effort must be taken with
the arrangements for the supply, de-

livery, transportation, storage, and safe

keeping of materials and tools of con-
struction. Good assistants are needed
everywhere, but on a big task, the
best assistant is none too good for the
supply job. In many instances, con-
tractors have either forfeited entirely

or paid large penalty fines solely be-

cause of the failure of their supply
organization. In the high rent sections

of large cities, this suppl.v problem can
become intensely complicated with
heavy street traffic, distant freight

ternunals, the storage space inadequate
on the site and prohibitive in cost in

the neighborhood. In such cases, the
schedule of materials needed must be
carefully worked out and turned over
to some good obstinate assistant, pref-

erably Irish or Scotch, with lots of

initiative and ability to get things done,
with the disposition of a mule angel
and the voice of a bull devil. The
obstacles to be overcome, and the trials

to be borne by this assistant, are

many and have a habit of .getting

worse. Cement truck drivers get drunk
or get behind a funeral, 60-ton girders

get lost for days, dear old ladies object

by legal processes to the language a
roustabout used to express his pained
surprise when a pinch bar cracked him
on the shins, livers rise in flood and
wash out the construction tracks, and
tides leave barges of materials strand-
ed and aground.

Capable Assistants Vital

After the job is organized, the engi-
neer in charge will find it difficult to

run everything himself and must be
prepared to deputize and supervise. To
do this, he delegates authority to his

principal assistants, turning over to

them complete control of certain por-
tions of the job. These assistants are
held respon.sible for their part of the
construction and should have authority
to hire and fire. They should be told

what to do, but not how to do it,

unless such information is requested.
No instructions should be issued to

their subordinates except through them.
They should be supported to the fullest

extent by the engineer in charge. At
the -same time, there should be substi-

tutes in training to take the places of

these principal assistants so as to pro-
vide for replacement in case of emer-
gencies. If an assistant proves un-
trustworthy, it is much better to fire

him and get alon.g with a less able
Init trustworthy man than to retain

him and be always worried. If an
assistant deems himself indispensible.

fire him and train a substitute for his

place.

The supervision of the job is a tasl<

requiring the major effort of the su-
perintendent of constriiction. A very
small jiortion of this supervision can

be accomplished efficiently from behifid

a desk. The engineer in charge must
be out early and late on the job. going
from one point to another, principally

where he has a hunch he's not wanted
at the moment. He checks up on his

assistants and sees that they are on
the job. that they are planning their

next moves, that their work is not
iieing held up by lack of supplies, and
that their efforts are coordinated. He
cannot expect cooperation between two
crews on portions of the work. On the
other hand, it is his duty to require
coordination, as that takes the place of

cooperation and is much more certain

of results. In his efforts to coordinate,

an inexperienced man almo.st always
makes the mistake of putting some
gang, or special individual, or piece

of plant under two bosses. For ex-

ample, a crane operator will be work-
ing for both the erection crew and the

false-work crew. Such a situation nor-
mally leads to two unfortunate results:

hostility lietween the bosses of the two
crews and slacking by the crane oper-

ator.

Competition Is Dangerous

To speed up tonstruction, competition
between crews or gangs is an excel-

lent means, yet a dangerous one, as
competitive spirit has an unfortunate
habit of getting- out of bounds, foster-

ing ill feelin.g, shabby slapdash work-
manship and downright sabotage and
tragedy. Man is an egotistical animal
and likes to excel his fellows, so given
strong enough competition, there will

always pop up an individual who wants
to play with marked cards just to titil-

late his ego by "winning."

The above rambling discourse not
only does not cover the announced
.subject, but gets rather dogmatic on
matters which will not be of use to

the average reader for some years to

come. It is believed however, that en-
gineers should be normally well quali-

fied in three fields: design, construc-
tion, and the handling of men. Design
is taught in the universities, but con-
struction and the care and feeding of

men must be learned from experience.

By observing others and keeping a
note book of our observation.s, we can
acquire and render readily available for

our later use. a wider range of expe-
rience than it would be possible to

acquire at first hand. Such a note

book should contain data on the usual
construction methods and operations

and description of clever or ingenious
expedients and emergency measures.
Considerable data on the size, output
and tools of the usual crews on vari-

ous construction jobs should be ob-

tained and noted. Tlie typical organiza-

tion of various jobs should be detailed,

together with the liasic jirinciples. with
examples, of handling men. It is not

nece.s.sary, as might be supposed, to be

a graduate engineer to start the col-

lection and collation of these suggested
data, but it is true that the engineer
working at his profession is much
more concerned with such informa-
tion.

In conclusion, the writer hopes that

the above fragmentary and, at time."?,

incoherent remarks may be of a little

help to the young lUini engineer when
the boss leads him to a .swamp, and,
looking out across miles of mud and
flood, says: "Build the bridge here.
Complete^ it tomorrow midnight !"

—A. G. M.VTTHFWS
Captain, C. K.



AMONG OUR SOCIETIES
Civil Engineering

npHE .STl'DENT Ijiaiuh of tln'

* American Society of Civil Enf;i-

lu'crs, Chi Epsilon. and Mu-San have
been keeping things hnmmins for the

C.K.'s lately. The A.S.C.E. began its

second soniestor program with a talk

by Professor J. S. Cranrlcll. who dis-

cussed the city manager form of city

government. Professor t^randell point-

ed out that this is an engineer's field

and stated that some 65 per cent of

the city managers today are engi-

neers. On March 3 the .society pre-

sented Henry Penn. an Illinois grad-
uate who is now district manager for

the American Institute of Steel Con-
struction. In his talk entitled. "New
Tricks in Structural Steel." Mr. Penn
discussed modern methods of building

structures pleasing to the eye. On
March 10 the student chapter pre-
sented a program before the civil en-
gineering freshmen at Engineering
lecture. Seven members of the chap-
ter presented short talks on various
phases of the activities of the society,

with the purpose of getting these nii'ii

interested in the society early in their

college course.

A.S.C.E.
President H. K. Skinner
\ice President F. .1. Kile

Secretary T. P. DeWan
Treasurer H. \V. .MUinson

CHI EPSILON
President E. W. Zelnick
Vice President M. L. Gossard
Secretary C. J. Poppe
Treasurer IJ. (>. I^arson

.\ssociat<> Editor Transit-_K. Zaijorowslii

Ml -SAN
President I. M. Stipp
Vice Pres. &• Treasurer.. H. \V. Atkinson
Secretary L. T. I.eHrim
llistoiian I{. I. Leland

•

Ceramics

'T~'HE CEH.\.M1C and ceramic engi-
•* neering students, under the leader-

ship of the Student Branch of the
.\merican Ceramic Society and Kera-
mos. have been very active in promot-
ing many novel features during this

year. Besides holding a succes.sfid

dance, the "Ceramic Ruckus." and
working on exhibits for Open Hou.se.

the ceramic students are also putting
out a year book. At a meeting of the
S.B.A.C.S.. on February 18, plans were
made for this year book. Also at this

meeting George P. McKnight of the
Porcelain Enamel Institute spoke. On
March IS the society held a business
meeting during which plans were made
for the annual "Pig Roast." This is an
annual student -faculty dinner for the
ceramic students, and always loads of

fun.

S.B.A.r.S.
President F. Ilununel
Vice President M. ('unil)s

Secretary Treasiu'er A. K. Porti-r

KEKAMOS
President N. Schoeppel
Vice President W. M. Turner
Secretary-Treasurer L. G. KUIiolm
Herald P. M. « heeler

Mechanical Engineering
/^IINTINUINC; its policy i>f present-
^-' iiig short student talks, the stu-

dent <'hapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers has held sev-
eral meetings devoted entirely to such
talk.s. Thesi> speakers are being rated

by their fellow members in the audi-

ence on the manner of lue.sentation

and subject matter. The member with
the highest rating will receive a bi-

ography of John Edson Sweet. One
of the more recent talks by C. E.

Tarpley, entitled, "A Determination of

the Properties of Wood," has been
entered in a contest sponsored by th(>

fiarent society. At another meeting
there were motion pictures showing the

us? of machinery in the construction
of Grand Coulee dam. On March 11

Professor P. E. Mohn of the Mechani-
cal Engineering department began a

.series of three illustrated lectures on
grates and boilers.

A.S.m.E.
President L. ('. Danielson
Vice Pi-esident C. E. Beck
Secretary P. I). Hess
Treasui-er J. H, Coulter

Publicity Manager C. H. Dunn

PI TAU SKiMA
President K. E. DonneTly
Vice President \V. W. Peters
Secretary C. H. Dunn
Treasurer M. E. Har\ey

•

Mining and Metallurgical
Engineering

THE MINERAL Industries Society

and the A.I.M.E. began this se-

mester's program with an election of

officer.s, February 19. Besides a few
"experience meetings" at which stu-

dents present talks on their experi-

ences relevant to the fields of mining
or metallurgy, the society featured

talks by a number of distinguished
men. A few of these were Mr. D. B.

Reeder, metallui'gist for the Electro
Metallurgist Company, Mr. H. W. Zei-

ler, president of E. I.,eitz Company, and
Mr. G. H. Liliequist, metallurgist for

the American Steel Foundries. They
expect to present Dr, M. A. Gross-
man, director of research for the Illi-

nois Steel Corporation, in the near fu-

ture.

MINERAL INDl STHIES SOCIETY
President .\. G. (iossaAl

\Ue President H. E. Oehler
Secretary J. \V. Sherman
Treasurer I.. K. Kovac

Railway Club

AT THE meeting of the Railwa.v

Club, February 16, the officers for

the .second semester were elected. Be-
sides planning for Open House, the club

has been holding weekly meetings on
Wednesday afternoons. These mectin.gs.

open to anj'one interested in railroads,

have been well attended.

RAILWAY CLl B
Pi-esident R. \V. Tonning
Vice President .1, K. Wilnuit
SecretaiT-Treasurer M, J, Goers

7

Electrical Engineering
T^HE STUDENT branch of the Amer-
•* ican Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers is sjionsoring student talks.

These talks or papers can be entered
in an A.I.E.E. liistrict contest. Recent-
ly H. .V. Petersen di.scussed "Vilira-

tioMS in Electrical Systems." and C. A.

N'allette illustiated "Modern Sound Re-
cording." At other meetings the chap-
ter saw a sound motion picture by the
Illinois Bell Tele)dione comi)any, and
heard talks by R. D. Hart of the meter
department of the Central Illinois Light
Company, and Mr. Smedley of the
S\iper Power Company of Illinois.

.V.I.E.E.

President R. A. Kenipf
Vice President \V. .lolinson

Se<'retary \V. P. Hoban
Treasurer E. Cwiklo
Publicity Manager H. J. McSkiinin

ETA KAPPA NU
President R. I>. Hull
Vice President S. U'. Kyden
.Secretary D. K. Chinlund
Treasurer L. Bleuer

•

Agricultural Engineering
ACCORDING to the latest reports,

'* the student branch of the Ameri-
can Society of Agricultural Engineers
is in the midst of one of its most active

years. Besides making plans for the

national meeting of the .A.S..\.E. which
is to be held here on the campus in

.lune. the society has presented several

interesting talks. During the Farm and
Home Week they operated a lunch
.stand which netted a hand.some profit

of over $70. Some of their speakers
have been Professor El W. Lehmann.
head of the Agricultural Engineering
department, who sjioke on "Rural Elec-

trification," W. H. Bixby, who gave an
interesting account of his summer's
work conducting hor.se pulling con-
tests, and R. F. Skelton reporting on
his experiences in the operation of a
cellulose digestor. Other recent talks

included one by K. E. Fuller on. "Five
Meter Radio," and one by Mr. Fletcher
of the Caterpiller Tractor company.

A.S.A.E.

President E. W. Andrew
Vice President R. F. Skelton
Secretary-Treasurer IS. ISoardman

•

Tau Beta Pi

THE N.\T10NAL engineering horor-

aiy fraternity. Tau Beta Pi, has
held several meetings this semester, at

the first of which the officers were
elected for the second semester. At an-
other of their meetings Professor G.

L. Clark of the Chemistry department
presented his interesting talk on
X-rays. The members of the fraternity

have also been busy preparing for

the new members that will join them
in this coveted honor.

TAU BETA PI
President R. C. Purl
Vice President M. E. Harvey-
Secretary H. E. Skinner
Treasurer E. W. Zelnick



Students and Faculty Bid Farewell

Professor Hardy Cross
Reputed Engineer and Admired Teacher

*T THE END of this semester the

/\ University of Ilhiiois will lose a
^ ^ great man, one of the greatest

and best-known of its engineering fac-

ulty. Professor Hardy Cross, one of the

most widely recognized structural en-

gineers in the United States today, will

at that time bring to a clo.se his serv-

ice here to become head of the Depart-

ment of Civil Engineering at Yale Uni-

versity.

Teaches lUini 10 Yeai-s

For 16 years I'rofessor Cross lias

taught .^tiuctural engineering heie at

the university, and during that time

he has not only established himself in

the minds of the students as a great

teacher, hut has also gained interna-

tional recognition for his unique and

simplified methods of applying struc-

tural analy.sis to design. The most wide-

ly known of his contributions is the

theory of "moment distribution" which

w^as first published in 1930, although

Professor Cross had been developing

it for many years previously.

The principle of this distribution of

moments was an alt(jgether new ap-

proach to the problem of analyzing

complicated, statically indeterminate

rigid (^r continuous frames, involving

no more complicated mathematics than

simple arithmetic. Conclusive proof of

the brilliance of the man who origi-

nated the theory may be seen in the

rapidity with which others, totally Un-

familiar with its development, grasped

the fundamental procedure so as to see

its far-reaching utility.

Professor Cross, however, does not

limit his thinking to structural steel

design, and his latest published bulle-

tin has to do with the analysis of flow-

in networks of conduits. This deals

I)rimarily with hydraulics and electri-

cal analysis.

Analyzes Flow In Conduit Networks

As he states in his bulletin piiblished

by the Engineering Elxperiment sta-

tion; They are, "methods of successive

corrections. The convergence is appar-

ently sufficiently rapid in all cases to

make the methods useful in office prac-

tice." The story has gone about the

campus to the effect that the develop-

ment of this method of analysis, was
an overnight solution to a problem with

which engineers have been struggling

ffir years, Profes.sor Cross, however,

modestly states that he had toyed with

the problem for some time, not know-
ing how many people were interested

in it, and it was after he talked to

Profes.sor Doland that the theory crys-

talized into a practical method.

Horn In Virginia

l'rofes.sor Cro.ss was born in Nanse-
mond county, Virginia, on February 10,

1885; 52 years ago. He attended Hamp-
den Sydney College, and in lfl02. as

valedictorian of his class, received a

degree of Bachelor of .-Vrts, In 1903, at

the age of 18, ho received a Bachelor

H.MJDV (KOSS

of Science degree fiom the same schi>ol.

Later he attended the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, and in 1908

received a degree in civil engineering.

Between 1902 and 1906, before attend-

ing M.I.T., Hardy Cross instructed in

English at Hampden Sydney, and Eng-

lish and mathematics at Norfolk .\cad-

emy. The reason for his decision to en-

ter the engineering profession was ex-

ceedingly simple. None of his family

had ever been engineers. Also, he could

see little future in teaching liberal arts

subjects in preparatory schools. Once

in the engineering profession, he found

that it intrigued him and he has ma<le

an enviable record.

Has Knviahle Hecoril

After leaving M.I.T. he entered en-

gineering practice for a time, received

a master's degree in civil engineering

from Harvard in 1911. and later served

for seven yeai's as assistant professor

of civil engineering at Brown univer-

sity. It was in 1921 that he first came

to Illinois.

In the years that I'lufessor Cross has

been here at this university, he has

done much to establish it as the fore-

most structural engineering school in

the nation. His very presence has at-

tracted many structural engineering

students, who believe that they may
learn best from personal contacts with

a recognized authority. .\.s an exten-

8

sion course, to enable practicing engi-

neers to learn of new methods of

analy.sis. Professor Cross la.st year in-

stituted an extracurricular class in

ligid frame design, in Chicago.

I'rofessor Cross has also written a

luimber of bulletins and technical pa-

pers. Those iiublished by our Engi-

neering Experiment station are: Bui.

203 Dependability of the Theory of

roiicrete Arches (1930); Bui. 215, The

C.ilumn Analogy (1930); and Bui. 286.

Analysis of Flow in Networks of Con-

.Uiits or (.Conductors (1936).

Member of Many Societies

Hardy Cro.ss is a member of many
engineering societies and fraternities.

These include: American Society of

Civil Engineers, .\merican Railway En-

gineering Association. American Con-

crete Institute, Western Society of En-

gineers, Society for Prcimotion of Engi-

neering Education, Kappa Alpha, Sigma

Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Tau. Chi Ep-

silon, and Omicron Delta Kappa. In

1933 he received the Norman Medal

from the A.S.C.E.. in 1936 the Wason
medal of the American Concrete Insti-

tute, and in 1934 an honorary degree

of doctor of science from Hampden
Sydney college.

Cross Defines Kngineering

"Engineering," says Profes.sor Cross,

"is 'sticking power,' that is, more guts

than brains," We shall give this back

to him with the statement that he has

plenty of both. The time draws near

when we must say .good-bye to this

original, clear-thinking man who has

shown us the way. Though we shall

miss him here, we wish him good for-

tune in his new position at Yale.

—B.O.B.

St. Pat's Ball

IT IS THE purpose of this simple in-

sertion to record definitely the

astounding success of the annual St.

I'at's Ball, sold out many days in

advance of March 12. In spite of rather

tough going, the Engineering Council

gave St. Pat one of the most unustial

birthday celebiations he has ever been

accorded on the campus of the Univer-

sity of Illinois. The predominating

theme was cabaret with a harmonic

balancing of engineering style and en-

thusiasm. Not only was Brick Burns.

C.E., crowned St, Pat. but, in addi-

tion. Professor John S, Crandell es-

tablished a precedent by crowning C.ail

P,u\er, Alpha Gamma Delta. Queen of

thJ Ball. .\ very able floor show en-

tertained. Dick Cisne played for danc-

ers who jammed the floor at every

opportunity. and the Technograph,

liresented as a uniciue program, en-

joyed one of its widest campus lir-

culations. The engineers gave this

campus its first successful major cab-

aret, thtis )>i'oving that South Cam-
pus is not the only place where one

may enjoy a liberal education!



And NOW WHAT??
Unwanted Advice

To Busy Readers

Ci.i.M.MKNCEMENT will %ory soon
lie hci'o again ii"(i another crop
iiisinoor giaduatos will be loosed

In fiml jobs in business and profession-

al fields that are in the midst of their

respective recoveries from the effects

of the recent depression. There was a
time. Ions ago it seems, when college

graduates were in great demand, and
seniors expecting to graduate had at

least four or five excellent positions

from which to choose their work. But
in the lean years the jobs were scarce

and the choice, if any. was limited.

Now. with business over the threshold

of the long-expected prosperity, many
firms are once inore building up their

engineering personnel. The senior may
look forward beyond graduation with
hope for a job.

1-etters lequesting men are again
finding their way to the offices of the
heads of the various departments, and
reciuiting committees for the large

companies are making visits to the
campus for the purpose of interview-
ing; prospective graduates. Once more
the "above the average students" are
finding it necessary to choose between
two or three positions and are finding
it difficult. It is for these students
especially that this article is intended,
not as a complete treatise, but as a
summary of the opinions of others
about the university".

Graduate Study

First, let us consiiier the question:
Shall I go on and take graduate work
for two more years? Without question,

there are certain positions in industrj
that are especially suited for men with
advanced degrees, while for other work
the extra courses are totally unneces-
sary. But it is not the future oppor-
timity that is the determining factor,

for one naturally desires the better
job. More often the question is deter-

mined liy: Am I financially able to

attend .school for two more years?
.Assuming that the first four years have
not exhausted the pocket book, and it

is possible to continue for the advanced
study, let us look further.
The principle advantage held by the

graduate student is that he has re-

ceived certain technical training not
received by other.s. and. consequently,
he is better fitted for higher positions
than the ordinary college man and
may command a higher beginning sal-

ary. But. though he has the training,
is he better fitted than another who
has had two years of practical experi-
ence in actual field work?
A consensus of opinion is that one

or two >'ears of engineering experience
—meeting )ieople and problems as they
actually occur—gives one a more ma-
ture outlook and later enables one. if

he so chooses, to get the maximum
amoimt of good from graduate re-

search. The university will remain

—

return when you are truly ready.
For many years public service or

governmental service was looked upon

with ci>ntempt. but with the develoji-

ments of the past few years, with the

Iremendcnis amount of governmental
aid, that feeling has in part died away
and engineers are less reluctant to ac-

cept positions with federal, state, or

county agencies. With the return of

expanding private enterprise, this ten-

dency may not continue, but at pres-

ent there are many young' men who
seriou.sly consider entering public serv-

ice.

On the whole, beginning salaries in

[lublic employment usually e-xceed those

in private employment, but the disad-

vantage is that there is relatively little

opportunity for advancement. In priv-

ate industry the higher-ups are con-
stantly on the watch for enterprising
men who may be advanced. In public

work one might hold the same position

for 10 or more years, with but little

increase in salary, fearful that if any
signs of dissatisfaction is noticed an-
other engin-er will be appointed.

(Jradually the field of public service

is lieing made more attractive for pro-

fessional men by far-thinking individ-

uals who realize that there is a need
for trained men in government. How-
ever, the ideal is still far off, and until

conditions are bettered considerably,

one should not sta.v in public service

for more than a few years. The two
>'ears or more experience gained in

federal or .state work will frequently
prove to be the stepping stone to better

work, and the contacts made in public

service may prove to be invaluable.

Large Companies

If you seek employment with some
large company, speak to others about
it and learn their ojiinions. Many large

firms are excellent to work for while
others have certain undesirable poli-

cies which make service for them un-
jileasant. In .some large places condi-
tions similar to those in political posi-

tions exist. If there are many thou-

sands of men employed, the companies
often consider it efficient to retain each
man at the work in which he was
trained, without promotion or hope for

it. .\nd again the relatives of certain

officials will lie promoted more rapidly

than some more able employees with
less influence. Private employment is

not all good and the young man must
t>e wary. As an example we may cite

the railroads. Some are excellent, and
employees are treated fairly and with
consideration, while certain others are
unflesiralile emplo>'ers for engineers.
One engineer recently listed onl.v five

llliuiiis railroads as ones for which
he would like to work. One of the prin-

ciple policies of the I'ailroads that

makes it difficult for newcomers is

that of seniority, putting length of

service before ability.

.Small firms, though not usuall.v the

ones that pay the highest salaries, are
often the best to work for. From the

standpoint of experience, the work in

-Courtesy Scientific American

a small company is probably varied
and the experience obtained in the
course of a few months is equivalent to

that obtained in years with larger

companies. Such experience is impor-
tant ! From the standpoint of oppor-
tunity and advancement, the small firm

is again excellent, for in such a firm

changes usually take place rapidly and
opportunities for advancement always
exist. Although the pa.v envelopes may
be smaller at first, in time they in-

crease; and in the expansion of a
small company, such as one of con-
sulting engineers, there is always room
at the top.

Now, in summary, after we have
skimmed through some of those gen-
eral classes of occupations in which
seniors expect to obtain work, it ap-
peals that the small enterprises are

probably the best in which to seek
employment. Yet. due to the compara-
tively high beginning salaries, some
governmental departments would be

excellent places to find work. Later,

when the experience gained is suffi-

cient, good jobs in private fields may
be found: unle.s.s. however, the govern-
ment job proves to be a good one, in

which case it might be best to keep
it.

Opportunities Pregnant

Although recent strikes may dela,\

certain developments, the various in-

dustries are making definite plans to

employ large numbers of this year's

graduates. In the steel industry alone,

it is estimated that a thousand college

men, from all of the colleges in the

country, will be hired. Of these, 70 per

cent will be engineers of every kind.

Large companies, such as General Elec-

tric, maintaining research laboratorie.s.

plan to take on new research men from
amon.g the graduates.

But the greate.st number of men.
from any university, will probably get

work through the recruiting commit-
tees or through recommendations, sent

in reply to letters from the small

employers. In addition to these, the

faculty members know who to contact

or where to seek, and they are always
able to find work for the students

where it is often least expected.

—H.W.A.



WHO'S WHO IN ILL

• Lloyd C. Danielsou

• Edward (L ('wiklo

• Raymond A. Kcmpf

LLOYD C. DANIELSON has been a busy man since

coming to the L'niversity in 1935 from Kansas State

College. Not only has he joined Pi Tau Sigma, but he Is

now president of the Student Branch of the A. S. ^L E.

and chairman of the ^L E. Department Committee for

(^pen House. In addition he is a member of the American
Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers and the

American Society of Railway Engineers. One would be

inclined to think that the above mentioned activities

would take up all of Lloyd's time. This is not true. He
also has a part time job with Montgomery Ward and
Com|)any in Urbana. For three summers he has worked
as a sales engineer with the Air-Conditioning Company
of Russell, Kansas, his home town. Occasionally Lloyd
likes to rela.x and take his mind off engineering. At such
times one might find him pouring over his collection of

old coins or engaging in a bit of amateur photography.
But if he wants something more strenuous he gets out the

tennis rac(iuet, the swimming suit, or both.

EDWARD C. CWIKLO grew tired of Joliet. his

home town, and came to the L^ of L, adventurously
moving into Newman Hall. But before taking this dras-

tic step, he attended joliet Township High School and
Junior College, which, he claims, is one of the first

junior colleges established in this country. Since coming
here in 1933, VA has tapped into many circuits. Last
semester he was president of Eta Kappa Nu, and this

semester he is treasurer of the Student Branch of the A.
L E. E. His scholastic work has also won him member-

ship into Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi, all-L ni\ersity

honorar\'. Unlike most E. E.'s, Ed's main interest is not

in radio. Instead, any spare time he finds, he spends in

reading, writing, and automobiles. Accoriling to his neigh-

bors in the Hall, his pet pastime is "shooting the bull,"

and many of Ed's tales are intimately connected with his

long and interesting experience as grocery clerk.

RAYMOND A. KEMPF, a Peoria product, is one man
who combines his profession and his hobby. When not as-

similating the material thrown his way by the E. E.

Department, he is busy operating an amateur radio sta-

tion under the licensed call of W9DKF, a license he has

held since 1930. Before coming to the L^niversity two
years ago from Bradley Tech, in Peoria, he had con-

tacted over 6,000 amateur radio stations all over the

world. Using the knowledge gained from working two
years with the Raiiio Manufacturing Engineers in Pe-

oria, he built the 14 megacycle transmitter in the radio

laboratory. Ray spends a good deal of his time operating

it and the Synton transmitter in the Armory. Dining the

two years he has been at Illinois, he has become chairman
of the Student Branch of the A. I. E. E., member of the

Engineering Council, member of Synton, professional

radio fraterit\', and Eta Kappa Nu. He was recently

made a member of the Exhibit and Transportation com-
mittees of the 1937 Open House. ^Vhen accused of mak-
ing a hobby of attending burlesque shows, Ray emphatic-

ally denies it with the pretention tliat Electrical Engi-
neers don't attend such things.



NGINEERING WORLD

Ernest W. Zeliiicli •

Walter M. Turner •

William W. Peters •

WILLIAM WARNER PETERS is another of tliose

men who can attend Bradley Polytechnic Institute in

Peoria for two years and still come out on top in this

College of Engineering. Prior to moving to Oak Park,

Illinois, Will had lived in Pe for 2: vearss. He got his

early training in mechanical engineering by working in a

machine shop every summer since his sophomore year in

high school. After spending one year as a salesman. Will

decided that engineering would be a better field of en-

deavor. After transferring to Illinois at the beginning of

his junior year, he received the S. H. Ingberg Award of

student membership in the American Society for Testing

Materials, (^nly two of these awards are given to Lhii-

versity of Illinois students each year. Last semester he

was treasurer of the Student Branch of the A. S. M. E.

This semester he is vice-president of Pi Tan Sigma.

Will's pet hobby is photography, as one could easily guess

by looking at the apparatus in his room, but he modestly

admits that he also knows enough about tennis and
canoeing to enjoy them both.

WALTER M. TURNER hoped to be a ceramist, so

after graduating from Kewanee, Illinois, high school in

1933, he came to the U. of I. As a junior he was sec-

retary-treasurer of the Student Branch of the American
Ceramics Society. Now, as a senior, he is \ice-president.

of Keramos, ceramic honorary society. He is also captain

in the Engineer Corps of the R. (). T. C. In the forth-

coming Open House, Walt is to be in charge of the pot-

tery exhibits. When asked if he had any hobbies, Walt

promptly named off the following list: Photography

(how unusual), hiking, bicycling, dancing, music, and

sleeping. Walt has definite ideas concerning dance or-

chestras: Guy Lombardo and Horace Heidt are tops;

his opinion of such bands as Fats Waller and Cab Callo-

way would be censored, so I'll leave it out. Walt is

somewhat of a humanitarian, too, having worked for the

Henrv Countv Relief Bvneau as a social service worker.

ERNEST W. ZELNICK is a big man in the C. E.

school; in fact he would be a big man in any school,

six feet five and one-half inches making him decidedly

ineligible for the midget class. After completing high

school and two years of college, all at Morton Junior

College of Cicero, Illinois, he definitely decided that

engineering would make a better career than fishing.

(SometimesijI wonder.) So, packing up his bags, he came

south. His activities on the North Campus started with

membership in the Student Branch of the A. S. C. E. It

wasn't long before he was initiated into both Chi Epsilon

and Tau Beta Pi. He now pounds the gavel for Chi

Ep in the capacity of president, while the Tan Bete's

have placed their money bags in his hands. Last summer
the lure of a job was strong enough to draw him back

into Champaign-LTrbana to take a position with the Illi-

nois Water Service, a job which still occupies much of

his spare time. Of his two hobbies, hiuiting and fishing

has precedence over photography, and anyone searching

for Earnest in the s\immer would probably have a merry

chase over the states of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and

Michigan.



THE RIGHT ANCLE . . .

A Toast to Spring

Once afiaiii tlu- tri-es arc

busily pii'paiiiifi to shelter

Engineering hall. Ihe birds

have long since announced
their repertoire for the season.

Dainty blossoms add zest for

the occasion. Even the Bone-

yard is vainh' striving to be

the "sparkling brook" of the

poet's \erse. With nature

using all her forces, it is ob-

vious that the engineering

students can not remain oblivious to this change. They
can be seen staggering their way to or from M. T. L.,

forgotten slide-rules in their hands and a far away look in

their eyes as they stare at the clouds.

It is strange that this phenomenon occurs \ear aftei

year. Each time the reactions remain similar in spite of

the changing circumstances. Let us slyly examine the

thoughts of one of these men as he goes on his unsuspect-
ing way.

"Boy, but it's great to be out! Another stuff)' two-
o'clock and I'll be finished, (jolly, I guess the year is

practically over. Courses were pretty interesting, but it

was not always the instructor's fault. Funny what a

difference a teacher's attitude has in putting over the

material. Wonder why some of those birds don't realize

that the students wouldn't sleep if they said something
interesting, or at least tried to make it interesting. Most
of them are swell, though. You gotta give them all

credit for knowing their stuff. It certainly is a treat

when the instructor is really taking an interest in his

students. Let's see— I guess I have two men that truly

rate. They are considerate, understanding, and darn
human.

"Gee, it's a long time back to that All-Engineering
Smoker. Cjuess I'll remember that for a long time.

Plenty of excitement over that slide-rule raffle. No luck
for me, ever. Societies seemed plenty active. Those
Ceramists certainly went to town this year. Put over a

good dance, and then a year-book. Wish our outfit had
that ambition. Well, I suppose I was no better than the

rest. Ready to criticize, and only work when prodded.
Then, St. Pat's ball ! Cjolly, we put something over on
South Campus with our cabaret. Boy, that was a keen
date. Pretty e\es—yep, I guess that's what put an end
to my searching, and a break for me.

"Let's see, there's something else. Open House!!
That's it! I'm glad I got in it this year. Learned a

lot helping prepare those exhibits. Then, too, it's a lot

of satisfaction knowing that you yourself had some little

thing to do towards putting it over. And according to

all indications, it is going to go over with a bang!
Engineering Council—I guess that's the outfit responsible

for a lot of the activity here this year. Swell fellows,

every one of them, and a bunch of hardworking men.
Bet if I were a little more ambitious I could have been

elected president. Anyway, I managed to get a good
job, and, well who can tell, ma\he I'll be able to look

at those pretty eyes across a breakfast table soon.

"What the deuce! Well, how did I ever wander
over here on the South Campus, (juess I missed my
two-o'clock. Well, what a coincidence—those eyes could
belong to only one person . .

."

Your Life—An
A ctivity

The engineering stu-

dent no longer has that

sublime privilege of mind-
ing his own business

—

others are assisting and

man\ times taking the job

entirely over. Eirst a

whisper, now rapidly gain-

ing the amplitude of a

severe thunder storm, the word
over the head of every student,

with a zealousness to get ahead,

it with indifference or h\ burving

(iith'ilHs has sounded
The ambitious heed it

Others try to escape

their heads in a book

Whichever the situation, a re-(not necessarily a text)

action is evident.

What does a superficial examination of the word in-

dicate? From Webster we get ".
. . liveliness in doing."

From the advocates we receive a more subtle treatment.

Although they grant that the engineering profession is

difficult and satisfying, they argue that the word finds

only an indirect application here. For a more intelligent

appreciation they recommend, in addition to yom' school

work, that you become a member of your departmental

organization, exercise your prolific literary talents with

the college publication, take an active part in a few
entirely non-technical activities (Glee Club, Dramatic
Club, etc.), have a job so that you more fully understand

the meaning of independence, and, finalh', study, because

good grades make the honoraries, and honoraries too

come under the general heading of activities!

With this as the typical student's conception of ac-

tivities, it is not difficult to see his perplexity. L^nfortu-

nately too many become artivc without trying to scrape

beneath the surface of this all too obxious pitfall. As
a result neither he nor his organization benefit from the

time de\oted.

Each man has his indixidual philosophy. He looks

for an expression of his ego. Engineering students have

given shape to that urge with a very definite form. The
rough mold is to be hewn during their four years at

college. The more subtle and delicate task of finishing

the job will go on and on to an unpredictable future.

It is the rough shaping that interests the student. His
tools are only as sharp as his wit. The development he

looks for will come not from a book, but from his mind.
It is at this point that activities have their rightful place.

They must be applied cautiously but surely. Activities

can provide a fine balance to a stunted diet. They nuist,

however, be picked with judgment, well masticated,

and then allowed to digest.

"Hard work is good for the soul. " Hard work?
Yes! But surely not foolish or useless work. Too many
students are trying to do too much. Sacrificing one thing

for the other, in an e\er un-ending cycle, eventually

leaves them tearing their hair. Then the other extreme
looks askance with scornful e\e, muttering, '1 told \'ou

so!" Life is too short to waste time doing either. I

think we all have the best time when we work hard at

something interesting. Choose those things to do that

interest you, let them be your activities, and then do
them well.

Activity is ".
. . liveliness for doing . .

.," and life

is our only activity!

12



\\/ I HEN Hollywood wants to film a scene requiring hundreds of "extras," it makes

T T a telephone call—and gets them. C This is made possible by a central casting

bureau, whose amazingly fast service is based on systematic use of the telephone.

This organization has a telephone switchboard where as many as 30,000 calls a day

are handled in bringing actors and producers together. CL Another example of the

value of telephone service to business and social America. It is the constant aim

of Bell System men and women to make it ever more useful—constantly better.

BELL im TLLEPHONE SY!!^TEM

13

Keep in closer touch with

home — by telephone.

Rates to most points are

lowest after 7 P. M. and

all day Sunday.
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OKONITE INSULATION
OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record
since 1878 is still generally recognized as the

acme of perfection for rubber insulations and as
"the best product possible" of its type.

The Okonite Company and its affiliates, hew-
ever, have constantly kept step with the ad-
vances of the electric art.

Whether the wire or cable is large or small,

single or multiple conductor, high or low volt-

age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn-

thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or

armor of any type, Okonite can make it.

In all cases, whether the correct solution calls

for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam-
bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic

compounds, the policy still is and will continue
to be the best product possible.

/^^THE OKONITE COMPANY/^
^®2a 1 Founded 1878 U

HAZARD INSULATED WIRE WORKS DIVISION

THE OKONITE-CALIENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC.

SCIENCE

EXECUTIVE OFFICE:

PASSAIC
New Jersey

FACTORIES:
Passaic. N. J. • Paterson. N. J.

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

FINE
BREAD

9tMtl>^^^^
FRESH

At Your Grocers

SCIKXCE has afiaiii thrust its cold, factual nosi- into

into the coloifu! world of art in an attempt to inject

practicabihtw economy, and \ersatility into the

musician's instruments. IVIusic, thus far practically un-
touched, has finally succumbed to the engineer, whose
efforts tend generally to the production of synthetic

sound. The difference in the viewpoint of the engineer
and the musician accounts for the difference in opinion
as to the success of the experimentation.

It must be borne in mind that there are two classes

of instrument users: the professional musician, who
knows his instrument from "A to Z" and demands the

utmost in performance from it, for on it depends his

livelihood; and the amateur who merely plays or listens

to an instrument for his amusement, and who is more
liicely to be effected b\- the cost of the instriuiient than by
its quality.

Thus it is natural that the engineer, being practically

minded, should choose the field in which he can do the

most good, even though the field belongs to the

musicians.

The engineer has built a musical instrument and

presented it to the world of music expecting to have an

open-armed reception. But, as ever before, the musician

finds it hard to assimilate a new instrument. The truth

of the matter is that he does not want to accept it. The
saxophone was outlawed for many years before the gate

was e\entually, although reluctantly, opened to it. Now,
with the advent of the Electric Organ, a new storm of

protest is arising, generating principally from the ranks

of the older, classical musicians.

It appears that the manufacturers made a mistake

when they named the instrument an "electric organ" even

though they are attempting to attract a certain clientele.

The opposition immediately compares it with the reed

organ and, if the residts obtained arc not exactly the

same, they condemn it whole-heartedly. The electric

organ is an instrument apart, different from any other,

and must, therefore, be judged, not by comparison, but

by the ability of the instrument to pro\ide its own braiul

of music.

Present indications show that in a short time the

organ will be universally accepted, not as a substitute,

but as an entireh' new instrument; and not only because

of the economy in cost and space occupied, but also be-

cause of its versatility. It can be made to reproduce the

tones of a number of instruments, and it gives a variety

of sound effects hitherto impossible without a great as-

semblage of attachments to any one instrument.

One of the most interesting controversies over the

organ arises from the question as to how perfect a scale

is reproduced. The manufactiu'ers maintain that their

scale is a perfectly equitempered one, while the opposition

contends that it is impossible to obtain a perfect scale

when using this method of tone generation. The tone

is generated by means of the interruption of a magnetic

field by a number of revolving disks whose peripherys

are cut in the form of a sine curve. The note obtained

is a pure sine wa\e vibration and contains no harmonics.

The frequency of the note is determined by the number
of ridges on the wheel. This equitempered scale makes
it practically impossible to generate half-notes with the

tiisks because of complications arising from the fact that

the half-notes do not have a rational number of vibra-

tions per second. One can readily see that with the
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IN MUSIC
nunilxT of ti-ctli on tlu- disk nccess.irily :i whole nimibiT,

it wouKi be cxtri-nic'lN liifficult to ri-produc-i- half-noti's

ai.'cuiatt'l\'.

To find the reason for the versatilit\- of the electric

organ, we must refer to a fundamental principle of

music. If two different instruments are producing notes

at the same frequency, we are aware of a difference

in tile tone of the two notes. This difference is known
as tonal quality or timbre. Actually the only difference

between the two notes is the number and intensity of

the harmonics the instruments are generating. Thus,
the organ has, incorporated in it, a device for controlling

the number and intensity of the harmonics so that the

tone produced may be made to simulate practically any
kind of instrument from the chimes of Big Ben to the

French Horn.

An outstanding feature, immediately noticeable to

the organist who has played reed organs, is the in-

stantaneous action and light pressure touch. The keys

are merely used for closing an electrical circuit which,

of course, requires very little pressure or play in the

keys. Because tone generation is electrically controlled,

the action is remarkably instantaneous.

Science is proving again that it has a certain degree

of aesthetic sense by entering the domain of the musician

and creating for him, even against his will, more eco-

nomical and practical instruments which are capable of

producing music quite as beautiful as any from the time-

tested instruments that are being used today. —R. S. B.

When you are

TIRED
and thirsty come to Katsinas' Cafe and
relax aniid the most modernistic and
delightful surroundings in the state.

Fountain Service
Come in at any hour of the day and enjoy

the many and varied fountain dishes.

Dinners—Luncheons
Every effort is made at Katsinas to bring
you all the delicacies you love, and our
chefs are noted for the preparation of
fine foods.

KATSINAS
Hickory Near Main, Champaign

In 1855 tlic In ..ciiK-r prutcss made steel available in large quantities

for the first time and paved the way for modern machinery and niachine
tools. R B & W, then ten years old, was in a position to contribute

substantially to the ensuing wonders of production and construction

by furnishing bolts, nuts and rivets necessary for the assembly of ma-
chines, structures and products.

Year by year since 1845, EMPIRE Brand Bolts, Nuts and Rivets
have been improved, as new materials, machines and methods — per-
fected and adopted by R B & W— have made possible progressively
liigher standards of strength, uniformity and accuracy.

R Bt^'W manufacture a complete line of threaded, upset and punched
jiroducts including various tvpes and finishes of Bolts, Nuts, Rivets,
Washers, Screw Pins and Rods. R B & W EMPIRE products are

the standard of industry.

Write for free booklet on Bolt, Nut and Rivet design.

Shows standard methods of designation in drafting.

Fits conveniently in drawing instrument case. @7104

RUSSELL. BURDSALL & WARD
BOLT AND NUT COMPANY
PORT CHESTER. N. V. ROCK FALLS. ILL. CORAOPOLIS. PA.

ir| R ^wqQ)

speaking of figures . . .

yoti can get iiiore done

li'ith a slide rule.

book
STORES
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For TODAY'S

Exacting Requirements ^
^

of Toolroom or Manufacturing Depts.

Over One Hundred Years of Experience in Ihe Manufacture

and Use of Tools is reflecled in the Advance Designs and

Reliable Accuracy available in our complete line today.

Catalog No. 32 is youi reliable buying guide for QualUy

lool equipment. Biowrn & Sharpe Mfg. Co.. Providence, R. I.

BS

BROWN & SHARPE TOOLS

ORAVEKS

(^omph

^^en.(njce.

CHAMPAIGN ILL.

COMMON SENSE
THIS .MOR.XLNC; wlu-ii 1 picked up my Ulini. tlu-

first word that met my eye was uar. As 1 glanced

over the front page, I saw that there is a war in

Spain, that the government is waging a war on

criminals, that society is carrying on a wai' with reckless

dri\ers, that Lewis' Committee for Industrial (Organiza-

tion is at war with the American Federation of Labor.

However, I did not see a word about a war that started

long before Herodotus began to write his llistorm and

will continue the world over long after our day. This

war is being fought between mankind and fire, one of

man's most useful but most treacherous friends.

One hundred twenty million Americans pay nearly

half a billion dollars a year to fire. Ten thousaml

Americans give their lives. If the Huff (lymnasiuni had

been destroyed during one of the basketball games last

winter, the mass of humanity that would have been

killed would not have equalled this number. Oftener

than once every minute of the day and night, fire breaks

out of boimds in this country and begins the destruction

of homes, stores, factories, schools, and lives.

I consider myself lucky because my home has never

burned. Yes, I pay. My home is insured. Fire in-

surance is nothing more than the apportionment of fire

loss among all property owners. It has made money for

very few people. The insurance underwriters' loss from

the San Francisco conflagration of lOOf) was enough to

wipe out all the business profits from 1860 to that year.

The half billion dollar annual loss mentioned above,

however, represents less than half the total property

loss. The loss of records, orders, time, business, and

many other intangible assets of a business or of a home
causes much greater loss than the destruction of the in-

surable, replaceable property. For instance, the Depart-

ment of Commerce has placed the following estimated

value on its property:

Buildings $ 25,387,000

Inventory, value of contents I(),87x0()0

Records and other vuiinventoried values 189,948,000
*

Total $226,210,000

Records constitute more than 80 per cent of the prop-

erty value of the department. Out of every hundred
insured businesses that burn, 4,? never reopen. A
shoe manufacturer, the proiui owner of a new,

fully insured, fireproof building, saw the interior gutted

by Hanies and his plant closed for nearly six months

at a loss of nearly $40,000 greater than the amount of

his insurance. In the West, a blaze which cost $1,100

destroyed records valued at a quarter of a million dollars.

All this is a terrible toll to pay for carelessness.

Although the United States does pay it every year, I do

little more about it than pay my insurance and hope

that my home or business will not burn. However, man-

kind has offered organized resistance in this war for

nearly SO years. In 1860, the fire insurance com-

panies of this country organized the National Roard

of Fire Underwriters. The purpose of this organiza-

tion has always been to increase the profits of the in-

surance companies. At first the only work of the board

was to standardize fire insurance rates. In the nineties,

however, they decided that a good way to increase their

profits was to decrease fire loss. In 1896, they founded

the National Fire Prevention Association which has been
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versus FIRE
tiinctioiiing very efficiently ever since. Fire Prevention

Week and Clean-l p Week are both sponsored by this

organization. It has set up various fire preventative

standards, such as building codes and fire department

standards. Three years later, in 181'), the National

Hoard of Fire Underwriters established the Board of

Consulting Engineers and followed this up in 10(11 by

the greatest step in this whole mobilization of man's re-

sources, the establishment of Underwriters' Laboratories

in Chicago.

Last fall you probably bought an extension cord for

your study lamp. Do you remember that little yellow

band on the cord? On it were printed the words,

"L^nderwriters' Laboratories Inspected." pAen if you

do remember, your probably never stopped to think what

it meant or why it was there. Yet that little label

carries a world of meaning. It means that cords just

like yours have been subjected to hours of tests by ex-

perts. It means that the materials used in your cord

had to meet certain standards for composition and

strength. It means that your cord was inspected as

made up, by an expert inspector. Why all this bother

over a ten-foot cord? It means that the engineers of

Lriderwriters' Laboratories have decided that \our light

cord will not be a fire hazard.

It has been stated, "This land of ours, in spite of the

complexities of the things we possess and of the natural

forces we use, is far safer to live in than it would be

without the unheralded work of I'nderwriters' I>abora-

tories." To walk by the imimposing, three-story, brick

building at 207 East Ohio Street in Chicago, it is hard

to imagine that inside. "Science is waging the war of

Civilization with Fire." Rut here, in perhaps the most

fireproof building in the world, works a force of about

200 experts and specialists who do nothing but

test nearly everything that might cause or spread a

fire. In one part of the building roofing materials are

being tested by radiation tests and by exposure to actual

flames blown by a wind machine that will furnish a

gale of any desired velocity. No type of roofing gets

the Laboratories' seal of approval unless it is really fire-

proof. In another building safe and vault testing is

being carried on. Electrical devices of every description

are tested in another room. Fire doors, shutters, windows,

wallboards and many other building materials receive

exhaustive study. Chemicals, gases, oils, and devices

for handling these are tested. Fire alarms, sprinkler

systems, signals, extinguishers and pumps are all tested.

Many safety devices in other fields also receive the en-

gineers' attention.

An Englishman once was given a list of points of

interest in Chicago. When he left the city, he told his

friends that his visits to L^nderwriters' Laboratories had

been the most interesting to him.

The engineer will continue to be outstanding among

the soldiers in this war against fire. However, the en-

gineer who makes fire prevention his work is not the

only one who contributes. The civil engineer, by design-

ing his buildings to be fireproof; the mechanical engineer,

by eliminating the fire hazards in gasoline engines, re-

frigerators and other machinery; the electrical engineer,

by making all appliances safe; the ceramic engineer, by

making fireproof building materials better and cheaper;

all help to make our lives and property safer against

destruction by fire. —M. K. C.

CAMBRIDGE VIBROGRAPH
mecL5utQ5 ike J | T y E p S

^\^vw^—*-«-

O EflTec'lti of cotiHtrurtion
and blasting operations,
heavy and rapid trans-
portation^ new machin-
ery, injre powerful niU'

rine propulsian and
many other niod«'rn

industrial demands
make the study of
viltration imperative
for safety and com-
fort. The Cambridge
Vibropraph accu-
rately measures and
records vihrat ion,This
robust, portable instru-
ment lias helped solve
many vibration prob-
lems and disputes.

This instrument fmplifys

a noifl method n/ n^oril-

ing on ceUiiloiil—fiiving

records i mperiioit s to

water, oil or dirt.

OTHER CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS
Moisture Indicators and Recorders Physical Testing Instruments

Surface Pyrometers Laboratory Insts. for A.<^ & D.C.
Galvanometers Engineering Instruments

Gas Analysis Equipment Physiological Instruments
and other Mechanical and Electrical Instruments

CAMBRIDGE
INSTRUMENT CP lie

3732 Grand Central Termina], New York City

Get Your Spring Suit

Here
We can now show for

your approval a com-
plete range of suits in

all the popular models
and colors.

$25.00 up

Spring Hats
New st.vles, new colors,

coiiiplete stock in lioth

price groups.

$5.00 and $7.50

SOCKS — TIES
WILSON SHIRTS

BOSTONIAN SHOES $7.00

Schumacher and Kaufman
Tlie Campus' Most Modern Store



FOLLOWING THE PROFESSION
D>namiting Old Timber Trusses

Adjacent to New Concrete
In order to remove a HO-foot span

timber truss bridse cheaply and quick-
ly, and without damage to a new con-

crete span immediately upstream, en-
si neers at Estacada, Ore., u.sed 30

- -Courtesy Electric Journal

I'liseen Death-Ka.v (o Hring Ahmil Lower Death Rate

Death Ray
Not since the epochal work of Dr.

Pasteur has there been a development
in the field of bacteriology of more far-

reaching importance than the intro-

duction last year of a lamp by which
the air in any particular space can be
maintained sterile. This new type lamp
produces a quality of radiation deadly
to bacteria and spore.s. The lam)) is a
long, slender tube giving off a small
quantity of greenish-blue light. The
efficiency is remarkable, only a small
amount of energy being lost as heat

;

a pair of these lamps with neces.sary

transformers, consume less than S."!

watts.

Alieady the device has been adapted
for several widely different uses. Medi-
cal men, forever battling the cau.ses

of infection, are experimenting with
these lamps for use in operating rooms.
Cakes (for instance) are being subject-

ed to a few seconds exposure to the
germicidal rays of the lamp before
being- wrapped: thus the formation of

mold is delayed by two days.

Experiments indicate that the new
type lamp may have considerable ap-
plication in the tenderizing of meat
and for the preservation of meat in

storage chambers.

—Courtesy Engineering Xcws-Rccord

Clearins the Way

charges of 60 per cent dynamite, .\fter

first removing the decking, the roof, and
the stringers, the charges were placed
at key points in the frame work of the
bridge. For maximum efficiency, 38

charges should have been used, but
the battery available had a capacity of

only 30 fuses, so the outside timbers
of the members were cut through at

seven points. At the eighth point, the
proximity of a high tension line pre-
vented weakenin.g of the timber. When
the charge was set off, the structure
did not fall exactly as planned, but in-

stead, the upstream truss broke at

about midstream because of a lag in

the fall caused by the slow breaking of

the membei' not severed.

—Courtesy Scientific Aincncdn

Worn Surfiu-e of Road Testing Track Making the Wdrld":

18

- -L iniiicsy Public Safety

I^argest Bridge the World's Safest Hridj^e



Beautj, Comlorl, and Safety In the Skyway

Tomorrow We Fly

Tomorrow's airplane calls for larger

pay loads, greater cruising speeds, and
more i>assenger comforts, together with
lower operating costs. The airplane of

tomorrow will be a low-wing mono-
jilane designed to carry a pay load of

20 passengers and a half ton of mail
from coast to coast overnight with
only two intermediate stops, and using
not more than 60 per cent of the rated
power of the engines. Day and night

Iiassenger accommodations are required

to be at least equal to that of a Pull-

man car, consisting of toilets, dressing
rooms, a complete galley, and the latest

radio and navigation equipment.
The all-metal, double-chambered

wings will be reduced in area, but
capable of supporting 24 pounds per

square foot. The most desirable fuse-

lage shape is the fish-shape form used
by the Zeppelins, In cross section the
fuselage is nearly circular and extern-

ally .smooth without projecting door

handles or rivets. Four engines were
found to be most desirable for passen-
ger service. This number was chosen
because, if one engine were to break
down, there would be 75 per cent of

the power left and this would maintain
the plane at specified rated power of

60 per cent. The fuel system is sim-
ple, consisting of a fuel tank for each
pair of engines, integral with the wing
in the box spar, giving a total capacity

of 1,000 gallons. Each engine would
have its own oil supply.

Don't Forget

1. You still need supplies for your courses

FOUNTAIN PENS & PENCILS TYPING PAPER
GRAPH PAPER DESK BLOTTERS
NOTEBOOK PAPER NOTE BOOKS

2. You can get better grades with one of

our OUTLINES.

3. To sell vour used books before leaving.

FOLLETT'S COLLEGE
Book Store

629 East Green Street—Phone 8134

I'f
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TECKNOKRAKS •

A big' buck Indian hud just ui'dt-n-d

a ham sandwich at a drujr store lunch
counter and was peering: between the

slices of bread when he turned and
said to the waiter, "Ugh. you slice 'em
ham?"
The waiter replied. "Yes, I sliced the

ham."
"Ugh," grunted the Indian, "you

damn near miss him."

SURPRISE MOTHER

on

HER DAY
with a

WEBER
PORTRAIT

Cu.stomer—"Are those eggs strictly

fresh?"
Grocer (to his clerk) — "Pete, feel

those eggs and see if they are cool

enough to sell."

* * *

"Don't talk to me about lawyers,

my dear. I've had so inurh trouble

over the property that I some-
times wish that my husband hadn't

died I"

"My good man, does this dog' possess

a family tree?"

"Oh. no madam—he has no particular

tree."

Goodman—
Weakley

—

como again.'

"Resist the temptation."
" Would, but it may never

The young lady walked boldly up to

a woman whom she took to be the

matron of the hospital.

"May I see Lt. Barker, plea.se?" she
asked.
"May I ask who you are?"
"Certainly. I am his sister."

"Well. well. I'm glad to meet you.

I'm his mother."
* * *

Mr.s. Harry Atkinson—"Harry, you
carry the bab.v and let me have the

eggs. You might drop them."

Adams—"Do you Ijelieve that kissin.g

is unhealthy?"
Kay—"I couldn't say—I've never—."

Adams—"You've never been kissed?"
Kay—"I've never been sick!"

Girls when they went out to swim
Once dressed like Mother Hubbard;
Now they have a bolder whim,
'J'hey dress more like liei' cupboard.

Sophisticated Coed—"My father is the

best pistol shot in this country."

He—"What does that make me?"
S. C.

—"My husband—to be."

* * *

Shakespeare said, "I>ove is a

ticklish sensation around the heart

that you can't scratch."

Ex-Pi-esident Hoover says, "Love
is soniethins a s;irl plays with when
she .«ets too big for dolls."

Jingle—"First it was love. He fasci-

nated me—and I kissed him."
Bells—"Yeah. I kno%v. and then he

began to unfascinate you and you
slapped him."

* * -:-

llefiniticm: Research — a blind

man in a dark room, hunting for

a black cat that isn't there.

There's a Lot of Satisfaction In Every One of the Bundles We Delivei



Vitalizing Oil Wells
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WHAT THE PICTURE TELLS

Oil it obljinedfrom many suk-sirala formations, but maiti!i

from sanil and limestone. The oil flows through the m^t
pares into the drilled hole and reaches the surface eilhfi

by means of natural pressure or pumping-

The Douell method of acidizing is employed to enlarge and
eopen pores in limestone formations. By thus mating it

easier for oil and gas to flow through the rod, the uell pro-

duction uill be increased. In simplified terms the process

as folious:

First, the uell is completely filled with oil. Next, a heavy
tnerl liquid called Blanket is introduced to prevent the acid
from eating downward into possible water levels. Then
inhibited acid is pumped down the tubing until it is opposite

the oil producing formation, inhibited acid must be used to

Prevent corrosive action on well equipment. Pressure is then
applied, forcing the acid into the rock channels and pores.

After a predetermined lime, the acid is flowed or pumped
'••' leaving the pores larger and straighler. Well produc-

,. .t^.-i.. -
,,^^ i^p iQ jj „f^cfj jj tufnty times thetion is thereby

pre-treatmeni recovery.
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Oil Jiearirid J^imcsfo?ie~~7f'
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So VITAL is petroleum in our highlv mechanistic

age, that it might be said a nation's sword of

Damocles is no longer suspended by a thread but

by a drop of oil.

Since the days of Colonel Drake who gave America its

tirst commercial oil well in 1859. the discovery and

production of petroleum has constituted one of the

most vivid chapters in our national development.

Billions of barrels have flowed from the earth's depths

in close to one-half of our states—and there is little

question that this abundant resource has literally

oiled the wheels of American progress.

But, despite our apparently bountiful supply, both

known and yet to be discovered, the need for more
efficient and conservative production of petroleum

has been long regarded as essential.

A sizable stride in this direction was taken when, five

>ears ago. Dow brought to the oil-producing industry

through its subsidiary. Dowell Incorporated, a

specialized chemical service for oil wells.

Whereas formerly, through natural and mechanical

means, oil producers extracted approximately twenty

per cent of the potential petroleum accumulation, by

putting chemistry to work they stepped recovery up

to double, and even triple this amount.

Stripped of technicalities. Dowell undertakes through

special acids and chemicals to overcome natural

barriers to greater oil production in areas where oil

is produced from limestone or doiomitic formations.

To render this ser% ice, Dowell maintains headquarters

at Tulsa. Oklahoma, and a complete field organization

located in the principal oil fields.

I o date it has treated over 9,000 wells, resulting in

.ipproximately S50.000.000 gain to the oil industry.

In servicing these wells, Dowell trucks and cars ha\e

traveled 4,500,000 miles and its treating engineers

have handled over I 5,000.000 gallons of special actd.

Thus, Dow research and chemical application reaches

out into another channel of usefulness—promoting

and developing the value of a great national resource.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

Hrancb Sales Offices: }0 Rockefeller Plaza. New York City

Second& Mac/t'sofiSts., St. Louis • 135 5. LaSalle. Chicago

^O INDUSTRY



G-E Cmnpiis News
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m
IN EVANSVILLE

Into the flood zone several General Electric en-

gineers—among them Henry Duval of Washington

University. Eugene Darlington of Oregon State, and

Harold Towlson of Clarkson Tech— took two radio-

equipped police cars and played an important part

in the relief activities along the Ohio Vallev. The

equipment included a two-way ultra-short-wave

police radio set in each car, a 50-watt headquarters

transmitter, and a 150-meter transmitter having its

own gas-engine-driven electric generator—in reserve

in case of power failure.

One of the engineers reported, "We arrived in

Evansville and erected our antenna on the 75-foot

tower of a bank building. We were on the air con-

tinually, rendering service to the flooded area."

In a further effort to aid flood victims. General

Electric sent extra men to the G-E Service Shops in

the affected area to speed repair work.

IT'S "NEW AMERICAN"
Conceived by General Electric, the "New American"

home promises to influence profoundly the trend in

American builfling. The program is sponsored in co-

operation with all those professionalh interested in

building new and better homes.

The modern kitchen is one of the results of this work.

It has been changed from just a room where a

variety of tasks must be performed to a scientifically

planned workshop. It is equipped with electric

appliances which do the drudgery of kitchen work

silentlv and easilv. The electric range, refrigerator,

dishwasher. Disposall unit, and modern lighting are

but examples of the improvements which have been

made in the home workshop.

The radial wiring system used in the "New
American" home was designed for safety and con-

venience. Plentv of outlets for lights and for appli-

ances are the outstanding features of this system.

The home is thoroughly air conditioned. Condi-

tioned air is not only more comfortable but also more

healthful, and the G-E air-conditioning units have

been designed to promote such conditions.

With the elimination of wasted space, steps, and

time throughout the entire dwelling—with the

maximum in health, comfort, and economy—the

"New American" home is building a brighter future

for the cottage and the mansion.

<^^
IT WON'T BURN

Noninflanimable and nonexplosive, this new cooling

and insulating liquid, Pvranol, was developed by

General Electric for use in transformers, capac-

itors, and cable. Its imusual characteristics have been

recognized bv the National Electrical Code, making

it possible to install transformers indoors and at the

load centers, without (ireproof vaults. This results in

savings in secondary copper and installation costs.

Pyranol is chemically stable and does not sludge, a

feature which minimizes maintenance. Experience to

date has showed that the materials used in Pyranol

transformers have a longer life than under oil. The

result—longer transformer life.

Pvranol transformers were first used in 1932. and

now more than 700 units, totaling more than 200.000

kva of transformer capacity, have been installed,

all giving excellent service.
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